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Abstract 
 

The attributes of graphic objects are often inherently related to each other. For example, 

the width and height of a square are the same; the y coordinates of the two end-points of a 

horizontal line are identical. The ability to describe the relationships between graphic 

attributes and to automatically maintain these relationships opens many possibilities for 

making graphic objects behave in complex and sophisticated ways. Nowadays, many 

single-user commercial graphic editing systems are able to automatically maintain the 

relationships between graphic objects by means of constraints. As a result, to leverage 

these constraint-based single-user applications for multi-user collaboration, constraints 

must be maintained in collaborative environments. 

A constraint is a relationship or condition that should be maintained in a system. 

Constraint-based applications are able to simplify users’ jobs by allowing users to 

concentrate on saying what should be true, thereby leaving the constraint systems to 

worry about when and how to make these things true. However, maintaining constraints 

in collaborative systems is difficult. Users may concurrently define conflicting 

constraints in a collaborative system; the satisfaction methods of different constraints 

may interfere with each other; maintaining both constraints and consistency in replicated 

collaborative systems is a challenge. Accordingly, most of the existing collaborative 

graphic editing systems are unable to maintain constraints. 

This thesis concentrates on maintaining a type of frequently used constraint, dataflow 

constraint, in real-time collaborative graphic editing systems. Dataflow constraints have 

been applied in a wide variety of single-user applications, including spreadsheet, user 

interface, simulation, and graphic editing systems. Dataflow constraints are especially 

useful in maintaining the relationships between graphic attributes in graphic editing 

systems. A dataflow constraint is an equation. Any relationship that can be expressed by 
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an equation can be represented as a dataflow constraint. A dataflow constraint can be 

characterized as one-way or multi-way according to how many constraint satisfaction 

methods are associated with it. One-way dataflow constraints are widely adopted by 

single-user commercial systems because of their simplicity, efficiency and manageability. 

In contrast, multi-way dataflow constraints, which are more flexible and powerful, are 

adopted by some sophisticated graphic editing systems, such as CAD systems. 

In this thesis, schemes are first developed for consistency maintenance in real-time 

collaborative graphic editing systems, where one-way dataflow constraints are adopted to 

define and maintain the relationships between object-attributes. The proposed schemes 

tackle three significant issues: how to maintain both one-way dataflow constraints and 

system consistency in the face of concurrent user operations that either define/delete 

constraints, or create/delete/update graphic objects; how to prevent cyclic constraint 

propagation in the presence of concurrent user operations, while maintaining consistency 

at the same time; and how to efficiently perform constraint satisfaction and consistency 

maintenance actions to improve system responsiveness. 

Approaches are then devised for consistency maintenance in real-time collaborative 

graphic editing systems, where multi-way dataflow constraints are adopted to define and 

maintain the relationships between object-attributes. As multiple options are available for 

satisfying a multi-way dataflow constraint, different methods may be used to satisfy the 

same constraint at different sites, even if the constraint is applied on the same document 

state at all sites. Moreover, the execution of the same Update operation on the same 

document state may result in different constraint propagation results at different 

collaborating sites of an application. Consequently, consistency maintenance in 

collaborative systems with multi-way constraints is more complicated than it is in the 

systems with one-way constraints. The proposed approaches achieve both constraint 

satisfaction and system consistency when users concurrently either define/delete multi-

way dataflow constraints, or update constrained variables in a collaborative graphic 

editing system.   

The proposed approaches and supporting techniques were developed and tested in the 

process of transparently converting a commercial off-the-shelf single-user application − 

Microsoft Visio − into a real-time collaborative application, called CoVisio, which 
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enables a group of users to view and edit the same Microsoft Visio documents at the 

same time from different collaborating sites. One feature that distinguishes CoVisio from 

other collaborative graphic editing systems is that CoVisio is able to maintain one-way 

dataflow constraints in collaborative environments. CoVisio adopts the TA-based system 

architecture. It relies on the API provided by single-user Microsoft Visio to convert 

single-user Microsoft Visio into a real-time collaborative application without accessing 

the source code of the single-user application.  

This thesis also presents the API design recommendations for facilitating conversion 

of single-user applications into collaborative applications. They are based on what I have 

learnt from converting Microsoft Visio into real-time collaborative Visio (CoVisio) and 

our group’s previous experience in building CoWord and CoPowerPoint. These API 

design recommendations are not limited to leverage single-user commercial systems for 

multi-user collaboration. For system developers building collaborative systems from 

scratch, it would be a good approach to separate the single-user/editor part from the 

collaborative/network parts. Therefore, these API design recommendations can be used 

as guidelines for defining the interactions between the single-user part and the 

collaborative parts of a concurrent system. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 

Collaborative systems are groupware applications to support people working together in 

groups, such as electronic conferencing/meeting, collaborative CAD and CASE [37], 

[38], [125]. Many researchers in this field focus on real-time collaborative editing 

systems that develop technologies to allow all single-user editors to be converted to real-

time collaborative editors. A particular type of collaborative editor is a collaborative 

graphic editing system, which allows physical dispersed members of a group to jointly 

compose, view, and edit the shared graphic documents. Collaborative graphic editing 

systems are often used for CAD, CASE tools to create business and technical drawings, 

and to draw simple diagrams within documents or presentations [24]. 

      Constraints have been applied in graphic editors to describe the relationships between 

graphic attributes and automatically maintain these relationships. A constraint is a 

relationship or condition that should be maintained in a system [111], [112]. Constraint-

based applications are able to simplify users’ jobs by allowing users to concentrate on 

saying what should be true, leaving it to the constraint systems to worry about when and 

how to make these things true [58], [59].  

     This thesis focuses on maintaining both constraints and consistency in real-time 

collaborative graphic editing systems. This chapter reviews prior research relevant to this 

dissertation. It serves as the research background of this thesis. 
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1.1 CSCW and Groupware   
 

People work collaboratively to solve complex problems in their daily lives. With the 

increasing importance of using computers to facilitate our routine work, it is natural to 

expect computer applications to play an important role in supporting collaboration. These 

needs generated a multi-disciplinary research field called Computer-Supported 

Cooperative Work (CSCW), which ranges from sociological analyses and 

anthropological descriptions on how people work in groups, to the technological 

foundations of computer systems for supporting group work [101].  

     CSCW is a scientific discipline that guides the thoughtful and appropriate design and 

development of computer systems to support group work [48]. The multi-user software 

supporting CSCW systems is known as groupware, or collaborative systems, which are 

computer-based systems that support groups of people engaged in a common task (or 

goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environment [38].      

     The term Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) appeared in the 1980s and 

soon became a multi-disciplinary research field.  Recent years, with the development of 

computer technologies, and the popularization of the Internet, the theoretical research on 

CSCW is significantly boosted. Moreover, collaborative systems, or groupware, have 

moved from being prototypes in laboratories to becoming usable commercial systems and 

also freeware.      

1.1.1 Classification 
 
Collaborative systems can be classified into different categories based on the time-space 

matrix shown in table 1.1. According to where the participants are located, collaborative 

systems can be divided into co-located and distributed systems. Co-located systems 

support face-to-face groups, or the collaboration between participants at the same place, 

such as the meeting room-supporting system. On the other hand, distributed systems 

enable collaboration between physically dispersed groups, so that users can collaborate 

from different places. One example of distributed systems is the teleconference system 
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that allows users to attend a computer-supported conference from geographically 

distributed sites.  

Moreover, in the time dimension, groupware systems can be classified as 

asynchronous systems and synchronous systems. Asynchronous groupware, or non-real-

time system, transcends the limitations of time, allowing communication and decision-

making among groups of individuals at different times [24], [38] . Examples of non-real-

time systems include electronic mail and bulletin board systems. In contrast, synchronous 

groupware, also known as real-time systems, allows two or more geographically 

separated people to work together at the same time through a computerized environment 

and get instant response. Examples of such systems include multi-player games, 

teleconference systems, real-time collaborative editors, instant messaging systems, etc.       

                                                              

 Same Time Different Times 

Same Place 
Co-local 

Face to face interactions: 
Meeting room-supporting 
system, Voting systems, 
Presentation supporting 
systems 

Asynchronous 
interactions: 
Shared computers 

Different Places 
Distributed 

Synchronous distributed 
interactions: 
Videophones, Chat systems, 
Real-time collaborative 
graphic editing systems 
 

Asynchronous 
distributed 
interactions: 
Email, Newsgroups 
 

Table 1.1. The time and space matrix of groupware systems [38]  

    Real-time distributed groupware systems have been adopted to support collaboration in 

a wide variety of applications, including text editors [73], [76], [77], [125], drawing 

systems [21], [24], [50], [61], [78], [123], multi-user domains (MUD) [90], video 

conferencing [98], media spaces [12], shared whiteboards [39], etc.   

    To meet the requirement of supporting group work, real-time distributed groupware 

systems have to handle complex issues that do not appear in single-user applications. 

Major design issues associated with the design and implementation of groupware systems 

will be discussed in the rest of this chapter.   
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1.1.2 Centralized vs. Replicated Architecture 
 
Architecture of groupware systems falls into two categories; the centralized architecture 

and the replicated architecture, according to where the shared data/documents are stored 

and how the shared data/documents are accessed and maintained [71], [72].  

     With a typical centralized architecture, there is one server site and many client sites, as 

shown in figure 1.1. The shared data/documents are maintained and processed at a single 

location, known as server site or central site. Moreover, only the server process running 

at the central site is able to access and maintain the shared data/documents. Other 

collaborating sites are known as client sites, where client processes are running. 

 

Figure 1.1. The centralized architecture 

      User input events to manipulate the shared data/documents are intercepted and 

forwarded to the server site by client processes. Then the server process running at the 

server site will manipulate the shared data/documents according to the users’ inputs. 

Following this the operation effects (containing user interface information) will be 

marshalled into messages distributed to client sites from the server site. Once these 

messages arrive at a client site, they will be un-marshalled. Then the local user interface 

will be updated accordingly, so that the operation effects can be shown at the client site. 

     The key advantage of the centralized architecture is that they have no problem with 

data consistency. Because there is only one copy, convergence is naturally guaranteed. 

However, it has many disadvantages:  
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(1) In a centralized system, only one participant can act at one time, which constrains the 

system concurrency;     

(2) It typically requires higher network bandwidth to distribute graphical display 

information; 

(3) Centralized systems impose strict What You See Is What I See (WYSIWIS), where 

the participants see exactly the same view of the shared application at the same time, 

which disallows independent work; 

(4) Centralized implementations are less responsive to user input due to round-trip 

latency, as each user interaction must travel to and from the central process. Thus, a 

system’s performance is highly dependent on the network latency; 

(5) Centralized approaches are potentially less fault tolerant, because the central site is a 

single point of possible system-wide failure. 

      As indicated by (4), in a centralized collaborative system, every local user input has 

to be sent to the central site, and the local display cannot be updated until the graphical 

output from the central site is received. This makes the local response time unpredictable 

in the networks with high latency, such as the Internet. Because collaborative systems 

with the centralized architecture cannot guarantee fast response time, this limits their 

usefulness for real-time collaboration in the Internet environment.     

 To support real-time collaboration, the replicated architecture is widely adopted, 

where each site maintains and processes a complete copy of the shared data [37], [51], 

[61], [64], [76], [125]. With the replicated architecture, there is no distinction between 

server and client sites. Instead, a system with replicated architecture consists of peer-to-

peer sites, as shown in figure 1.2. The shared data/documents are replicated at the local 

storage of each collaborating site. The processes running at a site are responsible for 

accessing and maintaining the data/document copy replicated at the site. Any user 

operation will be executed immediately at the site it is generated, so that the user can 

obtain instant local response. Then the user operation will be propagated to the other sites, 

and be replayed there, so that all the replicas are updated.  
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Figure 1.2. The replicated architecture 

Compared with centralized systems, replicated systems have some merits:  

(1) Replicated systems require less network traffic than centralized systems. Since each 

site maintains a copy of the shared data/documents, only the input events need to be 

transferred; 

(2) Replicated systems can provide faster response to user input by updating the local 

copy before remote copies;  

(3) The constraint of strict WYSIWIS can be relaxed by having a different view of the 

shared data at each replica; 

(4) Independent simultaneous work is supported. 

     The most significant advantage of the replicated architecture is that it ensures fast 

local system response independent of the latency of communication networks, as 

indicated by the above (2). Accordingly, real-time collaborative systems often adopt 

replicated architecture.   

     However, the replicated architecture has its own drawbacks, as maintaining 

consistency among replicas is more complex than sharing a single copy of centralized 

data, as illustrated by scenario 1.1:   

     Scenario 1.1: two users concurrently update the colour of the same graphic object G 

from two sites. User-1 executes O1 updating G to red, while user-2 generates O2 to colour 

G to green, as shown in figure 1.3.  
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O1 O2

O1O2

B B

R G

G R

User-2User-1
Object G Object G

 

Figure 1.3. An inconsistency example 

At the site of user-1, the colour of G is changed to red after the execution of O1.  

When O2 arrives at the site of user-1 and is executed there, the colour of G is updated to 

green. At the site of user-2, the colour of G will be changed to green by O2 first. After the 

execution of O1 at the site, the colour of G will be updated to red. Therefore, after the two 

concurrent operations have been executed in different orders at the two sites, the colours 

of the same graphic object G are different at the two sites, so that divergence occurs.  

Maintaining consistency in the presence of concurrency in replicated collaborative 

systems is a challenge and it has been a popular research topic for decades. So far, 

pioneer researchers have proposed many strategies to solve this problem.  

1.1.3 Consistence Maintenance  
 
In collaborative systems with replicated architecture, shared documents are replicated at 

the local storage of each collaborating site, so that operations can be performed at local 

sites immediately and then propagated to remote sites. As users may concurrently execute 

operations at different collaborating sites, three types of inconsistency problems − 

divergence, causality violation and intention violation − can occur in these systems [123], 

[125].  

1.1.3.1 Consistence Maintenance Problems  
The first type of inconsistency problem is known as divergence [123], [125]: As 

concurrent operations may arrive and be executed in different orders at different sites, the 
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execution of the same set of operations (in different orders) at different sites may result in 

different final results. One example of divergence generated in replicated collaborative 

systems is illustrated in scenario 1.1: two users concurrently execute O1 and O2 to colour 

the same graphic object G to red and green respectively. At one site, the two operations 

are executed in the order O1 and O2, so that the final colour of G is green. However, at 

another site, the execution of O1 follows O2. Therefore, the colour of G is red after the 

execution of the two operations at the site. The different execution orders of the same set 

of operations result in divergence in scenario 1.1. 

      The second type of inconsistency problem is known as causality violation [123], 

[125]: Operations may arrive and be executed out of their natural cause-effect order, 

causing confusion to both the system and the user. One example of causality violation 

problem is illustrated by scenario 1.2: 

     Scenario 1.2: user-1 executes an operation O1 to create a new graphic object G. After 

the operation is propagated and replayed at the site of user-2, user-2 executes O2 to move 

G to a new location. When these two operations arrive at the site of user-3, however, O2 

is ahead of O1, as shown in figure 1.4.   
 

O1

O1

O2

O2

User-2User-1

O2

O1

User-3

 

Figure 1.4. A causality violation example 

    The execution of O2 before O1 at the site of user-3 will trigger an exception, as no 

object can be moved before its generation. Obviously, this type of out-of-causal-order 

execution must be prohibited for the sake of system correctness and meeting the 
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requirements of synchronized interaction among multiple users in many applications [24], 

[123], [125].  

     The third type of inconsistency problem is known as intention violation [123], [125]: 

The actual execution effect of an operation at a remote site may be different from the 

intention of this operation. The intention of an operation is defined as the execution effect 

that can be achieved by applying this operation to the document state from which the 

operation was generated [125]. An intention violation example is illustrated by scenario 

1.3: 

    Scenario 1.3: given a text document with a string “abc” replicated at two collaborating 

sites, and two concurrent operations: O1 = Insert(1, “x”), which is to insert character ‘x’ at 

position 1, before character ‘a’, and O2 = Delete(3, “c”), which is to delete the character 

‘c’ at position 3, generated by two users at collaborating sites 1 and 2, respectively. 

Suppose the two operations are executed in the order of O1 and O2 at site 1. After 

executing O1, the document becomes “xabc”. The execution of O2, which deletes the 

character at position 3, in the new document state, will incorrectly delete character ‘b’, 

rather than ‘c’. This result is different from the intention of O2, which is to delete ‘c’. 

    Based on the above discussion, a well-known consistency model has been proposed by 

Sun et al. in 1996 [124], [125]. In this model, consistency is maintained by preserving the 

following properties. 

(1) Convergence: When the same set of operations has been executed at all sites, all 

copies of the shared document are identical. 

(2) Causality preservation: Operations are always executed in their natural causal order. 

(3) Intention preservation: For any operation O, the effect of executing O at all sites is 

the same as the intention of O, and the effect of executing O does not change the effects 

of independent operations.   

     “In essence, the convergence property ensures the consistency of the final results at 

the end of a cooperative editing session; the causality preservation property ensures the 

consistency of the execution orders of dependent operations during a cooperative editing 

session; and the intention preservation property ensures (1) that the effect of executing 

an operation at remote sites achieves the same effect as executing this operation at the 

local site at the time of its generation and (2) that the execution effects of independent 
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operations do not interfere with each other. The consistency model imposes an execution 

order constraint on dependent operations only, but leaves it open for execution order of 

independent operations as long as the convergence and intention preservation properties 

are maintained. The consistency model effectively specifies, on the one hand, what 

assurance a cooperative editing system promises to its users and, on the other, what 

properties the underlying consistency maintenance mechanisms must support” [124], 

[125] .    

1.1.3.2 Concurrency Control 
The inconsistency problem in collaborative systems derives from the concurrent 

execution of operations. Accordingly, many strategies have been proposed for 

concurrency control in collaborative systems. Concurrency control is the activity of 

coordinating the potentially interfering actions of processes that operate in parallel [47]. 

Without concurrency control, user operations in a collaborative system could be 

interleaved and executed out of order, which could lead to interference and 

inconsistencies. Four of the most widely adopted concurrency control schemes are floor 

control, locking, serialization, and OT (operational transformation).  

Floor control [48], [72] , also known as turn-taking [49], is a simple and coarse-

grained concurrency control technique. A token/floor is maintained in each floor control- 

based system. A user must acquire the token/floor before accessing the shared 

data/documents. Thus, only one user can hold the token/floor at a time and only the user 

holding the token/floor can access the shared data/documents. Two advantages of this 

scheme are (1) as there is only one user that can access the shared data/documents at any 

given time, convergence, causality and intention preservations are all guaranteed. 

Therefore, collaborative systems adopting floor control are free from inconsistency 

problems; and (2) floor control is independent of applications, so that it has been applied 

to a wide range of generic application-sharing systems, including Microsoft NetMeeting 

[93] and Hewlett-Packard Shared X [45].  

One disadvantage of floor control is that users must manipulate the shared 

date/documents sequentially. Consequently, this approach is limited to the situation 

where a single active user fits into the needs of collaboration, and is not suitable for 
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systems where the nature of collaboration is characterized by concurrent streams of 

activities from multiple users [31], such as collaborative editing systems. 

Locking: The locking approach guarantees that users access the shared objects one at 

a time [47], [48], [61]. In this mechanism, each participant must acquire a lock before 

his/her operation can have effect on an object and, if no one else holds the lock of the 

object, the request is approved and that participant gains the lock. Otherwise, if a 

participant holds an object’s lock, any other participants’ requests for that lock will be 

denied. 

Locking approach can be subdivided into a non-optimistic locking scheme and an 

optimistic locking scheme. Non-optimistic locking policies force a participant to wait 

until a lock request is answered before it is allowed to manipulate the object. Optimistic 

locking assumes that participants will be frequently granted their lock requests. After 

requesting a lock, the requester immediately acquires a tentative approval, and 

commences manipulating the object before knowing if it really has the lock. If the lock is 

then approved, it continues as normal. If the request is denied, previous actions are rolled 

back [49], [61].  

Request and release of locks can be explicit, which requires the participants to request 

and release the lock explicitly. They can also be implicit, in which the system will request 

and release the lock instead of the user [99].  

Compared with floor control, locking is a fine-grained concurrency control technique. 

Concurrent operations can be executed concurrently as long as they do not target the 

same object, so that locking supports higher concurrency than floor control does. 

Accordingly, locking has been adopted by many systems, including CoDiagram [17], 

Ensemble [99], and GroupGraphics [104]. 

On the other hand, locking focuses on preventing conflicts within locked areas. It 

cannot solve divergence, causality and intention violation problems. Moreover, this 

mechanism has other disadvantages:  

(1) How to decide on the granularity of the locking is a challenging task: the smaller 

the granularity, the bigger the locking overhead, the bigger the granularity, the less the 

concurrency. Locking degrades to floor control if the granularity of the locking is the 

entire shared data/document; 
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(2) Locking increases response time due to the necessity of requesting and releasing 

locks in collaborative environments; 

(3) Locking objects in systems adopting replicated architecture, where shared objects 

have many copies in distributed sites, is very complex.  

Serialization: Serialization algorithms usually create a total ordering of the operations. 

In most of the serialization-based systems, the total execution order is derived from 

timestamps of operations [70]. Other systems determine the total execution order by 

recording the direct predecessor in every operation [64].  

A scheduler then decides how to execute the operations, or how to detect and repair 

order inconsistencies. Serialization ensures that the effect of executing a group of 

concurrent operations is the same as if the operations were executed in the same total 

order at all sites. Serialization algorithms can be either optimistic or non-optimistic. Non-

optimistic serialization ensures operations are executed in the correct order at all sites by 

not allowing operations to be received out of order [64]. The cost is that the total 

execution time of a sequence could be quite long, because the scheduler delays each 

operation execution until its predecessors arrive or until it knows that it is safe to 

continue. On the other hand, optimistic methods allow operations to be received out of 

order, in which case inconsistencies must be eventually detected and repaired [49], [65]. 

Serialization undo/redo strategy is a typical optimistic serialization scheme. If an 

operation with a small timestamp is delayed, the executed operations that totally ordered 

precede the operation will be undone, and then redone in order.  

Both of the two serialization policies have disadvantages. Non-optimistic schemes can 

be slow. For optimistic schemes, implementing undo/redo can be complex and expensive 

[49]. Serialization achieves convergence by ensuring the same execution order of the 

same set of operations at all sites. However, the same execution order cannot guarantee 

convergence in some constraint-based collaborative systems. This will be explained later 

in this chapter. Moreover, serialization cannot prevent intention violation. Causality 

preservation is not always guaranteed. Causality violation will happen, if operations are 

executed upon their arrival in the optimistic scheme or if the total order is inconsistent 

with the causal ordering among operations in the pessimistic scheme [24].  
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Operational Transformation (OT): OT is an innovative concurrency control 

mechanism. Compared to alternative concurrency control methods such as locking and 

serialization, OT has been found uniquely promising in achieving convergence, causality 

and intention preservation without sacrificing responsiveness and concurrent work [37], 

[76], [123], [124], [125].  

The basic idea of OT is to transform (or adjust) the parameters of operations according 

to the effects of previously executed concurrent operations so that the transformed 

operations can achieve the correct effects and maintain consistency.   

Applying OT for intention preservation can be illustrated by using scenario 1.3 as an 

example. In scenario 1.3, a text document with a string “abc” is replicated at two 

collaborating sites, and two concurrent operations: O1 = Insert(1, “x”) (to insert character 

‘x’ at position 1), and O2 = Delete(3, “c”) (to delete the character ‘c’ at position 3) 

generated by two users at collaborating sites 1 and 2, respectively. The two operations are 

executed in the order of O1 and O2 at site 1. After executing O1, the document becomes 

“xabc”. To execute O2 after O1 and maintain consistency, OT function will transform O2 

against O1, so that the transformed O2 becomes: O’2 = Delete(4, “c”), whose positional 

parameter is incremented by one, due to the insertion of one character ‘x’ by O1. 

Executing O’2 on “xabc” shall delete the correct character ‘c’ and the document becomes 

“xab”, which achieves intention preservation. 

OT mechanism can be divided into two layers: the high-level transformation control 

algorithms; and the low-level transformation functions. Transformation control 

algorithms are responsible for determining which operation should be transformed 

against which other operations according to their concurrency relationships, and 

transformation functions are responsible for determining how to transform one operation 

against another according to their operation types, parameters and other relationships 

[125]. 

The key idea of OT, which is to transform operations against their concurrent 

operations to maintain consistency, is generic. However, different OT transformation 

control algorithms and transformation functions may be adopted by different applications. 

Examples of transformation control algorithms include dOPT [37], AdOPTed [105], COT 

[129], GOT [125], GOTO [124], SOCK3/4 [132], SDT [75] and SDTO [76]. Inclusive 
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Transformation (IT) function and Exclusive Transformation (ET) function are two 

examples of transformation functions [125]. 

There are two underlying models in every OT technique: one is the data model that 

defines the way that data objects in a document are addressed by operations; the other is 

the operation model that defines the set of operations that can be directly transformed by 

OT functions. Different OT techniques may define different data and operation models 

[127]. 

OT was originally designed for consistency maintenance in collaborative plain-text 

editing systems [37], [60], [105], [125], so that its initial operation model only defines 

two types of abstract operations: Insert(i, “x”), which is to insert character ‘x’ at position i 

of the shared text document, and Delete(i, “x”), which is to delete character ‘x’ at position 

i from the shared text document. Moreover, the data model of the original OT technique 

defines a single linear address space, from which all data objects (i.e. a string of 

characters) can be accessed. 

To apply OT in a wide variety of applications, an eXtended OT Data Model (XOTDM) 

has been proposed. In this data model, objects that are able to be edited are grouped into 

tree-structured hierarchical domains and the objects in the same domain are organized in 

a linear address space [127]. Moreover, a new type of operation, Update, which is to 

update the attribute of an object, has been enriched in OT operation model [76], [127]. 

The extended OT can be applied for both text and graphic editing in concurrent 

environments, as shown in CoWord [127], [140], and CoPowerPoint [127], [128], [140].  

OT technologies have been significantly improved in the last decade. OT based real-

time collaborative systems have moved from being prototypes with limited functionalities 

in laboratories to becoming usable commercial systems and also freeware.  
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1.2 Collaborative Graphic Editing 
Systems 
 

A collaborative graphic editing system is a particular type of collaborative system that 

allows a group of users to jointly compose, view, and edit the same-shared graphic 

documents. 

1.2.1 Bitmap-based vs. Object-based Graphic 
Editing Systems 
 
Graphic editing systems can be classified into two basic categories: bitmap-based and 

object-based systems [24], [123], [134]. In bitmap-based systems, graphic documents 

consist of images that are represented by rows of pixels with different colours. Thus, 

editing the graphic documents is directly modifying pixel colours of those images. 

On the other hand, in object-based graphic systems, graphic documents consist of 

different graphic objects. Each graphic object, such as a rectangle, is associated with a set 

of attributes, such as colour and geometric center, and a set of methods, which can be 

used to change the attributes of the graphic object. Editing the graphic documents is to 

create/delete graphic objects, to update the attributes of graphic objects, etc.  

Both bitmap-based and object-based graphic editing systems have their own properties, 

and they are used for different purposes. For example, as each pixel colour can be 

directly updated in a bitmap-based system, any part of an image can change colour or be 

erased. However, we can only change the colour of objects and erase objects wholly in 

object-based systems [134]. On the other hand, manipulating graphic objects, such as 

moving and resizing graphic objects in object-based graphic editing systems, is much 

easier than editing images in bitmap-based systems. Moreover, the execution effects of 

operations can easily be inversed in object-based graphic editing systems. While in 

bitmap-based systems, operations are recorded as images and cannot be inversed easily if 

the previous image is not recorded. So the space and time costs of bitmap-based systems 

are greater than object-based systems [134]. Accordingly, bitmap-based graphic editing 

systems are often used for photo editing, creating images and as a whiteboard to scribble 
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ideas. Object-based graphic editing systems are used for CAD, CASE tools to draw 

design diagrams, and to draw simple diagrams within documents or presentations [24].  

Many commercial single-user graphic editing systems are hybrid systems, which support 

both bitmap-based and object-based graphic editing, such as CorelDraw and Adobe 

Photoshop.  

This thesis focuses on the technologies that can be used for developing collaborative 

graphic editing tools to create business, technical drawings, and to draw simple diagrams 

within documents or presentations. Consequently, our discussion is based on object-based 

graphic editing systems. 

1.2.2 Addressing Objects in Collaborative 
Systems 
 
In an object-oriented single-user graphic editing system, such as Microsoft Visio, all the 

graphic objects are addressed and accessed according to their object-references. 

Moreover, an object is often associated with a unique ID/name. The reference of an 

object can be obtained according to a unique object ID/name. Both object IDs/names and 

references have effect only in the scope of a single-user application.  

    On the other hand, a collaborative system should be able to address objects in the 

scope of a multi-user application that may span several collaborating sites. One well-

known method adopted in collaborative systems to address objects globally is to associate 

the same Global Object ID (GOID) with all the replicas of the same object. For example, 

in a collaborative graphic editing system, when a new graphic object (not a replica of an 

existing object) is created, it is assigned with a GOID, which could be the combination of 

the ID of the site the object generated from and the ID of the operation that creates that 

object. Then the message describing the object-generation operation will be propagated to 

remote sites. The GOID of the newly generated object is contained in the message. Once 

the message arrives at a remote site, the operation is replayed there, so that a replica of 

the object will be created at the remote site. Moreover, the same GOID will be used to 

address the replica of the object at the remote site as well. Therefore, all the replicas of 

the same object have the same GOID. The GOID of an object is a constant, which will 

not be affected by the creation and deletion of any other object. As all the replicas of the 
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same object have the same GOID, the GOID of an object at a site can be used directly to 

address the replicas of the object at the other sites.  

The Z-order-value of an object can also be used to address the object in the scope of a 

collaborative application. The Z-order-value of an object indicates its position in the Z-

axis on a drawing page. For two objects Ga and Gb on the same drawing page, if the Z-

order-value of Ga is bigger than the Z-order-value of Gb, when the two objects are 

overlapped, Ga will be on the top of Gb. When an object is created on a drawing page, it is 

associated with a unique Z-order-value, which can be used to identify/address the object 

on the drawing page. It is obvious that the Z-order-value of an object may be changed as 

a result of the creation and deletion of other objects on the same drawing page. For 

example, when an object with a small Z-order-value is deleted, any object on the same 

drawing page which has a Z-order-value bigger than the deleted object should decrease 

its Z-order-value by one.  

A Z-order-value identifies an object on a specific drawing page on a specific 

document state.  Thus, the Z-order-value of an object at one site cannot be directly used 

to address its replica at another site, because the Z-order-value of an object at a site is 

dependent on what objects have been created there. Accordingly, suppose that an 

operation was generated at a site, which targets an object with a Z-order-value, p, at the 

site. When the operation is propagated to another site, to apply the operation to the 

correct replica of the object, the site must adjust/change p according to the objects 

maintained at the site.   

A Z-order-value scheme addresses objects based on their locations in a linear address 

space (Z-axis), which is compatible with the data model requirement of the OT scheme 

originally designed for consistency maintenance in collaborative text editors, where 

characters of a shared text document are organized in a linear address space. Thus, if Z-

order-value is used to address objects, many existing OT-based schemes designed for text 

editors can be adopted for consistency maintenance in collaborative graphic editing 

systems.   
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1.2.3 Operation Model 
 
A commercial single-user object-based graphic editing system often furnishes users with 

vast graphic editing functions. Some functions are generic and simple, such as changing 

the colour of an object, moving and zooming objects, while other functions are 

application specific and sophisticated, such as some functions in AutoCAD, which 

manipulate graphic objects in very fine-granularity.  

Nowadays, most of the existing collaborative graphic editing systems concentrate on 

generic and simple graphic manipulation functions [21], [24], [50], [61], [78], [123]. 

Specifically, three types of abstract graphic operations are widely supported − Create, or 

Insert, which is to create a graphic object with default attribute values; Delete, which is to 

remove an existing object from a shared document; and Update, which is to update an 

attribute value of an existing graphic object [76], [123].  Accordingly, some relationships 

between these graphic-editing operations are defined as follows: 

Causal Ordering Relation “→” [125]: given two operations Oa and Ob, generated at 

sites i and j, then Oa causally ordering preceding Ob, denoted as Oa → Ob, if and only if 

(1) i = j, and the generation of Oa happened before the generation of Ob; (2) i ≠ j, and the 

execution of Oa at site j happened before the generation of Ob; (3) there exists an 

operation Ox, such that Oa → Ox and Ox → Ob. 

Dependent and Independent Operations [125]: given any two operations Oa and Ob, 

(1) Ob is said to be dependent on Oa if and only if Oa → Ob; (2) Oa and Ob are said to be 

independent (or concurrent) if and only if neither Oa → Ob, nor Ob → Oa, which is 

expressed as Oa || Ob. 

Conflict relation “⊗” [123]: two operations Oa and Ob conflict with each other, 

expressed as Oa⊗Ob, if and only if (1) Oa || Ob; (2) Oa and Ob update the same attribute of 

the same object.  

Compatibility relation [123]:  two operations Oa and Ob are compatible, if and only if 

they do not conflict with each other. 

One challenge in collaborative graphic editing systems is maintaining consistency in 

the face of conflicting operations in concurrent environments.  
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1.2.4 Multi-versioning 
 

The three types of inconsistency problems − divergence, causality violation and intention 

violation − are generic, so that they appear in collaborative graphic editing systems as 

well. To maintain consistency, most of the existing collaborative graphic editing systems 

adopt one of the following three approaches: locking, as CoDiagram [17], Ensemble [99], 

GroupGraphics [104], and GroupDraw [51], serialization, such as LICRA [64] and 

GroupDesign [65], and multi-versioning, such as GRACE [24], [123], TIVOLI [95], 

CoWord [127], [140] and CoPowerPoint [127], [128], [140]. The advantages and 

disadvantages of locking and serialization have been introduced in a previous section. 

This section focuses on multi-versioning. 

 Multi-versioning is a conflict resolution, which preserves all operation effects in the 

face of conflicts. A Multi-Version-Multi-Display (MVMD) scheme was adopted in 

GRACE [24], [123]: when two independent operations target the same attribute of object 

G, two versions of G − G1 and G2 − are created, with two user operations being applied to 

G1 and G2, respectively. In this way, the effects of both operations are accommodated in 

two separate versions.  

In collaborative environments, operations may be generated simultaneously. Thus, the 

conflicting relationship between operations is very complicated. To fulfil multi-

versioning strategy, three severe challenges should be overcome: 

(1) When an operation is executed, how to manage the versions and which objects’ 

versions should be created? 

(2) How to identify each object? Object identification strategy should be able to 

distinguish different objects, original objects and their new versions. 

(3) When a remote operation, which targets object G, arrives, which object versions of 

G should be applied by the operation? 

MOVIC (Multiple Object Versions Incremental Creation) is the algorithm dealing 

with problem (1) in GRACE: each object version is associated with a group of 

compatible operations. A new object version should be created only when an operation 

targets an object version and conflicts with an operation in the operation group associated 

with the object version. MOVIC also achieves the minimum version creation. 
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A Consistent Object Identification (COID) scheme is defined to address the second 

problem. When an object G is created, it is identified using the ID of the operation that 

creates it. Moreover, the identifier of a version of G consists of a set of operation 

identifiers. These operations include the one that created G and the operations that have 

been applied to G and are conflicting with some operations that have been applied to 

other versions made from G. 

To solve the problem (3), Target Object Version Recognition (TOVER) scheme is 

figured out. If the identifier of the target object of an operation is a subset of the identifier 

of an object version, then this operation is applicable to this object version. The collection 

of object versions to which an operation can be applied is called the application scope of 

this operation. 

MVMD scheme has two significant advantages. First of all, all user intentions are 

preserved. Moreover, the MOVIC algorithm ensures a consistent final result achieved at 

all collaborating sites regardless of operation execution orders, which is the order 

independence property of MOVIC.  

However, displaying all the versions of each object on the user interfaces is not always 

desirable. Multi-version editing of the same objects in the same drawing area is not the 

conventional way that users manipulate graphic documents in single-user environments. 

Moreover, in some applications, such as CAD, showing all the versions of a complicated 

design diagram on the user interfaces may puzzle users. To solve this problem, CoWord 

adopted a Multi-Version-Single-Display (MVSD) scheme [127], [140].  

The basic idea of MVSD is that when an object is updated by conflicting operations, 

multiple versions of the target object are maintained internally, but only one version is 

displayed on the user interface. Moreover, all versions of an object can be displayed (one 

by one) by invoking a multi-version management scheme.  

Single Displayed Version Effect (SDVE) and Priority Assignment Scheme (PAS) 

ensure consistency of the single displayed version at all collaborating sites. In CoWord, 

an operational transformation function guarantees that the execution of transformed 

Update operations in any orders can achieve the same SDVE result, and the transformed 

Update parameters carry sufficient information for supporting group undo and for 

creating alternative versions later. 
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MVSD provides single display effect without undermining a general groupware 

design principle. In case of conflict caused by concurrency, it is usually better to preserve 

all users’ work, rather than to destroy any user’s work [123].  

1.2.5 Supporting Fine-grained Graphic 
Manipulation 

 
Research on collaborative graphic editing systems in the last decade has achieved 

significant progress. However, due to the complexity of editing graphic documents in 

concurrent environments, most of the existing collaborative techniques support only very 

limited graphic editing functions, compared with what commercial single-user graphic 

editing systems provide to users. 

To grab the key features of graphic manipulation in collaborative environments, the 

research of collaborative graphic editing techniques was initially based on coarse-grained 

abstract operation and data models. As introduced previously, three types of abstract 

graphic operations − Create, Delete, and Update − are widely adopted to express user 

operations performed on the user interface. To reduce the complexity of collaborative 

graphic editing techniques, each user operation is mapped to one of the above three 

abstract operations. In addition, each abstract Update operation is assumed to change the 

value of only one object-attribute. Therefore, coarse-grained attributes, such as size, 

location, etc, which are defined independent of each other, are used to express each 

graphic object, so that there is no burden to handle the relationship between these 

attributes. For example, value-change of attribute location is guaranteed to have nothing 

to do with the value of attribute size. Accordingly, moving an object will not interfere 

with the operation that resizes the object, and vice versa. This high-level coarse-grained 

abstraction has been proven very helpful to reduce the complexity of concurrent graphic 

manipulation. It enables researchers to focus on essential issues in collaborative graphic 

editing systems in the first stage. Therefore, many collaborative graphic editing 

techniques and prototype systems, such as MVSD and MVMD, are invented based on 

coarse-grained operation and data models.  

On the other hand, techniques based on coarse-grained abstract data models are 

inapplicable in systems where fine-grained and sophisticated graphic editing 
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manipulation is needed, such as in CAD systems. For example, changing the appearance 

of a polygon is a generic function supported by most of the commercial single-user 

object-based graphic editing systems, and is very important in various CAD systems, as 

shown in figure 1.5 where a user changes the coordinates of a vertex from point P1 to P2 

to update the appearance of a polygon. It is obvious that if a system only associates the 

coarse-grained abstract attribute location rather than the detailed coordinates of each 

vertex with a polygon, changing the appearance of the above polygon cannot be 

supported.  

P1
P2

 

Figure 1.5. Changing an irregular polygon to a pentagon by changing the location of a vertex of the 
polygon from P1 to P2 

To manipulate a graphic object in a finer granularity, a graphic editor should be able to 

automatically maintain the relationship between graphic attributes, as the attributes of 

graphic objects, especially geometry attributes, such as width and height, are often related 

to/dependent on each other inherently. For example, the width or height change of a 

rectangle will result in the coordinate update of some vertexes of the object; after a user 

connects the end-point of a line to a connect-point of a square, the coordinate of the end-

point of the line depends on the connection-point of the square. Thus, if a user moves the 

square sideways, the line should be moved with it. Other examples include the same 

width and height values of a square and the identical y coordinates of the both endpoints 

of a horizontal line.  

As the attributes of graphic objects are often inherently related to each other, it is 

desirable for graphic systems to maintain these relationships automatically. For instance, 

once a user changes the width of a square by dragging the right-edge of the shape to a 

new position, the system should automatically change the height of the square, so that the 

width and height of the square always have the same values; a user connects the end-

point of a line to a connect-point of a square then moves the square sideways. It should be 
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the system rather than the user’s responsibility to ensure that the line will be moved with 

the square. 

Techniques for developing collaborative graphic editing systems have been 

investigated for decades. However, as most of these techniques are based on coarse-

grained independent abstract attributes, they naturally ignore the inherent relationship 

between attributes of graphic objects. Consequently, they are unable to automatically 

maintain these relationships, so that they lack the capability to support fine-grained 

graphic manipulation, which is essential to many graphic applications, such as various 

CAD systems. 

1.2.6 Shape Geometry 
 
The appearance of a shape on a drawing page depends on its geometric attributes, such as 

width and height. Before discussing how to support fine-grained graphic manipulation in 

collaborative environments, it is important to introduce some shape geometry related 

issues, such as how graphic objects are maintained internally in a system; how shapes are 

described in a coordinate system; the underlying schemes that a graphic editing system 

handles user operations that move/resize/flip/rotate the graphic objects. This section 

introduces schemes adopted in this dissertation to deal with the above issues. These 

schemes are based on some widely adopted schemes in single-user graphic editing 

systems. They are not the contributions of this thesis. 

The collaborative graphic editing techniques, introduced in this dissertation, are based 

on two-dimensional geometry. When a user draws a 2-D graphic object, the object is 

recorded by a graphic editing system as a collection of horizontal and vertical locations, 

which are called vertexes. Vertexes are measured from a point of origin on the page and 

are connected with line or curve segments, just as if a user is drawing the object on a 

piece of graph paper [92]. Each vertex of a graphic object is recorded as a pair of x, y 

coordinates. Accordingly, when a user moves/resizes/flips, or rotates a shape, the graphic 

editing application will record the changes to the shape’s vertexes and redraws the shape 

at its new position.  

The location of a vertex on a drawing page is often described in page coordinates, 

which have their origin at the lower-left corner of the page. Therefore, the x and y 
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coordinates of a vertex are described as the horizontal and vertical distances between the 

vertex and the origin respectively. Page coordinates are supported by almost every 

graphic editing system, as in using page coordinates, the location of a vertex can be 

accurately defined on a drawing page.  

Page coordinates, referred to also as absolute coordinates, describe the absolute x and 

y coordinates of a vertex on a drawing page. In addition to absolute coordinates, there are 

relative coordinates that describe the location of a vertex on a drawing page indirectly, 

based on its relationship to other vertexes. For example, if vertex Va of object Sa is glued 

to vertex Vb of object Sb, the coordinate of Va can be described using the coordinate of Vb 

as follows: Va.x = Vb.x and Va.y = Vb.y.  Therefore, as long as the location of Vb on the 

drawing page is defined, the system can easily locate Va. 

Local coordinates are based on the relationship between different vertexes of the same 

graphic objects. Each 2-D graphic object is associated with both width and height 

attributes, which define the width-height box of the object [92], as shown in figure 1.6. 

Accordingly, an object’s local coordinate system can be defined, where the origin is the 

lower-left corner of the graphic object’s width-height box [92]. Differing from absolute 

coordinates, the x and y local coordinates of a vertex are often expressed as a fraction of 

the shape’s width or height, rather than the absolute horizontal and vertical distances 

between the vertex and the origin of the shape’s local coordinate system. For example, 

the local coordinate origin of a rectangle is the lower-left corner of the rectangle, so that 

local coordinates of the left-bottom, left-top, right-bottom and right-top vertexes of the 

rectangle can be expressed as follows: 

left-bottom.x=width× 0; left-bottom.y=height× 0; 

left-top.x=width× 0; left-top.y=height× 1; 

right-bottom.x=width× 1; right-bottom.y=height× 0; 

right-top.x=width× 1; right-top.y=height× 1; 
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Figure 1.6. Page coordinates and local coordinates 

Relative coordinates are able to define and maintain the relationship between 

geometric attributes of graphic objects, which have been adopted by many commercial 

systems, such as MS Visio and Word. They are extremely efficient in manipulating 

complex graphic objects, such as heptagon and irregular polygon, in graphic editing 

systems. Suppose that each vertex of a star is defined using local coordinates in an 

application (based on the geometry relationship between the vertex and the width/height 

of the object), as shown in figure 1.7 that demonstrates the local coordinates of all the 

vertexes of a star in a Microsoft Visio application. If a user enlarges the star, he/she 

changes the width, and/or height of the shape, but the relationship between any vertex and 

the width/height of the star is intact. Thus, as long as the absolute coordinates of the 

origin of the star’s local coordinate system is defined, the new location of each vertex of 

the resized star on the drawing page can be easily determined based on the new width and 

height of the star. On the other hand, if only the absolute coordinates are used to describe 

each vertex of the star (i.e. their relationship is not maintained), once the user enlarges 

the star, it is a big challenge to relocate each vertex of the resized star even if it is not 

impossible. 
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Figure 1.7. The local coordinates of the vertexes of a star 

Many existing single-user commercial graphic editing systems predefined stencils for 

often-used graphic objects, such as square, circle, rectangle, and star. Moreover, the local 

coordinates of the vertexes of these graphic objects are predefined. To create an object, 

users can just drag an object from a stencil onto a drawing page. Once the object is 

created, the local coordinate system of the shape is maintained automatically by the 

graphic editing system. Moreover, users are able to change these predefined local 

coordinates. For example, if a user changes the x and y local coordinates of the left-top 

vertex of a rectangle to:  left-top.x= -width, and left-top.y= 2×Heigh, the rectangle 

becomes a polygon, as shown in figure 1.8.   

  

 

Figure 1.8. Changing a rectangle to a polygon by redefining the relationship between attributes 
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Alternatively, a user can create a shape by directly drawing it on a drawing page using 

a drawing tool, instead of dragging and dropping a predefined object from a stencil onto a 

drawing page.  In such cases, the graphic editing system should be able to automatically 

record the shape by a collection of vertexes and define the local coordinates of these 

vertexes. 

Usually both absolute and relative coordinates are supported in a graphic editing 

system. For instance, absolute coordinates are used to define the origin of a shape’s local 

coordinate system on a drawing page, and local coordinates are used to define the 

vertexes of the shape within its local coordinate system. This method makes graphic 

manipulation easy to implement. For example, if a user moves a rectangle, the system 

uses the absolute coordinates to relocate the origin of the shape’s local coordinate system 

onto a drawing page, and then redraws the shape by drawing line or curve segments 

connecting each vertex of the shape. The location of each vertex of the shape is 

calculated based on its local coordinates. Once a user resizes the rectangle, the system 

just relocates the origin of the local coordinate system of the shape onto a drawing page, 

and updates the width and height of the shape. Then, the new coordinates of the vertexes 

of the shape are calculated based on the new width and height in the local coordinate 

system. After that, the shape is redrawn. When a user flips or rotates a shape, the system 

just flips or rotates the local coordinate system of the shape. As the location of each 

vertex is calculated based on the local coordinate system, redrawing a flipped or rotated 

shape is just an issue of redrawing the shape in the flipped or rotated local coordinate 

system, as shown in figure 1.9. 

As described previously, a two-dimensional graphic object is recorded as a collection 

of horizontal and vertical locations, vertexes, by an application, and these vertexes are 

often expressed as a fraction of the shape’s width or height in local coordinate systems. 

Here, two issues are worth of notice:  

First of all, once the location of each vertex of a graphic object is determined, the 

underlying system must draw lines or curves to connect these vertexes to show the object 

on a drawing page. Therefore, in addition to recording the coordinate of each vertex of a 

shape, a graphic editing system will also record how to connect these vertexes, such as 

drawing lines or curves, as shown in figures 1.7, 1.8, and 1.10. To simplify the schemes 
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described in this dissertation, we just assume that the system will automatically maintain 

this information and will always draw lines or curves connecting vertexes correctly.  

 

Figure 1.9. Flipping and rotating graphic object [92] 

Moreover, recording a two-dimensional graphic object as a collection of horizontal 

and vertical locations, vertexes, is a generic method. It is suitable not only for describing 

a rectangle, square, etc., whose vertexes are apparent, but also for a circle, ellipse, etc. 

For example, the local coordinates of the vertexes of a circle, and the ways to connect 

these vertexes in a Visio application are shown in figure 1.10. 

 

Figure 1.10. Recording a circle as a collection of vertexes in a Visio application 
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1.2.7 Maintaining the Relationship between 
Graphic Attributes 
 
The attributes of graphic objects, especially geometric attributes, are often inherently 

related to each other, so that the relationship between object-attributes should be 

maintained automatically in a graphic editing system. Moreover, it is efficient to 

implement graphic manipulation functions in a graphic editing system based on the 

relationship between graphic attributes, as illustrated by scenario 1.4. 

Scenario 1.4: in a collaborative graphic editing system with replicated architecture, 

user-1 creates a rectangle. Then user-2 enlarges the rectangle by dragging its right-bottom 

vertex to a new location. 

In scenario 1.4, after the rectangle is created at user-1’s site, messages must be sent to 

remote sites, so that a replica of the rectangle will be created at each remote site. As the 

object is recorded as a collection of horizontal and vertical locations, vertexes, by the 

application, the coordinates of the vertexes of the newly-created rectangle should be sent 

to remote sites. 

User-1’s site may send the absolute coordinates of all the vertexes of the rectangle to 

remote sites. Once this information arrives at a remote site, the graphic application at the 

site just treats these vertexes as independent points, and connects them by lines in 

sequence. After that, a replica of the rectangle will be shown at the remote site at the 

same location as that at user-1’s site. This method has no burden to maintain the 

relationship between graphic attributes. However, it is not an efficient way to manipulate 

graphic objects. In scenario 1.4, once the rectangle is drawn at the site of user-2, user-2 

enlarges the rectangle by dragging its right-bottom vertex. As the relationship between 

the vertexes is not maintained, after the execution of user-2’s operation, the local system 

will first find a way to determine the new location of each vertex of the resized object. 

Then, the new coordinates of these vertexes will be propagated to the other sites. This 

may cause heavy network traffic, as for a polygon with many vertexes, the locations of 

all the vertexes must be sent to remote sites each time a user moves or resizes the 

polygon.  
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Alternatively, relative coordinates can be used to define the vertexes of the newly 

created rectangle. For example, the coordinates of the other three vertexes of a rectangle 

can be calculated based on the coordinates of the left-bottom vertex: 

left-top.x=left-bottom.x, left-top.y=left-bottom.y+height;  

right-top.x=left-bottom.x+width, right-top.y=left-bottom.y+height;  

right-bottom.x= left-bottom.x+width, right-bottom.y=left-bottom.y. 

As the relationship between the four vertexes of a rectangle exists inherently, once 

user-1 creates the rectangle in scenario 1.4, only the following geometry information 

related to the created rectangle is needed to send to user-2’s site to create a replica of the 

object and locate it at the correct position: absolute x and y coordinates of the left-bottom 

vertex, width, and height of the rectangle. Once user-2’s site is notified to create a 

rectangle and obtains the above information, it can calculate the locations of the other 

vertexes based on the relationship between these graphic attributes, and then draw the 

rectangle on the drawing area accordingly. Moreover, if a user moves the rectangle later 

on, only the new position of one vertex of the rectangle is needed to inform remote sites, 

so that the applications running at remote sites can move the replicas of the rectangle 

accordingly. 

When user-2 enlarges the rectangle, width, height, and the coordinates of some 

vertexes of the rectangle may be changed. However, the relationship between the four 

vertexes is still the same:  

left-top.x=left-bottom.x, left-top.y=left-bottom.y+height;  

right-top.x=left-bottom.x+width, right-top.y=left-bottom.y+height;  

right-bottom.x= left-bottom.x+width, right-bottom.y=left-bottom.y. 

Thus, after the rectangle is enlarged by user-2, only the information, describing the 

new location of the right-bottom vertex and the new values of width and height, is sent to 

the other sites. Once this information arrives at user-1’s site, the application there can 

easily resize the object based on the relationship between these graphic attributes.   

From the above discussion, we know that the ability to describe the relationships 

between graphic attributes and to automatically maintain these relationships opens many 

possibilities for making graphic objects behave in complex and sophisticated ways [92]. 

As a result, many single-user graphic editing systems maintain the relationship between 
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graphic attributes automatically. To leverage these single-user systems for multi-user 

collaboration, it is important that a collaborative graphic editing system is able to 

maintain the relationship between graphic attributes in concurrent environments.  

On the other hand, maintaining both consistency and the relationship between object 

attributes in collaborative graphic editing systems is a challenge. First of all, in addition 

to creating/deleting graphic objects, and updating the attribute-values of graphic objects, 

users are able to define the relationships between object-attributes. When users 

concurrently define the relationships between attributes, it may result in conflicts. For 

instance, two users connect the same endpoint of a line to different graphic objects 

simultaneously from different sites. This kind of conflict must be solved without inviting 

inconsistency.  

Moreover, as graphic attributes are related to one another, an operation that updates an 

object-attribute may result in a chain of reactions. For instance, once a user moves an 

object, all the lines glued to that object will be moved as well. Therefore, one operation 

often has multiple effects. In contrast, in a system where objects are independent of each 

other, an Update operation only has effect on the object-attribute that it directly targets. 

Maintaining consistency in the face of multi-effect Update operations is difficult. 

Thirdly, there are often many options for a system to maintain a specific relationship 

between some graphic attributes. This makes consistency maintenance extremely difficult 

in collaborative environments, as illustrated in scenario 1.5:  

Scenario 1.5: a middle-point is defined to be in the middle of a line, expressed as 

middle-point = (left-point + right-point)/2. One user generates an operation to change the 

position of middle-point to Pa.  

In this scenario, O1 = Move(middle-point, Pa) is first generated by user-1, then it is 

propagated to and executed at remote sites. Suppose before the execution of O1 at the 

sites of user-1 and user-2, the document states are identical at the two sites. At the site of 

user-1, middle-point is first moved to position Pa. Then the underlying system can move 

left-endpoint, right-point, or both of them accordingly, to maintain the relationship, 

middle-point = (left-point + right-point)/2. As neither option is better than the others, the 

underlying system at user-1’s site may choose to move left-point of the line. For the same 

reason, it is possible that when O1 is executed at the site of user-2, the system there 
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moves right-point of the line to maintain the relationship. Therefore, divergence occurs. 

This kind of divergence cannot be dealt with by applying a serialization scheme. With the 

multi-option of maintaining a specific relationship, even if the same operation is applied 

to the same document states maintained at two sites, it is still possible to cause 

divergence, as illustrated in scenario 1.5. 

Furthermore, graphic editing systems are interactive applications that need efficient 

performance to meet the demands of real-time direct manipulation. Therefore, the system 

automatically performed operations, which achieve consistency and maintain the 

relationship between graphic attributes, must be efficient. This is not always easy to 

achieve in collaborative systems. 

As most of the existing collaborative graphic editing techniques are based on coarse-

grained independent abstract graphic attributes, they did not provide a solution to the 

above problems. On the other hand, even if many single-user graphic systems are able to 

automatically maintain the relationship between graphic attributes, maintaining 

consistency in concurrent environments is beyond their concern. How to combine the 

advanced techniques of relationship maintenance in single-user systems, and consistency 

maintenance in collaborative applications is the research topic of this thesis. As 

constraints are widely adopted in single-user graphic systems to define and maintain the 

relationship between object attributes, the objective of this thesis is to devise strategies to 

achieve both constraint satisfaction and system consistency in collaborative graphic 

editing systems adopting replicated architecture.  

 

1.3 Maintaining Constraints in Graphic 
Editing Systems 
 

Constraints specify conditions that should be satisfied, and will automatically be 

maintained by the constraint systems. Therefore, constraint-based applications are able to 

simplify users’ jobs by allowing users to concentrate on saying what should be true, 

leaving it to the constraint systems to worry about when and how to make these things 

true [59].  
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      Constraints have emerged as a research area that combines researchers from a number 

of fields, including artificial intelligence [30], [40], [42], [56], [57], [69], [91], [146], 

[147], graphic-editing systems [78], [83], [92], user interface toolkit [11], [13], [14], [58], 

[89], [111], [112], programming languages or computational logic [35], [40], [106], 

[113], [133], and database. For instance, they may be used by a graphic editing system to 

specify the relationship between graphic objects; a graphical interface toolkit to maintain 

consistency between application data and the graphical objects used to display this data; a 

simulation system to express relationships among physical phenomena or a program to 

maintain information essential to managing a data structure [112]. 

Constraints are widely adopted in graphic editing systems to specify the relationships 

between attributes of graphic objects and to automatically maintain these relationships. In 

this section, exiting constraint technologies are reviewed. The focus is on dataflow 

constraint, which is very useful in graphic editing systems. 

1.3.1 Constraint Technologies 
 
Constraints have been shown to be useful in simplifying and automating user tasks in a 

wide variety of applications. Various constraint-related issues have been investigated for 

decades and many constraint technologies have been proposed. Constraint satisfaction 

problems, distributed constraint satisfaction problems, constraint solving, constraint 

programming, and concurrent constraint programming are some of the well-known 

constraint-related issues/technologies. 

Computational problems from many different application areas can be seen as 

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP). Constraint satisfaction arose from the research in 

Artificial Intelligence and Computer Graphics. 

A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) consist of: (1) a set of variables X={x1,...,xn}, 

(2) for each variable xi, a finite set Di of possible values (its domain), and (3) a set of 

constraints restricting the values that the variables can simultaneously take [30], [40], 

[42], [57], [69].  

A solution of a CSP is to assign to each variable a value from its domain satisfying all 

the constraints. Thus, the CSP is a combinatorial problem and a combination that satisfies 

all the constraints is a solution.  
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Generate and test is a simple algorithm that solves such problems or finds that there is 

no solution. This algorithm generates all possible combinations of values and, then, it 

tests whether the given combination of values satisfies all constraints or not. The number 

of combinations considered by this method is the size of the Cartesian product of all the 

variable domains. Clearly, this algorithm takes a long time to run [106].   

There are two methods widely adopted to solve CSP. The first strategy is to solve CSP 

by search. With a backtracking paradigm method, variables are instantiated sequentially. 

As soon as all the variables relevant to a constraint are instantiated, the validity of the 

constraint is checked. If a partial instantiation violates any of the constraints, 

backtracking is performed to the most recently instantiated variable that still has 

alternatives available. Clearly, whenever a partial instantiation violates a constraint, 

backtracking is able to eliminate a subspace from the Cartesian product of all variable 

domains. [69] 

There are three major drawbacks of the standard backtracking scheme. One is 

thrashing, i.e., repeated failure due to the same reason [69]. Another drawback of 

backtracking is to perform redundant work. Even if the conflicting values of variables are 

identified during the backtracking, they are not remembered for immediate detection of 

the same conflict in a subsequent computation [106]. Finally, the basic backtracking 

algorithm detects the conflict too late [106].  

To overcome these disadvantages, variation of backtracking algorithms are proposed, 

such as backmarking which can eliminate the need to repeat unnecessarily checks which 

have been performed before and will again succeed or fail in the same way [40], 

backjumping that is able to reduce the amount of thrashing and enhance backtracking 

[46], graph-based backjumping that can jump over variables in response to the condition 

that no value in a variable domain can satisfy the constraints according to the values of 

other variables [30], and forwarding checking which instantiates a variable, and then 

removes conflicting values from the domains of all future (uninstantiated) variables [57]. 

Another strategy to handle CSP is constraint propagation. Constraint propagation (also 

named domain filtering, pruning, or consistency technique) is used to remove values from 

variables’ domains that cannot take part in any solution till a solution is obtained [107].  
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A Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DisCSP) is a CSP in which the 

variables and constraints are distributed among automated agents [141]. Thus, DisCSPs 

are composed of agents, each holding its local constraint networks that are connected by 

constraints among variables of different agents. There are two kinds of constraints over 

the variables among agents: (1) Intra-agent constraints, which are between variables of 

the same agent; and (2) Inter-agent constraints, which are between variables of different 

agents [146]. Agents assign values to variables, attempting to generate a locally 

consistent assignment that is also consistent with all constraints between agents. 

A search procedure for a consistent assignment of all agents in a distributed CSP 

(DisCSP) is a distributed algorithm [147]. All agents cooperate in search for a solution 

that satisfies all intra-agent and inter-agent constraints. The solution involves assignments 

of all agents to all their variables and exchange of information among all agents, to check 

the consistency of assignments with constraints among agents [147]. To make the 

distributed search process more efficient, agents should compute concurrently in finding 

a solution. Examples of distributed search algorithms on DisCSPs include Asynchronous 

Forward-Checking (AFC) [91], Asynchronous Backtracking (ABT) [141], IDIBT [56] 

and ConcDB [147]. 

Constraint Solving (CS) problems differ from constraint satisfaction by using 

variables with infinite domains. Also, the individual constraints are more complicated, 

e.g., nonlinear equalities. Consequently, the constraint solving algorithms use the 

algebraic and numeric methods instead of combinations and search [106]. It is also the 

research issue of many mathematicians and many of them deal with whether certain 

constraints are satisfiable.  

Constraint programming is a software technology for declarative description and 

effective solving of large, particularly combinatorial, problems especially in areas of 

planning and scheduling [106]. It is the study of computational systems based on 

constraints. The idea of constraint programming is to solve problems by stating 

constraints that must be satisfied by the solution. A constraint programming system 

provides a set of procedures for defining constraints and all machinery for propagation or 

search. The programmer simply models his problem by defining sets of constraints and a 
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strategy for propagation and search. The compiler and emulator of the programming 

system do the rest [35]. 

Concurrent Constraint Programming was proposed by Saraswat et al. in 1989, which 

is a form of constraint programming. In this framework, computation emerges from the 

interaction of concurrently executing agents that communicate by placing, checking and 

instantiating constraints on shared variables [113].  

The communication between the agents occurs through the constraint store. In 

constraint programming the store is itself a constraint, a set of valuations that provides 

partial information about the possible values for the given variables [113]. Thus, the 

constraint store can hold partial information about a variable, expressed as constraints on 

the variable. Through the constraint store, each agent observes what is currently known 

and attempts to derive and contribute new conclusions. Whenever an agent can make an 

inference, it updates the constraint store and the effect of an inference is to remove 

possible values for one or more variables. This update may in turn cause another agent to 

be able to make an inference and so on.  

The basic primitives an agent may execute are ask and tell. Both of them take a 

constraint as an argument. ask(c) is a blocking call which succeeds if constraint c is 

entailed by the constraint store and fails if the negation of c is entailed by it. If there is not 

enough information to entail either of them, then the process is suspended. tell(c) 

succeeds if c is consistent with the constraint store otherwise it fails. c is added to the 

store if tell succeeds. Complex behaviours can be built from these primitives [113]. 

1.3.2 Dataflow Constraint 
 
A constraint specifies a relationship or condition that must be maintained in a system. 

Different types of constraints may be adopted by different applications. The simplest 

constraint can be expressed as a constant. However, a sophisticated program may be used 

to describe a complex constraint. A specific type of constraint, dataflow constraint, has 

been adopted in a wide variety of applications, including spreadsheet [96], user interface 

[11], [13], and graphical editing [92]. Dataflow constraints are very useful to express the 

relationships between object-attributes, especially geometric attributes, in graphic editing 

systems [92].  
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1.3.2.1 What is a Dataflow Constraint?  
A dataflow constraint is an equation that has one or more Constraint Satisfaction 

Methods (CSM) associated with it that may be used to satisfy the equation [142]. Each 

CSM uses some of the constraint’s variables as inputs and computes the remainder as 

outputs [41]. For example, constraint X=Y+Z may be associated with a CSM, X←Y+Z, 

which means that X should be calculated according to Y and Z. Thus, each time a user 

updates either Y or Z, the constraint system will invoke the CSM updating X accordingly 

to satisfy the constraint.  

A dataflow constraint could be one-way or multi-way. If a constraint has exactly one 

CSM that is used to satisfy it, it is a one-way constraint. On the other hand, a multi-way 

constraint has multiple CSMs that can be used to satisfy it. Multi-way dataflow 

constraints can express relationships in multiple directions. For example, a dataflow 

constraint, I=U/R, can be used to express the Ohm’s law, where I, U and R denote the 

current, voltage and resistor of a circuit, respectively. Suppose the constraint is associated 

with two CSMs: I←U/R, and U←IR. If the current of the circuit changes, the constraint 

system will invoke the CSM, U←IR, to calculate the voltage. On the other hand, if the 

voltage of the circuit changes, CSM, I←U/R, will be invoked to change the current 

automatically.  

A CSM may have only one output or multiple outputs. Obviously, multi-output 

constraints are more expressive than single-output ones. However, multi-way, multi-

output constraints had drawbacks that impeded their acceptance. It has been proven that 

the satisfaction of multi-way multi-output constraint is NP-complete [142]. Moreover, the 

constraint satisfaction results of multi-way multi-output constraints are often 

unpredictable [142]. Therefore, this thesis work focuses on single-output CSM.    

Dataflow constraints are widely supported in many types of interactive systems [13], 

[16], [41], [89], [92], [111], [142], [143], because they not only simplify the 

programming tasks like other constraints, but also incorporate a number of features that 

make them more attractive relative to other types of constraints [142]. First of all, they 

are conceptually simple, any relationship that can be expressed as an equation can be 

represented as a dataflow constraint. Therefore, dataflow constraints are especially 

powerful to express the relationships between geometric attributes of graphic objects. For 
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instance, the relationship between the coordinates of the two endpoints of a horizontal 

line can be expressed by a dataflow constraint: left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y. 

Moreover, dataflow constraints are capable of expressing relationships over multiple data 

types. However, domain-specific solvers (e.g., linear algebra or Boolean solvers) are 

limited typically to one data type. Furthermore, they can be rapidly satisfied while 

domain-specific solvers may not. Interactive applications need efficient performance to 

meet the demands of real-time direct manipulation. Thus, it is crucial that constraints can 

be satisfied quickly enough in interactive systems. Many dataflow constraint maintenance 

strategies ensure that dataflow constraints can be solved rapidly to provide interactive 

feedback [111], [142]. 

1.3.2.2 Over-Constrained vs. Under-Constrained Systems 
Often, there are some predefined constraints that should be maintained in a constraint 

system. Moreover, users are able to define new constraints at a later time. Some of these 

constraints may conflict with each other. In many real-life applications, there does not 

have a solution to satisfy all the constraints in a system. Such systems of constraints are 

called over-constrained systems, opposite to under-constrained systems of constraints that 

have many solutions satisfying all the constraints [106].  

Several approaches were proposed to handle over-constrained systems and among 

them partial constraint satisfaction and constraint hierarchies are two well-known 

schemes [107]. Partial constraint satisfaction is widely adopted to solve constraint 

satisfaction problems, while constraint hierarchy is very useful in systems with dataflow 

constraints.  

Partial constraint satisfaction by Freuder & Wallace involves finding values for a 

subset of the variables that satisfy a subset of the constraints [42]. The solution is 

achieved by weakening some constraints to permit additional acceptable value 

combinations. Weakening a constraint means enlarging a domain of a variable, removing 

a variable or removing a constraint.  

A constraint hierarchy, H, divides a set of constraints into different levels, C0, C1, . . ., 

Cn, according to their importance, where Ci represents the set of constraints with strength 

i and where the constraints in Ci are preferred to those in Ci+1  [13], [16], [142]. The 

constraints in C0 are required constraints that must be enforced, and the constraints in C1, 
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through Cn, are non-required. Required constraints must be satisfied. If all of the 

specified constraints cannot be satisfied, non-required constraints can be violated in order 

to enforce higher-strength constraints. Constraint hierarchy satisfies the non-required 

constraints as well as possible, respecting their relative importance [13], [16], [142]. 

Both partial constraint satisfaction and constraint hierarchy may yield several “best” 

solutions, which is a potential source of divergence in collaborative environments. For 

example, when two users concurrently add two conflicting constraints (e.g. one defines 

X=Y+1, while the other constrains X=Y-1), both having the same importance, from 

different collaborating sites. As maintaining either one of the two constraints is the same 

“good” for both schemes, neither partial constraint satisfaction nor constraint hierarchy 

can prevent different constraints being enforced at different sites in a collaborative 

application, which generates divergence.  

On the other hand, in under-constrained systems, there are many solutions satisfying 

all the constraints. This is also a potential source of divergence in collaborative 

environments. For example, suppose the multi-way dataflow constraint, I=U/R, 

expressing the Ohm’s law, is the only constraint maintained in a simple simulation 

system. The constraint system can either calculate the current according to the resistor 

and voltage by invoking CSM I←U/R, or calculate the voltage according to the resistor 

and current by invoking CSM U←IR. Either CSM can satisfy the constraint.  

1.3.2.3 Constraint Graph vs. Solution Graph 
A solution of a dataflow constraint system can be expressed graphically. Dataflow 

constraints are commonly expressed in terms of constraint graphs, such as figure 1.11(a) 

that represents two constraints. C1 defines W=X+V and C2 constrains X=Y+Z. In a 

constraint graph, a circle represents a variable and a square expresses a constraint. A set 

of undirected edges denotes the relationship between variables and constraints [41], [111], 

[142]. If a constraint satisfaction method m is selected to satisfy constraint C, all the 

inputs to m are represented as directed edges from the input variables to C and a directed 

edge from C points to m’s output. In figure 1.11(b), Y and Z are inputs and X is the output 

of constraint C2.   
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Figure 1.11. The graph representations of two constraints; initially the graph is undirected as in (a); 

the directed graphs in (b) and (c) are solution graphs to satisfy the two constraints    

A set of constraints, C1, C2,…, Cn,  is satisfiable if for each Ci, 1≤i≤n, a method m can 

be selected to satisfy it, such that (1) all satisfiable constraints and their variables form a 

directed, acyclic graph, and (2) no variable in the graph can be pointed to by more than 

one directed edge. A directed graph that satisfies these two conditions is called a Solution 

Graph [142]. 

The above condition (1) ensures that computation for constraint satisfaction is able to 

terminate automatically. A cyclic solution graph makes computation non-stop without 

outside interference. For instance, in a graphical application, two dataflow constraints 

express the relationship among three vertexes. C1 defines middle-point.x = left-point.x + 

width, while C2 confines right-point.x = middle-point.x + width. Suppose that C1 is 

satisfied using CSM: width ← middle-point.x - left-point.x and C2 is satisfied by middle-

point.x ←right-point.x - width. Thus, a cyclic calculation path occurs, as shown in figure 

1.12. Here, the satisfaction of C1 results in the value-change of width based on middle-

point.x - left-point.x, which in turn triggers the value-change of middle-point.x, as width is 

an input of the CSM used to satisfy C2. This will cause the re-satisfaction of C1, because 

the output of the CSM satisfying C2，middle-point.x, is an input of the CSM satisfying 

C1. Obviously, a looped computation is formed. 

C2

W

R

L C1

M

 

Figure 1.12. A cyclic constraint propagation path; here, L, R, M, and W represent left-point.x, right-
point.x, middle-point.x, and width, respectively 
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Condition (2) demands that a variable can be the output of, at most, one constraint in a 

solution graph to avoid conflict. In the above example, if CSM, width ← middle-point.x - 

left-point.x is used to satisfy C1, while width ← right-point.x - middle-point.x is used to 

satisfy C2, width becomes the output of two constraints. The computation flows of C1 and 

C2 conflict with each other. This should be prevented. 

A solution graph represents a computation flow to satisfy a set of satisfiable 

constraints. Thus, dataflow constraint satisfaction is to find/create a solution graph for a 

set of constraints. It is worthy of notice that different solution graphs can be formed to 

satisfy the same set of constraints. For example, to satisfy two constraints − C1: W=X+V 

and C2: X=Y+Z −  the computation flows shown in both figure 1.11(b) and figure 1.11(c) 

are correct. 

1.3.3 Related Work 
 
Constraint maintenance in single-user applications has been investigated for decades, and 

the interest in constraint maintenance in concurrent environments has arisen in some 

researchers. Some of those related schemes and systems are introduced below. 

1.3.3.1 Constraints in Single-user Applications 
Many schemes have been proposed for dataflow constraints maintenance in single-user 

interactive systems [13], [16], [41], [89], [92], [111], [142], [143]. 

Blue algorithm has many editions, such as DeltaBlue, SkyBlue, and UltraBlue [16], 

[41], [111], which has been introduced to maintain multi-way dataflow constraints in 

single-user applications and is based on constraint hierarchies and walkabout strength 

strategies.  

Constraint hierarchies and walkabout strength are to determine which constraints 

should be satisfied and which method should be used to satisfy each constraint in a 

system when constraints are added to or deleted from the system [16], [41]. Constraint 

hierarchies denote the importance of each constraint in different levels, such as required, 

strong, medium and weak. This information is used to determine how to enforce 

constraints in the event of conflicts, favouring stronger over weaker constraints. Each 

constrained variable is associated with walkabout strength information, which is defined 
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as follows: Suppose variable V is the output of method m of constraint C (V is determined 

by m of constraint C). V’s walkabout strength is the minimum of C’s strength and the 

walkabout strengths of m’s inputs [41]. When a constraint is added to a system, this 

strength is used to determine whether or not to enforce the constraint and what other 

constraint (if any) should be un-enforced to avoid a conflict. The walkabout strengths of 

the variables are derived from the topology of the constraint graph and constraint 

strengths [16], [41].  

Indigo is an efficient local propagation algorithm for satisfying acyclic constraint 

hierarchies, including inequality constraints [15].  

To maintain inequality constraints, each variable has a lower and an upper boundary. 

For example, if constraint a≥30 is enforced, the lower and upper boundaries of a are 30 

and ∞. The Indigo algorithm makes extensive use of intervals, which are objects that 

represent the lower and upper boundaries of a variable [15]. The algorithm also defines 

the usual arithmetic operations (+, –, ×, ÷) as messages to intervals. Indigo adopts a 

tightening operation in finding locally-error-better solutions, which is to tighten the 

boundaries on the variables. For example, if a variable currently has the boundaries [3, 

10], if tightening occurs using [5, 8], its new boundaries will be [5, 8]. On the other hand, 

if a variable current has the boundaries [3, 10] and we tighten it using [50,100], its new 

boundaries will be the singleton interval [10,10], since 10 is the number within the 

interval [3, 10] that minimizes the distance to the interval [50,100]. 

The key idea in Indigo is to propagate lower and upper boundaries on variables (i.e. 

intervals), rather than specific values. To achieve locally-error-better solutions [15], 

Indigo processes the constraints strongest to weakest. For each constraint C, the 

algorithm tries to satisfy C by tightening the boundaries on the variables it constrains. 

Tightening the boundaries on C’s variables may cause the boundaries on other variables 

to be tightened, rippling out to further variables. Indigo maintains a queue of constraints 

to be checked. The queue contains the strongest constraint initially. If the boundary of 

any variable of a constraint, C, is tightened, the other constraints on this variable are 

added to the queue. Indigo keeps processing the constraints on the queue until it is empty. 

After all the constraints have been processed, there are determined values for all of the 

variables (their upper boundaries will be equal to their lower boundaries).  
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1.3.3.2 Constraints in Collaborative Systems  
Doppler supports distributed, concurrent, one-way constraints in user interface 

applications, which provides a high degree of concurrency and works in an asynchronous 

manner without the need for shared memory, shared or synchronized clocks, or 

centralized locking [11].  

Doppler adopts a dependency graph to represent one-way constraints. In a dependency 

graph, nodes represent variables in a system and edges represent dependencies between 

nodes. Applying Doppler algorithm, if an operation writes a node (i.e. changes the value 

of a variable), it also invalidates the downstream portion of the graph. These invalidated 

nodes will be refreshed only when a read of them occurs.  

In a distributed system adopting a Doppler algorithm, writes and reads can be 

executed concurrently. To avoid the interference between concurrent write operations and 

prevent read from obtaining dirty values, causal order relation and timestamp strategy are 

adopted to coordinate the concurrent operations. Under this condition, one operation may 

wait for other operations to complete before it can begin or finish. For example, a read 

must wait for all of its causally preceding writes to complete before it can begin. Threads 

send causal messages to each other to ensure that all threads are aware of all causally 

preceding writes. A Doppler algorithm also handles adding/deleting constraints in the 

presence of concurrent write and read operations by applying a lock strategy.  

In a Doppler-based system, nodes may reside in different thread-contexts and be 

controlled by different threads. But for each node, it can only reside in one thread’s 

context. Replicated architecture is not adopted in a Doppler algorithm. Thus, consistency 

maintenance is beyond Doppler’s concern.   

Collaborative Active whiteboard, CAB, presents an active rule based approach to 

modeling user-defined semantic relationships in collaborative applications and explores a 

demonstrational approach for end-user customization of collaboration tools to support the 

definition of those relationships [78]. The researchers of CAB investigate how 

programming by demonstration (PBD) techniques can be used to support end-user 

customization of groupware tools, and empower end users to customize the groupware 

application to model and enforce semantic relationships among objects. 
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In CAB, objects that are semantically related to each other belong to the same group. 

The concept of user-defined group (UDG) is used to model the semantic relationships 

among objects in CAB. Users can define a UDG by a three-step operation: (1) add 

interrelated objects into a new UDG; (2) define rules for a new UDG by demonstrating to 

the system what the event should be like, such as moving an object to a different place 

(the system will help users to generalize the deduced event prototype); and (3) decide the 

action part of the rule, which is also achieved by demonstration, such as moving the other 

objects to the right place. The underlying assumption is that all objects mapped to the 

same parameter should react exactly the same way to the same event. So the action part is 

generalized [78].  

The contributions of CAB are that it provides an active rule based approach to model 

semantic relationships among objects in shared whiteboards and explores a 

demonstrational approach for end-user customization of collaboration tools; user-defined 

relationships being the concrete example. 

Constraints in CAB include those for coordination between distributed users such as 

awareness, access, and concurrency control, which are beyond the scope of graphic 

objects. However, just as its designers stated, many complications of maintaining 

constraints in collaborative environments, such as how to handle constraint violations and 

coordinate interferences among constraints, are not investigated in CAB.  

The intention of SAMS is to achieve semantic consistency by integrating semantic 

constraints to the operational transformation approach [117].  SAMS uses the language 

developed in xlinkit to describe constraints. It also discusses the questions as to where the 

constraints are imposed and checked, and what measures should be taken in case of 

constraint violation. However, SAMS is based on XML resources. Its application in other 

environments has yet to be investigated. Moreover, it cannot maintain constraint 

automatically. When a constraint is violated, it just informs users to compensate it by 

undoing operations or modifying object states.  

CoDesign intends to achieve semantic preservation in real-time collaborative graphic 

systems and devises semantic expression to express constraints [136]. The proposed 

semantic expression describes constraints as attribute and value pairs. Thus, it is only 

suitable for representing constraints that restrict the states of objects. It cannot represent 
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temporal constraints and the constraints confining relationship among objects. Moreover, 

CoDesign also uses a loose constraint satisfaction strategy that allows constraints to be 

violated. Neither SAMS nor CoDesign investigates the relationship between constraints 

and no measure is taken to ensure constraint satisfaction in both systems. 

Constraints have been widely adopted to confine the relationships between the 

attributes of graphic objects in single-user CAD systems. Nowadays, many collaborative 

CAD prototypes and commercial systems, which are able to automatically maintain 

constraints in distributed environments, have been developed [6], [17], [18], [23], [27]. 

However, to the best of my knowledge, none of these systems is based on replicated 

architecture which enables unconstrained collaboration in the Internet environment. 

Instead, a centralized file server or database is applied to accommodate the shared 

documents: “As all write operations are performed at a single location these design 

changes can be viewed in real-time by team members connected to the system” [17]. 

Synchronization and file locking are often used as the concurrent control methods in 

these systems [18], [23]. As a centralized architecture is adopted, consistency 

maintenance in concurrent environments is beyond their concern. On the other hand, 

maintaining consistency in replicated collaborative systems supporting constraints is the 

main topic of this thesis.     

  Constraints have many other usages in collaborative systems. RENDEZVOUS 

project is to build distributed multi-user interactive systems. In its approach Abstraction-

Link-View, or ALV, constraints are adopted to facilitate communication between the user 

interfaces and the application [58], [59]. Constraints are used to express the relationship 

between actions in IceCube [67] and Actions Constraints Framework [115], where 

actions (operations accessing shared data, submitted by clients of a replicated system) are 

connected by binary constraints, which must be maintained by the system.  
 

1.4 Scope of this Thesis 
 

Constraint has been shown to be useful in simplifying and automating user tasks in 

single-user environments. Maintaining constraints automatically is even more 
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advantageous in collaborative systems, which can confine and coordinate concurrent 

operations. Constraints are extremely effective to deal with complicated tasks in 

collaboration scenarios. For example, when people work collaboratively to design a 

project using Java Class notation, many conflicts may arise if a system only relies on 

individuals to maintain the Java single inheritance constraint. A task, which demands 

people to work collaboratively, is often complex and may contain many requirements and 

constraints. Thus, it is very practical and powerful for collaborative systems to 

automatically maintain constraints on behalf of users.  

For decades dataflow constraint has been adopted to express and maintain the 

relationship between graphic attributes in single-user graphic editing systems. To achieve 

fine-grained graphic manipulation and support sophisticated graphic editing functions in 

concurrent environments, it is important to support dataflow constraints in collaborative 

graphic editing systems. Being able to maintain dataflow constraints is crucial in the 

development of complex collaborative graphic applications, such as collaborative CAD 

and CASE.  

However, most of the existing collaborative graphic editing techniques can only be 

applied to systems where graphic objects are expressed by coarse-grained independent 

graphic attributes. As the graphic attributes are defined independently, maintaining their 

relationship using constraints is beyond these techniques’ concerns. On the other hand, 

even if approaches have been applied for constraint maintenance in single-user graphic 

editing systems, they are inapplicable for consistency maintenance in concurrent 

environments. 

New challenges arise when adopting dataflow constraints in real-time collaborative 

systems. Due to the replicated nature of the systems, convergent constraint satisfaction 

effects need to be ensured at all replica sites. This has to be achieved under the condition 

that concurrent actions may be generated to define/delete constraints, or update 

constrained variables. Moreover, as constraint satisfaction may take an arbitrary amount 

of time to compute, the ability to ensure fast local response time is critical.  How to solve 

these problems is the research topic of this thesis.  
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     The primary goal of this research is to develop techniques that can be used to support 

dataflow constraints in real-time collaborative graphic editing systems. Specifically, the 

research outcomes solve the following problems: 

    (1) How to maintain dataflow constraints in concurrent environments: the solution 

enables users to define/delete dataflow constraints, and update constrained variables 

concurrently in collaborative graphic editing systems. Both system and user defined 

constraints can be satisfied automatically. Cyclic constraint satisfaction problem is 

prevented, and constraint conflictions are handled; 

(2) How to maintain consistency in collaborative systems with dataflow constraints: 

convergence, causality and intention preservation are maintained under the condition that 

users may concurrently define/delete constraints, or update constrained variables in 

concurrent environments; 

(3) How to efficiently perform constraint satisfaction and consistency maintenance 

actions, so that the response to the local user’s interaction is as fast as a single-user 

constraint graphic editing system and users are allowed to perform any operation on any 

graphic object at any time. This implies relaxed WYSIWIS and concurrent work. 

 

1.5 Summary of Contribution 
 

This dissertation focuses on maintaining both consistency and dataflow constraints in 

real-time object-based collaborative graphic editing systems and has made the following 

contributions to the CSCW field: 

       A simple and efficient consistency maintenance scheme for real-time 

collaborative graphic editing systems without constraint: the scheme is able to 

maintain consistency in collaborative graphic editing systems, where graphic objects are 

independent of each other. The proposed methods are based on existing OT schemes 

originally designed for collaborative plain-text editors. Compared with other OT-based 

methods that are able to support Update operations, no operation will be transformed 

against any Update operation at remote sites in the proposed methods, which makes the 
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consistency maintenance simple and efficient. In the proposed scheme, MVSD effects are 

achieved while concurrent user operations can be executed in arbitrary order.  

     A consistency maintenance scheme for real-time collaborative graphic editing 

systems that support one-way dataflow constraints: this scheme ensures system 

consistency and constraint satisfaction when users concurrently define/delete/update one-

way dataflow constraints, or create/delete graphic objects, or update attributes of graphic 

objects. Moreover, it is able to maintain constraints incrementally and provides users with 

high system responsiveness. Major technical contributions of the scheme include:  

    (1) The definitions of value-convergence, formula-convergence, document-

convergence, and their relationships; 

(2) A scheme for consistency maintenance and one-way dataflow constraint 

satisfaction in collaborative systems; 

(3) A masking scheme to prevent cyclic value-propagation in collaborative 

environments;  

(4)  Efficient constraint propagation methods in concurrent environments. 

      A consistency maintenance scheme for real-time collaborative graphic editing 

systems that support multi-way dataflow constraints: this scheme maintains both 

system consistency and multi-way dataflow constraints in collaborative graphic editing 

systems, where users are able to concurrently define/delete multi-way dataflow 

constraints, or update attributes of graphic objects. Major technical contributions of the 

scheme include:  

     (1) The consistency maintenance method in the presence of concurrent multi-way 

dataflow constraints’ addition and deletion in collaborative graphic editing systems; 

     (2) The method for consistency maintenance in the face of concurrent execution of 

Update operations in collaborative systems with multi-way dataflow constraints; 

     (3) The method that enables users to concurrently define/delete constraints, or update 

constrained variables in collaborative systems, which ensures both constraint satisfaction 

and system consistency. 

     The implementation of a constraint-based collaborative system, CoVisio: based 

on my research outcomes of constraint maintenance in concurrent environments, a real-

time collaborative Visio system, called CoVisio, has been implemented to serve as a 
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research vehicle. CoVisio leverages single-user Microsoft Visio for multi-user 

collaboration, which enables a group of users to view and edit the same Microsoft Visio 

documents at the same time from different collaborating sites. One feature that 

distinguishes CoVisio from other collaborative graphic editing systems is that CoVisio is 

able to maintain one-way dataflow constraints in collaborative environments. CoVisio 

adopts replicated architecture and is implemented based on Visio API without knowing 

or modifying Visio source code. 

    API design recommendations for facilitating conversion of single-user 

applications into collaborative applications: this paper also presents API design 

recommendations for facilitating conversion of single-user applications into collaborative 

applications, based on the lessons I have learnt from developing CoVisio, and our 

group’s previous experience in building CoWord and CoPowerPoint.  

These recommendations are helpful to both API designers and collaborative system 

designers. API designers can apply these recommendations in API designs to support 

collaborations. On the other hand, based on these recommendations, a collaborative 

system designer knows what key issues must be of concern when he/she investigates the 

API provided by a single-user commercial system to extend the system with collaborative 

functions. 

 

1.6 Thesis Outline 
 

This thesis focuses on dataflow constraint maintenance in real-time collaborative graphic 

editing systems. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a 

simple and efficient consistency maintenance scheme in collaborative graphic editing 

systems without constraint. Chapter 3 discusses how to maintain both one-way dataflow 

constraint and system consistency in concurrent environments. Chapter 4 introduces a 

constraint-based collaborative graphic editing system, CoVisio, and the API design 

recommendations for facilitating conversion of single-user applications into collaborative 

applications. Chapter 5 addresses a scheme that ensures both multi-way dataflow 
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constraint satisfaction and consistency in collaborative systems. Chapter 6 presents the 

conclusion and planned future work.    
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Chapter 2 
Maintaining Consistency in 
Collaborative Graphic Editing 
Systems 
 

 

Collaborative graphic editing systems allow a group of users to jointly compose, view, 

and edit the same shared graphic documents. Graphic editing systems can be classified 

into two basic categories, bitmap-based and object-based systems [123], [134]. The work 

reported in this article is confined only to object-based collaborative graphic editing 

systems. In object-based graphic editing systems, graphic documents consist of various 

graphic objects. Each graphic object, such as a rectangle, is associated with a set of 

attributes, such as colour and geometric centre, and a set of methods which can be used 

to change the attributes of the graphic object [123].  

Attributes of graphic objects can be either independent of or related to one another. In 

the first case, the change of an attribute of an object will not result in the change of any 

other attribute of the same object, or any other object. On the other hand, if the attributes 

of objects are related to each other, the update of one attribute may result in the change of 

its related attributes. For example, if the size attribute of a rectangle is defined as 

width×height, the change of either width or height attribute of the rectangle will result in 

size change. This chapter focuses on the collaborative graphic editing systems where 

attributes of an object are independent, and objects in a system are independent. The next 
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two chapters deal with the consistency maintenance in collaborative graphic editing 

systems where attributes of graphic objects are related to each other.   

In this chapter, three types of operations can be applied to edit a shared graphic 

document. A Create operation is used to create an object. After an object has been 

created, Update operations can be applied to change the attributes of that object, such as 

updating the location, or changing the colour of the object. An Update operation targets 

an attribute of an object. A Delete operation can be used to delete an object from a 

drawing page. 

The concurrent execution of operations in collaborative graphic editing systems may 

result in inconsistency problems, which are more complicated to tackle than in 

collaborative plain-text editors where only two types of operations, Insert and Delete, are 

defined. In this chapter, a simple consistency maintenance scheme is proposed, which is 

able to maintain consistency in collaborative graphic editing systems where graphic 

objects are independent of each other. The scheme maintains consistency independent of 

the execution orders of concurrent operations.   

     The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Consistency maintenance issues in 

collaborative graphic editing systems are defined in section 2.1. How to achieve causality 

preservation adopting an existing scheme is introduced in section 2.2. The issues related 

to convergence maintenance in collaborative editing systems are presented in section 2.3. 

Section 2.4 introduces how to achieve intention preservation and consistency in 

collaborative text editors adopting OT-based schemes. Section 2.5 proposes a consistency 

maintenance scheme, which is able to achieve causality preservation, intention 

preservation and convergence in collaborative graphic editors. Section 2.6 addresses how 

to use local object ID to improve system performance. Section 2.7 addresses related work 

and section 2.8 is the summary of this chapter.  

 

2.1 Consistency Maintenance Issues  
 

In a collaborative system with replicated architecture, shared documents are replicated at 

the local storage of each collaborating site, so that operations can be performed at local 
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sites immediately and then be propagated to remote sites. In this chapter, three types of 

abstract operations can be applied to edit shared graphic documents, which are defined as 

follows. Create(p, GO) denotes a Create operation that generates a graphic object GO 

with a Z-order-value of p on a drawing page on the document state when the Create 

operation was originally generated (parameter GO describes the object to be created); 

Delete(p, GO) expresses a Delete operation that erases object GO, which has a Z-order-

value of p on a drawing page on the document state when the Delete operation was 

originally generated; Update(p, key, new-value) indicates an Update operation that 

changes the value of attribute key to new-value of the object with a Z-order-value of p on 

a drawing page on the document state when the Update operation was originally 

generated. 

      As users may concurrently execute operations from different collaborating sites, three 

types of inconsistency problems − causality violation, intention violation and divergence 

− may occur in replicated graphic editing systems [123], [124], [125], as illustrated by the 

following scenarios. 

     Scenario 2.1: user-1 executed operation O1 to create a rectangle. After O1 had arrived 

and been executed at the site of user-2, user-2 executed O2 to change the colour of the 

newly created rectangle. When the two operations are propagated to user-3’s site, 

however, O2 is ahead of O1, as shown in figure 2.1. 

O1

O1

O2

O2

User-2User-1

O2

O1

User-3

 

Figure 2.1. The concurrent execution of operations resulting in causality violation 
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The execution of O2 before O1 at the site of user-3 will trigger an exception. As the 

rectangle has yet to be created, it cannot be changed in colour.  

Scenario 2.1 demonstrates a causality violation problem. Operations arrive and are 

executed out of their natural cause-effect order, causing confusion to both the system and 

the user.  

Scenario 2.2: two users concurrently edit a shared graphic document that contains 

three objects, GOa, GOb, and GOc. Their Z-order-values1

When user-2’s operation arrives at the site of user-1, O1 has been executed, which 

deleted GOa, so that the Z-order-value of GOb becomes 1. The direct execution of O2 at 

user-1’s site will delete object GOc whose Z-order-value is 2 on the current drawing page, 

rather than GOb. 

 are 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 

User-1 executes O1 =Delete(1, GOa), which deletes object GOa, whose Z-order-value is 1 

on the drawing page. At the same time, user-2 generates operation O2 =Delete(2, GOb), 

which deletes object GOb, whose Z-order-value is 2 on the drawing page.  

Scenario 2.2 illustrates an intention violation problem. The actual execution effect of 

O2 at a remote site is different from the execution effect when the operation was 

originally generated. 

Scenario 2.3: two users concurrently execute O1 and O2 to colour the same graphic 

object GO to red and green respectively. At one site, the two operations are executed in 

the order O1 and O2, so that the final colour of GO is green. However, at another site, the 

execution of O1 follows O2. Therefore, the colour of GO is red after the execution of the 

two operations at the site.  

In scenario 2.3, the different execution orders of the same set of operations at different 

sites result in different final document states, so that divergence occurs. 

    A well-known consistency model has been proposed by Sun et al. in 1996 [124], [125]. 

In this model, consistency is maintained by preserving the following properties [124], 

[125]: 

                                                 
1 The Z-order-value of an object indicates its position in the Z-axis on a drawing page. For two objects Ga and Gb on 

the same drawing page, if the Z-order-value of Ga is bigger than the Z-order-value of Gb, when the two objects are 
overlapped, Ga will be on the top of Gb. It is obvious that the Z-order-value of an object may be changed as a result 
of the creation and deletion of other objects on the same drawing page. 
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(1) Convergence: when the same set of operations has been executed at all sites, all 

copies of the shared document are identical. 

(2) Causality preservation: operations are always executed in their natural causal order. 

(3) Intention preservation: for any operation O, the effects of executing O at all sites are 

the same as the intention of O, and the effect of executing O does not change the effects 

of independent operations. 

The above property (1) requires that all copies of the shared document are identical, 

after the same set of operations has been executed at all sites. In this chapter we define 

that two copies of a shared graphic document are regarded as identical if and only if the 

following three properties are met: 

(1) The two document copies consist of the same set of graphic objects; 

(2) For any object, its Z-order-values are identical in the two document copies (this is to 

ensure the identical Z-order relationship among all the objects in the two copies, so 

that for any two objects, GOa and GOb, if GOa is on the top of GOb when they are 

overlapped in one document copy, the same is true for the other document copy);   

(3) For any attribute of any object, its values are identical in the two document copies. 

In the following sections, the methods to achieve causality preservation, convergence 

and intention preservation will be introduced. 

 

2.2 Causality Preservation 
 

Causality preservation requires that operations should always be executed in their natural 

causal order. Causality violation occurs when operations arrive and are executed out of 

their natural cause-effect order, as illustrated in scenario 2.1. Causality violation is a 

generic problem in replicated collaborative systems. It is independent of collaborative 

applications. Thus, causality preservation in collaborative graphic editing systems can be 

achieved by using a widely adopted generic approach, which is described below.  

In order to capture the causal relationship between operations in a system, a time-

stamping scheme, based on a data structure called State Vector (SV), can be used [37], 

[125]. Let n be the number of cooperating sites in a system. Each site maintains a State 
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Vector (SV) with n components. Initially, SV[i]=0, for all 1≤i≤n. After executing an 

operation generated at site i, SV[i]=SV[i]+1. An operation is executed at the local site 

immediately after its generation and then multicast to remote sites with a timestamp of 

the current value of the local SV [125].  

Accordingly, the conditions for executing remote operations can be described as 

follows. Let O be an operation generated at site s and time-stamped by SVO. O is causally 

ready for execution at site d (d ≠ s) with a state vector SVd only if the following 

conditions are satisfied [125]: 

(1) SVO[s] =SVd[s] +1 and 

(2) SVO[i] ≤ SVd[i], for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . ., s-1, s+1, …, N}. 

The first condition ensures that O must be the next operation in sequence from site s, 

so no operation originated at site s has been missed by site d. The second condition 

ensures that all operations originated at other sites and executed at site s before the 

generation of O must have been executed at site d. Altogether, these two conditions 

ensure that all operations which causally precede O have been executed at site d. It can be 

shown that if a remote operation is executed only when it satisfies the above two 

conditions then all operations will be executed in their causal orders, thus achieving the 

causality preservation property of the consistency model [125].  

Based on the conditions for executing remote operations, once an operation arrives at 

a remote site its timestamp will be checked. If the operation is causally ready for 

execution, it can be executed immediately without resulting in causality violation. 

Otherwise, the operation will be delayed for execution until all the operations causally 

preceding it have been executed at the site.  

The above approach is generic and independent of the collaborative applications. It is 

also adopted in this thesis for causality preservation in collaborative graphic editing 

systems. 
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2.3 Convergence Maintenance 
 

Divergence derives from the different execution orders of the same set of concurrent 

operations at different sites. In a collaborative graphic editing system where graphic 

objects are independent of each other, if all the operations are executed in the same order 

from the same document state at all sites, convergence can be achieved2

     On the other hand, to achieve convergence, it is neither necessary nor efficient to 

make all the concurrent operations be executed in the same order at all sites. For instance, 

for two concurrent compatible Update operations, one changes the width of a rectangle, 

the other updating the colour of the object. Whether the two operations are executed in 

the same order or not, after the execution of the two operations from the same document 

state, convergence is guaranteed. Thus, many convergence maintenance schemes allow 

concurrent compatible operations be executed in arbitrary order, such as most of OT-

based approaches 

. Accordingly, a 

serialization undo/redo scheme can be adopted for convergence maintenance in these 

systems.  

[37], [75], [76], [124], [125], [128], [129].  

 

2.4 Achieving Intention Preservation and 
Consistency by OT 
 

Achieving both causality preservation and convergence does not guarantee intention 

preservation. For example, an application applies a serialization undo/redo scheme to 

maintain convergence, where the operations’ totally ordering relation is compatible with 

causality relation. Two users concurrently generate operations from the same document 

state S0. User-1 executes two operations in sequence from S0, O1 = Create(1, GOa), and O2 

= Update(1, colour, red), which is to change the colour of GOa to red. At the same time, 

user-2 generates O3 = Create(1, GOb) from S0. Suppose that the serialization undo/redo 

scheme ensures that the three totally ordered operations are executed in ascending order at 
                                                 
2 The same execution order of the same set of operations from the same document state may also result in divergence in 

some constraint-based collaborative graphic editing systems, as illustrated in scenario 1.5. 
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all sites, which is O1, O3 and O2. Thus, the serialization scheme achieves both causality 

preservation and convergence. However, after the execution of O3, the Z-order-value of 

GOa becomes 2 rather than 1, so that the direct execution of O2 after O3 will colour GOb, 

instead of GOa, to red, which violates the intention of O2. Consequently, a consistency 

maintenance strategy must be able to preserve all three properties of the consistency 

model [124], [125].  

     Operational Transformation, OT, is an innovative concurrency control mechanism, 

which has been found uniquely promising in achieving intention preservation without 

sacrificing responsiveness and concurrent work [37], [76], [124], [125]. Moreover, many 

OT-based strategies, which are able to maintain convergence, intention and causality 

preservation in replicated collaborative systems, have been proposed [37], [75], [76], 

[124], [125], [128], [129].   

The basic idea of OT is to transform (or adjust) the parameters of operations according 

to the effects of previously executed concurrent operations so that the transformed 

operations can achieve the correct effects and maintain consistency. Applying OT for 

intention preservation can be illustrated by using scenario 2.2 as an example. In scenario 

2.2, user-1 executes O1 =Delete(1, GOa), which deletes object GOa whose Z-order-value 

is 1 on a drawing page. At the same time, user-2 generates operation O2 =Delete(2, GOb), 

which deletes object GOb whose Z-order-value is 2 on the same drawing page.  

When user-2’s operation arrives at the site of user-1, O1, which deletes GOa, has been 

executed, so that the Z-order-value of GOb becomes 1. To execute O2 after O1 and 

maintain intention preservation, OT function will transform O2 against O1, so that the 

transformed O2 becomes O’2 = Delete(1, GOb), whose Z-order-value parameter is 

decreased by one due to the deletion of GOa by O1. Executing transformed O2 at user-1’s 

site will delete the correct object GOb. This achieves intention preservation. 

OT mechanism can be divided into two layers, the high-level transformation control 

algorithms, and the low-level transformation functions. Transformation control 

algorithms are responsible for determining which operation should be transformed 

against other operations according to their concurrency relationships, and transformation 

functions are responsible for determining how to transform one operation against another 

according to their operation types, parameters and other relationships [124], [125]. 
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2.4.1 IT and ET 
 
Low-level OT transformation functions determine how to transform one operation against 

another according to their operation types, parameters and other relationships. Inclusive 

Transformation (IT) function and Exclusive Transformation (ET) function are two widely 

adopted transformation functions [124], [125]. 

     Before IT and ET are explained, we need to know the following definitions. 

Context of an operation [125]: an operation O is associated with a context, denoted as 

CTO, which is the list of operations that need to be executed to bring the document from 

its initial state to the state on which O is defined. 

OT was originally designed based on collaborative plain-text editors, where only two 

types of operations, Insert(p, Str) and Delete(p, Str) that insert and delete string Str at 

location p on a document state respectively, can be applied to edit the shared documents 

[37], [125]. As parameter p of an Insert or Delete operation is dependent on the document 

state the operation generated, the intention of an operation can be correctly interpreted 

only in its own context [125].  

Context-Equivalent Relation [124], [125]: given two operations Oa and Ob, associated 

with contexts CTOa and CTOb, respectively, Oa and Ob are context equivalent, if and only 

if CTOa = CTOb. 

Context-Preceding Relation [124], [125]: given two operations Oa and Ob, associated 

with contexts CTOa and CTOb, respectively, Oa is context preceding Ob, if and only if 

CTOb = CTOa + [Oa].  

To include operation Ob into the context of Oa, the inclusion transformation function 

IT(Oa, Ob) is called to produce O’a, as specified below [124], [125]. 

Specification IT(Oa, Ob) : O’a. 

(1) Precondition for input parameters: Oa and Ob are context equivalent. 

(2) Post-condition for output: Ob is context preceding O’a, where the execution effect of 

O’a in the context of CTO’a is the same as Oa’s execution effect in the context of CTOa. 

To exclude operation Ob from the context of Oa, the exclusion transformation 

function ET(Oa, Ob) is called to produce O’a, as specified below [124], [125]. 

Specification ET(Oa, Ob) : O’a. 
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(1) Precondition for input parameters: Ob is context preceding Oa. 

(2) Post-condition for output: O’a and Ob are context equivalent, where the execution 

effect of O’a in the context of CTO’a is the same as Oa’s execution effect in the context of 

CTOa.  

Both IT and ET have precondition for input parameters. IT requires its two input 

operations be context equivalent, and ET requires one of its input operation context 

preceding the other. Preconditions are required by these transformation functions to 

facilitate the correct derivation of the adjustment to one operation’s parameters according 

to the impact of the other operation. However, not any pair of concurrent operations can 

satisfy this precondition in a collaborative application. For example, suppose two users 

concurrently execute Create operations from the same document state S0. O1 and O2 are 

executed by user-1 in sequence from S0, and O3 is generated by user-2 from S0. In this 

condition, O1 and O3 are context equivalent, while O1 is context preceding O2. Suppose 

when O2 is ready for execution at a remote site, O3 has been executed there. To achieve 

the intention of O2, we cannot simply IT transform O2 against its concurrent operation O3, 

as the precondition for input parameters of IT requires that O2 and O3 are context 

equivalent, which is not so in this case. Some existing methods failed to notice these 

required preconditions, so that they may not achieve intention preservation in some 

scenarios. One example is dOPT algorithm, which generates the famous dOPT-puzzle 

problem [37], [76], [129]. To solve this problem, high-level transformation control 

algorithms are defined.  

2.4.2 Transformation Control Algorithms 
 
High-level OT transformation control algorithms determine which operation should be 

transformed against other operations according to their concurrency relationships. Many 

high-level OT transformation control algorithms have been proposed for consistency 

maintenance in collaborative text editors, including dOPT [37], AdOPTed [105], GOT 

[125], GOTO [121], [124], SOCK3/4 [132], SDT [75], SDTO [76]  and COT [129].  

      These algorithms not only target intention preservation, but also provide entire 

consistency maintenance solutions for collaborative text editors. Among them, SDTO [76] 

and COT [129] are two advanced OT transformation control algorithms. SDTO solves a 
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so-called correctness problem with high performance [75], [76]. Moreover, it can be 

applied to collaborative rich text editors, where each character is associated with a set of 

attributes, such as colour and size, which can be updated by users. COT is able to 

efficiently do and undo any operation at any time in concurrent environments. Moreover, 

it achieves consistency maintenance based only on IT without the use of ET.  

 

2.5 Achieving Consistency in 
Collaborative Graphic Editors 
 

In the previous section, key information related to OT strategy is reviewed. This section 

discusses how to apply existing OT strategy for consistency maintenance in collaborative 

graphic editing systems, where graphic attributes are independent of each other. 

2.5.1 Simplified Context 
 
In plain-text editing systems, only two types of operations, Insert(p, Str) and Delete(p, 

Str), which insert and delete string Str at location p on a document state respectively, can 

be applied to manipulate the shared documents [37], [125]. As parameter p of an Insert or 

Delete operation is dependent on the document state where the operation is generated, the 

intention of an operation can be correctly interpreted only in its own context [125].  

      In a graphic editing system, however, three types of operations − Create(p, GO), 

Delete(p, GO), and Update(p, key, new-value) − can be used to manipulate the shared 

graphic documents. The GO parameter of a Create or Delete operation describes the 

object to be created or deleted. This parameter is self-contained, so that parameter GO 

can be correctly interpreted without depending on the execution effect of any other 

operation. The same is true for the key and the new-value parameters of an Update 

operation. These two parameters indicate the attribute that should be updated, and the 

new-value of the updated attribute, respectively. On the other hand, the parameter p of 

any one of the three types of operations indicates the Z-order-value of the target object of 

the operation. This parameter is adopted to identify an object in the domain of a 
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collaborative application. As the Z-order-values of objects may be affected by the 

creation and deletion of other objects, the intention interpretation for an operation 

depends on the Create and Delete operations in the context of the operation.  

      On the other hand, the execution of an Update operation will never change the Z-

order-value of any object3

Based on the above discussion, we define the simplified context of an operation 

below: 

. Accordingly, the intention of an operation in a graphic editing 

application can even be correctly interpreted in its subset context that contains only 

Create and Delete operations without including any Update operation.  

Definition of the Simplified Context of an Operation: the simplified context of O, 

denoted as SCTO, is a sub-list of operations in the context of O, denoted as CTO. SCTO is 

obtained by deleting all the Update operations from CTO.  

SCTO is also a list of operations, so that SCTOa = SCTOb if and only if (1) for any 

operation in SCTOa, it is in SCTOb too, and vice versa, and (2) for any two operations O1 

and O2, if O1 is in front of O2 in SCTOa, it is also in front of O2 in SCTOb. 

The intention of an operation in a collaborative graphic editor can be correctly 

interpreted in its simplified context, as illustrated by the following example: 

     Suppose that O = Update(1, colour, red), and CTO = [Create(1, GO1), Update(1, 

colour, red), Create(1, GO2), Update(2, colour, green), Create(1, GO3), Update(1, colour, 

green)]. From CTO, we know the intention of O is to colour GO3 to red. In this example, 

SCTO = [Create(1, GO1), Create(1, GO2), Create(1, GO3)]. It is obvious that from SCTO 

we can also interpret the intention of O correctly, which is to change the colour of GO3 to 

red. 

     Based on the definition of the simplified context of an operation, we can define 

simplified context-equivalent relation and simplified context-preceding relation as 

follows: 

                                                 
3 An Update operation targets one attribute of one object. However, the change of the Z-order-value of an object may 

result in the Z-order-value change of some other objects. Thus, in this paper, users cannot use Update operations to 
change the Z-order-value of any object. In many graphic editing systems, such as MS Visio, the Z-order-relationship 
between objects is maintained automatically in the application level. The method changing the Z-order-relationship 
between objects is not an object level method.  
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Definition of the Simplified Context-Equivalent Relation: given two operations Oa 

and Ob, associated with simplified contexts SCTOa and SCTOb, respectively, Oa and Ob are 

simplified context equivalent, if and only if SCTOa = SCTOb. 

Definition of the Simplified Context-Preceding Relation: given two operations Oa 

and Ob, associated with simplified contexts SCTOa and SCTOb, respectively, where Oa is 

not an Update operation. Oa is simplified context preceding Ob, if and only if SCTOb = 

SCTOa + [Oa]. 

2.5.2 Intention Preservation 
  
In this chapter, the Z-order-value of an object is used to identify the object in the domain 

of a collaborative graphic application. For an operation, the value of its p parameter 

indicates the Z-order-value of the object, which it creates/deletes/updates, on a drawing 

page on the document state when the operation was originally generated. When the 

operation is ready for execution at a remote site, the document state there could be 

different from the document state when the operation was originally generated, so that the 

orginal value of its p parameter may not express the correct Z-order-value of the object 

replicated at the remote site.  

     To correctly interpret the intention of an operation at a remote site, the operation 

should be transformed against its concurrent operations that have been executed at the 

remote site. As the execution of a Create or Delete operation may change the Z-order-

values of objects, the operation must be transformed against its concurrent Create and 

Delete operations that have been executed at the remote site. On the other hand, the 

execution of an Update operation will not result in the Z-order-value change of any 

graphic object, so that the execution of an Update operation will not affect the intention 

interpretation of any other operation. Accordingly, to interpret the intention of an 

operation at a remote site, it is unnecessary to transform the operation against its 

concurrent Update operations that have been executed at the site.  

     Intention preservation requires that for any operation, O, applied in a collaborative 

graphic editing system, the effects of executing O at all sites are the same as the intention 

of O, and the effect of executing O does not change the effects of independent operations. 

From the above discussion, after performing operational transformation, the intention of 
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an operation is correctly interpreted at a remote site. Thus, the execution of the 

transformed operation on the document state maintained at the remote site preserves the 

intention of the operation. It is important to notice that the execution of a transformed 

Update operation may overwrite the display effects of its conflict operations that have 

been executed at the remote site. For example, if an Update operation is to colour an 

object to red, after the execution of the operation, no executed operation that updated the 

colour of the same object will show its display effect on the user interface. However, if an 

Update operation overwrites the display effect of another Update operation, the Update 

operation neither changes the effects of the overwritten operation, nor results in the 

intention violation. For example, if a user executes in sequence two Update operations, 

which target the same attribute of the same object. The display effects of the first 

executed operation will be overwritten by the second one.  In this condition, we cannot 

say that the intention of the first operation is violated after its display effect is 

overwritten. The same is true for an Update operation that overwrites the display effects 

of its conflicting operations. 

      The purpose of a Create operation, Create(p, GO), in a graphic editing system is 

similar to the purpose of an Insert operation, Insert(p, Str), in a plain-text editor. The only 

difference is that one operation creates a graphic object while the other generates a string. 

Both of the operations identify an object/string that is able to be edited, based on its 

location in a linear address space. The same applies to Delete operations in the two types 

of editors. Consequently, we can adopt existing OT-based schemes designed for 

collaborative plain-text editors to achieve intention preservation in collaborative graphic 

editing systems. Here, we use GOTO [121], [124] as an example, as illustrated below: 

GOTO(O, L): O’    

O: a causally-ready Create, Delete, or Update operation applied to a collaborative graphic 

editor at a remote site; 

L: the list of Create, or Delete operations, [O1, … , On] in the HB; 

O’:  the execution form of O; 

(1) Scan L from left to right to find the first operation Ok such that Ok || O. If no such 

an operation is found, then return O’=O; 
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(2) Otherwise, scan L[k+1, n] to find operations in the simplified context of O. If no 

single such operation is found, then return O’ =LIT (O, L[k, n]); 

(3) Otherwise, let L’ = [Oc1, … , Ocr ] be the list of operations in the range of L[k+1, n] 

which are in the simplified context of O, where (k+1) < ci< n and 1 < i < r. The following 

steps are executed: 

   (a) Shift operations in the simplified context of O to the left side of L: 

        for (i := 1; i < r; i ++) LTranspose(L[k + i - 1, ci ]); 

   (b) return O’ := LIT (O, L[k + r, n]); 

GOTO was originally designed based on plain-text editing systems where only two 

types of operations − Insert and Delete − can be applied to edit the shared documents. 

Here we revised it accordingly to support also Update operations in collaborative graphic 

editing systems.  

Original GOTO requires that each site maintains a history buffer (HB) for saving all 

the executed operations at the site. The operations in HB are saved in their execution 

format instead of their original format. In a graphic editing system, the intention of an 

operation can be interpreted correctly in its simplified context, which only contains 

Create and Delete operations. Accordingly, to apply GOTO for intention preservation in 

collaborative graphic editing systems, only Create and Delete operations are needed to be 

saved in HB. Update operations will not be saved in HB. The storage for Update 

operations will be introduced later. 

In step (1), once an operation, O, is ready for execution at a remote site, HB is 

scanned to check whether any concurrent Create or Delete operation of O has been 

executed there. If no such kind of operation has been executed there, then all the Create 

or Delete operations executed there must be in the simplified context of O, so that O can 

be executed by its original format, which ensures intention preservation.  

On the other hand, if some concurrent Create or Delete operations of O have been 

executed there, O should be IT transformed against these operations for intention 

preservation: 

It is possible that all the concurrent Create and Delete operations of O are executed 

after all the operations in the simplified context of O at the site, as indicated in step (2) of 

the algorithm description. Under this condition, we just need to IT transform O against 
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these operations according to their positions in HB. To include a list of concurrent 

operations, OL, into the simplified context of O, the following function LIT(O, OL) is 

called [121], [124]: 

FUNCTION 1. LIT (O , L): O’ 

(1) O’:=O;  i :=1; 

(2) while (i ≤|L|) {O’ := IT(O’, L[i]); i := i + 1;}. 

      It is also possible that the executions of O’s concurrent Create and Delete operations 

are mixed up with the operations in the simplified context of O at the remote site. Then, 

GOTO first shifts all the operations in the simplified context of O to the left side of HB 

by invoking IT and ET functions accordingly. Then it includes the concurrent Create and 

Delete operations of O into the simplified context of O, as indicated in step (3). 

Procedure LTranspose(L)  and function Transpose(Oa, Ob) are used to shift operations’ 

positions in HB, which are defined below [121], [124].  

FUNCTION Transpose(Oa , Ob) : (O’b , O’a) 

(1) O’b := ET(Ob, Oa); 

(2) O’a := IT (Oa , O’b). 

PROCEDURE LTranspose(L) 

(1) i := |L|; 

(2) while (i > 1) {(L[i - 1], L[i]) := Transpose(L[i- 1], L[i]); i:= i -1;} 

As our discussion here is based on simplified context, IT and ET for collaborative 

graphic editing systems are revised as follows: 

IT(Oa, Ob) : O’a. 

(1) Precondition for input parameters: Oa and Ob are simplified context equivalent, where 

Ob is not an Update operation. 

(2) Post-condition for output: Ob is simplified context preceding O’a, where the execution 

effect of O’a in the simplified context of SCTO’a is the same as Oa’s execution effect in 

the simplified context of SCTOa. 

ET(Oa, Ob) : O’a. 

(1) Precondition for input parameters: Ob is simplified context preceding Oa, where Ob is 

not an Update operation. 

(2) Post-condition for output: O’a and Ob are simplified context equivalent, where the 
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execution effect of O’a in the simplified context of SCTO’a is the same as Oa’s execution 

effect in the simplified context of SCTOa.  

Thus, we can adopt existing IT and ET functions and revise them accordingly for 

intention preservation in collaborative graphic editing systems (some well-known IT and 

ET functions can be found in [75], [76], [126]). For example, a simple IT function that 

can be used to IT transform an Update operation against a Create operation is illustrated 

below: 

IT_UC(U , C): U’ 

U:  an Update operation  

C:  a Create operation 

U’: the execution form of U 

{ if(U.p ≥ C.p) then U.p++; return U’:=U; } 

From the above GOTO scheme, after the same set of Create, Delete, and Update 

operations has been executed at all sites of a collaborative graphic editing application, it 

exists: (1) all sites maintain the same set of graphic objects; (2) any graphic object has the 

same Z-order-values at all sites (i.e. identical Z-axis location); and (3) the execution 

effect of any operation at any remote site is the same as the execution effect of the 

operation at the site where it is originally generated from. The revised GOTO scheme can 

be illustrated by the following scenario.  

Scenario 2.4: document state S0 consists of two objects, GO1 and GO2. The Z-order-

values of the two objects are 1 and 2 respectively (i.e. GO2 is on the top of GO1 if the two 

objects are overlapped). Two users concurrently executed operations to manipulate the 

shared document, as shown in figure 2.2. O1 and O2 are executed by user-1 in sequence 

from S0. O1 = Create(2, GO3) to generate another object GO3, whose Z-order-value is 2 

(thus, the Z-order-values of GO1 and GO2 are 1 and 3 after the execution of this 

operation); O2 = Update(3, colour, green), which is to change the colour of GO2 to green. 

At the same time, user-2 generates O3 and O4 in sequence from S0. O3 = Delete(1, GO1) 

to delete object GO1; O4 = Update(1, colour, red), which colours GO2 to red. 
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Figure 2.2. A scenario of concurrent execution of operations in a collaborative system 

At user-1’s site, the executions of the four operations are in order O1, O2, O3 and O4. 

As O1 and O2 are local operations at user-1’s site, they will be executed directly without 

performing any transformation. After the execution of the two operations, HB contains 

only O1, as Update operations will not be saved in HB.  

When O3 is ready for execution at the site of user-1, the only operation in HB is O1, 

which is concurrent with O3. Moreover, both of them are generated on document state S0, 

so that they are simplified context equivalent. Based on step (2) of GOTO, O’3 =LIT (O3, 

{O1}) will be invoked, which in turn will invoke IT(O3, O1). After that O’3 = Delete(1, 

GO1), which preserves the intention of O3, which is to delete GO1. After the execution of 

the transformed O3, HB = {O1, O’3}, and the Z-order-values of GO2, and GO3 are 2, and 

1, respectively. 

When O4 is ready for execution at the site of user-1, HB = {O1, O’3}, while O3 is in the 

simplified context of O4, but O1 is concurrent of O4. Based on step (3) of GOTO, 

LTranspose({O1, O’3}) will be invoked to shift O3, which causally precedes O4, to the left 

side of HB. After that HB = {O3, O’1}, where O3 = Delete(1, GO1) and O’1 = Create(1, 

GO3). Then, as O’3 simplified context precedes both O’1 and O4, O’1 and O4 are 

simplified context equivalent. Based on (b) of (3) described in GOTO, LIT (O4, {O’1}) 

will be invoked, which in turn will invoke IT(O4, O’1). After that O’4 = Update(2, colour, 
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red), which preserves the intention of O4 which is to colour GO2 to red. After the 

execution of the four operations at the site of user-1, HB = {O3, O’1}, and the Z-order-

values of GO2 and GO3 are 2 and 1, respectively. The colour of GO2 is red.  

At user-2’s site, the executions of the four operations are in order O3, O4, O1 and O2. 

Following the above analysis, we know that after the execution of the four operations, 

The Z-order-values of GO2 and GO3 are 2 and 1, respectively, and the colour of GO2 is 

green. 

It is important to notice that intention preservation is achieved in the above example, as 

for anyone of the four operations, the effects of executing it at both users’ sites are the 

same as its intention, and the effect of executing it does not change the intentions of 

independent operations. Moreover, the same set of graphic objects has been maintained at 

all sites, and each object has the same Z-order-values at all sites.  

On the other hand, it is obvious that after the execution of the four operations in 

different orders at different sites, the final document states are different at the two users’ 

sites, as GO2 has different colours at the two sites.   

2.5.3 Maintaining Convergent Attribute-values 
 
As introduced in the previous section, convergence is achieved in a collaborative graphic 

editing system if all copies of the shared graphic document are identical, after the same 

set of operations has been executed at all sites. In this chapter, identical document state 

means: 

(1) All copies of the shared document contain the same set of graphic objects;  

(2) For any graphic object, its Z-order-values are the same in all copies of the shared 

document; 

(3) The attribute-values of any attribute of any object are identical in all document copies. 

It is obvious that if all the operations are executed correctly (i.e. intention 

preservation is achieved), requirement (1) of convergence maintenance in a collaborative 

graphic editing system will always be satisfied, even if these operations are executed in 

different orders at different sites: only the execution of Create and Delete operations can 

change the set of graphic objects displayed on a drawing page. If intention preservation is 

achieved, a Create operation will create the same object at all sites, and a Delete 
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operation will delete the same object from all sites, so that after the same set of Create 

and Delete operations has been executed at all sites, all copies of the shared document 

must consist of the same set of objects. 

Only the execution of Create or Delete operations can change the Z-order-value of 

graphic objects on a drawing page, and the execution of a Create or Delete operation will 

not be interfered with by the execution of any Update operation at a remote site. A 

Create operation in a graphic editing system can be regarded as an Insert operation in a 

plain-text editor with the only difference being that an Insert operation creates a string 

while a Create operation generates a graphic object. Both of the operations identify an 

object/string that is able to be edited, based on its location in a linear address space. For 

the same reason, a Delete operation in a graphic editing system can be mapped to a 

Delete operation in a plain-text editor.  

OT-based consistency maintenance schemes for collaborative plain-text editors 

ensure that after the same set of Insert and Delete operations has been executed from the 

same document state, all sites maintain the same document state, so that all document 

copies contain the same set of characters. Moreover, for any character, it is at the same 

position in all copies. Thus, if an existing OT-based consistency maintenance scheme for 

collaborative plain-text editors, such as GOTO introduced previously, is adopted in a 

collaborative graphic editing system, after the same set of Create and Delete operations 

has been executed from the same document state, all sites of the system must maintain 

the same set of objects. Moreover, for each object, its position in the Z-axis, denoted by 

its Z-order-value, is identical at all sites. Consequently, applying the existing consistency 

maintenance methods designed for collaborative plain-text editing systems in 

collaborative graphic editors, we can achieve both requirements (1) and (2) for 

convergence maintenance in collaborative graphic editing systems. 

To maintain convergence in a collaborative graphic editing system, we also need to 

ensure that after the same set of operations has been executed, the values of the same 

attribute of the same object are identical at all sites.  

After an object is created, only Update operations can change the values of its 

attributes. As the execution of a Create or Delete operation may change the Z-order-value 

of an object, once an Update operation is ready for execution at a remote site, OT will be 
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applied to transform the Update operation against its concurrent Create and Delete 

operations in HB. After the transformed Update operation is applied to the current 

document state, intention preservation can be achieved. However, the different execution 

orders of the same set of Update operations may result in divergence, as illustrated by the 

following scenario.  

Scenario 2.5: two users concurrently execute two operations to change the colour of 

the same object from the same document state, O1 = Update(1, colour, red) by user-1 and 

O2 = Update(1, colour, green) by user-2. It is obvious that if the two operations are 

executed in different orders at the two users’ sites, the final colours of the object must be 

different at the two sites. 

      For any two concurrent Update operations, they can be either in conflict or 

compatible with each other [24], [123]. Two operations Oa and Ob conflict with each 

other, expressed as Oa⊗Ob, if and only if (1) Oa || Ob, and (2) Oa and Ob update the same 

attribute of the same object. On the other hand, two operations Oa and Ob are compatible, 

if and only if they do not conflict with each other [123]. For any two concurrent 

compatible Update operations, such as two Update operations that update the colour of 

different objects, different execution orders of the operations from the same document 

state will not result in divergence [24], [123]. However, the different execution orders of 

two conflict operations will result in divergence, as illustrated by the above scenario.  

     If a single-display scheme is adopted, after the execution of a set of conflict Update 

operations, which target the same attribute of the same object, only one Update operation 

has display effect. This operation determines the value of the attribute on the final 

document state, and its execution overwrites the display effects of the other operations in 

the set. For example, if a serialization scheme is used to execute concurrent operations, 

after the execution of a set of Update operations that change the colour of the same object 

in sequence, only the last executed Update operation has display effect on the final 

document state. Here the colour attribute of the object is determined by the last executed 

Update operation.  

     To maintain convergent attribute-value, we can put all the Update operations that 

target the same attribute of the same object in an operation set, and only the operation 

with the highest priority in an operation set has display effect on the final document state. 
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In this thesis, the priorities of operations are denoted by their totally ordered timestamp 

values, the bigger the timestamp value, the higher the priority. Thus, the priority scheme 

is compatible with the causally ordering scheme. In scenario 2.5, suppose the priority of 

O1, denoted as O1.priority, is higher than the priority of O2.  At user-1’s site, O1 is 

executed first, which changes the colour of GO to red. After that O1 is put into an 

operation set SU. When O2 is ready for execution at the site of user-1, it will be put into 

the set SU as well, as it conflicts with O1. As O1.priority > O2.priority, and only one 

operation in an operation set has display effect on the final document state, O2 will not 

have any display effect on the current document state, so that the colour of GO is still 

determined by O1, which is red. It is worth noting that even if O2 has no display effect on 

the final document state, its effect is still maintained internally. When O1 is undone, O2 

will get a chance to show its display effect.  

     For the same reason, if the two operations are executed in the order O1 and O2 at user-

2’s site, the final colour of GO is red too, so that the convergent attribute-value is 

maintained. 

     After a set of n operations, SO={O1, O2 , …, On }, has been executed at a site, m 

operation sets, SS={S1, S2 , …, Sm}, where 0≤m≤n, will be created. An operation set, Si, 

stores a subset of Update operations in SO, which target the same attribute of the same 

object. Moreover, for any O, if O∈Si, then O∈SO, and if O∈Si, then O∉Sj for any Sj, 

where i ≠ j, which means an Update operation will only be saved in one operation set. It 

is obvious that the number of operation sets generated is dependent on how many 

different attributes are targeted by the Update operations in SO.   

       If intention preservation is maintained, after the same set of operations, SO={O1, 

O2 , …, On }, has been executed at all sites from the same document state, the same 

number of operations sets will be generated at all sites. For any Update operation O, 

where O∈SO, which updates attribute t of object GO at one site, it will update the same 

attribute of the same object at the other sites. Accordingly, for any operation set, it will 

contain the same set of Update operations at all sites. Thus, if an Update operation, O, 

has the highest priority among all the operations within an operation set at one site, it has 

display effect at the site. Moreover, the operation will have display effect at the other 

sites as well. Accordingly, the attribute targeted by O is determined by O at all sites.  
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     In conclusion, after the execution of all the operations in SO at all sites from the same 

document state S0, for any attribute t of any object, if it is not updated by any operation in 

SO, it retains its initial value at all sites. Otherwise, if t has been updated by some 

operations in SO, the value of t depends on the operation with the highest priority among 

all the operations that update t in SO, which is the same at all sites. Thus, convergent 

attribute-value is maintained. 

2.5.4 A Consistency Maintenance Algorithm 
 
Based on the above discussion, we can define a consistency maintenance algorithm for 

collaborative graphic editing systems as follows: 

Procedure ConsistencyMaintenanc(O, L)  

O: a remote operation 

L: the list of Create or Delete operations [O1, …, On] in HB 

(1) Delay the execution of O until O is causally ready for execution; 

(2) O := GOTO(O, L); 

(3) If O is a Create or Delete, then execute O and save O in HB; 

  Else   //O is an Update  

        (a) If no Update operation that targets the same attribute of the same object as O 

does has been executed at this site, then execute O and create a set S; Put O into S; 

        (b) Else find the set S which contains all the Update operations that target the 

same attribute of the same object as O does, put O into S; update the value of the 

attribute targeted by O only if O has the highest priority among all the operations in S;  

     Step (1) of the above algorithm is for causality preservation. Step (2) is for intention 

preservation. The execution of the transformed operation in step (3) achieves 

convergence. It is worth noting that even if we adopt GOTO in the proposed algorithm, 

we can actually adopt other OT-based algorithms designed for collaborative text editors, 

such as GOT [125], and COT [129], in step (2). The following scenario is to demonstrate 

the above consistency maintenance algorithm.  

Scenario 2.6: initially, a graphic document contains an object GO, whose Z-order-

value is 1. Two users concurrently execute operations to manipulate the shared document. 

O1 and O2 are executed by user-1 in sequence from the initial document state. O1 = 
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Create(1, GO1) to generate another object GO1, whose Z-order-value is 1. O2 = Update(2, 

colour, red), which is to update GO to red. At the same time, user-2 generates O3 from 

the initial document state. O3 = Update(1, colour, green) to colour GO to green. Suppose 

that O3.priority> O2.priority. 

At user-1’s site, the three operations are executed in the order O1, O2, and O3. As O1 is 

the first operation executed at the site, it is executed directly. After that HB={O1}. The 

execution of O1 will create object GO1, whose Z-order-value is 1, so that the Z-order-

value of GO becomes 2. When O2 is generated, as it is a local operation at the site of user-

1, O2 will be executed directly without performing any transformation. The execution of 

O2 will change the colour of GO to red. Moreover, an operation set S will be created to 

store O2. 

When O3 is ready for execution at the site of user-1, HB = {O1}, so that O3 will be 

transformed against O1, the transformed O3 = Update(2, colour, green). As S stores O2, 

which targets the same attribute of the same object as O3 does, O3 will also be stored in S. 

Moreover, as O3.priority> O2.priority, the display effect of O3 should be shown on the 

final document state, so that the colour of GO will be changed to green. After the 

execution of the three operations, the Z-order-values of GO1 and GO are 1 and 2, 

respectively, and the colour of GO is green.  

At user-2’s site, the three operations are executed in the order O3, O1, and O2. After the 

execution of O3, the colour of GO is green and an operation set S’ is created to store O3. 

When O1 is ready for execution at the site of user-2, HB={}, so that O1 will be executed 

directly, which creates object GO1. After that HB={O1}. When O2 is ready for execution 

at user-2’s site, the only operation in HB is O1, which is in O2’s simplified context. Thus, 

based on GOTO, O2 will not be transformed against any operation. As S’ stores O3, 

which targets the same attribute of the same object as O2 does, O2 will also be saved in S’. 

Moreover, as O3.priority> O2.priority, the display effect of O2 should not be shown on 

the current document state, so that the execution of O2 will not change the colour of GO. 

After the execution of the three operations, the Z-order-values of GO1 and GO are 1 and 

2, respectively, and the colour of GO is green. Thus, consistency is maintained.  
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2.6 Mapping between Local Object ID 
and Z-order-value 
 

Every graphic object on a drawing page has a Z-order-value, which indicates its position 

in the Z-axis. For two objects Ga and Gb on the same drawing page, if the Z-order-value 

of Ga is bigger than the Z-order-value of Gb, when the two objects are overlapped, Ga will 

be on the top of Gb. When two objects are overlapped, one must be on the top of the other, 

which is indicated by their Z-order-value relationship. Thus, it is impossible that two 

objects on the same drawing page have the same Z-order-value. Suppose there are n 

graphic objects on a drawing page. Their Z-order-values are from 1 to n. Moreover, if all 

the n objects are overlapped, the one with a Z-order-value of 1 must be on the bottom, 

and the object with a Z-order-value of n is on the top. When an object is created on a 

drawing page, it is associated with a unique Z-order-value, even if it is not overlapped 

with any other object. The Z-order-value of an object may be changed as a result of the 

creation and deletion of other objects on the same drawing page. For example, when an 

object with a small Z-order-value is deleted, any object on the same drawing page that 

has a Z-order-value bigger than the deleted object will be decreased Z-order-value by one. 

As every graphic object on the same drawing page has a unique Z-order-value, a Z-order-

value can be used to identify an object on a specific drawing page on a specific document 

state.  

      In a commercial single-user object-based graphic editor, when a graphic object is 

created, the system will associate the object with a unique object ID, which can be used 

to obtain a reference to the object to access the object accordingly. Moreover, the ID of 

an object is often a constant, so that the creation and deletion of any other object will not 

result in the ID change of the object. Many graphic editors do not provide a method to 

access an object based on its Z-order-value on a drawing page, but almost every graphic 

editor supports accessing an object using its ID/reference. To obtain the Z-order-value of 

an object, users should use the ID/reference of the object to access it, and then obtain its 

Z-order-value on a drawing page. 

      The same is true for a collaborative object-based graphic editor. Once an object is 

created at a collaborating site, the object is associated with an object ID, which is used to 
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identify and access the object at the site. It is obvious that this ID has only effect in the 

scope of the collaborating site, so that it is called the Local Object ID (LOID) of the 

object.  

      An object is identified and accessed by its LOID at a site, while it is addressed by its 

Z-order-value in the scope of a collaborative application. Thus, each site should be able 

to map between LOID and Z-order-value of an object replicated at the site. In this thesis, 

the mapping scheme is based on a data structure, called Z-order-relationship Table (ZT), 

which is described below.  

      A site maintains a ZT for each drawing page maintained at the site. For each object 

shown on a drawing page, there is an entry in the ZT corresponding to the drawing page. 

The entry contains two fields. One is the LOID of the object, the other be the current Z-

order-value of the object on the drawing page. 

     When a Create operation, O=Create(p, GO), is executed at a site (either the operation 

is a local operation, or it is a transformed remote operation), graphic object GO is created, 

which has a Z-order-value of p on a drawing page. Accordingly, GO is associated with a 

LOID, denoted as GO.LOID, at the site. Moreover, an entry is inserted into a ZT to 

record the Z-order-value and LOID relationship of the object. After that, the other entries 

in the ZT are scanned, so that for any object with a Z-order-value that equals to or is 

bigger than the Z-order-value of GO, the Z-order-value of the object is increased by one 

to take the effects of the generation of GO into account.  

       When a local or transformed remote Delete operation, O=Delete(p, GO), is executed 

at a site, the site first uses p to index into a ZT to find the LOID of the object. The LOID 

will be used to access the object. Accordingly, the entry in the ZT recording the Z-order-

value and LOID relationship of the deleted object will be deleted. After that, the other 

entries in ZT are scanned, so that for any object with a Z-order-value that is bigger than 

the Z-order-value of GO, the Z-order-value of the object is decreased by one to take the 

effects of the deletion of GO into account. 

       The above mapping scheme can be illustrated by the following example. Suppose 

there are two graphic objects, Ga and Gb, on a drawing page on the initial document state. 

The Z-order-values of Ga and Gb are 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, the ZT on the initial 

document state is shown in table 2.1(a). Then a user creates object Gc, which has a Z-
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order-value of 2, on the drawing page. Accordingly the Z-order-value of Gb is increased 

by one, as shown in table 2.1(b). After that the user deletes object Ga. As both Gb and Gc 

have a Z-order-value bigger than the Z-order-value of Ga. Once Ga is deleted, Gb and Gc 

will be decreased their Z-order-values by one, respectively, as shown in table 2.1(c). 

LOID 
Z-order-

Value 
 

LOID 
Z-order-

Value 

 

LOID 
Z-order-

Value 

Ga 1 Ga 1 Gb 2 

Gb 2 Gb 3 Gc 1 

Gc 2  

             

(a)                                          (b)                                              (c)     
Table 2.1. A Z-order-relationship Table; (a) shows the initial table content; (b) is the table state after 

the creation of Gc, and (c) shows the table content after the deletion of Ga. 

       As introduced previously, after the execution of operation O, where O=Create(p, GO) 

or O=Delete(p, GO), the operation should be saved in HB. Parameter GO of a 

Create/Delete operation contains information describing the object GO that should be 

created/deleted. Once the object is created based on this information, it is associated with 

a LOID, which can be used to access the object at the site. Moreover, if GO is deleted, it 

is just erased from the drawing page, rather than destroyed, so that GO is still maintained 

internally and its LOID is still valid. Thus, in our proposed method, the format of O 

saved in HB is Create(p, GO.LOID) or Delete(p, GO.LOID), depending on whether O is 

a Create or a Delete operation, where GO.LOID denotes the local object ID of GO. As 

GO.LOID is just a reference to an object, it is more storage efficient for saving the LOID 

of an object than saving all the information describing the object in HB.  

For the same reason, for a local or transformed remote Update operation, 

O=Update(p, key, new-value) at a site, the site first uses p to index into a ZT to find the 

LOID of the object targeted by O. The LOID will be used to access the object. 

Accordingly, the operation format is changed to Update(LOID, key, new-value), where 

LOID is the local object ID of the object that should be updated. It is obvious that all the 

Update operations that target the same attribute of the same object have the same pair of 

LOID and key parameters, which will not be affected by the execution of any other 
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operation, so that it is easy for a system to determine which Update operations should be 

organized into the same operation set.   

 

2.7 Discussion and Related Work 
 

This chapter introduced a simple consistency maintenance scheme in collaborative 

graphic editing systems, where graphic objects are independent of each other. The 

proposed scheme is based on existing OT consistency maintenance schemes for 

collaborative plain-text editors.  

2.7.1 Related Work 
 
OT was originally designed for consistency maintenance in collaborative plain-text 

editors, so that many OT-based schemes, such as dOPT [37], GOT [125], and GOTO 

[124], are based on two types of abstract operations − Insert(p, Str) and Delete(p, Str) − 

which insert and delete string Str at location p on a document state, respectively [37], 

[125]. These OT schemes achieve consistency maintenance in a collaborative plain-text 

editor, so that after the same set of Insert and Delete operations has been executed from 

the same initial document state, (1) convergence is maintained: all sites maintain the 

same document state, so that all document copies consist of the same set of characters. 

Thus, for any two characters a and b in a document copy, if a is in front of b, the same is 

true for any other document copy replicated at any other site; (2) intention preservation is 

achieved: the execution of any Insert or Delete operation at any remote site retains its 

intention; and (3) causality preservation is maintained: an operation can only be executed 

at a remote site when all the operations causally preceding it have been executed there.  

      On the other hand, as these schemes do not support Update operations, maintaining 

consistency in collaborative graphic editing systems where users frequently update 

attributes of graphic objects is beyond their concern.   

     With the development of OT technology, new schemes, which are able to support 

Update operations in concurrent environments, are devised, so that they can be applied 

for consistency maintenance in both collaborative graphic editors and rich text editors. 
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Two of them are MVSD [128] and SDTO [76]. MVSD has been applied in CoWord and 

CoPowerpoint systems, where both text and graphic editing are supported. SDTO ensures 

consistency in collaborative rich text editing systems, which also provides solutions to 

OT correctness problems.  

     In these schemes, OT is applied to achieve both intention preservation and 

convergence, so that any operation will be transformed against any type of concurrent 

operation at remote sites. In these schemes, transforming an Update operation against its 

concurrent Create/Delete operations at a remote site is to correctly interpret the intention 

of the Update operation at the remote site. On the other hand, transforming an Update 

operation against other Update operations is to achieve convergent attribute-value, so that 

whether the Update operation should show its display effect is dependent on the priority 

or totally ordering relationship between the concurrent Update operations executed at the 

remote site.  

     If an Update operation is able to show its display effect at a remote site, the 

transformed Update operation preserves its effect. On the other hand, if the Update 

operation should not show its display effect at the remote site, different methods are used 

to express the transformed operation. In MVSD, the transformed Update operation 

expresses the intention of the Update operation that has the highest priority among all the 

operations that target the same attribute of the same object as the transformed Update 

operation does. For example, suppose that there are two conflict Update operations in a 

MVSD based application, O1 = Update(A.colour, old-value=grey, new-value=green)4

[128]

, 

and O2 = Update(A.colour, old-value=grey, new-value=red). Moreover, O1 has a lower 

priority than O2. Suppose that when O1 is ready for execution at the site, O2 has been 

executed there. Then IT defined in MVSD will be invoked to transform O1 against O2. 

After that, we obtain O’1=Update(A.colour, old-value=red, new-value=red) . Here 

the transformed O1 is to change the colour of A to red, while its original intention is to 

colour A to green. Thus, people may argue whether the transformed O1 still retains its 

intention. Moreover, the information describing the original intention of O1, colouring A 

to green, is lost in the transformed O1. This makes undoing Update operations difficult to 

                                                 
4 Here, Update(p.key, old-value, new-value) indicates an Update operation defined by MVSD scheme, which updates 

the key attribute of an object with a Z-order-value of p from old-value to new-value.  
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achieve. In the above example, when O2 is undone, O1 should show its display effect on 

the user interface. However, from the transformed O1, the system cannot tell the original 

intention of the operation at all, so that without using another method to retain the 

original intention of O1, the system is unable to correctly undo O2 in this scenario.    

      Different from MVSD, SDTO just uses ∅ to denote a transformed Update operation, 

which should not show its display effect at a remote site. As the operation should not 

have display effect at the site, it will not be executed at all. SDTO defines a new 

consistent model without using the concept of intention preservation. However, it 

encounters the same difficulty in undoing Update operations as MVSD does, as in both 

schemes the information describing the original intention of an Update operation may be 

lost in the transformed format of the operation. SDTO did not define the method to undo 

Update operations in collaborative systems. MVSD described how to undo Update 

operations. However, undoing Update operations in arbitrary order is complex in MVSD. 

      Compared with these schemes, the proposed consistency maintenance scheme adopts 

existing OT-based schemes, which are originally designed for collaborative plain-text 

editors, to interpret intentions of operations at remote sites. Moreover, a separated 

method is used to achieve convergent attribute-value.  

       In a collaborative graphic editing system, three types of abstract operations are 

defined. Create(p, GO) denotes a Create operation that generates a graphic object GO 

with a Z-order-value of p on a drawing page; Delete(p, GO) expresses a Delete operation 

that erases object GO, which has a Z-order-value of p on a drawing page; and Update(p, 

key, new-value) indicates an Update operation that changes the value of the attribute key 

to new-value of  the object with a Z-order-value of p on a drawing page. 

      The purpose of a Create operation, Create(p, GO), in a graphic editing system is 

similar to the purpose of an Insert operation, Insert(p, Str), in a plain-text editor. The only 

difference is that one operation creates a graphic object while the other generates a string.  

Both of the operations identify an object/string that is able to be edited, based on its 

location in a linear address space. The same applies to Delete operations in the two types 

of editors. Consequently, without thinking of Update operation, if we apply an OT-based 

consistency maintenance scheme, which is designed for collaborative plain-text editors, 

to a collaborative graphic editing system, after the same set of Create and Delete 
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operations has been executed at all sites from the same initial document state, (1) the 

same set of graphic objects are maintained at all sites. Moreover, the Z-order-relationship  

between these objects is identical at all sites; (2) the execution of any Create or Delete 

operation at any remote site retains the operation’s intention; and (3) an operation can 

only be executed at a remote site when all the operations causally preceding it have been 

executed. 

      Based on the format of an Update operation, we know that the execution of an 

Update operation will not affect the intention of any other operation. Thus, no operation 

will be transformed against any Update operation at any remote site for intention 

preservation. This is the difference between the proposed scheme and the other OT-based 

schemes that are able to support Update operations in concurrent environments. 

Transforming an operation against its concurrent Update operations is neither necessary 

nor efficient. For example, it is meaningless to transform a Create operation against its 

concurrent Update operations.  

     On the other hand, to correctly interpret the intention of an Update operation at a 

remote site, we have to transform the Update operation against its concurrent Create and 

Delete operations that have been executed there. Thus, to achieve intention preservation 

in a collaborative graphic editor based on an existing OT scheme designed for plain-text 

editing systems, we only need to revise the OT scheme as follows: (1) in high-level 

transformation control algorithms, allowing Update operations to be transformed against 

concurrent Create and Delete operations at remote sites, as indicated by the revised 

GOTO introduced previously; and (2) in low-level transformation functions, defining 

functions that IT or ET transform an Update operation against a Create or Delete 

operation. In this chapter, not all of these IT and ET functions are presented, but it is not 

difficult to define them based on the existing IT and ET functions that transform between 

Create and Delete operations.  

     The execution of an Update operation will neither create/delete an object nor change 

the Z-order-value of any object. Thus, the execution of an Update operation will not 

affect the effects of any Create or Delete operation. However, the execution of an Update 

operation may overwrite the display effects of other Update operations, so that the 

different execution orders of the same set of conflict Update operations at different sites 
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may result in divergence. To solve this problem, Update operations that target the same 

attribute of the same object are organized in the same operation set and only the operation 

with the highest priority in an operation set determines the value of the attribute that it 

targets. This solution is defined separately from the adopted OT scheme.  

      In the proposed scheme, to determine whether an Update operation, O, should show 

its display effect at a remote site, the system just compares the priority of O and the 

priority of the operation with the highest priority among all the operations that target the 

same attribute of the same object as O does, and are executed at the site before O. It is 

obvious that this method is more efficient than transforming O against each one of its 

concurrent Update operations to determine whether its display effect should be shown.   

      For any Update operation maintained in an operation set, it retains its intention, even 

if the operation is unable to show its display effect. For example, if the intention of O is 

to update object A to red, after transforming O against its concurrent Create/Delete 

operations at a remote site, it will still colour A to red, even if O may not be shown its 

display effects. This makes undoing Update operations extreme easy. If the Update 

operation with the highest priority in an operation set is undone, we just show the display 

effect of the Update operation that has the second highest priority previously in the set on 

the user interface. On the other hand, if an Update operation without the highest priority 

in an operation set is undone, we just mark the operation as an undone operation and will 

not change the document state shown on the user interface. Here, to undo an Update 

operation, we do not need to include an old-value parameter in any Update operation at 

all.   

2.7.2 Z-order-value vs. GOID 
      
In this chapter, OT-based schemes are adopted for intention preservation. Whether the 

intention interpretation for an operation at a remote site will be affected by the execution 

of its concurrent operations at the site, is dependent on how operations are defined in a 

collaborative system. For instance, in this chapter, an object is identified according to its 

Z-order-value on a drawing page. When a Delete operation is generated at a site, the 

object that should be deleted is identified by its Z-order-value on the current drawing 

page at the site. When this Delete operation is ready for execution at a remote site, 
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however, some of its concurrent Create or Delete operations may have been executed 

there. The execution of these operations may change the Z-order-value of the object that 

should be deleted at the remote site. Thus, if the Delete operation is executed in its 

original format, it may delete the wrong object.  

On the other hand, if we associated with all the replicas of the same object with the 

same Global Object ID (GOID), the intention of a Delete operation can be interpreted 

correctly at remote sites using its original format, which will not be interfered with by the 

execution of its concurrent operations at the remote sites. All the copies of the same 

object have the same GOID, so that the GOID of an object at one site can be used to 

identify its replica at another site. GOID scheme can reduce the complexity for intention 

preservation in collaborative systems. Then, why Z-order-value rather than GOID is used 

to address an object in this thesis? 

 One advantage of the Z-order-value scheme is that it addresses objects based on their 

locations in a linear address space (Z-axis), which is compatible with the data model 

requirement of most existing OT schemes designed for collaborative text editors. Thus, 

many existing sophisticated OT schemes can be easily revised for consistency 

maintenance in collaborative graphic editing systems, as the revised GOTO introduced 

previously. On the other hand, even if the GOID scheme can reduce the complexity for 

intention preservation, we have to design a separate scheme to maintain consistent Z-

order-relationship between different objects, so that when users concurrently create/delete 

objects, the Z-order-values of any object are identical at all sites. In contrast, the Z-order-

value scheme combined with the OT technique can not only correctly identify replicated 

objects, but also consistently maintain the Z-order-values for all graphic objects [127]. 

      Moreover, many applications support both text and graphic editing, such as Word, 

Powerpoint, and Rational Rose. If both graphic objects and characters are addressed 

based on their locations in linear address spaces, a single OT-based scheme can achieve 

consistency maintenance in the face of both concurrent text and graphic manipulations in 

collaborative environments. This is the method adopted by CoWord [127], [128], [140], 

and CoPowerpoint [127], [128], [140]. 
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2.7.3 Correctness Issue 
 
Many existing OT schemes failed in achieving consistency maintenance under some 

circumstances, such as when two concurrent Insert operations insert characters at the 

same position of a shared document. It has been pointed out that to correctly apply high-

level transformation control algorithms there are some requirements for low-level IT and 

ET functions. These requirements are known as convergence properties [37], [105] and 

reversibility property [121], [129]. If IT or ET function is unable to maintain these 

properties, the high-level transformation control algorithms cannot guarantee system 

consistency.  

    The OT correctness issue has been investigated intensively and many sophisticated 

solutions have been defined accordingly [75], [76], [79], [80], [81], [121], [129]. The OT 

correctness issue is not addressed in this chapter, as the proposed scheme simply adopts 

existing OT-based methods which are able to maintain consistency in collaborative plain-

text editors. The contribution of the proposed scheme is to devise a way to achieve 

consistency in collaborative graphic editors using the existing OT-based schemes 

originally designed for collaborative plain-text editors, instead of designing a new OT 

scheme. 

 

2.8 Summary 
 

In this chapter, methods are proposed for maintaining consistency in collaborative 

graphic editing systems, where graphic objects are independent of each other. The 

proposed methods are independent of the execution orders of the concurrent operations. 

     The concurrent execution of operations in a replicated collaborative graphic editing 

system may result in three types of inconsistency problems − causality violation, 

intention violation, and divergence.  

 Causality violation occurs when operations arrive and are executed out of their natural 

cause-effect order. Accordingly, causality preservation requires that operations should 

always be executed in their natural causal order. Causality violation is a generic problem 
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in replicated collaborative systems. Causality preservation in collaborative graphic 

editing systems can be achieved by using a widely adopted timestamp-based approach 

introduced in section 2.2, which is not the contribution of this thesis.  

As operations can be executed concurrently at different collaborative sites, when an 

operation arrives at a remote site, the document state at the site could be different from 

the document state that the operation was originally generated for. Therefore, the 

execution effect of the operation at the remote site may differ from the intention of the 

operation, which results in intention violation. Intention preservation requires that for any 

operation O, the effects of executing O at all sites are the same as the intention of O, and 

the effect of executing O does not change the effects of independent operations.  

Intention preservation is related to how operations are defined in a system. In this 

chapter, three types of operations are defined in a collaborative graphic editing system − 

Create(p, GO), Delete(p, GO), and Update(p, key, new-value). For a Create or Delete 

operation, its GO parameter, which describes the object being created or deleted, is self-

contained and will not be interfered with by the execution of any other operation. For an 

Update operation, both of its key and new-value parameters, which indicate the attribute 

that should be updated and its new-value respectively, will not be affected by any other 

operation as well. On the other hand, for any one of the three types of operations, its p 

parameter, which indicates the Z-order-value of the target object of the operation, may be 

changed as a result of the creation and deletion of other objects.  

Consequently, only the execution of Create and Delete operations may affect the 

intention interpretation of an operation, as their execution may change the Z-order-values 

of objects. The execution of an Update operation will never change the Z-order-value of 

any object. Accordingly, we conclude that the effect of an operation in a graphic editing 

application can even be correctly interpreted in its simplified context that contains only 

Create and Delete operations without including any Update operation in its context.  

Based on the features of intention preservation in collaborative graphic editing 

systems, we relaxed the precondition for both IT and ET in collaborative graphic editors 

and defined simplified context-equivalent relation and simplified context-preceding 

relation accordingly. Moreover, how to achieve intention preservation in collaborative 
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graphic editing systems by applying existing OT schemes is discussed, using GOTO as 

an example.  

In a collaborative graphic editing system where graphic objects are independent of 

each other, convergence is achieved if the following three conditions are satisfied: (1) all 

sites maintain the same set of graphic objects; (2) for any object, its Z-order-values are 

identical at all sites; and (3) for any attribute of any object, its values are identical at all 

sites. Combining the existing IT and ET functions, which satisfy convergence and 

reversibility properties, and high-level transformation control algorithms, such as GOTO 

and COT, both above requirements (1) and (2) are guaranteed to be satisfied.  

To maintain convergent attribute-value, all the Update operations that target the same 

attribute of the same object are saved in the same operation set, and only the operation 

with the highest priority in a set has display effect on the final document state. The 

proposed convergent attribute-value maintenance method ensures that after the execution 

of the same set of operations, SO={O1, O2 , …, On }, at all sites from the same document 

state S0, for any attribute t of any object, if it is not updated by any operation in SO, it 

retains its initial value at all sites. Otherwise, if t has been updated by some operations in 

SO, the value of t is the execution effect of the operation with the highest priority among 

all the Update operations that target t in SO, which is the same at all sites. Thus, 

convergent attribute-value is maintained.  

An object is identified and accessed by its local object ID at each collaborating site, 

while it is addressed by its Z-order-value in the scope of a collaborative application. Thus, 

each site maintains a Z-order-relationship Table (ZT) to map between local object ID and 

Z-order-value of objects on a drawing page. For each object shown on a drawing page, 

there is an entry in the ZT corresponding to the drawing page. The entry contains two 

fields. One is the local object ID of the object, the other be the current Z-order-value of 

the object on the drawing page. Accordingly, for any Update operation, it is maintained 

at a site in the form Update(LOID, key, new-value), where LOID is the local object ID of 

the object that the operation should update. As all the Update operations that target the 

same attribute of the same object have the same pair of LOID and key parameters, which 

will not be affected by the execution of any other operation, it is easy for a system to 

determine which Update operations should be organized into the same operation set.   
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This chapter does not cover the scenario that when an Update operation arrives at a 

remote site the object that it targets has been deleted. This issue will be addressed in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
Maintaining One-way Dataflow 
Constraints in Collaborative 
Graphic Editing Systems 
  

 

In chapter 2, we discussed consistency maintenance in collaborative graphic editing 

systems where graphic objects are independent. In many graphic editing systems, 

however, there are relationships between object-attributes. These relationships could be 

between attributes of the same object or different objects. For example, the width and 

height of a square are the same, so that once a user changes the width of a square, the 

height of the object should be changed accordingly; the coordinate of an end-point of a 

line could be defined the same as the coordinate of a vertex of a rectangle, so that the line 

is glued to the rectangle. Whenever an end-user moves the rectangle sideways, the line 

will be moved with it automatically.  

      One-way dataflow constraints have been applied to express the relationships between 

object-attributes, especially geometric attributes, in single-user graphic editing systems, 

because of their simplicity, efficiency and manageability [11], [16], [41], [92], [111], 

[142], [143]. A one-way dataflow constraint is an equation that has exactly one 

Constraint Satisfaction Method (CSM) associated with it to satisfy the equation. For 

example, the relationship between the x coordinates of right-top and left-top vertexes of a 

rectangle can be expressed by a one-way dataflow constraint, right-top.x = left-top.x + 
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width. If the constraint is associated with only one CSM, right-top.x ← left-top.x + width, 

the constraint should always be satisfied by determining the x coordinate of right-top 

vertex based on left-top.x and width. Each time a user changes the width or left-top.x of 

the shape, the constraint system will automatically invoke the CSM to change the 

location of the right-top vertex of the rectangle accordingly.  

      It is desirable that a collaborative graphic editing system can define the relationships 

between graphic objects and automatically maintain these relationships. However, if 

graphic attributes are related to each other in a collaborative graphic editing system, 

consistency maintenance becomes more difficult and complex. To achieve convergence, 

not only the same document state should be shown on the user interfaces at all sites, but 

also the same set of constraints should be maintained internally at all sites. Moreover, 

updating an attribute may result in a chain of value-propagations in a system with one-

way dataflow constraints. This chapter discusses consistency maintenance issues in 

collaborative graphic editing systems where the relationships between graphic attributes 

are defined by one-way dataflow constraints. Moreover, a consistency maintenance 

scheme that is able to achieve both constraint satisfaction and consistency in concurrent 

environments is proposed.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. How to use formulas to express one-

way dataflow constraints is introduced in section 3.1. This section also addresses the 

features of collaborative systems with one-way dataflow constraints. Consistency 

maintenance issues and schemes in formula-based collaborative applications are 

presented in section 3.2. Section 3.3 addresses the implementation issues related to 

Delete and Update operations. How to prevent a cyclic propagation path without 

breaching consistency maintenance requirement in a formula-based collaborative system 

is introduced in section 3.4. Section 3.5 introduces how to perform value-propagation 

efficiently and incrementally and section 3.6 is the summary of this chapter.  
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3.1 Formula-based Systems 
 

The techniques introduced in this chapter are based on the systems where shared graphic 

documents consist of graphic objects whose attributes are related to each other. One-way 

dataflow constraints are used to express the relationships between different attributes of 

graphic objects. 

3.1.1 Defining Graphic-attributes by Formulas 
 
As a one-way dataflow constraint is associated with only one CSM, the constraint 

satisfaction method is predefined. For example, suppose that one-way constraint C, 

defining X=Y+Z, is associated with a single CSM, X←Y+Z. The only way to satisfy C is 

to evaluate the value of X according to Y+Z. Moreover, if the value of either Y or Z 

changes the value of X should be changed accordingly. Here, X is the output of the 

constraint, and Y and Z are the inputs of the constraint.  

If a one-way dataflow constraint defines the relationship among n constrained 

variables, only one of the n variables is the output of the constraint, and the other n-1 

variables are the inputs of the constraint. The output of the constraint is the output of the 

CSM associated with the constraint. Thus, the output of a one-way dataflow constraint is 

defined by a formula. A formula is an expression that may contain constants, operators, 

and other constrained variables. In the above example, X, the output of constraint C, is 

defined by formula Y+Z, which consists of all the inputs of C. In this dissertation, f(X) 

denotes the formula defining constrained variable X, so that in the above example, 

f(X)=Y+Z. The value of X is evaluated from f(X). For any variable, W, contained in f(X), 

expressed as W∈f(X), the value-change of W will result in the value-change of X.  For 

instance, as f(X) =Y+Z, the value-change of either Y or Z will result in the value-change 

of X.   

One-way dataflow constraints are expressed by formulas in some graphic editing 

systems, such as MS Visio [92]. In these formula-based systems, any attribute is regarded 

as the output of a one-way dataflow constraint, so that an attribute of a graphic object is 

defined by a formula. For instance, suppose that the constraint right-top.x = left-top.x + 
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width, which expresses the relationship between the x coordinates of right-top and left-

top vertexes of a rectangle, is associated with one CSM, right-top.x ← left-top.x + width. 

Then, attribute right-top.x will be defined by a formula, left-top.x + width, which means 

right-top.x should always be evaluated based on left-top.x and width. Each time a user 

changes the width or left-top.x of the shape, the formula-based system will automatically 

change the location of the right-top vertex of the rectangle accordingly.  

It is important to notice that in a formula-based system, any attribute of any graphic 

object is defined by a formula, even if an attribute is independent of any other attribute. 

For example, the colour attribute of a graphic object may be independent of any attribute 

of any graphic object. However, this attribute can still be defined by a formula that 

consists of only a constant expressing the current colour of the object. 

An attribute, T, of a graphic object in a formula-based graphic editing system has a 

value and is defined by a formula f(T). For instance, the y coordinate of a vertex is 

defined by the formula, height×2, and its value is p. The values of object-attributes 

determine the behaviour and appearance of the objects on the user interfaces. As the 

value of the y coordinate of the vertex is p, the vertex will be located at position p in Y-

axis. On the other hand, a value is always determined by a formula. The constraint system 

evaluates a formula for a result and then converts the result to the appropriate units for 

the attribute that is defined by the formula. Some formulas consist of a single constant, 

but all formulas go through this evaluation and conversion process [92]. In the above 

example, as the y coordinate of the vertex is defined by formula height×2, its value is 

evaluated from this formula. 

It is important to know that users could not change the value of an attribute directly in 

a formula-based system, as a value is always evaluated from a formula. In a formula-

based interactive system, updating object-attributes can only be achieved by updating 

formulas defining attributes. For example, if a user wants to change the colour of an 

object to red, he/she should update the formula defining the colour attribute of the object. 

The updated formula may consist of only a single constant to express the colour red. 

Then the constraint system will reevaluate the value of the attribute according to the 

updated formula, so that the colour of the object will be changed to red. 
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Updating a formula defining an attribute may result in a chain of value-changes in a 

constraint system. For example, once f(X) is updated to A+B, the constraint system will 

evaluate the value of X according to the values of both A and B. Moreover, for any 

attribute Y, defined by a formula that consists of X (i.e.  X∈ f(Y), such as f(Y) = X+D), the 

value of Y will be reevaluated according to the new value of X, and so on. This process is 

known as constraint-propagation [16], [142]. In this dissertation, the term value-

propagation is also adopted to express the above process to emphasize that it is the value-

change rather than formula-change that is propagated. 

A cyclic propagation path, which results in that value-propagation cannot stop without 

outside interference, may exist in a formula-based system. For instance, if f(A) = B-C, and 

f(B) = A+C, then a cyclic propagation path exists between A and B. Once the value of C is 

changed, this change must be propagated to the values of both A and B. Because of A∈f(B), 

the value-change of A will result in the value-change of B. For the same reason, as B∈f(A), 

the value-change of B will result in the value-change of A, so that an infinite looped 

propagation occurs. 

Cyclic propagation should be prevented. In a single-user system that supports 

formulas, such as Microsoft Excel and Visio, if a user enforces a new formula that results 

in a cyclic value-propagation path, the user will get a warning and the operation will have 

no effect (i.e. not executed by the system). 

3.1.2 Operation Model 
 
Three types of abstract operations are defined in this chapter to manipulate a shared 

graphic document, where the relationships between graphic objects are defined by one-

way dataflow constraints. 

Create(p, GO) denotes a Create operation that generates a graphic object GO with a 

Z-order-value of p on a drawing page on the document state when the Create operation 

was originally generated (parameter GO describes the object should be created). The only 

difference between a Create operation in a formula-based system and a Create operation 

in a system where graphic attributes are independent is that a Create operation in the 

former system generates an object whose attributes are related to each other. However, a 

Create operation in the latter application creates an object whose attributes are 
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independent. When an object is just generated in a formula-based system, it has no 

relationship with any other object.  

In a formula-based system, a user may create a graphic object in two ways, either 

dragging an object from a predefined stencil onto a drawing page or drawing a shape 

directly using a drawing tool. No matter which method is used, the user operation is 

mapped to an abstract Create operation. Once an object is created, the relationships 

between the graphic attributes of the newly created object are defined automatically by 

the constraint system. These relationships are defined by formulas that are maintained 

automatically by the constraint system. 

Delete(p, GO) expresses a Delete operation that erases object GO that has a Z-order-

value of p on a drawing page on the document state when the Delete operation was 

originally generated. After an object is deleted, the relationship between any other object 

and the deleted object becomes invalid. 

Update(p, key, new-formula) indicates an Update operation that changes the formula 

defining attribute key to new-formula for the object with a Z-order-value of p on a 

drawing page on the document state when the Update operation was originally generated. 

Update operations are defined in both collaborative graphic editing systems with and 

without constraint. However, both the definitions and execution effects of Update 

operations in the two types of collaborative graphic editing systems are different: 

(1) In a system without constraint, an Update operation changes the value of an 

attribute directly. However, in a formula-based system, the value of an attribute is always 

evaluated from a formula, so that an Update operation is to directly change the formula 

defining an attribute. Thus, it changes the value of an attribute indirectly;  

(2) Update(p, key, new-value) defines an Update operation in a system where graphic 

attributes are independent. Here new-value is a value-type parameter, which defines the 

value of the updated attribute. On the other hand, Update(p, key, new-formula) defines an 

Update operation in systems where graphic attributes are related to each other. Here 

parameter new-formula is a formula that is able to define the relationship between 

different attributes. This cannot be achieved by an Update operation in a system without 

constraint. For example, operation Update(p1, end-point, p2.connection-point) glues the 

end-point of a line, whose Z-order-value is p1 on a drawing page, to the connection-point 
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of a rectangle, whose Z-order-value is p2 on the same drawing page. Thus, when a user 

moves the rectangle sideways, the line will be moved with it automatically; 

(3) In a system without constraint, where objects are independent of each other, an 

Update operation only changes the value of the object-attribute that it directly targets. 

However, as graphic attributes are related to one another, an Update operation may result 

in a chain of value-changes in formula-based systems. For example, if an Update 

operation changes the formula defining attribute A, then for any attribute, B, where 

A∈f(B), the value of B will be reevaluated according to the new value of A, and the value-

change of B will in turn be propagated to other attributes that are defined by formulas 

containing B, and so on. 

3.1.3 Updating Formulas 
 
In a formula-based system, any attribute of any object is regarded as the output of a one-

way dataflow constraint, so that it is defined by a formula. In some commercial systems, 

users are able to explicitly edit formulas defining attributes. For example, Visio users can 

precisely control the appearance and behaviour of an object by directly editing the 

formulas defining its attributes through the Visio ShapeSheet window, as shown in figure 

3.1. 

      More often, graphic-editing systems are able to automatically map users’ keyboard or 

mouse operations performed on a drawing page to abstract Update operations that change 

formulas defining graphic attributes. For example, when a user moves a shape with the 

Pointer tool, a system should be able to automatically change and then reevaluate the 

formulas that define the origin of the shape’s local coordinate system.  

      Update operations are able to abstract different types of user-operations performed on 

the user-interface. Thus, a system often predefines rules to update formulas in response to 

different types of user keyboard/mouse operations performed on the user-interface, so 

that once a keyboard/mouse operation is performed, the system knows which formulas 

defining which attributes of which objects should be updated. Some of the widely 

adopted rules are listed below:  
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Figure 3.1. The Visio ShapeSheet window 

      (1) If a user moves an object on a drawing page, the system will only update the 

formulas defining the origin of the object’s local coordinate system;  

(2) If a user resizes an object on a drawing page, the system updates the formulas 

defining the origin of the object’s local coordinate system, width and/or height attributes 

of the object;  

(3) If a user rotates an object on a drawing page, the system updates the formulas 

defining the angle of the object’s local coordinate system; 

(4) If a user flips an object on a drawing page, the system updates the formulas 

defining direction(s) of the X and/or Y axis of the object’s local coordinate system; 

(5) If a user connects a vertex of an object to a vertex of another object, the formulas 

defining the connecting vertex will be changed according to the formulas defining the 

connected vertex; 

(6) If a user updates an attribute explicitly, the formulas defining that attribute will be 

changed accordingly. For example, if a user changes the colour of an object on the user- 

interface, the system will change the formula defining the colour attribute of the object 

according to the effect of the user operation. 
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A system distinguishes user operations performed on a drawing page based on the 

location of a cursor and the keyboard inputs. For example, if the cursor is inside an object 

when the user drags the object, the user operation is interpreted as a Move operation; if 

the cursor is just above a vertex or on an edge of a shape, it is interpreted as a Resize 

operation; if a user presses a specific key while dragging a vertex using a mouse, the user 

operation may be interpreted as a Rotate, Flip, or an operation that changes the formula 

defining the coordinate of the vertex, depending on what key is pressed. 

The following scenario 3.1 serves as an example to illustrate how some basic graphic 

manipulating functions are implemented in a formula-based collaborative graphic editing 

system: 

Scenario 3.1: a user draws a rectangle, and then moves and resizes it by dragging the 

object using a mouse in a formula-based graphic editing system. 

A graphic object is associated with a collection of attributes. Some of the attributes of 

a rectangle are defined below: 

• O.x and O.y: O represents the origin of the local coordinate system of the rectangle 

(i.e. the absolute coordinates of the left-bottom vertex of the rectangle);  

• left-bottom.x, left-bottom.y, left-top.x, left-top.y, right-bottom.x, right-bottom.y, 

right-top.x, right-top.y: the x and y coordinates of the four vertexes of the rectangle 

in the page coordinate system;  

• width and height: the width and the height of the rectangle.  

Once the rectangle is drawn on a drawing page, the graphic editing system will 

automatically define the initial formulas defining the vertexes of the rectangle as follows: 

• f(O.x)=Px and f(O.y)=Py, where, Px and Py are constants. Px and Py express the x and 

y page coordinates of O (i.e. the horizontal and vertical distances between the 

origin of the rectangle’s local coordinate system and the origin of the page 

coordinate system), respectively;  

• f(width)=w, and f(height)=h, where w and h are constants. w and h are the initial 

values of the width and the height of the rectangle, respectively; 

• left-bottom.x and left-bottom.y are defined by formulas, O.x, and O.y, respectively; 

• left-top.x and left-top.y are defined by formulas, O.x, and O.y + height, respectively; 
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• right-bottom.x and right-bottom.y are defined by formulas, O.x + width, and O.y, 

respectively; 

• right-top.x and right-top.y are defined by formulas, O.x + width, and O.y + height, 

respectively; 

Therefore, once the object is created, the following relationships are defined and 

automatically maintained by the constraint system:  

• f(left-bottom.x) = O.x;  f(left-bottom.y) = O.y; 

• f(left-top.x) = O.x;  f(left-top.y)= O.y + height; 

• f(right-bottom.x)=O.x + width;  f(right-bottom.y) =O.y; 

• f(right-top.x) =O.x + width;  f(right-top.y) = O.y + height: 

Once the system finds that the user moves the rectangle with a mouse, it automatically 

changes and then reevaluates the formulas that define the origin of the shape’s local 

coordinate system, or O, on the drawing page. As O.x and O.y are contained in the 

formulas defining the locations of the four vertexes of the shape, the value-changes of 

O.x and O.y will be propagated to these attributes. For example, as right-top.x and right-

top.y are defined by formulas O.x + width and O.y + height, respectively, the values of 

right-top.x and right-top.y will be recalculated according to the new values of O.x and 

O.y. Therefore, once the new locations of these vertexes are obtained, the underlying 

system knows how to redraw the shape at the new position.  

Suppose that the user resizes the rectangle by dragging a vertex of the rectangle on the 

drawing page to a new location. The graphic editing system changes and then reevaluates 

the formulas that define the origin of the shape’s local coordinate system, width and/or 

height attribute(s) of the shape. Again, these changes will be propagated to the x and y 

coordinates of the four vertexes of the rectangle. After the new locations of these vertexes 

on the drawing page are obtained, the system is able to redraw the resized shape.  

 

3.2 Consistency Maintenance 
 

Users may concurrently execute operations in a replicated collaborative graphic editing 

system, which results in three types of inconsistency problems − divergence, intention 
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violation, and causality violation. Graphic attributes are related to each other in a 

formula-based system. Maintaining relationship between graphic attributes increases the 

complexity of a system, which makes the consistency maintenance difficult to achieve in 

formula-based collaborative graphic editing systems. This section introduces consistency 

maintenance issues in formula-based collaborative graphic editing systems. 

3.2.1 Causality and Intention Preservation 
 
Causality preservation requires that operations should always be executed in their natural 

causal order. Causality violation occurs when operations arrive and are executed out of 

their natural cause-effect order. When causality violtation occurs, both the system and the 

user may be confused, as illustrated by the following scenario: 

     Scenario 3.2: user-1 executes two operations O1 and O2 in sequence, where O1 creates 

a line, and O2 connects the newly created line to another object. When these two 

operations arrive at the site of user-2, O2 is ahead of O1. 

The execution of O2 before O1 at the site of user-2 will trigger an exception. As the line 

has yet to be created, it cannot be connected to any other object.  

Causality violation is a generic problem in replicated collaborative systems. It is 

independent of collaborative applications. Accordingly, causality preservation in 

formula-based collaborative graphic editing systems can be achieved by using a widely 

adopted timestamp-based approach introduced in section 2.2. The approach delays the 

execution of an operation until it is causally ready for execution.  

As operations can be executed concurrently at different collaborative sites, when an 

operation arrives at a remote site, the document state at the site could be different from 

the document state that the operation was originally generated. Intention violation occurs 

if the execution effect of the operation at the remote site differs from the intention of the 

operation, as illustrated by scenario 2.2 in chapter two.  

In scenario 2.2, two users concurrently edit a shared graphic document that consists 

of three objects, GOa, GOb, and GOc. Their Z-order-values are 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 

User-1 executes O1 =Delete(1, GOa) which deletes object GOa whose Z-order-value is 1 

on the drawing page. At the same time, user-2 generates operation O2 =Delete(2, GOb) 

which deletes object GOb whose Z-order-value is 2 on the drawing page.  
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When user-2’s operation arrives at the site of user-1, O1 that deletes GOa has been 

executed, so that the Z-order-value of GOb becomes 1. The direct execution of O2 at user-

1’s site will delete object GOc whose Z-order-value is 2 on the current drawing page, 

rather than GOb. 

Intention preservation requires that for any operation O, the effects of executing O at 

all sites are the same as the intention of O, and the effect of executing O does not change 

the effects of independent operations [124], [125]. Intention preservation is related to 

how operations are defined in a system. In this chapter, three types of operations are 

defined − Create(p, GO), Delete(p, GO), and Update(p, key, new-formula). From the 

discussion in chapter 2, only the execution of Create and Delete operations may affect 

the intention interpretation of an operation, as the execution of the two types of 

operations may change the Z-order-value of objects. The execution of an Update 

operation will never change the Z-order-value of any object. Accordingly, the effect of an 

operation in a formula-based collaborative graphic editing application can also be 

correctly interpreted in its simplified context that contains only Create and Delete 

operations without including any Update operation in its context.  

As introduced in chapter 2, combining the existing high-level transformation control 

algorithms, such as GOTO [124] and COT [129], and the low-level transformation 

functions, IT and ET, we can also achieve intention preservation in formula-based 

collaborative graphic editing systems. For example, the revised GOTO scheme 

introduced in section 2.5.2 can be directly adopted for intention preservation in formula-

based collaborative graphic editing systems.  

 IT/ET function transforming between Create and Delete operations in a formula-based 

system is the same as the IT/ET transforming these operations in a collaborative graphic 

editing system without constraint, as the formats of the two types of operations are 

similarly defined in both formula-based systems and systems without constraint, in 

performing IT and ET transformation. However, IT and ET functions transforming an 

Update operation against a Create/Delete operation in a formula-based system are a little 

different from their corresponding IT and ET functions defined in a system where 

attributes are independent of each other. 
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 Update(p, key, new-value) defines an Update operation in a graphic editing system 

where graphic objects are independent of each other.  As only parameter p of an Update 

operation will be affected by the execution of Create and Delete operations, when an 

Update operation is IT or ET transformed against a Create/Delete operation, only this 

parameter of the Update operation may be adjusted.  

 On the other hand, Update(p, key, new-formula) defines an Update operation in a 

formula-based collaborative graphic editing system. Here, parameter new-formula is a 

formula. For any variable w∈ new-formula, it is an attribute of an object in the system, so 

that w is expressed as p’.key’. Thus, w indicates the attribute key’ of an object with a Z-

order-value of p’ on a drawing page. For example, Update(p1, end-point.x, 

p2.connection-point.x + 2 ) updates the formula defining the x coordinate of the end-point 

of a line, whose Z-order-value is p1 on a drawing page, to p2.connection-point.x + 2, 

where p2.connection-point.x indicates the x coordinate of the connection-point of a 

rectangle, whose Z-order-value is p2 on the same drawing page. In the above example, to 

find the correct line and rectangle at a remote site, both p1, the Z-order-value of the line, 

and p2, the Z-order-value of the rectangle, should be adjusted according to the concurrent 

Create and Delete operations that have been executed at the site. Consequently, when an 

Update operation, O, is IT or ET transformed against a Create or Delete operation, not 

only the Z-order-value of the object that it targets, denoted as O.p, but also the Z-order-

values of all the objects included in the O.new-formula parameter should be adjusted 

according to the Create/Delete operation. This is illustrated by the following IT function: 

IT_UC(O, C): O’ 

O:  O = Update(p, key, new-formula), which is an Update operation  

C:  C = Create(p, GO), which is a Create operation 

O’: the transformed O 

{ if (O.p ≥ C.p) then O.p++;   

for any object W  ∈ O.new-formula 

      if (W.p ≥ C.p) then W.p++; 

return O’:=O; } 

When an Update operation is IT or ET transformed against a Delete operation, the 

condition could be more complex, as the Delete operation may delete the object that the 
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Update operation targets. Moreover, it is also possible that the Delete operation targets an 

object included in the new-formula parameter of the Update operation, so that the Update 

operation refers to a deleted object. How to tackle these issues in a formula-based system 

will be introduced in section 3.3. 

3.2.2 Convergence Maintenance 
 
As introduced in chapter 2, in a collaborative graphic editing system where graphic 

objects are independent of each other, convergence is achieved if the following three 

conditions are met: (1) all sites maintain the same set of graphic objects; (2) for any 

object, its Z-order-values are identical at all sites; and (3) for any attribute of any object, 

its values are identical at all sites. The above conditions define the value-convergence in 

a formula-based system.  

 It is obvious that value-convergence must be maintained in a formula-based 

collaborative system. Otherwise, divergence occurs. However, achieving value-

convergence is not enough in a formula-based collaborative graphic editing system. As 

value-convergence does not ensure the same attribute be defined by the same formula at 

all sites, it cannot guarantee convergence in a formula-based collaborative system. For 

instance, suppose that two sites maintain the same set of graphic objects, while each 

graphic object in the set has the identical Z-order-values and attribute-values at both sites 

(i.e. value-convergence is maintained). There are two objects Ga and Gb, and any attribute 

of Ga or Gb has the same values at the two sites. At one site, the colour attributes of the 

two objects are defined by formulas consisting of the same constant, green. However, at 

the other site, the colour attribute of Ga is defined as green, but the colour attribute of Gb 

is defined as Ga.colour which means Gb should have the same colour as Ga. Under this 

condition, we cannot say that convergence is achieved in this formula-based system. If it 

is, after the same operation has been executed at both sites, we must obtain the same new 

document states. In the above example, if an operation that updates the colour of Ga to 

white, is executed at the second site, Gb will be changed to white as well, because Gb is 

defined as having the same colour as Ga. However, when this operation is applied at the 

first site, the colour of Ga will be changed to white, but the colour of Gb will still be green. 

Therefore, we obtain different new document states at different sites.  
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It is obvious that to maintain convergence in a formula-based collaborative system, the 

following four conditions must be satisfied: 

(1) All sites maintain the same set of graphic objects;  

(2) For any object, its Z-order-values are identical at all sites;  

(3) For any attribute of any object, its values are identical at all sites; 

(4) For any attribute of any object, it is defined by the same formula at all sites. 

It is obvious that convergence maintenance in a formula-based collaborative system is 

more complicated than in a system where graphic attributes and graphic objects are 

independent, as both convergent value and formula of any attribute of any object should 

be maintained at all sites.  

3.2.2.1 Formula-convergence vs. Value-convergence 
In a formula-based collaborative system, value-convergence is achieved if and only if: (1) 

all sites maintain the same set of graphic objects; (2) for any object, its Z-order-values are 

identical at all sites; and (3) for any attribute of any object, its values are identical at all 

sites. In corresponding to value-convergence, there is formula-convergence, which is 

defined below:  

Definition of the formula-convergence: when the same set of operations has been 

executed at all sites: (1) all the copies of the same document must maintain the same set 

of objects; (2) for any object, its Z-order-values are identical at all sites; and (3) the 

formulas defining the same object-attribute are identical at all sites. 

 Formula-convergence must be maintained in a formula-based concurrent system, as 

this ensures that the same relationship is defined between the same set of object-attributes 

at all sites. If a cyclic propagation-path exists, formula-convergence does not guarantee 

value-convergence. For example, suppose formula-convergence is maintained in a 

collaborative system, then the formulas defining the same object-attribute are the same at 

all sites. There are two colour attributes, A and B, while f(A)= B, and f(B)=A at all 

collaborating sites of the application. In the above example, even if formula-convergence 

is maintained, it is still possible that at one site, the values of both A and B are red, but 

their values are green at another site. Therefore, value-convergence is not maintained.   
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On the other hand, if formula-convergence is achieved and the formulas defined in a 

system do not form any cyclic value-propagation path, then value-convergence is 

guaranteed, which can be proven as follows: 

The first two requirements are the same for formula-convergence and value-

convergence. Thus, if formula-convergence is maintained, the first two requirements of 

value-convergence are guaranteed. Moreover, if formula-convergence is maintained, any 

attribute of any object is defined by the same formula at all sites. Suppose there is an 

attribute A, whose values are different at two sites. The value of A is evaluated according 

to f(A) and formula-convergence ensures that the formulas defining A are identical at all 

sites. Thus, there exists an attribute B, while B∈f(A), and the values of B are different at 

the two sites. Again, the value of B depends on f(B) and formula-convergence ensures 

that the formulas defining B are identical at all sites. Thus, there should be an attribute D, 

while D∈f(B), and the values of D are different at the two sites, and so on. Where no 

cyclic value-propagation exists, the above recursive procedure will be stopped at an 

attribute N, where f(N) consists of only constants and the values of N are different at the 

two sites. This is impossible, as formula-convergence ensures that the formulas defining 

N are identical at all sites. Therefore, it is impossible that the values of A are different at 

different sites. In conclusion, if formula-convergence is maintained and the formulas 

defined in a system do not form any cyclic value-propagation path, then value-

convergence is guaranteed.  

As cyclic value-propagation results in propagation not being stopped automatically, it 

should not be allowed in a formula-based system. Thus, if formula-convergence is 

achieved in a formula-based system, then convergent document state is guaranteed.  

In conclusion, in a formula-based collaborative graphic editing system, convergence is 

achieved if the following three conditions are met: (1) all sites maintain the same set of 

graphic objects; (2) for any object, its Z-order-values are identical at all sites; and (3) for 

any attribute of any object, it is defined by identical formulas at all sites. 

3.2.2.2 A Convergence Maintenance Scheme 
As introduced in chapter 2, combining the existing IT and ET functions, which satisfy 

convergence and reversibility properties, and high-level transformation control 

algorithms, such as GOTO [124], and COT [129], both the requirements (1) and (2) of 
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formula-convergence can be achieved, which require the same set of objects be 

maintained at all sites and any object with identical Z-order-values at all sites. Thus, this 

section focuses on achieving the third requirement of formula-convergence, which 

requires the same attribute be defined by the same formula at all sites.  

     When an object is created, any attribute of the object is defined by an initial formula. 

Only the Update operations can change the formulas defining the attributes of the object. 

If the object has never been updated by any Update operation, any attribute of the object 

is defined by its initial formula that is identical at all sites. On the other hand, if an 

attribute is updated, formula-convergence may be violated, as illustrated by the following 

scenario: 

     Scenario 3.3: two users concurrently execute O1 and O2, respectively, to update the 

formula defining the colour attribute of the same graphic object GO, where O1 = Update 

(p, colour, red) and O2 = Update (p, colour, green). At one site, the two operations are 

executed in the order O1 and O2, so that the final colour of GO is defined by a constant 

formula, green. However, at another site, the execution of O1 follows O2. Therefore, the 

colour of GO is defined by a constant formula red after the execution of the two 

operations at the site. Thus, formula-convergence is not maintained.  

In a formula-based system, the values of object-attributes are often dependent on each 

other. These value-dependency-relationships are expressed by the formulas defining these 

attributes. Thus, the value-change of an attribute may result in the value-changes of other 

attributes. However, updating a formula defining an attribute will not result in the change 

of a formula defining any other attribute. Accordingly, the different execution orders of 

the two concurrent Update operations that target different attributes of the same/different 

object(s) will not result in formula divergence. For example, for two concurrent Update 

operations O1 = Update (p, colour, red) and O2 = Update (p, width, 5), their different 

execution orders at different sites from the same document state will not result in 

divergence. On the other hand, the different execution orders of the two concurrent 

Update operations that target the same attribute of the same object may result in formula 

divergence, as illustrated in the above scenario 3.3. Consequently, we can apply the 

convergent attribute-value maintenance method introduced in chapter 2 to maintain 

formula-convergence in formula-based systems. 
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 All the Update operations that target the same attribute of the same object are saved 

in the same operation set, and the operation with the highest priority in a set determines 

the formula defining an attribute on the final document state. This method ensures that 

after the execution of the same set of operations, SO={O1, O2 , …, On }, at all sites from 

the same document state S0, for any attribute t of any object, if t is not updated by any 

operation in SO, it is defined by its initial formula on the final document state, which is 

the same at all sites. Otherwise, if t has been updated by some operations in SO, the 

formula defining t is determined by the operation with the highest priority among all the 

Update operations that target t in SO. This operation is the same at all sites. Thus, 

formula-convergence is maintained.  

For any Update operation O = Update (p, key, new-formula), when O is causally ready 

for execution at a remote site, OT will be applied to transform O against its concurrent 

Create and Delete operations executed at the site for intention preservation. If no Update 

operation that targets the same attribute of the same object as O does has been executed 

there, then the execution of O will change the formula defining key attribute of the object 

to new-formula. Moreover, an operation set S will be created and O will be saved in S.  

It is also possible that there are some Update operations that target the same attribute of 

the same object as O does having been executed at the site. Suppose these operations are 

saved in operation set S. In this condition, O will also be saved in S, and O is able to 

update the formula defining key attribute of the object on the current document state only 

if O has the highest priority among all the operations in S. 

If O is able to update the formula defining attribute key of the object, the value of 

attribute key will be reevaluated. Moreover, the value-change of attribute key will be 

propagated to the attributes that are defined by formulas which consist of attribute key of 

the object, and so on. How to perform value-propagation will be introduced later.  

From the above analysis, consistency maintenance in a formula-based system can be 

achieved by applying the scheme introduced in chapter 2, which is illustrated below: 

Procedure ConsistencyMaintenanc(O, L):  

O: a remote operation 

L: the list of Create or Delete operations [O1, … , On] in the HB 

(1) Delay the execution of O until O is causally ready for execution; 
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(2) O := GOTO(O, L); 

(3) If O is a Create or Delete, then execute O and save O in HB; 

 Else   //O is an Update  

     (a) If no Update operation that targets the same attribute of the same object as O 

does has been executed at this site, then execute O and create a set S; Put O into S; 

     (b) Else find the set S which contains all the Update operations that target the same 

attribute of the same object as O does, put O into S, update the formula defining the 

attribute targeted by O only if O has the highest priority among all the operations in S;  

 

3.3 The Implementation of Delete and 
Update Operations 
 

The Delete and Update operations in formula-based graphic editing systems are more 

complicated than their counterparts in systems without constraint. The execution of a 

Delete operation in a formula-based graphic editing system will not only erase an object 

from a drawing page, but will also result in the invalidation of the relationship between 

the deleted object and any other object. When an Update operation is ready for execution 

at a remote site, it is possible that the object targeted by the Update operation has been 

deleted. It is also possible that the new-formula parameter of the Update operation refers 

to a deleted object. This section introduces how Delete and Update operations are 

implemented internally to tackle the above issues. 

3.3.1 The Implementation of a Delete Operation 
 
As introduced in chapter 2, a graphic object is identified and accessed by its LOID at a 

site while it is addressed by its Z-order-value in the scope of a collaborative application. 

Accordingly, each site maintains a Z-order-relationship Table (ZT) to map between 

LOID and Z-order-value of objects on a drawing page. Each entry of a ZT consists of two 

fields, the Z-order-value and LOID of an object on the drawing page corresponding to the 

ZT. 
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      Once an object is created at a collaborating site, the object is associated with a LOID, 

which is used to identify and access the object at the site. Moreover, a new entry will be 

inserted into a ZT to record the Z-order-value and LOID of the newly created object.  

     When a Delete operation O= Delete(p, GO) is ready for execution at a remote site, it 

will be first transformed against its concurrent Create and Delete operations that have 

been executed there. The transformed O is denoted as O’= Delete(p’, GO). Then the 

system uses p’ to index into the ZT to find the LOID of the object that should be deleted. 

After that, the object GO is erased from the drawing page. Moreover, the relationship 

between any existing object and the deleted object becomes invalid. The following 

procedure illustrates the internal implementation of a Delete operation. 

Procedure doDelete(O, ZT, L) 

O: O=Delete(p, GO), which is a local or transformed remote Delete operation 

ZT: a Z-order-relationship Table maintained at the site  

L: the HB maintained at the site 

(1) Use O.p to index into ZT to find the LOID of GO which should be deleted; 

(2) Erase GO from the drawing page; 

(3) For any Update operation U, if U.LOID == GO.LOID, mark U as an invalid operation; 

(4) For any Update operation U, if GO ∈ U.new-formula, U.EM++; 

(5) Delete the entry representing GO in ZT; 

(6) For any GO’ where GO’.Z-order-value>GO.Z-order-value 

a) GO’.Z-order-value: =GO’.Z-order-value – 1; 

b) Change the entry representing GO’ in ZT to record the new GO’.Z-order-value;   

      In the above procedure, O=Delete(p, GO) is a local or transformed remote Delete 

operation. The first step of the procedure is to index into ZT using O.p to obtain the 

LOID of GO, which is denoted as GO.LOID, as an object can only be accessed by its 

reference/LOID at a site. Step (2) erases object GO from the drawing page. Here, even if 

the object is erased from the drawing page, it is still maintained internally, but users 

cannot see it from the user interface. After the object is erased from the drawing page all 

the Update operations targeting the object become invalid, as indicated by step (3).  

      As introduced in chapter 2, the format of an Update operation maintained at a site is 

Update(LOID, key, new-formula), where LOID parameter indicates the local object ID of 
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the object that the Update operation targets. Moreover, all the objects included in the 

new-formula parameter are indicated by their local object IDs. Thus, for any Update 

operation U, where U.LOID = GO.LOID, after the execution of the Delete operation, U 

points to an object which is not shown on the user interface, so that U is an invalid 

operation. Marking an Update operation as invalid will not erase any other mark of the 

operation. For example, if the Update operation is undone previously, marking it as 

invalid will not erase its undone mark.  

  After object GO is erased from the drawing page, the relationship between any 

existing object and the deleted object becomes invalid, which is achieved by step (4) in the 

above procedure. Formulas define the relationship between graphic objects. When an 

object is created, it has no relationship with any other object. Only the execution of 

Update operations may define the relationship between graphic objects. For any Update 

operation, U, if GO∈U.new-formula, after GO is deleted, U should have no effects, as it 

refers to a deleted object. Accordingly, each Update operation is associated with an 

Effective Mark (EM). For any Update operation, U, if no object which is contained in 

U.new-formula has been deleted, then EM of U, denoted as U.EM, is 0. On the other hand, 

if n different objects that are contained in U.new-formula have been deleted, then U.EM is 

n.  

     Step (5) deletes from ZT the entry representing the Z-order-value and LOID of object 

GO, as the object will no longer be shown on the drawing page. Step (6) resets the Z-

order-value of other existing objects to absorb the effects of the Delete operation.  

 After the execution of the Delete operation, it is saved as the last operation in HB in 

the form, O = Delete(p, GO.LOID)5

3.3.2 The Implementation of an Update Operation 

. Moreover, the drawing page is refreshed, so that for 

any attribute of any existing object, if the formula defining it is determined by an Update 

operation U, where U.EM ≠ 0, a default constant formula, which is defined the same at 

each collaborating site instead of U.new-formula, will be used to define the attribute.    

 
When an Update operation, O, is ready for execution at a remote site, it is first 
                                                 
5 When GO is deleted, it is just erased from the drawing page, rather than destroyed, so that GO is still maintained 

internally and its LOID is still valid. 
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transformed against its concurrent Create/Delete operations that have been executed there 

for intention preservation. Suppose O=Update(p, key, new-formula). When O is IT 

transformed against a Delete operation Od=Delete(p, GO.LOID), which has been 

executed at the site, it is possible that O.p = Od.p, which means that O changes the 

formula defining attribute key of an object which has been deleted by Od at the site. In 

this condition, the system will change the format of O to O=Update(GO.LOID, key, new-

formula), where GO.LOID indicates the local object ID of the object deleted by Od. As 

described previously, the format of a Delete operation in HB is Delete(p, GO.LOID), so 

that from Od, the system can easily find the LOID of the deleted object. Here, it is 

important to note that even if an object is deleted from a drawing page, it is still 

maintained internally, so that its LOID is still valid.  

      Once the p parameter of O is changed to GO.LOID, this parameter will not be 

adjusted when the operation is transformed against any other Create or Delete operation, 

as the LOID of an object will not be affected by the execution of any operation. As the 

Update operation points to a deleted object, it is an invalid operation, and it will not show 

its effect on the user interface. However, all the invalid Update operations that target the 

same attribute of the same object are still saved in the same operation set and maintained 

by the system internally. These invalid Update operations may become valid again when 

the Delete operation is undone.   

  O.new-formula denotes a formula. For a variable w ∈ new-formula, it is an attribute of 

an object, GO, in the system, so that w is expressed as p’.key’. Thus, w indicates the 

attribute key’ of object GO with a Z-order-value of p’ on a drawing page. Accordingly, 

when O is transformed against a Create or Delete operation, not only the Z-order-value of 

the object that it targets, denoted as O.p, but also the Z-order-values of all the objects 

included in the O.new-formula parameter should be adjusted according to the 

Create/Delete operation. When O is IT transformed against a Delete operation Od, which 

has been executed at the site, it is possible that GO.p = Od.p, which means that O.new-

formula consists of an object which has been deleted by Od at the site. In this condition, 

the system will change the format of O.new-formula, so that GO is indicated by its LOID 

rather than Z-order-value. After that, the LOID of GO will not be adjusted when O is 

transformed against any other Create/Delete operations. If O.new-formula consists of a 
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deleted object, O is called a no-effect operation. Each Update operation, O, is associated 

with an Effective Mark (EM), denoted as O.EM. When O is generated, O.EM=0. After O 

is transformed against its concurrent Create/Delete operations at a remote site, if n 

different objects that are included in O.new-formula have been deleted, then O.EM is n.  

After O is transformed at a remote site, it could be: (1) an invalid and no-effect 

operation (i.e. O targets a deleted object and O.new-formula consists of deleted object(s)); 

(2) an invalid and effective operation (i.e. O targets a deleted object, but no object in 

O.new-formula is deleted); (3) a valid and no-effect operation (i.e. the object targeted by O 

is not a deleted object, but O.new-formula consists of deleted object(s)); and (4) a valid 

and effective operation (i.e. the object targeted by O is not a deleted object, and no object 

in O.new-formula is deleted). No matter what kind of Update operation O is, O is saved in 

an operation set which contains all the Update operations that target the same attribute of 

the same object as O does.  

Moreover, if O is a valid operation and O has the highest priority among all the 

operations in an operation set, the attribute targeted by O is determined by O. In this 

condition, if O.EM=0, the formula defining the attribute is updated to O.new-formula.  On 

the other hand, if O.EM ≠ 0, a default constant formula, which is defined the same at each 

collaborating site, instead of O.new-formula, will be used to define the attribute that O 

updates.  

The implementation of Delete and Update operations can be illustrated by the 

following scenario: 

Scenario 3.4: a document state consists of two graphic objects − a rectangle, GO1, and 

a line, GO2. Their Z-order-values are 1 and 2 respectively. Two users concurrently execute 

two operations from different collaborating sites. O1=Delete(1, GO1), which is to delete 

the rectangle, is executed by user-1 and O2=Update(2, left-end, 1.connection-point), which 

is to glue the line to the rectangle, is generated by user-2. 

When O2 is ready for execution at the site of user-1, O1 has been executed there. Based 

on the revised GOTO scheme, O2 will first be transformed against O1. As the rectangle 

contained in O2.new-formula parameter has been deleted by O1, O2.EM=1, and the 

transformed O2=Update(GO2.LOID, left-end, GO1.LOID.connection-point). As O2 is a 

valid operation and it is the only operation that targets the line, the formula defining the 
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attribute left-end of the line is determined by O2. However, as O2.EM ≠ 0, a default 

constant formula, F, which is defined the same at each collaborating site, instead of 

GO1.LOID.connection-point, will be used to define the attribute. 

At the site of user-2, O2 is executed first, which glues the line to the rectangle. After the 

execution of O1, the rectangle is deleted. Moreover, based on the implementation of a 

Delete operation, after the execution of O1, O2.EM is incremented by 1, as O2.new-formula 

refers to an object deleted by O1. After the execution of the Delete operation, the system 

refreshes the drawing page, so that a default constant formula, F, which is defined the 

same at each collaborating site, instead of GO1.LOID.connection-point, will be used to 

define the left-end attribute of the line.  

After the execution of the two operations in different orders, the left-end of the line is 

defined by the same constant formula at different sites, so that consistency is maintained. 
 

3.4 Preventing Cyclic Value-propagation 
 

The consistency maintenance method introduced previously presumes that the 

concurrently executed user operations will not form any cyclic value-propagation path in 

a formula-based collaborative graphic editing system. In a real-world formula-based 

system, however, the concurrent execution of user operations may result in a cyclic 

propagation path, as illustrated by the following scenario: 

Scenario 3.5: two users concurrently execute O1 and O2 to update the formulas 

defining attributes A and B respectively, resulting in A∈ f(B), and B∈ f(A), so that a cyclic 

propagation path is formed between A and B.  

This section discusses how to prevent cyclic value-propagation in formula-based 

collaborative graphic editing systems, while maintaining consistency at the same time.  

3.4.1 Masking Operations 
 
Suppose an operation O is executed on document state S, which has no cyclic value-

propagation path, given O is a Create operation, which creates a graphic object on a 

drawing page. When a graphic object is created, it is independent of any existing object. 
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Even if the attributes of the newly-created object may be related to each other, a 

constraint system guarantees that the initial formulas defining the attributes of the newly- 

created object will not form any cyclic value-propagation path. Thus, the execution of O 

on S will not generate any cyclic propagation path. 

Supposing O is a Delete operation. A Delete operation erases a graphic object from a 

drawing page. After an object is deleted, the relationship between the deleted object and 

any other object becomes invalid. It is obvious that the execution of a Delete operation on 

S will not generate any cyclic propagation path either.  

It is also possible that O is an Update operation. An Update operation updates a 

formula defining an attribute, which may define the relationship between different 

attributes. Accordingly, the execution of Update operations may result in a cyclic 

propagation path, as indicated in scenario 3.5. 

      A cyclic propagation path must be prevented. Otherwise, value-propagation cannot 

stop without outside interference. In a single-user system that supports formulas, such as 

Microsoft Excel and Visio, if a user enforces a new formula that results in a cyclic value-

propagation path, the user will get a warning and the operation will have no effect (i.e. 

not executed by the system). This strategy can be adopted by collaborative systems. If a 

group of concurrent operations form a cyclic value-propagation path, the effects of some 

operations in the group will be removed. 

 There are two methods that can be applied to remove the effects of an operation − 

blocking/aborting and masking [83], [128]. The blocking/aborting strategy eliminates the 

operation’s effect. Thus, if an operation is blocked/aborted, it cannot play any further role. 

Furthermore, in collaborative graphic editing systems, operations may be blocked at 

remote sites. This can cause confusion since the operations are not blocked immediately 

after generation.  

The alternative to blocking/aborting is masking. The masking concept is originally from 

the Multi-Version-Single-Display (MVSD) strategy in CoWord [128], [140]. When an 

object is updated by conflicting operations, multiple versions of the target object are 

maintained internally, but only one version is displayed on the user interface [127], [128], 

[140]. Other operations are masked and their display effects are overwritten. However, 

even though an operation is masked, it still has a chance to recover its display effect later 
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on, such as when the operation with display effects is undone. Therefore, masking strategy 

retains all the operations’ effects.  

Masking strategy has been adopted implicitly in the proposed convergence maintenance 

methods in formula-based collaborative graphic editing systems. The Update operations 

that target the same attribute of the same object are organized in the same operation set. 

Only the operation with the highest priority in an operation set has display effect, so that 

the display effects of the other operations in the operation set are masked.    

In the case of cyclic value-propagation caused by concurrency, it is usually better to 

preserve all users’ work, rather than to destroy any user’s work. Thus, I advocate using a 

masking strategy to prevent a cyclic value-propagation path in a formula-based system. 

For instance, in scenario 3.5, two users concurrently execute O1 and O2 to update the 

formulas defining attributes A and B respectively, which results in A∈ f(B), and B∈ f(A). If 

O2 is masked to break the cycle, when O1 is undone, O2 may recover its display effect. 

To break cyclic propagation based on a masking scheme, any Update operation, O, 

stored in an operation set is associated with a “Masked” mark. O.Masked is set if and only 

if O is masked to break a cyclic propagation path. Thus, an Update operation stored in an 

operation set is associated with some marks. The “Invalid” mark indicates whether the 

operation targets a deleted object; the “Effective” mark, EM, denotes whether the new-

formula parameter of the operation consists of deleted object(s); and the “Masked” mark 

indicates whether the operation is masked to prevent cyclic propagation. 

3.4.2 Achieving Convergent Masking Result 
 
Masking operations in concurrent environments may result in divergence. In scenario 3.5, 

two users concurrently execute operations that result in a cyclic propagation path. Suppose 

that at one site, user-1’s operation is executed first. The execution of user-2’s operation at 

the site will result in a cyclic propagation path. Therefore, user-2’s operation is masked at 

the site. At another site, user-2’s operation is executed first. For the same reason, user-1’s 

operation is masked there. As different operations are masked at different sites, divergence 

occurs. The key point to designing a masking approach in formula-based collaborative 

systems is to ensure that the masking effect will not interfere with the consistency 
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maintenance result, so that all sites of a collaborative application maintain the identical 

document state which is free from the cyclic propagation problem. 

A naive masking method that enables concurrent Update operations to be executed in 

arbitrary order is described as follows. If the execution of a set of Update operations forms 

a cyclic value-propagation path, the operation with the lowest priority in the set is masked 

to break the cycle.  It seems that this method would solve the problem in scenario 3.5. 

 In scenario 3.5, two users concurrently execute O1 and O2, resulting in a cyclic value-

propagation path. Suppose the priority of O1 is higher than the priority of O2. At the site of 

user-1, O1 is executed first. The execution of O2 at the site will result in a cyclic 

propagation path. As O1 has a priority higher than O2, O2 will be masked. For the same 

reason, O2 will be masked at user-2’s site, even if it is executed before O1. As the same 

operation is masked at both sites, it seems that convergence can be maintained by this 

method. 

The just described method has serious flaws, as it is based on the assumption that 

executing an Update operation may result in cyclic propagation but masking an Update 

operation will not. However, this is not true. In scenario 3.5, O2 updates the formula 

defining attribute B (i.e. f(B)). After O2 is masked, f(B) should be the formula defining B 

on the initial document state if O2 is the only operation that updated B. On the other hand, 

if B has been updated by other operations, after O2 is masked, f(B)=Oi.new-formula, 

where Oi is an Update operation that also updates B and its execution effect is overwritten 

by O2. In both cases, it is possible that masking O2 will also result in cyclic value-

propagation. For example, suppose the initial document state is free from the cyclic 

propagation problem, and D∈f(B) on the initial document state. At the site of user-2, O2 is 

executed first. Its execution results in A∈f(B) and therefore D is not included in f(B). 

Suppose before the arrival of O1, a remote operation O3 is executed there, which results in 

f(D)=B. After that, O1 is executed, and O2 is masked. After O2 is masked, f(B) restores to 

its initial state, so that D∈ f(B). However, f(D)=B on the current document state, so that a 

cyclic value-propagation path exists between attributes B and D. To break the cycle, we 

can either continue masking O3, or choose to mask O1 rather than O2, but no matter which 

operation is masked, the same scenario may happen again and again. Accordingly, if both 
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executing and masking Update operations result in cyclic propagation, preventing cyclic 

propagation becomes extremely difficult. 

Moreover, the naive method did not take the execution order of concurrent operations 

into consideration. It is obvious that the different execution orders of the same set of 

operations may result in different cyclic propagation paths, as illustrated by the following 

scenario. 

Scenario 3.6: initially, f(A), f(B), and f(D) consist of only constants. Three operations 

concurrently update these formulas. O1 =Update(p, A, B), O2 = Update(p, A, D), and O3 

=Update(p, B, A). If the three operations are executed in the order O1, O2, and O3, no 

cyclic value-propagation path will be formed, so that no operation will be masked. On the 

other hand, if these operations are executed in the order O1, O3, and O2, a cyclic 

propagation path is formed between attributes A and B after the executions of O1 and O3. 

If O1 has a priority higher than O3, O3 will be masked, so that divergence occurs. 

The different execution orders of the same set of concurrent Update operations may 

result in different cyclic value-propagation paths, so that even if any cycle is broken using 

the same rule, such as always masking the operation with the lowest priority among the 

operations that form the cycle, document-convergence cannot be guaranteed.  

From the above discussion, a simple and efficient solution to the above problems is to 

execute operations in the same order at all sites based on their totally ordering relationship, 

or priorities. 

In this dissertation, all the operations are totally ordered based on their timestamp 

values. Let SVa and SVb be the timestamp values of Oa and Ob respectively. Oa totally 

ordered precedes Oa if and only if SVa < SVb, or SVa = SVb, while Oa is generated at site i 

and Ob is created at site j. There exists i<j. It is obvious that the defined totally ordering 

relationship is compatible with causality relationship. 

Suppose a set of totally ordered operations are executed in ascending order and there is 

no cyclic value-propagation path on the initial document state, S0. Let O be the operation 

that totally ordered precedes any other operation within a set of totally ordered operations. 

If the execution of O on S0 will result in a cyclic value-propagation path, O will be masked. 

In this case, as O has no effect on the document, masking it will not result in any cyclic 

value-propagation path. On the other hand, if the execution of O will not result in any 
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cyclic value-propagation path, it will be executed. For the same reason, for operation Oi, 

which totally ordered followes O but precedes the other operations in the set, when Oi is 

ready for execution, there is no cyclic propagation path on the document state. If the 

execution of Oi will result in a cyclic propagation, it will be masked without execution. 

Otherwise, its execution will not result in any cycle. The same is true for any other 

operation. After executing all the totally ordered operations in ascending order and 

masking operations accordingly, we must obtain an acyclic document state, Sn. It is 

obvious that if the totally ordered operations are executed in ascending order at all sites, 

convergence is guaranteed.  

This solution is simple and efficient. First of all, it is the natural extension of the cycle 

prevention scheme adopted by a single-user formula-based system. In a single-user 

system, if a user executes a set of operations, which result in a cyclic value-propagation, 

which operation(s) will be blocked to break the cycle is dependent on their execution 

order. For example, if the user executed two operations in sequence, which forms a cyclic 

value-propagation path, it is always the second operation that will be blocked. Moreover, 

in this solution, masking an operation will never result in a cyclic value-propagation, 

which happens in the naive method described previously. Thirdly, the total ordering 

relationship between operations is compatible with their causally ordering relationship, so 

that the execution of these operations guarantees causality preservation.   

A serialization undo/redo strategy which ensures that operations will be executed in the 

same order at all sites is described by the following procedure: 

Procedure NaiveSerialization(O):  

O: a causally ready operation 

(1) In descending order undo all the operations that have been executed and totally 

ordered follow O; 

(2) O := GOTO(O, HB); 

(3) If the execution of O will result in a cyclic propagation path, mask O;  

    Else execute O; 
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(4) In ascending order redo all the undone 6

In the above procedure, when an operation is causally ready for execution at a remote 

site, all the operations that have been executed at the site and totally ordered follow the 

operation will be undone in descending order, as illustrated in step (1).  

 and masked operations that totally ordered 

follow O by taking the effects of O; 

In step (2), OT is applied to transform the operation for intention preservation. For a 

transformed Update operation to have any effect on the current document state, the 

operation must have the highest priority among all the operations that have been executed 

at the site and target the same attribute of the same object as it does. In this thesis, the 

priority of an operation is compatible with its totally ordered timestamp value, the bigger 

the timestamp value, the higher the priority. As all the operations that totally ordered 

follow the Update operation have been undone, the Update operation has the highest 

priority on the current document state. Thus, it is able to have an effect on the current 

document state, if it will not be masked.  

If the execution of the operation results in a cyclic propagation path, it is masked. 

Otherwise, it will be executed as a normal operation, as indicated in step (3). After that, all 

the undone and masked operations that totally ordered follow O should be redone in 

ascending order by taking the effects of O, as indicated in step (4). After the execution of 

O, some operations that totally ordered follow O and have been executed normally 

previously may have to be masked to break a cyclic propagation path. On the other hand, 

some masked operations may recover their display effects.  

In the above procedure, all the operations are executed in the same order at all sites by 

applying an undo/redo approach. Whether an Update operation will be masked to break a 

cyclic propagation path is dependent on the operations that totally ordered precede the 

Update operation. These operations are the same at all sites. Consequently, the convergent 

masking result is maintained.  

 

 

                                                 
6 Here, an undone operation refers to an operation totally ordered following O, so that it is undone to execute O. It is 

not a user undone operation. 
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3.4.3 An Efficient Serialization Scheme 
 
The naive serialization undo/redo scheme introduced previously is able to achieve 

convergent masking effects. It prevents cyclic value-propagation without breaching the 

consistency maintenance requirement. However, it is undesirable in formula-based 

collaborative systems. First of all, undoing or redoing an operation in a formula-based 

system may result in a chain of value-propagations which may take a long time to finish, 

so that the scheme degrades system performance. Moreover, the serialization undo/redo 

scheme may result in unnecessary redrawing of graphic objects on a drawing page, which 

may puzzle users. For example, when an Update operation is ready for execution at a 

remote site, all the operations that have been executed at the site and totally ordered 

follow the Update operation will be undone. Undoing these operations may result in the 

system refreshing the drawing page accordingly. Suppose after undoing those operations, 

the system detects that the execution of the newly arrived Update operation will result in 

cyclic value-propagation, then the operation should be masked. After that, all the undone 

operations will be redone. Again, redoing these operations will result in the refreshing of 

the drawing page. Then users see that the graphic objects on the drawing page are often 

changed back and forth. This may confuse them.  

In this section, an efficient scheme to achieve the serialization execution effects 

without undoing/redoing any operation on the user interface is introduced. The scheme is 

based on a Value Dependency Relationship Graph (VDRG). 

3.4.3.1 Value Dependency Relationship Graph 
Formulas define the value-dependency-relationship between object-attributes in a 

formula-based system, which can be indicated by a Value Dependency Relationship 

Graph (VDRG). In a VDRG, a circle represents an object-attribute. A triangle denotes a 

constant, and a square expresses a formula. The directed edges in a VDRG indicate the 

value-dependency-relationship between object-attributes.  

      A VDRG corresponds to a specific document state. For any attribute, A, of any object 

on a document state, there is a directed edge from a square that expresses f(A), to A in the 

VDRG corresponding to the document state. Moreover, for any attribute, or constant, B, 

where B∈ f(A), there is a directed edge from B to f(A) in the graph. As an object-attribute 
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can be defined by exactly one formula, each attribute is pointed to by one directed edge. 

For example, suppose that attribute S is defined by formula (width+height)/2, and width 

and height are defined by two constant formulas, 50, and 60, respectively. The VDRG 

representing the value-dependency-relationship among the three object-attributes, S, 

width and height, is shown in figure 3.2.  

f(S)

S

2
HW

f(H)

60

f(W)

50

 

Figure 3.2. A VDRG, W and H represent Width and Height, respectively 

The directed edges in a VDRG indicate the value-dependency-relationship between 

object-attributes. If an attribute is defined by a formula consisting of only constants, such 

as width and height in figure 3.2, the value of the attribute does not depend on any other 

attribute. Thus, the formula-based system can evaluate the value of the attribute directly. 

On the other hand, if an attribute is defined by a formula consisting of some other 

attributes, such as S in figure 3.2 (width and height are object-attributes, where width∈ 

f(S), and height∈f(S)), the constraint system has to evaluate the value of the attribute 

indirectly according to the values of the attributes included in the formula defining the 

attribute. Therefore, the value of S should be calculated according to the values of both 

width and height. Moreover, if f(width) consists of an attribute, B (i.e. B ∈ f(width)), 

rather than only constants, before calculating the value of S, the system should first 

calculate the value of width indirectly based on the value of B, and so on. In conclusion, 

the value of an attribute is dependent on the values of its upstream attributes in a VDRG. 

If there is a directed path from attributes A to B in a VDRG, A is an upstream attribute of 

B, or B is a downstream attribute of A.  Moreover, once the formula defining A is changed, 
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the value of A should be reevaluated, and the value-change of A will be propagated to all 

the downstream attributes of A, which is known as value-propagation.  

From the definition of VDRG, we know that if there is a cyclic value-propagation 

path on a document state in a formula-based system, there is a cycle in the VDRG that 

represents the document state. For instance, suppose f(X)=Y and f(Y)=X on a document 

state, the corresponding VDRG is shown in figure 3.3. 

Yf(Y)

X f(X)

 

Figure 3.3. A cyclic VDRG 

3.4.3.2 How Operations Affect Value Dependency Relationship Graphs 
A VDRG that is corresponding to a specific document state can be described using the 

following data structures: (1) a set of circles − any attribute of any object on the 

document state is denoted as a circle in the VDRG;  (2) a set of squares − any attribute of 

any object on the document state is defined by a formula which is expressed by a square; 

(3) a set of triangles − a triangle represents a constant included in a formula; and (4) a set 

of directed edges − the directed edges among formulas, expressed as squares, constants, 

indicated by triangles, and attributes, denoted as circles, in the VDRG represent the 

relationship between the attributes on the document state.   

     Moreover, once a user performs an operation on the document state, the effect of the 

operation must be reflected to the VDRG. Suppose the VDRG corresponding to a 

document state Sa is Ga. Then, an operation O is executed on the document state. After 

that, the document state is changed to Sb, whose corresponding VDRG is Gb. To 

determine whether the execution of O on Sa will result in cyclic value-propagation, we 

only need to check whether there is any cycle in Gb. 

     Given document state Sa, which is free from the cyclic propagation problem, and 

operation O, there are two ways to determine whether the execution of O on Sa will result 

in cyclic value-propagation. The first method is to execute O on Sa to obtain the new 

document state Sb. Then construct the VDRG, Gb, corresponding to Sb. After that, based 
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on whether there is any cycle in Gb, a system knows whether O should be masked. This 

method is straightforward, but inefficient. Using this method, we do not know whether 

the execution of O on Sa will result in cyclic value-propagation until O is applied on Sa to 

generate the new document state Sb, and its corresponding VDRG. However, if the 

execution of O on Sa will generate a cyclic value-propagation path, it should be masked, 

so that O has no effect on Sa. Thus, if O should be masked, we have to undo O to reverse 

the document state from Sb to Sa. This method determines whether the execution of O on 

Sa will result in cyclic value-propagation too late. 

     Alternatively, to obtain Gb, we may directly update Ga, the VDRG corresponding to Sa, 

according to the effect of O. 

     A Create operation creates a graphic object on a drawing page. Suppose O=Create(p, 

GO), which generates object GO. After O is applied to Ga, the following elements are 

added into the VDRG: 

     (1) A set of circles, with each circle representing an attribute of object GO;   

     (2) A set of squares, with each square denoting the initial formula defining an attribute 

of GO;   

     (3) A set of triangles, with each triangle representing a constant included in a formula 

that defines an attribute of the newly created object GO;  

     (4) A set of directed edges. Each newly created square is associated with some 

directed edges. The directed edge, from a square to a circle, indicates which attribute is 

defined by which formula. On the other hand, the directed edges, from circles or triangles 

to a square, denote what attributes and/or constants the formula consists of.  

     When a graphic object is created, it is independent of any other object. Thus, the 

newly created directed edges must be among newly created circles, squares, and triangles. 

As a system always guarantees that the initial formulas defining the attributes of the 

newly created object will not form any cyclic propagation path, and the newly created 

object is independent of any other object, the updated VDRG will not have any cycle.  

      A Delete operation erases a graphic object from a drawing page. After an object is 

deleted, the relationship between the deleted object and any existing object becomes 

invalid. Thus, given O=Delete(p, GO), which deletes GO. After O is applied to Ga, the 

following elements are deleted from the VDRG: 
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     (1) A set of circles, with each circle representing an attribute of object GO;   

     (2) Two set of squares. One set of squares, SSa, consists of any square that represents a 

formula defining an attribute of GO. As the object is deleted, any formula defining an 

attribute of the object is invalid. The other set of squares, SSb, consists of any square that 

denotes the formula that consists of an attribute of GO and defines an attribute of another 

object.  For any square in SSb in VDRG Ga, there is a directed edge from the square to a 

circle, representing an attribute of another object. Moreover, there is a directed edge from 

a circle, representing an attribute of GO, to the square. As these formulas refer to a 

deleted object, they should have no effect;     

     (3) A set of triangles, with each triangle representing a constant included in a formula 

in SSa or SSb;  

     (4) A set of directed edges, which are from/to formulas in SSa and SSb.  

      It is obvious that the deletion of the above elements from Ga will not result in any 

cycle in the updated VDRG.       

     Based on the implementation of a Delete operation introduced previously. After the 

execution of a Delete operation that deletes object GO, for any Update operation U, 

where GO∈U.new-formula, U.EM is incremented by one.  Moreover, the system will use 

a default formula that consists of only constants, instead of U.new-formula, to define the 

attribute that was defined by U.new-formula before the deletion of GO. Accordingly, for 

any attribute that is previously defined by a formula in the set of SSb, it will be defined by 

a default formula. To represent these default formulas, the following elements are added 

to the VDRG: 

     (1) A set of squares, with each square denoting a default formula that replaces a 

formula in SSb;   

     (2) A set of triangles, with each triangle representing a constant included in a default 

formula; 

     (3) A set of directed edges. Each newly created square is associated with some 

directed edges. Some directed edges that are from triangles to the square denote what 

constants the formula consists of. There is a directed edge from the square to an attribute 

that is previously defined by a formula in SSb. This is to indicate which attribute is 

defined by the default formula represented by the square. 
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     From the above discussion, the execution of a Delete operation may add some default 

formulas into the VDRG. However, these default formulas consist of only constants that 

will never be pointed to by any directed edge. Thus, the addition of the above elements 

into Ga will not result in any cycle. In conclusion, if O is a Delete operation, applying O 

to Ga that has no cycle will not form any cycle in the updated VDRG. 

     Suppose O=Update(p, A, F), which changes formula defining attribute A to F. After 

apply O to Ga, the following elements are deleted from the VDRG: 

     (1) A square, which represents the formula F’ defining attribute A before the 

execution of O; 

     (2) A set of directed edges, which consists of all the directed edges from and to the 

deleted square; 

     (3) A set of triangles, each one corresponding to a constant included in formula F’. 

     Moreover, the execution of O will add the following elements into the VDRG: 

     (1) A square, which represents the formula F defining attribute A after the execution 

of O; 

     (2) A set of triangles7

     (3) A set of directed edges. One directed edge is from F to A and the other directed 

edges are from attributes or constants, which are included in F, to F.  

, each one corresponding to a constant included in formula F; 

      As the newly added formula may refer to other attributes, the updated VDRG is not 

guaranteed to be free from a cycle.  

     After updating the VDRG according to the effects of O, we know whether the 

execution of O on Sa will result in a cyclic propagation path by examining whether there 

is a cycle in the updated VDRG.  Thus, we know whether the execution of O on Sa will 

result in cyclic value-propagation without executing O on Sa. 

3.4.3.3 The Policy to Execute Update operations 
To achieve convergent masking effects, the proposed scheme requires that the totally 

ordered operations are executed in ascending order at all sites. After the execution of a 

list of n operations, the document state Sn can be expressed as Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On], 

where S0 is the initial document state. For any two operations, Oa and Ob, where 1≤a≤n 

                                                 
7 Whether this will happen depends on whether F consists of any constant. 
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and 1≤b≤n, if a<b, Oa totally ordered precedes Ob. For any operation Oi, where 1≤i≤n, Oi 

is masked if its execution on the document state Si-1 will result in cyclic value-

propagation, where Si-1 =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi-1]. If Oi is masked, it has no effect on Sn.       

Suppose that when operation O is ready for execution at a site, the document state is Sn, 

where Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On]. It is possible that O totally ordered follows On. In this 

condition, directly applying O on Sn ensures that the totally ordered operations are 

executed in ascending order. If O is a local operation, after it is applied on Sn, the new 

document state is S’n, where S’n =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On, O]. On the other hand, if O is a 

remote operation, the revised GOTO scheme will be invoked to transform O against its 

concurrent Create and Delete operations that have been executed at the site. Then the 

transformed O, denoted as O’, will be applied on Sn to generate a new document state S’n, 

where S’n =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On, O’].  In both scenarios, if O is an Update operation and 

its execution on Sn will result in cyclic value-propagation, it is masked. As a masked 

operation will not change the document state, Sn and S’n are the same document states in 

this condition.  

On the other hand, when operation O is ready for execution at a site, where the 

document state Sn=S0 o [O1, O2, …, On], it is also possible that O totally ordered precedes 

Oj, where 1≤j≤n (here, O must be a remote operation of the site, as a local operation 

totally ordered follows all the operations executed before it at the site where the operation 

is generated). In this condition, directly executing O on Sn breaches the requirement that 

the totally ordered operations should be executed in ascending order. In the following 

passages, we discuss how to execute O on document state Sn, where Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, 

On], to achieve the required serialization effects without undoing/redoing any operation, 

under the condition that O totally ordered precedes operation Oj, 1≤j≤n.  

Firstly, we discuss the condition where O is an Update operation. Then we address the 

situation where O is a Create or Delete operation. An Update operation, Ok, where 1≤k≤n, 

is expressed as Update(LOID, key, new-formula), where all the objects targeted or 

referred to by O are addressed by their local object IDs. These local object IDs will not be 

affected by the execution of any other operation; a Create/Delete operation, Oj, where 1≤ 

j≤n, is expressed as Create(p, GO.LOID)/Delete(p, GO.LOID). GO.LOID denotes the 

local object ID of GO that Oj creates/deletes. As GO.LOID is a constant, it will not be 
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affected by the execution of any other operation. On the other hand, parameter p of Oj, 

which indicates the Z-order-value of GO on the document state where Oj is executed, is 

dependent on the Create and Delete operations executed before Oj. Parameter p of Oj will 

not be affected by the execution of any Update operation, as the execution of an Update 

operation will neither generate/delete any object nor change the Z-order-value of any 

object.  

Given operation O, an Update operation, is ready for execution at a remote site, where 

the document state Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi, Oi+1, …, On]. If O totally ordered follows Oi 

but precedes Oi+1, where 1≤i<n, after the execution of all the totally ordered operations in 

ascending order from the initial document state, the final document state S’n= S0 o [O1, 

…, Oi, O’, O’i+1, …, O’n], where O’ is the execution form of O on document state Si, 

where Si =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi]. Moreover, O’x, x∈{i+1, i+2, … , n}, is the operation that 

the system would execute, instead of Ox, if O had been executed earlier.  

Let Si =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi ], then Sn =Si o [Oi+1, …, On] and S’n= Si o [O’, O’i+1, …, 

O’n]. It is obvious that the same list of Create and Delete operations is contained in both 

[Oi+1, …, On] and [O’, O’i+1, …, O’n]. Moreover, the execution forms of any one of these 

Create/Delete operations are identical in [Oi+1, …, On] and [O’, O’i+1, …, O’n]. The 

GO.LOID parameter of a Create/Delete operation will not be affected by the execution of 

any other operation. The p parameter of the operation depends on only the Create/Delete 

operations executed before it, which are the same in both [Oi+1, …, On] and [O’, O’i+1, 

…, O’n]. For both Sn and S’n, which objects are created/deleted from Si is dependent on 

only the list of Create/Delete operations. Thus Sn and S’n must consist of the same set of 

objects. Moreover, the Z-order-values of each one of these objects are identical on the 

two document states. 

An Update operation, Ok, where i+1≤ k≤n, is expressed as Update(LOID, key, new-

formula), where all the objects targeted or referred to by Ok are addressed by their local 

object IDs. As the local object ID of any object will not be affected by the execution of 

any other operation, each parameter of Ok has the same values in both [Oi+1, …, On] and 

[O’, O’i+1, …, O’n]. An Update operation is also associated with a “Masked” mark to 

indicate whether it is a masked operation. Ok and O’k may have different “Masked” 

marks. Whether Ok is a masked operation on Sn is dependent on its execution effects on 
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Sk-1, where Sk-1=Si, if k=i+1, or Sk-1=Si o [Oi+1, …, Ok-1], if k>i+1. However, whether Ok 

is a masked operation on S’n is dependent on its execution effects on S’k-1, where S’k-1 =Si 

o O’, if k=i+1, or S’k-1 =Si o [O’, O’i+1, …, O’k-1] if k>i+1. Accordingly, if O is not 

masked, Ok could be a masked/unmasked operation on Sn, but it is unmasked/masked on 

S’n.  

Let Sn =Si o [Oi+1, …, On] and S’n= Si o [O’, O’i+1, …, O’n], for any attribute of any 

object on S’n, if the attribute has never been updated by any operation in [O, Oi+1, …, 

On], it must be defined by the same formulas on both Sn and S’n. On the other hand, if the 

attribute has been updated by some operations in [O, Oi+1, …, On], it may be defined by 

different formulas on Sn and S’n, as an Update operation Ok, where i+1 ≤ k≤ n, may be a 

masked operation on Sn, but is unmasked on S’n, or vice versa. The formula defining an 

attribute on document state S’n is determined by the unmasked Update operation with the 

highest priority/timestamp-value among all the unmasked operations that target the 

attribute on the document state.   

From the above discussion, we can conclude that given Update operation O is ready 

for execution at a site, where the document state Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi, Oi+1…, On], and 

O totally ordered procedes Oi+1, but follows Oi. After the execution of all the totally 

ordered operations in ascending order, we obtain a document state S’n, where S’n= S0 o 

[O1, …, Oi, O’, O’i+1, …, O’n]. If O should be masked, Sn and S’n are identical document 

states. On the other hand, if O should not be masked, the only difference between Sn and 

S’n is that the attributes that have been updated by operations in [O, Oi+1, …, On] may be 

defined by different formulas on the two document states.  

Thus, the following method is adopted to generate document state S’n, where S’n= S0 o 

[O1, …, Oi, O’, O’i+1, …, O’n] from document state Sn, where Sn=S0 o [O1, O2, …, On]:  

Check whether the execution of O on document state Si, where Si =S0 o [O1, O2, …, 

Oi], will result in cyclic value-propagation. If so, O is masked and S’n = Sn, else masking 

Update operations in [Oi+1, …, On] by taking the execution effect of O. Then update on 

the user interface all the attributes of objects on Sn, which have been updated by 

operations in [O, Oi+1, …, On]. 
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3.4.3.4 The Method to Execute Update operations 
Given that an Update operation O is ready for execution at a site, where the document 

state Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi, Oi+1, …, On], and O totally ordered procedes Oi+1, but 

follows Oi. To obtain the document state S’n, where S’n= S0 o [O1,…, Oi, O’, O’i+1, …, 

O’n]. We should first know whether O should be masked. From the previous discussion, 

if the totally ordered operations are executed in ascending order, whether O should be 

masked depends on its execution effect on Si, where Si =S0o [O1, O2, …, Oi]. O should be 

masked, only if applying O on the VDRG corresponding to Si will form a cycle. 

Accordingly, to determine whether O should be masked, we need to know the VDRG 

corresponding to Si and the execution form of O on Si.  

To construct the VDRG corresponding to document state Si, we need only to know 

which objects are maintained (i.e. shown) on Si, and the formula defining each attribute 

of each object on the document state. The Z-order-relationship between different objects 

is nothing to do with a VDRG. Accordingly, the following function can be invoked to 

generate the VDRG corresponding to Si: 

Function rollBack(Lp[], Lf[], Sn): G 

Lp[]: a list of operations [O1, O2, …, Oi] 

Lf[]: a list of operations [Oi+1, Oi+2, …, On] 

Sn: Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi, Oi+1, …, On], a document state 

G: a VDRG 

(1) S[] := Objects[Sn]; 

(2) In totally ordered descending order, for each Oa in Lf[] do 

      If Oa == Create(p, GO.LOID), then S[] – GO; 

      Elseif Oa == Delete(p, GO.LOID) and GO is not in S[], then S[] + GO; 

(3) For each GO in S[] 

      For each attribute A of GO, 

        If A has never been updated by any operations in Lp[], 

              Then update the formula defining A to its initial formula; 

        Else if A has been updated by any operations in Lp[], 

              Then update the formula defining A as U.new-formula; 

                // U is an unmasked Update operation,  
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                // which has the highest priority among all the unmasked Update operations 

                // that target A in Lp[].  

(4) Construct a VDRG, G, based on the objects in S[] and the formulas defining the 

attributes of these objects; 

(5)  Return G;  

Given O is ready for execution on document state Sn, where Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, .., Oi, 

Oi+1, …, On], and O totally ordered follows Oi but precedes Oi+1. Above function 

rollBack (Lp[], Lf[], Sn) is to construct the VDRG corresponding to document state Si, 

where Si =S0 o [O1, O2, ..., Oi]. 

In the function, Lp[] contains all the operations that have been executed at the site and 

totally ordered precede O, [O1, O2, ..., Oi]. Lf[] contains all the operations that have been 

executed at the site and totally ordered follow O, [Oi+1, …, On]. Objects set S[] contains 

all the objects shown on Si, and Objects[Sn] indicates all the objects shown on Sn. It is 

obvious that S[ ] = Objects[Sn] – objects created by operations in [Oi+1, Oi+2, …, On]  +  

objects deleted by operations in [Oi+1, Oi+2, …, On]. How to obtain the objects maintained 

on document state Si is indicated in steps (1) and (2) of the above function.  

For any attribute A of any object on Si, if A has never been updated by any operation in 

[O1, O2, ..., Oi], A must be defined by the same formula on both S0 and Si. On the other 

hand, if A has been updated by some operations on Si, the operations must be in [O1, O2, 

..., Oi], as on document state Si, no operation in [Oi+1, Oi+2, …, On] has ever been 

executed. Based on the proposed convergence maintenance scheme, A must be 

determined by an Update operation that is unmasked and has the highest priority among 

all the unmasked operations that target A in [O1, O2, ..., Oi] on document state Si. As the 

totally ordering relationship between operations is compatible with their priority 

relationship, which is based on operations’ timestamp values, the operation also has a 

bigger timestamp value than other unmasked Update operations that target A in [O1, O2, 

..., Oi]. As all the Update operations that target A are organized in the same operation set, 

it is easy to figure out which operation determines the formula defining A on Si. Suppose 

the operation is U, then the formula defining A on Si is U.new-formula. Moreover, if any 

object included in U.new-formula has been deleted on Si, a default formula that consists 
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of only constants will be used to define A. The above issue is described in step (3) of the 

function.  

After obtaining the information about which objects are shown on Si and which 

formulas define the attributes of these objects on Si, a system can construct the VDRG 

corresponding to the document state, as indicated in step (4).       

To determine whether applying O on document state Si will result in cyclic value-

propagation, we should also know the execution form of O on Si. Given O is ready for 

execution on document state Sn, where Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, ..., Oi, Oi+1, …, On]. The revised 

GOTO scheme can be invoked to transform O against its concurrent Create and Delete 

operations in [O1, O2, ..., Oi, Oi+1, …, On]. Accordingly, we can obtain the execution form 

of O on Sn. Let it be O’.  

     Based on the previous discussion, O’ =Update(LOID, key, new-formula), where all 

the objects targeted or referred to by O are addressed by their local object IDs, which will 

not be affected by the execution of any other operation. Thus, any parameter of O has the 

same values on Si and Sn. Here, it is important to notice that the marks of O could be 

different on Si and Sn. For example, O may target an object that exists on Si but has been 

deleted on Sn. To determine these marks of O on Si, the system clears all the marks of O 

on Sn, and resets them based on the VDRG corresponding to document state Si.     

Now, we know both the execution form of O on Si and the VDRG corresponding to Si. 

Then, based on the effect of O, the VDRG is updated accordingly. If the updated VDRG 

has a cycle, the execution of O on Si will result in a cyclic propagation path, so that it 

should be masked. In this condition, O will have no effect on S’n, so that Sn and S’n are 

identical document states.  

On the other hand, if the updated VDRG is free from cycle, we should mask Update 

operations in [Oi+1, …, On] accordingly by taking into the execution effect of O. If O will 

not be masked, after applying O on document state Si, we obtain a new document state 

S’i, where S’i =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi, O’] and O’ is the execution form of O on Si. Let the 

VDRG corresponding to S’i be Gi, which can be obtained by updating the VDRG 

corresponding to Si based on the effect of O. Then to decide whether the execution of 

Oi+1 on S’i will result in cyclic value-propagation, we need to update Gi according to the 

effect of Oi+1. If a cycle exists in the updated VDRG, then Oi+1 should be masked.    
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To decide whether an Update operation in [Oi+1, Oi+2, …, On] should be masked after 

the execution of O. The operations in the list are applied in sequence to update Gi. If an 

Update operation will result in a cycle in the VDRG, it is masked and will not result in 

the change of the VDRG. Otherwise, it will not be masked, and the VDRG will be 

updated according to the effects of the operation. For a Create or Delete operation in 

[Oi+1, Oi+2, …, On], it is always able to update the VDRG, as the execution of a Create or 

Delete operation will not result in any cycle in any acyclic VDRG.  

After performing the above procedure, we correctly mask/unmask Update operations 

in [Oi+1, Oi+2, …, On] by taking the execution effects of O. From the above discussion, 

the following procedure can be invoked to execute a remote Update operation: 

Procedure doUpdate(O, Sn) 

O: a transformed Update operation applied on document state Sn  

Sn: Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi, Oi+1, …, On], which represents the document state when O is ready 

for execution 

(1)  In totally ordered ascending order for each executed operation Oa do 

      If Oa totally ordered precedes O, then Lp[]:=Lp[]+Oa; 

         Else Lf[]:=Lf[]+Oa; 

(2) G := rollBack(Lp[], Lf[], Sn); 

(3) If the execution of O on G will result in any cycle, mask O and return; 

    Else  

      (a) Save O in an operation set; 

      (b) Update G according to the effect of O; 

      (c) Given O targets attribute A, T[]:=T[]+A; 

(4) In totally ordered ascending order, for each Ob in Lf[] do  

      If Ob is a Create or Delete operation, then update G according to the effect of Ob; 

      Else  

          (a) Clear its masked mark if Ob was a masked operation; 

          (b) If the execution of Ob on G will result in any cycle, then mask Ob; 

              Else update G according to the effect of Ob;  

          (c) Given Ob targets attribute B, T[]:=T[]+B; 

(5) For each attribute D in T[ ] do 
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     If D is an attribute of an object on Sn update D on the user interface; 

 In the above procedure, a transformed Update operation, O, is ready for execution on 

document state Sn, where Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, ..., Oi, Oi+1, …, On]. Here, we suppose that O 

totally ordered follows Oi but precedes Oi+1. The procedure will first construct a VDRG 

corresponding to Si, where Si =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi], as indicated in steps (1) and (2). 

After that, O is applied to the VDRG to determine whether O should be masked. If O will 

not be masked, the VDRG will be updated based on the effect of O, as indicated in step 

(3). Accordingly, all the operations in [Oi+1, …, On] will be applied in sequence on the 

updated VDRG to determine which Update operations in [Oi+1, …, On] should be 

masked/unmasked, as expressed in step (4). Here, if an Update operation is masked 

previously, it will be first unmasked. Then it is applied to the VDRG. The execution of O 

may result in a previously masked/unmasked operation be unmasked/masked. The last 

step of the procedure is to update on the user interface all the attributes of objects on Sn, 

which have been updated by operations in [O, Oi+1, …, On]. All the Update operations 

targeting the same attribute are organized in the same operation set. Thus, the attribute is 

determined by the Update operation which has the highest priority/timestamp-value 

among all the unmasked operations in the operation set.   

It is important to notice that before the last step of the above procedure all the actions 

are performed internally, so that users are unable to notice these actions on the user 

interface. When the formula defining an attribute A is updated in the last step of the 

above procedure, the system will reevaluate the value of A then update A accordingly on 

the user interface. Moreover, value-propagation will be performed to propagate the value-

change of A to all of its downstream attributes on the updated document state. How to 

perform value-propagation will be introduced in section 3.5.   

The execution effect of the proposed scheme can be illustrated by the following 

scenario. 

     Scenario 3.7: initial document state S0 consists of only one object GO, where A and B 

are two attributes of GO.  f(A) =a and  f(B) =b on S0, where a and b are constants. Two 

users concurrently execute two operations on S0, where O1=Update(1, A, B) and 

O2=Update(1, B, A). Suppose O1.priority < O2.priority.   
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At one site, the two operations are executed in the order O2 and O1. Suppose that O2 is 

the first operation ready for execution at the site. From the above discussion, procedure 

doUpdate(O2, S0) will be invoked to execute O2, which in turn invokes function rollBack 

(Lp[], Lf[], S0), where neither Lp[] nor Lf[] contains any operation. Accordingly, the 

function returns a VDRG corresponding to document state S0. As applying O2 on the 

VDRG will not result in any cycle, O2 will not be masked. Accordingly, the system will 

update the formula defining attribute B, targeted by O2, to update the document state. 

After that the document state is S1, where S1=S0oO2 and f(B) =A on the document state.  

When O1 is transformed for execution at the site, procedure doUpdate(O1, S1) will be 

invoked to execute O1, which in turn invokes function rollBack (Lp[], Lf[], S1), where 

Lp[] contains no operation but Lf[] contains O2. Accordingly, the function returns a 

VDRG corresponding to document state S0. As applying O1 on the VDRG will not result 

in any cycle, O1 will not be masked. Accordingly, the system will update the VDRG 

according to the effect of O1. As O1=Update(GO.LOID, A, B), there is a directed path 

from B to A in the updated VDRG. Then operation O2, which is contained in Lf[], will be 

applied to the updated VDRG. O2=Update(GO.LOID, B, A), which will add a directed 

path from A to B. As there is a directed path from B to A in the updated VDRG, applying 

O2 on the VDRG will result in a cycle between A and B. Thus, O2 should be masked. 

After that, the system will update the formulas defining attribute A, targeted by O1, and 

attribute B, targeted by O2, to update the document state. As O2 is masked, B should be 

defined by its initial formula on the new document state. Thus, on the new document 

state, f(A) =B and  f(B) =b.  

Following the same analysis, if the two operations are executed at another site, in the 

order O1 and O2, we will obtain the same document state. Moreover, O2 will be masked 

in both scenarios. The proposed scheme achieves convergent masking effects.  

3.4.3.5 Executing a Create/Delete Operation 
If the totally ordered operations are executed in ascending order, after the execution of a 

list of n operations, the document state Sn can be expressed as Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On], 

where S0 is the initial document state. Suppose that when a Create or Delete operation O 

is ready for execution at a remote site, the document state maintained at the site is Sn, 

where Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On]. If the revised GOTO scheme is applied, O will first be 
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transformed against its concurrent Create and Delete operations, which are saved in HB; 

then the transformed O, O’ = Create(p, GO)/Delete(p, GO) will be applied to Sn, so that 

the document state is changed to S’n, where S’n =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On, O’ ]. 

     On the other hand, if O totally ordered follows Oi but precedes Oi+1, after executing all 

the totally ordered operations in ascending order from initial document state, the final 

document state S’’n= S0 o [O1, …, Oi, O’’, O’i+1, …, O’n], where O’x, x∈{i+1, i+2, … , 

n}, is the operation that the system would execute, instead of Ox, if O had been executed 

earlier. Moreover, O’’ is the execution form of O on document state Si, where Si =S0 o 

[O1, O2, …, Oi]. It is obvious that the forms of O’’ and O’ may not be the same, as 

different Create and Delete operations may have been executed on document states Si and 

Sn, where the operation O is to be applied. Thus, the values of parameter p of O’’ and O’ 

could be different. 

As discussed previously, the objects maintained on document state S’’n and the Z-

order-value of these objects on S’’n are dependent on only the initial document state S0 

and the Create and Delete operations in [O1, …, Oi, O’’, O’i+1, …, O’n]. It is obvious that 

the same set of Create and Delete operations are contained in both [O1, …, Oi, O’’, O’i+1, 

…, O’n] and [O1, O2, …, On, O’ ]. The revised GOTO ensures that, after the same set of 

Create and Delete operations has been executed from the same document state, although 

concurrent operations can be executed in any order, all sites maintain the same set of 

objects. Moreover, each object has the same Z-order-value at all sites. Thus, S’n and S’’n 

must contain the same set of objects, and the same object must have the same Z-order-

values on the two document states.  

Given O is ready for execution on document state Sn, where Sn =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On].  

If O totally ordered follows Oi but precedes Oi+1, where 1≤i<n, after the execution of all 

the totally ordered operations in ascending order from initial document state, the final 

document state S’’n= S0 o [O1,…, Oi, O’’, O’i+1, …, O’n], where O’’ is the execution form 

of O on document state Si, where Si =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi]. Moreover, O’x, x∈{i+1, i+2, 

… , n}, is the operation that the system would execute, instead of Ox, if O had been 

executed earlier. If O is a Create operation, O will create a new object, which is 

independent of any other object on Sn. Moreover, the execution of O will not change the 
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formula defining any attribute of any other object on Sn. Thus, if O is a Create operation, 

S’’n and S’n must be identical document states, where S’n =S0 o [O1, O2, …, On, O’ ]. 

      On the other hand, if O is a Delete operation, it will not only delete an object from a 

drawing page, but will also make the relationship between the deleted object and other 

objects invalid. Thus, it may change the formulas defining attributes of some objects on 

document state Sn. Based on the scheme introduced to execute an Update operation, the 

procedure invoked to execute a Delete operation is listed below: 

Procedure doDelete(O, S) 

O: a transformed Delete operation deleting object GO on document state S 

S: S =S0 o [O1, O2, …, Oi, Oi+1, …, On], which is the document state when O is ready for 

execution 

(1) Sn :=S o O; 

(2) For any Update operation U, where GO ∈ U.new-formula,  

       Given U targets attribute A, T[]:=T[]+A; 

(3) In totally ordered ascending order, for each executed operation Oa do 

       If Oa totally ordered precedes O, then Lp[]:=Lp[]+Oa; 

           Else if Oa and O do not delete the same object, Lf[]:=Lf[]+Oa; 

(4) Lp[]:=Lp[]+O; 

(5) G := rollBack(Lp[], Lf[], Sn); 

(6) In totally ordered ascending order, for each Ob in Lf[] do 

       If Ob is a Create or Delete operation, then update G according to the effect of Ob; 

           Else 

           (a) Clear its masked mark if Ob was a masked operation; 

           (b) If the execution of Ob on G will result in any cycle, then mask Ob; 

               Else update G according to the effect of Ob; 

           (c) Given Ob targets attribute B, T[]:=T[]+B; 

(7) For each attribute D in T[ ] do  

       If D is an attribute of an object on Sn update D on user interface; 

      In the above procedure, a transformed Delete operation, O, is ready for execution on 

document state S =S0 o [O1, O2, ..., Oi, Oi+1, …, On]. Here, we suppose O totally ordered 

follows Oi but precedes Oi+1. If O is directly applied to S, the new document state Sn =S0 
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o [O1, O2,…, Oi, Oi+1, …, On, O ]. On the other hand, if the totally ordered operations are 

executed in ascending order, after the same set of operations has been executed, the 

document state S’n =S0 o [O1, …, Oi, O’, O’i+1, …, O’n]. From the previous discussion, 

we know that Sn and S’n consist of the same set of objects and that the same object has the 

same Z-order-values in the two document states.  

     Accordingly, the above procedure applies O directly on S to obtain which objects 

should be shown on S’n, as indicated in step (1). Suppose that O deletes object GO. For 

any Update operation, U, where GO∈U.new-formula, after the execution of O, U refers 

to a deleted object, therefore, it should have no effects. If U determines the formula 

defining an attribute on S, after the execution of O, this attribute could be defined by a 

default constant formula. Thus, this attribute could be defined by different formulas on S 

and S’n, as described in step (2).   

Then, the VDRG corresponding to the document state Si is generated, where Si =S0 o 

[O1, …, Oi, O’], as indicated in steps (3), (4) and (5). It is important to note that even if 

the execution form of O on Si, O’, could be different from O, which is applied on S, the 

difference is on parameter p, which is related to the Z-order-value of an object on a 

specific document state. Z-order-value has nothing to do with a VDRG, so that we only 

concentrate on the object, GO, which O deletes, which is the same on any document 

state.  

Accordingly, all the operations in [Oi+1, …, On] will be applied in sequence on the 

updated VDRG to determine which Update operations in [Oi+1, …, On] should be 

masked, which is expressed in step (6). The last step of the procedure is to update the 

attributes that could be defined by different formulas on S’n and S on the user interface.      

3.4.3.6 The Integrated Scheme 
From the above discussion, the integrated scheme that is able to prevent cyclic value-

propagation and maintain consistency in a formula-based collaborative graphic editing 

system is illustrated below:   

Procedure ConsistencyMaintenanc(O, L, S):  

O: a causally ready remote operation 

L: the list of Create or Delete operations [O1, … , On] in the HB 

S: the document state where O is ready for execution 
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(1) O := GOTO(O, L); 

(2) If O is a Create operation, then execute O and save O in HB; 

  Else if O is a Delete operation, call procedure doDelete(O, S) and save O in HB; 

       Else call procedure doUpdate(O, S); 

In the above procedure, when an operation is causally ready for execution at a remote 

site on document state S, it is transformed against its concurrent Create and Delete 

operations that have been executed at the site by applying the revised GOTO scheme for 

intention preservation. If the operation is a Create operation, its execution will not result 

in any cyclic value-propagation, so that it is executed directly. On the other hand, if the 

operation is a Delete operation, its execution will not result in any cyclic value-

propagation either. However, it may change the relationship between objects, as when an 

object is deleted, the relationship between the deleted object and other objects becomes 

invalid. Thus, procedure doDelete(O, S) will be invoked to achieve the convergent 

masking effects. If the operation is an Update operation, to determine whether the 

operation should be masked and which of the other Update operations should be masked 

after the execution of the operation, procedure doUpdate(O, S) will be invoked. 

 Procedure doDelete(O, S) and doUpdate(O, S) achieve convergent masking effects 

based on a serialization scheme, as they determine which Update operations in a set of 

operations should be masked according to their totally ordering relation. However, they 

allow concurrent operations to be executed in arbitrary order. Moreover, they will not 

perform any undo/redo actions on the user interface, so that the system performance is 

much higher than the naive serialization scheme, which propagates value-changes each 

time an operation is undone, done, or redone. Many serialization schemes are criticized, 

because they cannot prevent users from perceiving the internally performed undo/do/redo 

operations, as illustrated by the naive serialization scheme. On the other hand, the 

proposed scheme is free from this problem. It flushes on the user interface only the final 

result instead of all intermediate results.  

The procedure does not define a method to execute a local operation, as the execution 

of a local operation is easy compared with the execution of a remote operation. When a 

local Create/Delete is generated, it can be directly applied to the current document state 

without breaching the serialization execution effect, as all the operations that have been 
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executed at the site must totally ordered precede the local operation. On the other hand, 

when a local Update operation is generated, the local system just checks whether the 

execution of the operation will result in cyclic value-propagation. If it will, the operation 

is masked. Otherwise, it is executed directly. As no operation that totally ordered follows 

the local operation has been executed at the site, no other Update operation will be 

checked. 

    After an operation is executed at a site, no matter whether it is a local or remote 

operation, the document state is updated, so that the updated document state should be 

shown on the user interface. If some objects should be created/deleted, the system just 

draws/erases these objects on/from the drawing page. On the other hand, if the formula 

defining an attribute is updated, instead of showing the formula on the user interface 

directly, a system first evaluates the value of the attribute based on the updated formula. 

Then, it updates the object accordingly on the user interface. These issues will be 

introduced in the next section. 

 

3.5 Performing Value-propagation  
 

In a formula-based system, the values of object-attributes determine the behaviour and 

appearance of the objects on the user interfaces. A value is always determined by a 

formula. The formula-based system evaluates a formula to a result and then converts the 

result to the appropriate units for the attribute that is defined by the formula. Even if 

some formulas consist of only a single constant, all formulas go through this evaluation 

and conversion process [92].  

      In a formula-based application without cyclic value-propagation problem, a specific 

document state can be defined based on the following information: (1) which graphic 

objects are shown on the document state; (2) the Z-order relationship between these 

graphic objects; and (3) the formula defining each attribute of each object. Accordingly, 

if the above information related to a specific document state, Sn, is obtained, the values of 

all the attributes of all those objects that should be shown on Sn can be evaluated by 

invoking the following procedure: 
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Procedure valueEvaluation(Sn) 

Sn: a document state 

(1) Set all the attributes of all the objects on Sn as un-evaluated; 

(2) While not all the attributes have been evaluated, do 

(a) Find attribute A, which is defined by formula F on Sn, and either F consists of only 

constants, or the values of all the attributes included in F have been evaluated;   

   (b) Evaluate the value of A according to F and set A as evaluated; 

    The formulas define the value-dependency-relationship between object-attributes in a 

formula-based application. If an attribute is defined by a formula consisting of only 

constant(s), the value of the attribute does not depend on any other attribute. Thus, the 

formula-based system can evaluate the value of the attribute directly. On the other hand, 

if an attribute is defined by a formula consisting of some other attributes, the constraint 

system has to evaluate the value of the attribute indirectly according to the values of the 

attributes included in the formula defining the attribute. For example, suppose f(D) = A + 

B, where both A and B are attributes. Therefore, the value of D should be evaluated 

according to the values of both A and B. Moreover, if f(A) consists of an attribute, E (i.e. 

E∈f(A)), before calculating the value of D, the system should first calculate the value of 

A based on the value of E, and so on. This recursive calculation process is achieved by 

the procedure valueEvaluation( ).  

In the above procedure, suppose that A is defined by formula F. The value of A is 

evaluated only if F consists of constants only, or the values of all the attributes included 

in F have been evaluated. It is obvious that if the formulas defined on a document state 

do not form any cyclic propagation path, some attributes must be defined by formulas 

that consist of constants only, so that the above value-evaluation procedure can start. For 

the same reason, the evaluation can finish automatically with the values of all the 

attributes being calculated. 

3.5.1 Performing Value-Propagation Incrementally 
and Efficiently 
 
As introduced previously, when an operation, O, is ready for execution on document state 

Sn at a site, procedure ConsistencyMaintenanc(O, HB, Sn) introduced in the previous 
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section will be invoked to achieve convergent masking effects. After that a new 

document state S’n is obtained. Thus, invoking procedure valueEvaluation(S’n), a system 

knows the value of any attribute of any object on S’n, so that it can update the user 

interface accordingly.    

     On the other hand, not all the attributes of all the objects on S’n have different values on 

Sn and S’n. Thus, it is inefficient to invoke procedure valueEvaluation(S’n) after the 

execution of O, as the procedure evaluates all the attributes of all the objects on S’n. It is 

desirable if a system can evaluate only the attributes that have been updated after the 

execution of O. 

    Suppose O is a Create operation. As the execution of a Create operation will only 

generate an object that is independent of any other object, the execution of O will not 

change any attribute of any object on Sn.  On the other hand, if O is a Delete or Update 

operation, after the execution of O, a set of attributes may change their formulas (these 

attributes are contained in attribute set T[ ] in procedures doDelete(O, S) and 

doUpdate(O, S)). Thus, suppose the document state is S’n after the execution of O. Let G 

be the VDRG corresponding to S’n.  It is obvious that only the set of attributes that have 

changed their formulas after the execution of O, and all of their downstream attributes in 

G, should reevaluate their values. It is unnecessary to reevaluate any other attribute on S’n.  

      Many attributes may change their formulas after the execution of O on Sn, and the 

formula-changes of these attributes will result in value-propagations. It is important to 

perform value-propagations in suitable order to improve system responsiveness. For any 

two attributes A and B on S’n, if B is a downstream attribute of A in the VDRG 

corresponding to S’n, the value-propagation should be performed from A first. If the 

value-propagation is performed from B first, the value-change effect of B will be first 

propagated to its downstream attributes. After that, the value-propagation will be 

performed for A, so that the value-change of A will be propagated to A’s downstream 

attributes. As B is a downstream attribute of A, the value-change of B will be propagated 

twice to its downstream attributes. However, if the propagation is from A first, the value-

change of B can be performed only once to its downstream attributes.  

     Another problem of propagating the value-change of B before the value-change of A is 

that the value of B depends on the values of B’s upstream attributes. The values of some 
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of B’s upstream attributes may be changed once the value of A is changed. Thus, before 

the new value of A has been propagated to its downstream attributes, some “dirty” values 

may be used to calculate the value of B, if the value-change of B is propagated before the 

value-change of A. 

Suppose T[ ] contains a set of attributes, A1, A2, …, An, that may change their formulas 

after the execution of O. Then the following procedures can be invoked to perform value-

propagation efficiently: 

Procedure ValueCalculationIncrement(T[]) 

T[]: the attribute set contains n attributes, A1, A2, …, An, which may be updated formulas  

(1) For each A in T[], call valueMark(A); 

(2) valueCalculation( ); 

 

Procedure valueMark(A) 

A: an attribute that has been updated formula 

If A.dirty ≠ True then  

(a) A.dirty := True; 

(b) For any attribute B, while A∈ f(B) call valueMark(B); 

 

Procedure valueCalculation( ) 

While exists any attribute A where A.dirty==True do 

  (1) Find attribute B, where B.dirty==True and for any attribute D∈f(B), D.dirty==False;   

  (2) Calculate the value of B; 

  (3) B.dirty := false;  

    

Let the document state be S’n after the execution of an operation O on document state 

Sn. Thus, a set of attributes is defined by different formulas on Sn and S’n. Procedure 

valueCalculationIncrement( ) will be invoked to perform value-propagations for these 

attributes. The input of the procedure is T[ ], which consists of all the attributes that may 

have changed their formulas after the execution of O. To ensure that the value-change of 

an attribute is always propagated before its downstream attributes, procedure valueMark( ) 

is invoked for each updated attribute. The input of the procedure is an attribute, A, whose 
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formula is changed after the execution of the operation. Each attribute in a VDRG is 

associated with a “dirty” mark, which indicates whether the value of the attribute is clean 

enough to calculate the values of its downstream attributes. Initially, the “dirty” mark of 

any attribute is set to false, so that it can be used to calculate the values of other attributes. 

Once the formula associated with an attribute is changed, the value of the attribute should 

be reevaluated. Before its value is reevaluated, it is “dirty”, so that its “dirty” mark should 

be set to true. Moreover, as its new value should be propagated to all of its downstream 

attributes, before the value-propagation is performed, the values of all of its downstream 

attributes are “dirty” too. Thus, procedure valueMark( ) will be invoked recursively to set 

the “dirty” mark of any downstream attribute of any updated attribute to true.  

Procedure valueMark( ) sets the “dirty” mark of attributes efficiently: for any two 

updated attributes A and B, suppose A is an upstream attribute of B on S’n. If 

valueMark(A) is invoked before valueMark(B), the execution of valueMark(A) will set 

the “dirty” mark of any downstream attribute of A, including B, to true. When 

valueMark(B) is invoked, as B.dirty==true,  the procedure will return immediately, as it 

is unnecessary to perform the action again. On the other hand, if valueMark(B) is invoked 

before valueMark(A), the execution of valueMark(B) will set the “dirty” mark of any 

downstream attribute of B to true. When valueMark(A) is invoked, it will set the “dirty” 

mark of any downstream attribute of A to true. Once the procedure detects that B.dirty 

has been set to true, it knows all the downstream attributes of B have been marked as 

“dirty”, so that the procedure will not mark any downstream attribute of B again. 

After all the downstream attributes of all the updated attributes are marked as “dirty”, 

procedure valueCalculation( ) will be invoked to perform constraint propagation 

efficiently. For attribute A among the set of updated attributes, if it is not the downstream 

attribute of any other updated attributes, then for any D∈ f(A), D must have a “clean” 

value. Therefore, the value of A can be reevaluated. Once its value is updated, 

A.dirty=false. Accordingly, the value of A can be used to reevaluate its downstream 

attributes. As there is no cyclic propagation path on S’n, this propagation procedure is 

guaranteed to finish, with all the downstream attributes of all the updated attributes 

having “clean” values. 
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3.5.2 When to Perform Value-Propagation 
 
As introduced previously, when an operation, O, is ready for execution on document state 

Sn at a site, procedure ConsistencyMaintenanc(O, HB, Sn) will be invoked to achieve 

convergent masking effects. After that, a set of attributes, indicated as T[ ],  may have 

changed their formulas. Suppose A is an attribute in T[ ], after the formula defining A is 

changed, the value of A should be reevaluated and the new value of A should be 

propagated to its downstream attributes on the new document state.   

     Procedure ConsistencyMaintenanc(O, HB, Sn) requires that the value evaluation and 

propagation of any attribute in T[ ] must be delayed until all the attributes in T[ ] have 

changed their formulas. For example, suppose that the initial document state S0 consists 

of only one object GO, where A and B are two attributes of GO. f(A)=a and f(B)=b, 

where a and b are two constants. At one site, O1 is the first executed operation, where 

O1=Update(1, A, B). After the execution of O1, the document state is S1. Then O2 arrives, 

where O2=Update(1, B, A). Suppose that O2 totally ordered precedes O1. Based on the 

proposed scheme, O1 will be masked. Moreover, the new document state will be obtained 

by updating the formulas defining A, targeting by O1, and B, targeting by O2, from 

document state S1. Suppose the formula defining B is first updated to O2.new-formula, 

which is A. It is obvious that before updating the formula defining A, as a result of 

masking O1, there is a cyclic propagation path between A and B.  Thus, if the value-

propagation is performed after the formula-change of B, but before the formula-change of 

A, cyclic value-propagation occurs.  

    To solve this problem, the proposed scheme performs value-propagation on the user 

interface only when all the attributes in T[ ] have updated their formulas, as indicated in 

procedure doDelete(O, S) and doUpdate(O, S). 

    On the other hand, it is inefficient to perform value-propagation immediately after the 

execution of any Update operation. For instance, suppose attribute D is defined by a 

formula: A+B. If two operations, updating attribute A, and B, respectively, arrive at a site 

at the same time, it is desirable to perform value-propagation when both operations have 

been executed, so that the value-changes of both A and B can be propagated to D all 

together. Then, D will be reevaluated only once. Otherwise, if the value-propagation will 
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be performed immediately after the execution of each one of the two operations, the 

value-propagation generated by every operation will result in the value-reevaluation of D, 

so that D will be reevaluated twice. Value-propagation consumes system time, so that 

users many not get instant feedback when a system is busy performing value-

propagations. Accordingly, value-propagation should be performed only when no user 

operation is waiting for execution. 

To improve local system responsiveness, local operations generated at a site can be 

executed immediately. If the execution of a local operation results in a set of attribute-

changes, procedure valueMark( ), introduced previously, will be  invoked to mark these 

attributes and their downstream attributes as “dirty”. After that, however, whether 

procedure valueCalculation( ) should be invoked to perform value-propagation is 

dependent on whether there is any operation waiting for execution.  

A remote operation has a lower execution priority than any local operation, so that a 

causally ready remote operation can only be executed when no local operation is 

executing. The execution of a remote operation may also result in the formula-changes of 

some attributes. Again, procedure valueMark( ) will be  invoked to mark these attributes 

and their downstream attributes as “dirty”.  

When there is no operation waiting for execution, the constraint system will invoke 

procedure valueCalculation( ) to perform value-propagation, which can be interrupted if 

an operation is ready for execution.  

 

3.6 Summary 
 

This chapter introduced a one-way dataflow constraint maintenance scheme in replicated 

collaborative graphic editing systems. The scheme ensures both system consistency and 

constraint satisfaction.  

One-way dataflow constraints have been applied in a wide variety of single-user 

applications, because of their simplicity, efficiency and manageability. A one-way 

dataflow constraint is an equation that has exactly one Constraint Satisfaction Method 
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(CSM) associated with it to satisfy the equation. As only one CSM is associated with a 

constraint, the method to satisfy a one-way constraint is predefined.  

One-way dataflow constraints are especially useful to express the relationships 

between graphic attributes in graphic editing systems. In this chapter, one-way dataflow 

constraints are expressed by formulas. A formula is an expression that may contain 

constants, operators, and object-attributes. Any attribute of any graphic object in a 

formula-based system is defined by a formula. The values of object-attributes determine 

the behaviour and appearance of the objects on the user interfaces. A value is always 

determined by a formula. The constraint system evaluates a formula to a result and then 

converts the result to the appropriate units for the attribute that is defined by the formula. 

Some formulas consist of a single constant, but all formulas go through this evaluation 

and conversion process.  

In a formula-based interactive system, updating object-attributes is achieved by 

updating formulas defining these attributes. Updating object-attributes in a formula-based 

system may result in a chain of constraint propagation, or value-propagation.  

User operations applied to a formula-based graphic editing system can be mapped to 

three types of abstract operations − Create(p, GO), Delete(p, GO), and Update(p, key, 

new-formula). The execution of an Update operation is able to define the relationship 

between different attributes and may result in value-propagations. The concurrent 

execution of the user operations in a formula-based collaborative graphic editing system 

may result in causality violation, intention violation, and divergence. How to maintain 

consistency in formula-based collaborative graphic editing systems is addressed in this 

chapter.   

Causality violation is a generic problem in replicated collaborative systems. It is 

independent of collaborative applications. Accordingly, causality preservation in 

formula-based collaborative graphic editing systems can also be achieved by using the 

widely adopted timestamp-based approach introduced in chapter 2 section 2.2.  

Intention preservation is related to how operations are defined in a system. Based on 

the definition of the three types of operations in a formula-based graphic editing system, 

only the execution of Create and Delete operations may interfere with the intention 

interpretation of an operation at remote sites, as the execution of a Create/Delete 
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operation may change the Z-order-value of objects. The execution of an Update operation 

will never change the Z-order-value of any object. Consequently, the effect of an 

operation in a formula-based collaborative graphic editing application can be correctly 

interpreted in its simplified context containing only Create and Delete operations without 

including any Update operation in its context.  

Applying the intention preservation scheme introduced in chapter 2, which combines 

the existing high-level transformation control algorithms, such as GOTO, and COT, and 

the low-level transformation functions, IT and ET, we can achieve intention preservation 

in formula-based collaborative graphic editing systems. 

Convergence is achieved in a formula-based collaborative system if the following four 

conditions are satisfied: (1) all sites maintain the same set of graphic objects; (2) for any 

object, its Z-order-values are identical at all sites; (3) for any attribute of any object, its 

values are identical at all sites; and (4) for any attribute of any object, it is defined by the 

same formula at all sites. By analyzing the relationship between value-convergence and 

formula-convergence, we conclude that if the formulas defined in an application will not 

form any cyclic propagation path, formula-convergence ensures document convergence 

in a formula-based collaborative system.  

To achieve formula-convergence in the face of concurrent execution of Update 

operations in collaborative systems, all the Update operations that change the formula 

defining the same attribute of the same object are stored in the same operation set, and 

only the operation with the highest priority in an operation set has display effect on the 

final document state. 

The concurrent execution of Update operations may form a cyclic propagation path in 

a formula-based system, resulting in value-propagation not being able to stop without 

outside interference. If the concurrent execution of Update operations will result in cyclic 

value-propagation, some of the Update operations will be masked. To achieve the 

convergent masking effect, when an Update operation, O, is ready for execution at a 

remote site, a VDRG that is corresponding to the document state where only the 

operations that totally ordered precede O have been executed is first constructed. Based 

on the execution effect of O on the VDRG, the system knows whether O should be 

masked. If O will not be masked, all the Update operations that have been executed 
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before O at the site and totally ordered follow O will be checked, then be 

masked/unmasked accordingly. The masking/unmasking of these operations may result in 

the change of formulas defining a set of attributes. Thus, the system can obtain the new 

document state based on these updated attributes. The proposed scheme also provides a 

solution to achieve convergent masking effects when a Create or Delete operation is 

executed at a remote site.  

The proposed scheme achieves a convergent masking effect based on a serialization 

scheme, as it determines which Update operations should be masked according to their 

totally ordering relationship. However, it allows concurrent operations to be executed in 

arbitrary order. Moreover, it will not perform any undo/redo action on the user interface, 

so the system performance is much higher than the serialization undo/do/redo scheme, 

which propagates value-changes each time an operation is undone, done, or redone.  

After executing a causally ready operation using the proposed scheme, the formulas 

defining some attributes may be changed. It is important to perform constraint-

propagation incrementally and efficiently to improve system performance and 

responsiveness. Procedures have also been defined to efficiently propagate value-changes, 

so that value-change of an attribute is always propagated before its downstream attributes, 

and after its upstream attributes. 

Constraint propagations consume system time, so that users may not get instant 

feedback when a system is busy performing constraint propagations. To improve system 

responsiveness, local operations are always executed immediately. Remote operations are 

executed when they are causally ready and no local operation is executing. Constraint 

propagation is performed only when no user operation is waiting for execution. 
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Chapter 4 
The CoVisio Prototype System 
  

 
The one-way dataflow constraint maintenance algorithms and schemes presented in 

chapter 3 have been implemented in an Internet-based CoVisio (Collaborative Visio) 

prototype system in the programming language C#, which has been publicly 

demonstrated at an international conference [85], [87]. The interface of CoVisio is shown 

in figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. The Collaborative Visio (CoVisio) interface 

Before introducing the detailed information of CoVisio, it is necessary to know its 

relationship with other two collaborative systems developed by our group, GRACE [24], 
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[123] and CoWord [127], [140]. GRACE [24], [123] is an Internet-based collaborative 

graphic editing prototype system, which adopts a Multi-Version-Multi-Display (MVMD) 

scheme for consistency maintenance: when two independent operations target the same 

attribute of object G, two versions of G − G1 and G2 − are created and shown on the user 

interface, with two user operations being applied to G1 and G2, respectively. In this way, 

the effects of both operations are accommodated in two separate versions. On the user 

interface, object versions created due to conflict are specially highlighted to allow users 

to differentiate the objects created by concurrent Create operations from objects created 

due to conflict resolution [123]. 

CoWord [127], [140] is to leverage commercial single-user Microsoft Word system 

for multi-user collaboration without accessing the source code of the single-user 

application. The method, adopted by CoWord, is known as Transparent Adaptation (TA), 

which is based on the use of the single-user applications’ APIs (Application 

Programming Interface) to intercept and replay users’ operations, so it requires no access 

or change to the applications’ source codes, thus being transparent [127]. CoWord adopts 

a Multi-Version-Single-Display (MVSD) scheme for consistency maintenance [127], 

[140]. The basic idea of MVSD is that when an object is updated by conflicting 

operations, multiple versions of the target object are maintained internally, but only one 

version is displayed on the user interface. Moreover, all versions of an object can be 

displayed (one by one) by invoking a multi-version management scheme.  

Microsoft Visio, one of the most prevalent commercial single-user graphic editing 

systems, can be used to create a wide variety of business and technical drawings [92]. 

CoVisio extends single-user Microsoft Visio into a multi-user collaboration application, 

so that a group of users can use MS Visio to view and edit the same Visio documents at 

the same time from different sites. It is implemented based on TA approach and uses 

Visio APIs to intercept and replay users’ operations, without accessing Visio source code. 

Compared with the other two collaborative systems introduced above, CoVisio is the 

only system that is able to maintain both constraints and consistency in collaborative 

environments. The one-way dataflow constraint maintenance algorithms and schemes 

presented in chapter 3 are implemented in CoVisio. 
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This chapter discusses the design and implementation issues of CoVisio. The 

schemes described in this chapter can be treated as the extended work of chapter 3. 

 

4.1 Visio Formulas 
 

One feature that distinguishes Visio from other graphic editing systems is that formulas 

are defined in Visio to express the attributes of each graphic object and the relationship 

between different Visio graphic objects [92]. The ability to describe shapes with formulas 

opens many possibilities for making shapes behave in complex and sophisticated ways 

[92]. 

A Visio formula expresses a one-way dataflow constraint. An attribute of a graphic 

object, called a cell in Visio, is expressed by a formula. A Visio formula is an expression 

that can contain constants, operators, functions, and object-attribute references. Microsoft 

Visio evaluates a formula to a result and then converts the result to the appropriate units 

for the attribute that contains the formula [92]. Some formulas consist of a single 

constant, but all formulas go through this evaluation and conversion process. In a Visio 

ShapeSheet window, a user can display cell contents as either values or formulas by 

clicking the appropriate command on the View menu, as shown in figure 4.2.  

Visio formulas may define the relationship between graphic attributes of the same 

graphic object. For example, the X and Y coordinates of the right-top vertex of a rectangle 

are defined by two formulas, width×1 and height×1, respectively. Therefore, each time a 

user resizes the rectangle (i.e. changes the width and/or height of the object), the formulas 

defining the coordinates of the vertex will be reevaluated, so that the position of the 

vertex will be changed accordingly.  

Moreover, a Visio formula may define the relationship between graphic attributes of 

different objects. For example, when a user connects the begin-point of a line to a 

connection-vertex of a rectangle, the formula defining begin-point of the line is 

automatically changed to something like PAR(PNT(Rectangle!Connections.X1, 

Rectangle!Connections.Y1)), which means the begin-point of the line should have the 

same coordinate as the connection-vertex of the rectangle. Therefore, even if a user 
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moves or resizes the rectangle, the begin-point of the line still glues to the connection-

vertex of the rectangle. 

 

Figure 4.2. The Visio ShapeSheet window 

Visio is a formula-based system, so that users cannot directly change the value of an 

attribute in Visio, as a value is always evaluated from a formula. Each time a user updates 

the attributes of graphic objects, he/she directly changes the formulas defining these 

attributes. There are three ways to change formulas in a Visio application: (1) through 

Visio drawing pages by mouse/keyboard operations. For example, when a user moves a 

shape with the Pointer tool, Visio changes and then reevaluates the formulas that define 

the shape’s center of rotation, or pin, on the drawing page, because those formulas 

determine the shape’s location on the page; (2) through Visio ShapeSheet window where 
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users can edit formulas directly. A ShapeSheet window gives users more precise control 

over the appearance and behaviour of an object; and (3) through Visio API, where 

developers can modify formulas by programs.  

 

4.2 CoVisio Architecture and 
Components 
 

To meet the requirement of high responsiveness in the Internet environment, replicated 

architecture is adopted in CoVisio. Shared Visio documents are replicated at the local 

storage of each collaborating site, so that operations can be performed at local sites 

immediately and then propagated to remote sites [123], [124], [125]. The method, 

adopted to leverage commercial single-user Microsoft Visio for multi-user real-time 

collaborations, is known as the Transparent Adaptation (TA) approach. This approach 

was also adopted by CoWord and CoPowerPoint projects [127], [128], [140]. TA is based 

on the use of the single-user applications’ APIs to intercept and replay users’ operations, 

so it requires no access or change to the applications’ source codes, thus being 

transparent [127].   

A TA-based collaborative application is composed of three components. The first 

component is a Single-user Application (SA), i.e., MS Word, PowerPoint, or Visio, 

which provides the conventional single-user functionalities and interface features [127], 

[140]. A local user can manipulate the shared documents via a SA’s user interface. The 

SA’s API functions are often used to intercept local user’s operations and to replay 

operations generated at remote sites. For example, once a user updates the colour of 

object A to red at a site in a CoVisio application, the operation semantics will be 

intercepted by Visio API functions, and marshaled into a message sent to remote sites. 

Once the message arrives at a remote site, it is un-marshaled and a Visio API function 

will be invoked to colour the replica of A at the site to red. 

Another component is the Generic Collaboration Engine (GCE), which provides 

application-independent collaboration capabilities [127], [140]. This component is fully 

collaboration-aware, but is completely unaware of the single-user application. Two 
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crucial functions of the GCE in CoVisio are consistency maintenance and constraint 

satisfaction. The one-way dataflow constraint maintenance method introduced in chapter 

3 is implemented in this component. 

The GCE is generic, but the SA is application-specific. They may define different data 

and operation models. Therefore, the third component, the Collaboration Adapter (CA), 

is implemented to adapt the application-specific SA to the generic GCE [127], [140]. The 

CA provides application dependent collaboration capabilities and is aware of both the 

single-user application and the multi-user collaboration. 

The interactions among the three components in processing an editing operation can 

be illustrated briefly by the following simple scenario in a CoVisio application, as shown 

in figure 4.3. 

 
 

Figure 4.3. The interactions between CoVisio components 

Suppose a user uses the keyboard and/or mouse to edit a graphic object in a shared 

Visio document, the following events shall occur at the local site: 

(1) Once the operation is performed on the local document, the operation semantics is 

sent to the CA via the SA’s API. Then it is translated into a GCE recognizable operation 

by the CA. 

(2) The GCE recognizable operation is propagated to remote sites by the CA. 

When the operation arrives at a remote site, the following shall happen: 

(3) The received operation will be passed to the GCE. 

(4) The operation is processed by the GCE for consistency maintenance and constraint 

satisfaction. After that, the processed operation is passed to the CA. 
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(5) A suitable SA’s API function will be invoked by the CA to replay the remote 
operation at the site. 
 

4.3 Supporting Data Models Adaptation 
 

To apply OT in a wide variety of commercial applications, CoWord/CoPowerPoint 

proposed an eXtended OT Data Model (XOTDM), where editable objects are grouped 

into tree-structured hierarchical domains and the objects in the same domain are 

organized in a linear address space [127], [140]. CoVisio organizes Visio objects in 

different domains based on the Visio object model, which is compatible with XOTDM. 

For example, each Visio application, document, or page can be regarded as a domain. A 

Visio application contains many documents; a document contains many drawing pages; 

and a page contains many shapes. CoVisio addresses objects in the same domain 

according to their positions in a linear address space. For instance, objects in the same 

drawing page are addressed according to their positions in the same Z-axis. Accordingly, 

a vector is used to identify a CoVisio object. For example, a vector, vp = [(“application”, 

1), (“document”, 2), (“page”, 3)], refers to the graphic object which has a Z-order-value 3 

on the second “page” of the first “document” of a Visio “application”.  

XOTDM is a generic data model that can be applied to both collaborative text and 

collaborative graphic editing applications. However, not all applications provide API 

functions that support XOTDM. For example, Visio API only provides functions to access 

objects using object ID/references, so that a Visio shape cannot be addressed according to 

its Z-order-value on a drawing page. As Visio does not provide functions to access an 

object according to its position in a linear address space, XOTDM cannot be supported 

directly by Visio API. 

To solve this problem, CoVisio maintains a set of layered tables to map between 

CoVisio shapes’ hierarchical IDs (vector) and Visio object references, as shown in figure 

4.4. Tables in different levels map between Visio object-references and CoVisio object-

IDs in different domains: the first level tables map document-numbers and document-

references; the second level tables map page-numbers and page-references; the last level 

tables map shapes’ Z-order-values and shape-references.  
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Figure 4.4. The layered tables for CoVisio object-IDs and Visio object-references mapping 

All of these tables have the same structure. Each table entry consists of three fields − 

the position of an object in a linear space, the object’s reference, and the link to the table 

mapping references and IDs of all the objects in the domain represented by the object. For 

example, in a CoVisio application, OT component uses vector, vp = [(“application”, 1), 

(“document”, 2), (“page”, 3)] to identify the graphic object which has a Z-order-value 3 on 

the second “page” of the first “document” of a Visio “application”. Once this hierarchical 

CoVisio object ID is passed to the CA, the CA uses “1” to index into the document-table 

of the application. Following the link field of the document-table entry, the CA can find 

the page-table that maps between CoVisio page-numbers and Visio page-references of all 

the pages in document “1”. Then the CA uses “2” to index into the page-table, and from 

the link field of the entry it can find the shape-table that maps between the CoVisio 

shapes’ Z-order-values and the Visio object-references of all the Visio shapes on the 

drawing page “2” of document “1”. Accordingly, the CA uses “3” to index into the shape-
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table. From the object-reference field of the entry, it can obtain the Visio object-reference 

of the shape that has a Z-order-value “3” on that drawing page. This object-reference will 

be passed to Visio API functions to access that Visio object.   

Maintaining the layered tables, the CA component of CoVisio is able to map between 

Visio object references and OT’s XOTDM object IDs. 

 

4.4 API Related Issues 
 

CoVisio converts the single-user Microsoft Visio into a real-time collaborative 

application without accessing the source codes of the single-user application. Such 

conversion relies on the API provided by the single-user application. APIs allow software 

developers to access and manipulate objects in a commercial application without 

knowing the implementation details of the application. They make it possible to extend 

single-user commercial systems for multi-user collaborations.  

This section presents some issues that should be of concern when developers extend a 

single-user application for multi-user collaboration using the API provided by the single-

user application. The contents presented in this section are based on what I have learnt 

from converting Microsoft Visio, into real-time collaborative Visio (CoVisio), and our 

group’s previous experience in building CoWord and CoPowerPoint. 

4.4.1 Approaches to Leverage Single-user 
Applications for Multi-user Collaborations 
 
A wide range of early collaboration systems provide generic application-sharing 

environments, which enable existing single-user applications to be transparently shared 

by multiple users in real-time collaborative work. Most of these systems adopt 

centralized architecture, such as Microsoft NetMeeting [93] and HP Shared X [45]. In 

these systems, the shared application is maintained at a single location, known as the 

server site or central site. The other collaborating sites are known as client sites. User 

input events are forwarded from client sites to the server site. Then the server process 

running at server site will manipulate the shared data/documents according to the users’ 
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inputs. After that, the display graphical output is sent from the central shared application 

to client sites, to update the user interface at client sites. The technique used to transmit 

and display graphical output from the central shared application is called display 

broadcasting [8].  

These systems have many disadvantages. For example, only one participant can act at 

one time, which constrains the system concurrency. Moreover, they typically require a 

higher network bandwidth to distribute graphical display information, and they impose 

strict What You See Is What I See (WYSIWIS), where the participants see exactly the 

same view of the shared application at the same time, which disallows independent work. 

In attempts to deal with problems resulted from the centralized architecture, some later 

systems adopt replicated architecture, in which each collaborating site has an instance of 

the shared application. Shared documents are replicated at the local storage of each 

collaborating site, so that operations can be performed at local sites immediately and then 

propagated to remote sites. In contrast to the display broadcasting technique used in 

centralized systems, these systems adopt the event broadcasting technique, where the 

semantics of any local operation is marshaled into event-messages propagated to remote 

sites, so that the operation effects can be replayed and shown at remote sites. 

To support event broadcasting, the semantics of any local operation must be correctly 

interpreted. If developers build a collaborative system from scratch, they define the 

semantics of any user operation. Thus, in this type of systems, correctly interpreting the 

semantics of user operations will not be a big problem. However, for many widely used 

commercial off-the-shelf single-user applications whose source codes are not publicly 

available, correctly interpreting the semantics of user operations is a challenge.  

One approach that has been proposed derives user-operations by diffing between 

document states instead of translating them from window events [77]. User-operations 

result in the state-change of a shared document. This approach propagates document-state 

differences caused by the execution of operations instead of the operations themselves 

between different collaborative sites. Document-state-change effects of concurrent 

operations are merged then applied to the document copies replicated at remote sites. 

This approach has two significant advantages. First of all, since it relies on state 

differences instead of specific user interfaces and operations that cause the differences, 
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heterogeneous applications are allowed and there is no need for the infrastructure to 

understand every user-operation. Moreover, this approach can be applied to text editors 

without providing APIs by simulating select/copy/paste events on the editors and 

accessing the clipboard [77].  

However, this approach mainly targets supporting plain-text editing applications. For a 

graphic editing application, where each graphic object has a rich set of attributes, 

detecting and expressing document-state differences could be complicated. Moreover, 

different graphic applications may define different document formats and different 

graphic object attributes, making the application of this approach more difficult. Even if 

this approach may have the potential to leverage various single-user applications for 

collaboration, until now its application is in plain-text editors.  

Another approach adapts the existing single-user API to meet the data and operational 

modeling requirements of the underlying collaboration supporting technique [74], [127], 

[140]. It intercepts window events and translates them into abstract operations based on 

the APIs provided by either operating systems [74] or single-user applications [127], 

[140]. Compared with the diffing approach, this approach interprets the semantics of an 

operation according to its direct effects, such as moving/creating/deleting an object, 

rather than the document-state differences before and after the execution of the operation. 

It relies on the APIs provided by an operating system or single-user application, but it is 

also a generic solution that will not be limited by the application domain of a system. 

CoWord, CoPowerPoint and CoVisio have been built on this approach. 

4.4.2 API Design Recommendations for Single-
user Applications 
 

APIs allow software developers to access and manipulate objects in a commercial 

application without knowing the implementation details of the application. They make it 

possible to extend single-user commercial systems for multi-user collaborations. 

However, these APIs were originally designed without the knowledge of supporting 

collaboration. They may be unable to intercept and replay operations correctly in 

collaborative environments. Moreover, they may define data and operation models that 
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cannot satisfy the requirements of a collaborative system. Even if methods could be 

investigated to bridge these gaps, the required development effort and complexity of 

these methods are still dependent on the APIs. From my experience of converting Visio 

into CoVisio, I have come to know what aspects of the API provided by Visio make it 

simple or difficult to convert to CoVisio. I summarize my findings into recommendations 

for API design in the following subsections. 

4.4.2.1 API’s Role in Operation Interception 
Two crucial functions provided by APIs in collaborative applications are intercepting and 

replaying operations. For example, once a user updates the colour of object A to red at a 

site in a CoVisio application, the operation semantics will be intercepted by Visio API, 

and marshaled into a message sent to remote sites. Once the message arrives at a remote 

site, it is un-marshaled and a Visio API function will be invoked to colour the replica of A 

at the site to red.  

Two types of APIs can be used to intercept an operation applied to a specific 

application − the API provided by an operating system and the API provided by the 

application.  

To intercept an operation based on the API provided by an operating system, a 

program is implemented to intercept any user keyboard or mouse operation targeting a 

specific single-user application. Once such an operation is intercepted, its semantics is 

explained according to the keyboard inputs, the position of the cursor, and/or the states of 

mouse buttons. Then the operation is passed to the local application for execution. 

Furthermore, its semantics is propagated to remote sites, so that the operation can be 

replayed there.  

This approach has two advantages. It is a generic method that can intercept any 

operation applied to any application. Moreover, it can intercept operations before they 

take effects. This gives a collaborative system a chance to perform some operations, such 

as saving the values of some internal variables, before the execution of a user 

mouse/keyboard operation. However, this method has a drawback, in that it involves a 

complex interpretation process to get the accurate operation semantics. For example, if a 

user resizes a shape by a mouse operation in Visio, he/she may change a lot of graphic 

attributes of the shape, such as width, height, geometrical center and the positions of 
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some vertexes of the shape. It is hard for the APIs provided by an operating system, 

rather than the API provided by Visio itself, to show all these effects. Thus, this 

operation-interception method is not suitable for systems that require fine-grained object-

manipulation, such as graphic editing systems. 

Another method, which is adopted by CoVisio, is to interpret the semantics of an 

operation applied to an application by the application itself. User mouse/keyboard 

operations are directly input to single-user Visio application. To interpret the effects of 

user-operations, the Collaboration Adapter (CA) component of CoVisio registers some 

event handlers in the single-user Visio application via Visio API. Therefore, when the 

events that CoVisio is interested arise, the single-user Visio application would 

automatically inform the CA. For example, the CA registers a ShapeAdded event handler 

on each page object, so that each time a shape is added into a drawing page, the CA will 

receive the detailed information of which shape is created and where it is located. Using 

this method, operations can be interpreted according to their effects. For example, 

suppose that a user changes the width of an object to w. Regardless whether the operation 

is performed via Visio GUI by mouse/keyboard operations or through Visio ShapeSheet 

window by editing the formula that defines the object’s width attribute, the same event 

will be sent from Visio to CA.  

Using this method, we can filter unimportant operations and concentrate only on the 

operations or operation effects in which we are interested (i.e. events triggered by 

unconcerned operations will not be handled). For example, a local mouse-move operation 

will not be intercepted. However, the local operations that update graphic attributes of 

graphic objects must be replayed at remote sites. As the effect of each operation applied 

to an application is explained by the application itself, this method is more accurate than 

the method of interpreting operations based on the API provided by an operating system.  

On the other hand, the above scheme relies heavily on the APIs provided by the 

applications, so that these APIs should satisfy the following requirements: 

     Recommendation 1: APIs should be able to intercept any operation that should be 

replayed at remote sites. 

      If operation semantics is intercepted by the event-generation/handler mechanism, it is 

obvious that any interpretable operation should be able to trigger event(s) defined by the 
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API of a commercial application. However, the API provided by a commercial 

application usually only defines events for some operations that are regarded as important. 

For example, the operations that create/delete/update graphic objects often generate 

events in a graphic editing application, but the operations moving the scroll bars to 

change the views of a document may not. Accordingly, some operations that should be 

replayed at remote sites in a collaborative application may be unable to be intercepted by 

a single-user application’s API. For instance, the operations that move the scroll bars 

must be intercepted in a collaborative system, if we want to implement a radar-view to 

enable all users to know which parts of the shared document other users are working on. 

However, an operation that moves a scroll bar will not generate API-defined events in 

many single-user commercial systems. If an operation will not fire an event defined by 

the API provided by a commercial application, we have to intercept it using a low level 

API, such as Windows API, which intercepts operations according to the keyboard inputs, 

the position of the cursor, and/or the states of mouse buttons. It is complex and thus may 

be inaccurate. 

       Recommendation 2: APIs should provide access to before and after states. 

       To correctly intercept the semantics of an operation in concurrent environments, it is 

desirable that APIs provide access to the document states both before and after the 

execution of an operation. For example, if a user changes the colour of a Visio shape, A, 

from white to red, a Visio API-defined event, which contains the information about what 

attribute (colour) of which shape (A) is updated to what value (red) by the operation, will 

be triggered. The event information is often enough for a single-user application. 

However, many consistency maintenance strategies, such as OT, need to know the states 

of objects both before and after the executions of operations for performing consistency 

maintenance and for achieving Any-undo in concurrent environments. In the above 

example, the previous colour (white) of A is not described in the event. To solve this 

problem, API can raise two events for each operation, one before the operation takes 

effect, and one after. Each event describes the value of the attribute targeted by the 

operation. Alternatively, the API can provide both old and new values of the updated 

attribute in the event triggered by the operation, so that only one event is needed. 
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     Recommendation 3: APIs should be able to distinguish events generated by different 

user-operations. 

     As a user mouse/keyboard operation may generate many events, an API must be able 

to distinguish events generated by different user-operations. This is very important when 

we consider undoing user-operations at remote sites. For example, when a user resizes a 

shape by a mouse operation in Visio, he/she may change the shape’s width, height, or 

both of them. Suppose two events are fired in sequence reporting the width and height 

changes of a shape respectively. API must be able to inform the CA whether these events 

are fired by one user-operation or two. Without knowing this information, once the 

width-change and height-change messages are propagated to a remote site, that site does 

not know whether to treat them as the effects of one user-operation or of two. If they are 

the effects of one user-operation but treated as two, once a user presses Ctrl+Z to undo 

the operation at the remote site, only partial effects of the operation will be undone.  

Visio API is able to distinguish events triggered by different operations. Visio API 

defines two events: EnterScope and ExitScope. The former will be fired when a user 

keyboard/mouse operation is applied to a Visio user-interface or when the CA invokes 

the Visio API BeginUndoScope method to begin the execution of a remote operation. The 

latter will be triggered when a user keyboard/mouse operation applied to the Visio user-

interface ends or when the CA invokes the Visio API EndUndoScope method to finish 

the execution of a remote operation. Therefore, if operations are handled in sequence at 

each collaborating site (this is true in most of the replicated collaborative systems, 

including CoWord, CoPowerPoint and CoVisio, for consistency maintenance), all the 

events generated between a pair of EnterScope and ExitScope events are triggered by a 

single-user operation. 

Recommendation 4: APIs should be able to distinguish between events generated by 

Do and Undo/Redo operations. 

An operation may generate many events. On the other hand, the same event can be 

generated by different operations. In a collaborative system, it is very important to 

distinguish between a Do-operation and an Undo/Redo-operation, a local operation and a 

remote operation. For example, suppose the colour of a Visio object, A, is red initially. 

User-1 changes the colour of A to black. Then user-2 changes the colour of A back to red 
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again. Once the CA obtains the event reporting the effect of user-2’s operation (i.e. A is 

coloured to red), the CA must also be informed whether it is the effect of a newly 

executed Do-operation (i.e. user-2 executes another operation which colours A to red), or 

just the result of an Undo-operation (i.e. user-2 undoes user-1’s operation that colours A 

to black). This makes a difference when any one of the users undoes an operation. In the 

former condition, the colour of A will be changed to black again. However, A will remain 

in red in the latter case. Therefore, once an operation is executed, API will not only 

inform the CA of the effect of the operation, but will also indicate whether it is a Do or an 

Undo/Redo operation. CA will propagate this information to remote sites so that suitable 

API functions can be invoked to replay the operation there. 

The Visio API is able to distinguish between the effects of a Do-operation and an 

Undo/Redo-operation. The Visio application object has an IsUndoingOrRedoing property 

that determines whether the current event handler is being called as a result of an Undo or 

a Redo action in the application.  

Recommendation 5: APIs should provide ways to distinguish between events 

resulting from user actions and those resulting from other API manipulations. 

Once an operation is propagated to a remote site, an API function will be invoked to 

replay the operation at the site. As the execution of the API function may change the 

attribute of a graphic object, or create/delete a graphic object, the API function may also 

trigger the application-defined events.  

Both local operations, executed by the local user, and remote operations, replayed at a 

site by invoking API functions, trigger events, but each collaborating site should 

propagate only operations generated locally to remote sites. It is undesirable to propagate 

remotely generated operations, as this may result in cyclic operation propagations. Thus, 

APIs must be able to distinguish events generated by local and remote operations. 

Without this information, a CA does not know whether or not to propagate the effect of 

an operation, intercepted by the Visio API, to remote sites.  

The Visio API provides functions to identify operations that fire Visio API defined 

events. Accordingly, we can use these functions to distinguish events generated by local 

users from events generated by API function invocations that replay remote operations in 

CoVisio applications. To determine whether events CA received are triggered by remote 
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operations, CoVisio uses the BeginUndoScope and EndUndoScope methods to wrap each 

remote operation. For example, CA will invoke the following Visio API method to begin 

the execution of a remote operation: 
scopeID=visioApplication.BeginUndoScope(“remote”);  

VisioApplication is a Visio application object. This method-invocation starts a 

transaction with a unique scope ID for an instance of Microsoft Visio. Accordingly, in 

event handlers, CoVisio uses the IsInScope property of the Visio application object to test 

whether the scope ID returned by the BeginUndoScope method is part of the current 

context. If so, the event is fired by replaying a remote operation, so that it will not be 

marshaled and sent to remote sites, as shown below:  

if (visioApplication.get_IsInScope(scopeID))  

   { System.Diagnostics.Debug.WriteLine(“Event generated by a remote operation”);} 

4.4.2.2 API’s Role in Replaying Remote Operations 
Replaying operations at remote sites is another important role that APIs play in 

collaborative systems, so that the APIs should satisfy the following requirements: 

      Recommendation 6: APIs should be able to replay any user’s operation performed 

on the user interface. 

      In CoVisio, any change a user makes to the shared Visio document via Visio user-

interface at a site will be replayed on all the other copies of the same document replicated 

at the other collaborating sites. For example, once a user colours object A to red at a site, 

the semantics of the operation will be intercepted and marshaled into messages sent to 

remote sites, where the operation will be replayed to colour the other replicas of A to red. 

To intercept the semantics of an operation in an application, we may rely on the API 

provided by the operating system, if the operation cannot be intercepted by the API 

provided by the application. However, to replay a remote operation that manipulates an 

object in a commercial application, we can usually rely only on the application’s API.  

To replay remote operations at a site, APIs should provide functions to software 

developers so that whatever users can do on the user interface of an application, the 

software developers can do by program. Obviously, if Visio API does not provide the 

function to change the colour of a shape, once a user changes the colour of a shape in 
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Visio GUI, the user-operation cannot be replayed at remote sites by API function 

invocation.  

Recommendation 7: APIs should be able to replay operations with multiple effects. 

For example, when a user resizes a shape by mouse operation in Visio, he/she may 

change both width and height of the shape. Once the effects of the user-operation are 

propagated to a remote site, Visio API functions will be invoked to change both the width 

and height of the shape replicated at the remote site. Here, it is very important to 

associate these effects with a single user operation. Otherwise, when a user undoes the 

operation at the remote site, only partial effects of the original operation will be undone.  

The Visio API supports replaying operations with multiple effects. As introduced 

previously, the Visio API provides BeginUndoScope and EndUndoScope methods to 

wrap multi-effect operations. The method BeginUndoScope starts a transaction and 

EndUndoScope ends a transaction. By replaying all the effects of a remote operation in 

between a pair of BeginUndoScope and EndUndoScope method-invocations, CoVisio 

ensures that a multi-effect operation can be replayed or be undone/redone atomically at 

remote sites. 

Recommendation 8: APIs should be able to support undoing/redoing operations in 

arbitrary order. 

Two kinds of operations may be replayed at remote sites in a collaborative application 

− Do-operations and Undo/Redo-operations. Undo/Redo schemes are quite different 

between single-user and collaborative applications. Almost all commercial single-user 

systems support only undoing/redoing operations in sequence. For example, if the 

execution of operation O2 follows O1, O1 cannot be undone before O2 is undone. On the 

other hand, most collaborative systems support undoing/redoing operations in arbitrary 

order. For instance, suppose only operation O1 has been executed (completed at all the 

collaborating sites) in a collaborative system when two users concurrently execute 

operations at two sites. One is from site-1 to undo O1, the other from site-2 to execute 

operation O2. When the operation undoing O1 arrives at site-2, O2 has been executed 

there (i.e. O1 is followed by O2 at site-2). If operations can only be undone in sequence, 

the operation undoing O1 cannot be executed at site-2. To enable both Do and Undo/Redo 
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operations to be replayed at remote sites, a collaborative system should be able to 

undo/redo operations in any order at any collaborating site. 

As nowadays APIs provided by single-user commercial systems support only 

sequential Undo/Redo, developers may encounter problems when they implement 

Undo/Redo functions in a collaborative system based on the Undo/Redo API provided by 

a single-user commercial system. For example, in the above scenario, when the operation 

undoing O1 arrives at site-2, it cannot be replayed by invoking any API Undo function, as 

O2 has not been undone at site-2. One solution is to undo O2 first then O1. However, we 

cannot restore the effect of O2 after undoing O1 by invoking API Redo function. To redo 

O2, we have to redo O1 first, as both Undo and Redo should be performed in sequence. 

Another solution is to do a new operation which has the same effect as undoing O1 at 

site-2. For example, suppose that O1 is to change the colour of an object from red to 

white. Rather than undoing O1 at site-2, we can invoke the API function to execute a new 

operation that updates the colour of the same object to red (i.e. reversing the effect of O1). 

This solution also has serious problems. Only two operations, O1 and O2, are executed 

and O1 is undone. If one user presses Ctrl+Z to undo the other operation, the document 

should return to its initial state. However, as an Undo is achieved at a remote site by 

doing a new operation, pressing Ctrl+Z will not bring the document back to its initial 

state at the remote site.  

The Visio Undo manager maintains Undo and Redo stacks. When a user executes an 

operation, the operation is put on the top of the Undo stack automatically by the Visio 

Undo manager. When a user clicks Undo in the Visio menu, the Visio Undo manager 

removes the most recently added operation from the Undo stack, and puts it on the top of 

the Redo stack. Then the effect of the operation is undone automatically. When a user 

clicks Redo in the Visio menu, the reversed procedure is performed, an operation being 

moved from Redo stack to Undo stack. As Visio Undo/Redo API only allows developers 

to manipulate the operations on the top of the Undo and Redo stacks, instead of moving 

any operations between the Undo and Redo stacks, Visio API does not support 

undoing/redoing operations in arbitrary order. Accordingly, CoVisio has to abolish 

Visio’s Undo/Redo mechanism and implement its own Undo/Redo scheme. 
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To undo/redo operations in arbitrary order, the API provided by an operating system is 

adopted, so that any user undo/redo operation is intercepted before being applied to the 

application. Then, the Operational Transformation (OT) Any-undo scheme is used to 

generate an operation whose execution on the current document state will achieve the 

correct undo/redo effect [121]. After that, Visio API functions will be invoked to execute 

the operation. In a word, with TA approach, it is the CA and GCE’s responsibility to 

support undo/redo operations in arbitrary order. CoVisio does not rely on the SA’s 

Undo/Redo API function. 

 

4.5 Summary 
 

This chapter introduces CoVisio, an experimental prototype system produced from this 

research. It is used to develop and verify the correctness, feasibility and effectiveness of 

the proposed constraint maintenance schemes in collaborative environments. Moreover, it 

is useful groupware system on its own. 

CoVisio leverages single-user Microsoft Visio for multi-user collaboration. It enables 

a group of users to view and edit the same Microsoft Visio documents at the same time 

from different collaborating sites. One feature that distinguishes Visio from other graphic 

editing systems is that formulas are defined in Visio to express the attributes of each 

graphic object and the relationship between the different Visio graphic objects. A Visio 

formula is an expression that can contain constants, operators, functions, and object 

attribute references. The ability to describe shapes with formulas opens many possibilities 

for making shapes behave in complex and sophisticated ways.  

CoVisio adopts the TA-based system architecture. A TA-based collaborative 

application is composed of three components. The first is the Single-user Application 

(SA), which provides the conventional single-user functionalities and interface features. 

Another component is the Generic Collaboration Engine (GCE), which provides 

application-independent collaboration capabilities. This component is fully collaboration-

aware, but is completely unaware of the single-user application. The GCE is generic, but 

the SA is application-specific. They may define different data and operation models. 
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Therefore, the third component, the Collaboration Adapter (CA), is implemented to adapt 

application-specific SA to generic GCE. CA provides application dependent 

collaboration capabilities and is aware of both the single-user application and the multi-

user collaboration. 

CoVisio converts single-user Microsoft Visio into real-time collaborative application 

without accessing the source code of the single-user application. Such conversion relies 

on the API provided by the single-user application. Poorly designed APIs make such 

conversion difficult, inefficient, or even impossible.  

This chapter also presents API design recommendations for facilitating conversion of 

single-user applications into collaborative applications. The proposed recommendations 

are helpful to both API designers and collaborative system designers. API designers can 

apply these recommendations in API designs to support collaboration. On the other hand, 

a collaborative system designer knows whether a single-user commercial system can be 

transparently and efficiently extended for collaboration according to its API functions.  
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Chapter 5 
Maintaining Multi-way Dataflow 
Constraints in Collaborative 
Systems  
 

 

A constraint specifies a relationship or condition that must be maintained in a system. 

Dataflow constraints are capable of expressing relationships over multiple data types and 

are conceptually simple [16], [111], [112], [142]. A dataflow constraint is an equation 

that has one or more Constraint Satisfaction Methods (CSM) associated with it that may 

be used to satisfy the equation [142]. If a dataflow constraint is associated with only one 

constraint satisfaction method to satisfy it, it is a one-way constraint. On the other hand, a 

multi-way constraint in general has a method for calculating a value for each of the 

variables it constrains, in terms of the values of the other variables [111].  

     One-way dataflow constraints have been applied in a wide variety of single-user 

interactive systems, including spreadsheet [96], user interface [11], [13], graphic editing 

system [92], because of their simplicity, efficiency and manageability. 

     On the other hand, as a one-way constraint is associated with only one CSM, it cannot 

be satisfied in multiple directions, so that one-way constraints are not as powerful and 

flexible as multi-way dataflow constraints. For example, it is difficult for one-way 

constraints to express the following relationship: the width and height of a shape are the 

same, so that once a user changes the width of the shape, height will be changed 
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accordingly, and vice versa. A one-way constraint, Ca, which defines the relationship 

width = height and is associated with a CSM, width ← height, can only express the half 

of the above relationship. Ca ensures that width will be changed automatically, when 

height is changed. However, if width is changed, no CSM can be applied to change height, 

so that the constraint is violated. The same is true for Cb, which is a one-way dataflow 

constraint associated with a CSM, height ← width. Moreover, the above relationship 

cannot be expressed by using both Ca and Cb. Otherwise, a cyclic propagation path forms 

between height and width.   

     On the other hand, the above relationship can be easily expressed by a multi-way 

dataflow constraint, which defines the relationship width = height and is associated with 

two CSMs, width ← height, and height ← width, so that once height is changed, CSM 

width ← height will be invoked to satisfy the constraint and when width is updated by a 

user, CSM height ← width will be executed.  

      Multi-way constraints have a number of advantages over one-way constraints, as they 

provide a flexible measure to maintain relationships or conditions among constrained 

variables, which ensures the constraints be satisfied in multi-direction [16], [111], [112], 

[142]. Multi-way constraints are very useful in the development of sophisticated graphic 

applications, such as in implementing collaborative CAD, CASE, and Artificial 

Intelligence in computer games.  

      Multi-way dataflow constraints have been shown to be useful in simplifying and 

automating user tasks in a wide variety of single-user systems [16], [111], [112], [142]. 

Multi-way dataflow constraints in multi-user environments not only inherit these 

benefits, but provide additional benefits. They can be used to automatically maintain the 

multi-direction relationships between different constrained variables in concurrent 

environments. These relationships are much harder for multiple users to manually 

maintain, than for a single-user, as they require extra communication and coordination 

between users. 

      On the other hand, as there are multiple options to satisfy a multi-way constraint, 

maintaining consistency in collaborative systems with multi-way constraints is much 

more complex than in systems with one-way constraints. For example, different 

collaborating sites of an application may use different CSMs to satisfy the same 
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constraint, so that divergence occurs; when a user updates a constrained variable, 

different value-propagation paths may be formed at different sites, which breaches 

document convergence.  

In this chapter, issues of maintaining multi-way dataflow constraints in collaborative 

environments are discussed and novel schemes to satisfy multi-way dataflow constraints 

according to concurrent user operations in collaborative systems are proposed. These 

schemes ensure both constraint satisfaction and system consistency. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces multi-way 

dataflow constraints and their graphic representation. How to maintain both constraints 

and consistency when users concurrently add/delete multi-way dataflow constraints in a 

collaborative system is addressed in section 5.2. Section 5.3 discusses how to maintain 

consistency and satisfy constraints when users concurrently update constrained variables 

and violate satisfied constraints. Section 5.4 presents how to achieve convergence when 

users concurrently define constraints and update constrained variables and section 5.5 is 

the summary of this chapter.  
 

5.1 Multi-way Dataflow Constraints 
 

A dataflow constraint is an equation that has one or more Constraint Satisfaction Method 

(CSM) associated with it that may be used to satisfy the equation [142]. A multi-way 

constraint has a method for calculating a value for each of the variables it constrains, in 

terms of the values of the other variables [111]. Thus, a multi-way constraint is associated 

with at least two constrained variables, and a multi-way constraint can be satisfied in 

multi-direction. For example, a constraint C representing the relationship X=Y+Z is a 

dataflow constraint. If C is a multi-way constraint, it can be satisfied by three CSMs: 

X←Y+Z, Y←X-Z, and Z←X-Y. If X←Y+Z is used to satisfy the constraint, X should be 

evaluated according to Y and Z. Here, both Y and Z are input variables and X is the output 

variable of the satisfied constraint C.   

Dataflow constraints are commonly expressed in terms of constraint graphs [41], [111], 

[142], as shown in figure 5.1(a), representing two constraints. C1 defines W=X+V, and C2 
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constrains X=Y+Z. In a constraint graph, a circle represents a variable and a square 

expresses a constraint. A set of undirected edges denotes the relationship between 

variables and constraints.   

The method to satisfy a constraint can be indicated by directed edges. If a constraint 

satisfaction method m is selected to satisfy constraint C, all the inputs to m are 

represented as directed edges from the input variables to C and a directed edge from C 

points to m’s output. In figure 5.1(b), Y and Z are inputs, and X is the output of constraint 

C2.  
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(b)                                                         (c) 

 
Figure 5.1. The graph representations of two constraints; initially the graph is undirected as in (a); 
the directed graphs in (b) and (c) represent different solution graphs to satisfy the two constraints   

A set of constraints, C1, C2,…, Cn,  is satisfiable if for each Ci, 1≤i≤n, a method m can 

be selected to satisfy it, such that (1) all satisfiable constraints and their variables form a 

directed, acyclic graph and (2) no variable in the graph can be pointed to by more than 

one directed edge. A directed graph that satisfies these two conditions is called a Solution 

Graph (SG) [142]. 

The above condition (1) ensures that computation for constraint satisfaction is able to 

terminate automatically, as a cyclic solution graph makes computation unstopable 

without outside interference. Condition (2) demands that a variable can be the output of 

at most one constraint, to avoid conflicting constraint satisfaction results. 

A solution graph represents a computation flow to satisfy a set of constraints. Thus, 

dataflow constraint satisfaction is to find/create a solution graph for a set of constraints. 

For a set of satisfiable one-way dataflow constraints, as each constraint is associated with 

only one CSM, there is only one solution to satisfy the set of constraints. On the other 

hand, as a multi-way constraint can be satisfied by many CSMs, different solution graphs 
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can be constructed to satisfy the same set of multi-way constraints. For example, to 

satisfy two multi-way constraints C1, W=X+V, and C2, X=Y+Z, the computation flows 

shown in both figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) are the correct solutions. 

It is obvious that if there is not any cycle in the undirected bipartite graph that 

represents the relationships of a set of dataflow constraints and their variables, there will 

not be any cycle in any solution graph to satisfy these constraints. On the other hand, if 

there is a cycle in an undirected bipartite constraint graph representing a set of constraints, 

it is not guaranteed that a solution to satisfy these constraints exists. For example, there is 

a cycle in the undirected bipartite graph expressing the relationship between two 

constraints C1, X=A+B, and C2, Y=A-B, as shown in figure 5.2(a). Here, C1 can be 

satisfied by CSM, X←A+B, and C2 can be satisfied using Y←A-B. Thus, the solution 

satisfies both C1 and C1, while neither conflicting constraint satisfaction results (i.e. two 

or more constraints have the same output) nor cyclic constraint propagation path exists, 

as shown in figure 5.2(b). On the other hand, there is a cycle in the undirected bipartite 

graph expressing the relationship among three constraints − C1: A=B, C2: B=C, and C3: 

C=A. Here, we cannot find a solution graph to satisfy all the three constraints, as shown 

in 5.2(c). 
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Figure 5.2. Cyclic constraint graphs 

In this chapter, our discussion is based on acyclic constraint graph, so that we discuss 

the satisfaction of a set of n constraints in collaborative systems, and there is no cycle in 

the undirected bipartite constraint graph that represents the relationships of the n 

constraints and their variables. As there is no cycle in the constraint graph describing the 

constraints, the cyclic propagation problem is avoided.  
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To ensure the constraints maintained in a system will not form a cyclic constraint 

graph, when a constraint is defined, the system will check whether the addition of the 

constraint will result in a cyclic constraint graph. If so, either that the constraint cannot be 

maintained, or that some existing constraints will be deleted from the system to satisfy 

the newly defined constraint. The detailed method will be introduced later in this chapter. 

  

5.2 Satisfying Multi-way Constraints 
 

In a collaborative system with multi-way dataflow constraints, users are able to 

concurrently define and delete constraints. Once a constraint is defined into a system, the 

constraint system will first invoke a CSM associated with the constraint to satisfy it. For 

example, if a user adds into a system a multi-way constraint C, which defines width = 

height of a shape, the constraint system will first invoke either width ← height or 

height←width to satisfy the constraint. Moreover, when a user updates a constrained 

variable, which results in the violation of a satisfied constraint, the constraint system will 

invoke a CSM to re-satisfy the constraint. For instance, after the above constraint C is 

added into a system and satisfied, a user may change the width of the shape. Thus, the 

user operation violates the constraint just satisfied. To ensure constraint satisfaction, the 

constraint system will automatically invoke CSM, height←width, to propagate the value-

change of width to height so that the constraint is still satisfied.  

     This section describes how to maintain both constraint and consistency when users 

concurrently add/delete multi-way dataflow constraints in a collaborative system. The 

next section addresses how to maintain consistency and satisfy constraints when users 

concurrently update constrained variables.  

5.2.1 Satisfying a Constraint  
  
As a multi-way constraint can be satisfied in multiple directions, satisfying a multi-way 

constraint in collaborative graphic editing systems may result in divergence, as illustrated 

by the following scenario: 
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Scenario 5.1: there is a line, L, on a drawing page. Initially, the y coordinates of the 

line’s two endpoints, left-endpoint, and right-endpoint, are different. A user defines a 

constraint, left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y, to change the line to a horizontal line.  

When the constraint is satisfied at a site, it is possible that the site evaluates left-

endpoint.y according to right-endpoint.y to satisfy the constraint, by invoking CSM left-

endpoint.y ← right-endpoint.y. However, when the constraint is satisfied at another site, 

right-endpoint.y is updated according to left-endpoint.y (after the execution of CSM 

right-endpoint.y ← left-endpoint.y). Therefore, different sites satisfy the same constraint 

in different ways, so that divergence occurs. 

To solve this problem, we can associate a unique priority with each variable 8

Definition of the Lowest Priority Output CSM (LPO-CSM) of constraint C: 

suppose C defines the relationship of n constrained variables and v is the one with the 

lowest priority among all the n constrained variables of C.  Then the CSM of C, whose 

output is v, is the LPO-CSM of C. 

. 

Accordingly, when a constraint is defined, the system uses the Lowest Priority Output 

CSM (LPO-CSM) to satisfy the constraint. The LPO-CSM of a constraint is defined as 

follows: 

If all the collaborating sites of an application maintain the same document state when 

a constraint is defined, each constrained variable of the constraint must have the same 

priority at all sites. Thus, if all sites use the LPO-CSM to satisfy the constraint, the 

constraint will be satisfied by the same CSM at all sites, so that convergence is 

maintained. For instance, suppose that in scenario 5.1 the priority of left-endpoint.y is 

higher than the priority of right-endpoint.y at all sites when the constraint is defined. All 

sites will use CSM, right-endpoint.y ← left-endpoint.y, which is the LPO-CSM of the 

constraint, to satisfy the constraint. Therefore, convergence is achieved. 

In the above discussion, using LPO-CSM to satisfy a constraint is to maintain 

convergence. There are other methods to achieve convergence, such as that all sites can 

also use the CSM whose output has the highest priority among all the constrained 

                                                 
8 Here, a variable means a graphic attribute that could be a constrained variable of a multi-way dataflow constraint. 
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variables of the constraint to satisfy the constraint. The advantages of the LPO-CSM 

method will be explained in detail in the next section that tackles constraint violation 

problems in the face of concurrent user operations updating constrained variables. 

5.2.2 The LOP Solution to a Set of Constraints  
 
The outputs of the LPO-CSMs of different constraints may conflict with each other. For 

example: there are two constraints Ca and Cb, where Ca defines X=Y and Cb confines 

Y=Z+K. Moreover, Y has the lowest priority among all the four constrained variables of 

Ca and Cb.  If Ca is satisfied by its LPO-CSM, Y will be the output of Ca. For the same 

reason, Y will be the output of Cb if Cb is satisfied by its LPO-CSM. Here, Y becomes the 

outputs of both constraints, so that the satisfaction of Ca and Cb conflict. Thus, to satisfy a 

set of constraints, it is possible that not all the constraints can be satisfied by their LPO-

CSM. 

     There could be more than one solution to satisfy a set of n multi-way dataflow 

constraints, as illustrated in figure 5.1. Suppose that there are m possible solutions, S1, 

S2, …, Sm, to satisfy a set of n constraints. In each solution, no constrained variable is the 

output of more than one constraint, to avoid conflicting constraint satisfaction results. 

Thus, n different constrained variables are the outputs of the n constraints in each 

solution, each one being the output of a constraint.  

Suppose Sa and Sb are two solutions to the same set of n constraints, while a1, a2, …, 

an are the n outputs of the n constraints in solution Sa, and b1, b2, …, bn are the n outputs 

of the n constraints in solution Sb. We put a1, a2, …, an into a list, La, in priority 

descending order. All the n outputs of the n constraints in solution Sb are also put into a 

list, Lb, in priority descending order. Then we compare the constrained variables in the 

two lists using the following procedure until we find two variables ai and bi, i ≥ 1, where 

ai and bi have different priorities: 

i:=1; 
// L(i).priority indicates the priority of the ith variable in list L 
while La(i).priority == Lb(i).priority  i++;  
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If the priority of ai is lower than the priority of bi, we say that Sa has a lower output-

priority than Sb, denoted as Sa ↗Sb. Otherwise, if the priority of ai is higher than the 

priority of bi, Sb ↗Sa.  

Accordingly, we define the Lowest Output-Priority (LOP) solution to a set of n 

constraints as follows: 

Definition of the Lowest Output-Priority (LOP) solution to a set of n constraints: 

suppose that there are m solutions to satisfy a set of n constraints. Solution S is the lowest 

output-priority solution to the n constraints if and only if S ↗Si, for any Si, where S ≠ S i, 

and Si is one of the m solutions. 

We can prove that the LOP solution to a set of n constraints is unique as follows: 

Suppose that the LOP solution to a set of n constraints is not unique. Then, there must 

have two LOP solutions − Sa and Sb − and (1) the n outputs of the n constraints in 

solutions Sa and Sb are the same (as there is neither Sa ↗Sb nor Sb ↗Sa, and each 

constrained variable has a unique priority); (2) there exists v, which is the output of a 

constraint in both solutions, while v is the output of constraint C in Sa but it is not the 

output of C in Sb (i.e. at least one constraint is satisfied in different ways in the two 

solutions). 

Our discussion in this chapter is based on acyclic constraint graph, so that there has no 

cycle in the undirected bipartite graph that represents the relationships of the n constraints 

and their variables.  

To simplify our discussion, first, we presume that Sa and Sb are the LOP solutions to 

three constraints, C1, C2 and C3.  There exists v, which is the output of a constraint in both 

solutions. Moreover, v is the output of constraint C1 in Sa and C2 in Sb, where C1≠C2. 

Then, v is a constrained variable of both C1 and C2. From the definition of a constraint 

graph, we know that there are undirected edges both between v and C1, and between v 

and C2, in the constraint graph describing the set of three constraints.  

v is the output of C1 in Sa. Suppose the output of C1 in Sb is w. Here it is impossible 

that v = w. w is the output of C1 in Sb and v is the output of C2 in Sb. If v=w, the outputs 
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of C1 and C2 in Sb are the same, so that their satisfaction results conflict. Thus, Sb should 

not be a solution at all, which is in contradiction to our assumption. 

w is the output of a constraint in Sb, so that it must also be the output of a constraint in 

Sa. As neither Sa ↗Sb nor Sb ↗Sa, and each constrained variable has a unique priority, the 

output of a constraint in a solution must also be the output of a constraint in the other 

solution. w is the output of C1 in Sb, so that it cannot be the output of C1 in Sa. Otherwise, 

v=w, as we have assumed that v is the output of C1 in Sa. However, we have proved 

previously that it is impossible that v = w.  

w cannot be the output of C2 in Sa, either. Otherwise, if w is the output of C2 in Sa and 

C1 in Sb, then w is a constrained variable of both C1 and C2. Thus, there are undirected 

edges both between w and C1, and between w and C2, in the constraint graph describing 

the set of three constraints. Moreover, there are undirected edges both between v and C1, 

and between v and C2. Thus, there is a cycle among v, w, C1, and C2 in the constraint 

graph describing the set of three constraints, which contradicts to the precondition of this 

discussion that there is no cycle in the constraint graph describing the set of constraints.  

Thus, w can only be the output of constraint C3 in Sa. Suppose the output of C3 in Sb is 

z. Then, based on the above discussion, z must be the output of a constraint in Sa as well. 

However, it is impossible that z is the output of any constraint in Sa: (1) if z is the output 

of C1 in Sa, then v=z, as we have assumed that v is the output of C1 in Sa. However, if v=z 

then C2 and C3 have the same outputs in Sb, so that their satisfaction results are in conflict. 

Then, Sb should not be a solution at all, which is contrary to our assumption; (2) if z is the 

output of C2 in Sa, then there are undirected edges both between z and C2, and between z 

and C3 in the constraint graph describing the set of three constraints. Moreover, there are 

undirected edges both between w and C1, and between w and C3 (w is the output of C1 in 

solution Sb and output of C3 in Sa). There are also undirected edges both between v and C1, 

and between v and C2 (v is the output of C1 in solution Sa and output of C2 in Sb). Thus, 

there is a cycle among v, w, z, C1, C2, and C3 in the constraint graph describing the set of 

three constraints, which is contrary to the predefined condition of this discussion that 

there is no cycle in the constraint graph describing the set of constraints; (3) if z is the 

output of C3 in Sa, then w=z, as w is the output of C3 in Sa. However, if w=z then C1 and 
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C3 have the same outputs in Sb, so that their satisfaction results are in conflict. Then, Sb 

should not be a solution at all, which contradicts to our assumption. 

 In conclusion, z cannot be the output of any constraint in Sa. Accordingly, it is 

impossible that neither Sa ↗Sb nor Sb ↗Sa, as each constrained variable has a unique 

priority. Thus, it is impossible that Sa and Sb are the LOP solutions for the same set of 

constraints.    

For the same reason, we can prove that if the two solutions are for n constraints, while 

n>3, at most after n steps following the above analysis, the output of a constraint in a 

solution cannot be the output of any constraint in the other solution. Then, it is either Sa 

↗Sb or Sb ↗Sa. Consequently, it is impossible that there exists more than one LOP 

solution to a set of constraints.  

Accordingly, the LOP solution to a set of constraints is unique. If all the collaborating 

sites of a collaborative application maintain the same initial document state, after the 

same set of constraints is satisfied by the LOP solution, each variable must have the same 

value at all sites, as explained below: 

For any variable v, if it is not the output of any constraint, it retains its initial value at 

all sites. On the other hand,  if it is the output of constraint C at a site, it will be the output 

of C at the other sites, as each constraint is satisfied by the same CSM at all sites. 

Moreover, the value of v is dependent on the values of the inputs of C.  For any input w 

of C, it is possible that w is not the output of any constraint, so that it retains its initial 

value which is the same at all sites. Alternatively, it is also possible that w is the output of 

another constraint, so that its value is dependent on the inputs of this constraint. Again, 

this constraint is satisfied the same way at all sites, and so on.   

As there is no cycle in the constraint graph that expresses the relationships of the set of 

constraints, we know that the above recursive process must be stopped when it comes to 

the constraints where no input of them is the output of any other constraint. Accordingly, 

every upstream variable of w must have the same value at all sites, so that the value of w 

is the same at all sites. The same is true for v. Thus, any variable has the same value at all 

sites.  
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In conclusion, after the same set of multi-way dataflow constraints is satisfied by the 

LOP solution from the same document state at all sites in a collaborative graphic editing 

system: 

(1) All sites maintain the same set of graphic objects, and each object has the same Z-

order-value at all sites (in this thesis, constraints are adopted to define the relationships 

between graphic object-attributes. The satisfaction of a set of constraints neither 

creates/deletes any object nor changes the Z-order-relationship between objects); 

(2) For any constraint in the set, it is satisfied by the same CSM at all sites; and 

(3) For any variable, it has the same value and priority at all sites.  

The above three conditions define the convergence in a collaborative graphic editing 

system with multi-way dataflow constraints.  

5.2.3 Obtaining the LOP Solution 
 
Suppose that there are n multi-way dataflow constraints defining the relationship of k 

constrained variables. For any one of these k variables, it is associated with at least one 

constraint. A constrained variable can be the output of a constraint, and an input of any 

number of constraints in a solution to the n dataflow constraints. 

Suppose that variable v is one of the k constrained variables and has the highest 

priority among all the k constrained variables. If v is the output of a constraint in a 

solution S, then S is not the LOP solution to the n constraints, because Si ↗S, for any Si, 

which is a solution to the n constraints, and v is not the output of any constraint in the 

solution. Thus, v must not be the output of any constraint in the LOP solution.  

Accordingly, we mark v. We define that a marked variable cannot be the output of any 

constraint to be satisfied.  

Once we have decided that v cannot be the output of any constraint in the LOP 

solution, for any constraint that defines the relationship of only two constrained variables, 

while one of them is v, the CSM to satisfy the constraint in the LOP solution is 

determined. For example, suppose C1 defines v=w+1. Once v is defined as a pure input, 

C1 can only be satisfied using CSM: w←v-1. After the CSM to satisfy C1 in the LOP 

solution is determined, we mark w, the output of C1, so that it cannot be the output of any 
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other constraint, to avoid conflicting constraint satisfaction results. Again, once w is 

defined to be only the input of other constraints, the solutions to some constraints are 

defined. For example, suppose that C2 defines w=z+2. As w is the output of C1, it cannot 

be the output of C2, so that C2 can only be satisfied by z←w-2. This procedure continues 

until there is not any constraint whose satisfaction method in the LOP solution is 

determined. For example, after the satisfaction of C1 and C2, for constraint C3: e=f, its 

solution is not determined, as both e←f and f←e may be used to satisfy the constraint in 

the LOP solution.  

Suppose after the above procedure has been performed, m constraints have had their 

satisfaction methods determined in the LOP solution. It is important to notice that if any 

one of the m constraints is satisfied another way in another solution, to avoid the 

conflicting constraint satisfaction results, v must be the output of a constraint in the 

solution, so that the solution is not the LOP solution.  

After v is marked and the above procedure is executed, n-m constraints have yet to 

determine their satisfaction methods in the LOP solution. For any one of these constraints, 

some constrained variables have not been marked. Again, we look for the unmarked 

variable with the highest priority on the current document state, and let the variable be p. 

p must not be a constrained variable of anyone of the m constraints that have determined 

satisfaction methods in the LOP solution, because from the above discussion, all the 

constraints having their satisfaction methods determined in the LOP solution must have 

had all of their constrained variables marked. 

For any two solutions Sa and Sb of the set of n constraints, if the above m constraints, 

m<n, which have determined satisfaction methods in the LOP solution, are satisfied in 

both Sa and Sb the same way as they are satisfied in the LOP solution, while p is the 

output of a constraint in Sa but it is not the output of any constraint in Sb, it must have Sb 

↗Sa.  Thus, in the LOP solution p will not be the output of any constraint. Accordingly, 

we mark p, so that it will not be the output of any constraint in the LOP solution. Once p 

is marked, the solutions to some constraints could be determined, so that the output of 

these constraints will be marked. Consequently, the procedure introduced above is 

executed again and again, until all the k constrained variables are marked and all the n 

constraints are satisfied.  
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Based on the above discussion, the method to satisfy a set of n constraints by the LOP 

solution can be illustrated by the following procedure: 

Procedure LOPsolution1(C1, C2, …, Cn) 

/* C1, C2, …, Cn, a set of n unsatisfied constraints. These constraints define the 

relationship among k constrained variables. Initially, all the k constrained variables are 

unmarked.*/ 

While not all the k constrained variables are marked, do: 

(1) Find the unmarked constrained variable, V, which has the highest priority among all 

the unmarked variables, then mark V; 

(2) While there exists constraint C, only one of its constrained variable unmarked, do:  

(a) Satisfy C by invoking the CSM whose output is the only unmarked constrained variable 

of C; 

(b) Mark the output of C;  

In procedure LOPsolution1( ), a constrained variable, v, with the highest priority 

among all the constrained variables will be marked first. Then, step (2), which is a while 

loop, is executed to satisfy constraints with determined solutions after v is defined as a 

pure input.  

Once the while loop, after the marking of v, stops. Some constraints have yet to have 

their solution determined. Again, we mark the constrained variable w, with the highest 

priority among all the unmarked constrained variables on the current document state, as 

indicated by step (1) of the above procedure. Marking w may result in the satisfaction of 

some other constraints. Thus, the while loop in step (2) will be invoked again. The above 

procedure continues until all the constrained variables are marked.   

We can prove that after all the k constrained variables are marked, all the n 

constraints are satisfied:  

For any constraint C, suppose that it defines the relationship of q constrained 

variables. As C is a multi-way constraint, q ≥ 2. Based on procedure LOPsolution1( ), 

initially, variable v with the highest priority among all the k constrained variables is 

marked. Then step (2) will be invoked to satisfy constraints whose CSMs are determined:  

(1) If q = 2 and v is a constrained variable of C, then after v is marked, only one of 

C’s constrained variables is unmarked. Thus, C is able to be satisfied in step (2) after v is 
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marked. Here the only possibility that C cannot be satisfied is that there exists another 

constraint Ca, where (i) Ca is also able to be satisfied after the marking of v; (ii) Ca is 

satisfied before C in step (2); and (iii) the output of Ca points to the only unmarked 

constrained variable of C, so that the satisfaction of Ca and C conflict. However, this Ca 

does not exist. Otherwise, v and the output of Ca, let it be w, are two constrained variables 

of both Ca and C. Then, there is a cycle among v, w, C, and, Ca in the constraint graph 

describing the set of n constraints, which contradicts our assumption that there is no cycle 

in any constraint graph;  

 (2) If q = 2 and v is not a constrained variable of C, then after v is marked, two of C’s 

constrained variables are unmarked. Thus, C is unable to be satisfied in step (2) after v is 

marked. However, after v is marked some constraints can be satisfied in step (2), and it is 

possible that the output of a satisfied constraint, Ca, is a constrained variable of C. As the 

output of the satisfied constraint is also marked, C has only one constrained variable 

unmarked after the satisfaction of Ca, so that C should be satisfied as well in step (2) after 

Ca is satisfied. Here the only possibility that C cannot be satisfied is that there exists 

another constraint Cb, while Cb is satisfied before C in step (2), and the output of Cb 

points to the only unmarked constrained variable of C. However, this Cb does not exist. 

Otherwise, based on the above discussion, we know there is a cycle either among Ca, Cb 

and C or between Cb and C in the constraint graph describing the set of n constraints, 

which is in contradiction to our assumption that there is no cycle in any constraint graph. 

Based on the discussion in above (1) and (2), we can conclude that if a constrained 

variable, w, of a constraint, C, is marked in step (1), all the other constraints satisfied in 

step (2) after the marking of w will not result in any other constrained variable of C be 

marked. Thus, if a constraint has only two constrained variables unmarked and one of 

them is marked in step (1), the constraint must be satisfied in step (2) afterwards; On the 

other hand, if a constrained variable, w, of a constraint, C, is marked in step (2) as a result 

of the satisfaction of another constraint, all the other constraints satisfied in the same 

while loop in step (2) will not result in any other constrained variable of C be marked. 

Thus, if a constraint has only two constrained variables unmarked and one of them is 

marked in step (2) as a result of the satisfaction of another constraint, the constraint must 

be satisfied in the same while loop in step (2) as well; 
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(3) If q > 2, then based on the above discussion, after v is marked and the while loop 

in step (2) is executed, at most one constrained variable of C is marked. As q >2, at least 

two constrained variables of C have yet to be marked, after v is marked and the while 

loop in step (2) is executed. Thus, C cannot be satisfied.  

(4) In procedure LOPsolution1( ), constrained variables are marked one by one. There 

is a time that after a constrained variable is marked in step (1), or a constraint is satisfied 

in step (2) afterwards, only one constrained variable of C is unmarked. Then C must be 

satisfied in step (2) of the procedure.  

In conclusion, any one of the n constraints will be satisfied in procedure 

LOPsolution1( ), and the procedure is able to find the LOP solution to the set of n 

constraints. 

 In procedure LOPsolution1( ), when a constrained variable is marked, it is possible 

that more than one constraints are able to be satisfied. For example, when v is marked, all 

the constraints defining the relationship between v and another constrained variable are 

able to be satisfied. In step (2) of procedure LOPsolution1( ), these constraints can be 

satisfied in any order, while the procedure guarantees to generate the correct LOP 

solution:  

In procedure LOPsolution1( ), the constrained variable, v, with the highest priority 

among all the constrained variables will be marked first. Then the constraints that define 

the relationship between v and another constrained variable can be immediately satisfied 

in step (2) after v is marked. Suppose Ca and Cb are two of this kind of constraint. Then v 

is a constrained variable of both Ca and Cb. For any one of the two constraints, after it is 

satisfied, its output cannot be v, as the first marked variable cannot be the output of any 

constraint in the LOP solution.  

Let G be the constraint graph representing the set of n constraints. We put all the 

constraints that have path to Ca without through v in G into a constraint set, CSa, and put 

all the constraints that have path to Cb without through v in G into a constraint set CSb. 

Consequently, the satisfaction of Ca may at most affect the satisfaction of constraints in 

CSa and the same is true for Cb to constraints in CSb. It is obvious that CSa∩CSb =∅. 

Otherwise, suppose that constraint C ∈CSa∩CSb. Then there are paths from v to Ca and 

Cb, and paths from Ca and Cb to C, so that a cycle exists in the constraint graph, which is 
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impossible. Thus, the satisfaction of Ca will not affect any constraint in CSb and the 

satisfaction of Cb will not affect any constraint in CSa. Accordingly, the satisfaction of 

any one of the two constraints will affect neither the other constraint nor the set of 

constraints that the other one has effects on, so that their satisfaction order is irrelevant.  

Va

Va

CSa

Ca Cb

V

Cd Ce

Va Vg

Vb

Cg Ch

Vh

CSb
 

Figure 5.3. The only path between Ca and Cb is through v 

Suppose Ca is satisfied first. Once Ca is satisfied, its output is marked, and then some 

constraints are able to be satisfied. Suppose that Cd and Ce are two constraints that are 

able to be satisfied after the satisfaction of Ca, as shown in figure 5.3. Then after Ca is 

satisfied, either one of the three constraints, Cb, Cd, and Ce, can be satisfied next. It is 

obvious that Cd ∈ CSa and Ce ∈ CSa, so that their satisfactions will not have any effect on 

Cb and the constraints in CSb. Accordingly, no matter whether Cb is satisfied before or 

after the other two constraints, the satisfaction of Cb will not impact the satisfaction 

results of the other two constraints, and vice versa.  

Moreover, based on the above discussion, we know that the satisfaction of Cd and Ce 

will not affect each other as well, as the only path between them is through the output of 

Ca, which has been marked before the satisfaction of the two constraints. Following the 

same analysis, we can conclude that if many constraints are able to be satisfied after a 

constrained variable is marked in procedure LOPsolution1( ), they can be satisfied in any 

order, without affecting the generation of the correct LOP solution to a set of constraints.  

The proposed procedure LOPsolution1( ) can be illustrated by the following example: 

The initial constraint graph of four constraints and the initial priority of each 

constrained variable are shown in figure 5.4(a). Based on procedure LOPsolution1( ), to 

satisfy these constraints, constrained variable e, which has the highest priority among all 
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the constrained variables, is marked first. After that, the solutions for both constraints C2 

and C3 are determined. Thus, the two constraints can be satisfied. It is obvious that the 

two constraints can be satisfied in any order. After the satisfaction of the two constraints, 

their outputs, d and f, are also marked, as shown in figure 5.4 (b). 
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Figure 5.4. The LOP solution to a set of four constraints; the initial priority of a variable is shown 
above or below the variable; a gray variable indicates a marked variable 

After constraints C2 and C3 are satisfied, no solution of any other constraint is 

determined, so that the procedure will mark a constrained variable that has the highest 
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priority among all the unmarked constrained variables in figure 5.4(b), which is variable 

b. After that, the solution for constraint C1 is determined, so that C1 is satisfied and 

variable a is the output of the constraint, as shown in figure 5.4(c). 

After C1 is satisfied, the solution for C4 has yet to be determined. Accordingly, 

variables i and h are marked in sequence, until the solution for the constraint is 

determined, as shown in figure 5.4 (d), where all the four constraints are satisfied. The 

figure shows the LOP solution for the four constraints. 

5.2.4 Marking a Variable by Upgrading its Priority 
 
In procedure LOPsolution1( ), constrained variables are first marked in priority 

descending order until the satisfaction method of a constraint is determined. Then the 

constraint is satisfied and its output is also marked. In the procedure, marking a 

constrained variable is to prevent the variable from becoming the output of a constraint to 

be satisfied. To achieve the effect of marking a variable, we can upgrade the priority of 

the variable as “very high”, which is higher than the initial priority of any variable. Then, 

we always satisfy a constraint using the CSM whose output has the lowest priority among 

all the constrained variables of the constraint (i.e. using the LPO-CSM of the constraint), 

which is illustrated by the following procedure: 

Procedure LOPsolution2(C1, C2, …,Cn) 

/* C1, C2, …,Cn, a set of n unsatisfied constraints. These constraints define the 

relationship among k constrained variables.*/ 

While not all the k constrained variables have a priority “very high”, do: 

(1) Find the constrained variable, V, which has the highest priority among all the 

variables which have a priority that is not “very high”, then set the priority of V as 

“very high”; 

(2) While there exists constraint C with only one of its constrained variables with a 

priority that is not “very high”, do:  

(a) Satisfy C by its LPO-CSM, whose output has the lowest priority among all the 

constrained variables of C; 

(b) Set the priority of the output of C as “very high”;  
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     It is obvious that procedure LOPsolution2( ) is just another expression of procedure 

LOPsolution1( ), which achieves the effect of marking a constrained variable by 

upgrading its priority to “very high”.   

    In procedure LOPsolution2( ), constraints are satisfied in priority descending order. 

The priority of a constraint is defined below: 

     Definition of the priority of constraint C: for any constraint, C, defining the 

relationship of m constrained variables, we define the priority of C, denoted as C.priority, 

as the priority of the constrained variable that has the second lowest priority among all 

the constrained variables of C. 

      Based on the definition of the priority of a constraint, we know that the first satisfied 

constraint in both procedures LOPsolution1( ) and LOPsolution2( ) is the one with the 

highest priority among all the constraints on the initial document state. Suppose that Ca is 

the first constraint satisfied among a set of n constraints in procedure LOPsolution1( ) or 

LOPsolution2( ) and Ca.priority = a on the initial document state, where a is the priority 

of the constrained variable that has the second lowest priority among all the constrained 

variables of Ca. According to the two procedures, we know that Ca is able to be satisfied 

when only one of its constrained variable is unmarked in procedure LOPsolution1( ), or 

only one of its constrained variable has a priority that is not “very high” in procedure 

LOPsolution2( ). In other words, Ca is unable to be satisfied before all the constrained 

variables that have a priority higher than Ca.priority have been marked (or upgraded 

priority to “very high”). Thus, if there is a constraint Cd, while Cd.priority > Ca.priority 

on the initial document state, this constraint must be satisfied before Ca in both procedure 

LOPsolution1( ) and LOPsolution2( ), which contradicts our assumption that Ca is the 

first satisfied constraint in the procedures, so that this Cd does not exist. Accordingly, Ca 

must have the highest priority on the initial document state.  

       If marking a variable is achieved by setting the priority of the variable to “very high”, 

as described in procedure LOPsolution2( ), when Ca is able to be satisfied, all the 

constrained variables with a priority higher than Ca.priority on the initial document state 

have had their priorities upgraded to “very high”. Moreover, after Ca is satisfied, its 

output should be marked in procedure LOPsolution1( ). Accordingly, this is also achieved 

by upgrading the priority of Ca’s output to “very high” in procedure LOPsolution2( ). 
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     Suppose that Cb is the constraint that is satisfied just after Ca in procedure 

LOPsolution2( ). Then, Cb must have the highest priority among all the unsatisfied 

constraints after the satisfaction of Ca:  

When Ca is satisfied, all the constrained variables which have a priority higher than 

Ca.priority on the initial document state have had their priorities upgraded to “very high”, 

and the priority of the output of Ca is also “very high”. If after Ca has been satisfied, only 

the priority of one constrained variable of Cb is not “very high”, then Cb.priority = “very 

high” after the satisfaction of Ca, so that Cb has a priority not lower than any unsatisfied 

constraint.  

On the other hand, if more than one constrained variables of Cb have a priority that is 

not “very high” after Ca has been satisfied in procedure LOPsolution2( ), Cb.priority = b 

after the satisfaction of Ca, where b is the initial priority of a constrained variable of Cb, 

which has the second lowest priority among all the constrained variables of Cb after the 

satisfaction of Ca in procedure LOPsolution2( ). In this condition, Cb is also the constraint 

with the highest priority among all the unsatisfied constraints after the satisfaction of Ca. 

Otherwise, if there is an unsatisfied constraint Cd, while Cd.priority > Cb.priority after the 

satisfaction of Ca, this constraint must be satisfied before Cb in procedure 

LOPsolution2( ), which is in contradiction to our assumption that Cb is the constraint 

satisfied just after Ca in procedure LOPsolution2( ). In conclusion, if Cb is the constraint 

satisfied just after Ca in procedure LOPsolution2( ), Cb must have the highest priority 

among all the unsatisfied constraints after the satisfaction of Ca.  

     Following the same analysis, we know that for any constraint Ci, which is the ith 

satisfied constraint in procedure LOPsolution2( ), it has the highest priority among all the 

unsatisfied constraints after the (i-1)th constraint has been satisfied in procedure 

LOPsolution2( ). Accordingly, procedure LOPsolution2( ) can be expressed as follows: 

Procedure LOPsolution3(C1, C2, …, Cn) 

/* C1, C2, …, Cn, a set of n unsatisfied constraints. These constraints define the 

relationship among k constrained variables.*/ 

While not all the constraints are satisfied, do: 

 (1)Find an unsatisfied constraint C which has the highest priority among all the 

unsatisfied constraints, then 
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(a) Suppose C.priority = i, then for any constrained variable, v, which has a priority 

that is higher than or equals to i, set the priority of v as “very high”; 

(b) Satisfy C by its LPO-CSM, whose output has the lowest priority among all the 

constrained variables of C; 

(c) Set the priority of the output of C as “very high”; 

       In the above procedure it is possible that more than one constraint have the same 

highest priorities in step (1), so that they may be satisfied in arbitrary order. Based on the 

analysis of procedure LOPsolution1( ) in the previous subsection, we know that these 

constraints are able to be satisfied in any order in step (2) of procedure LOPsolution1( ). 

Thus, their satisfaction order in procedure LOPsolution3( ) is also irrelevant. 

      The proposed procedure LOPsolution3(  ) can be illustrated by the following example: 

The initial constraint graph of four constraints and the initial priority of each 

constrained variable are shown in figure 5.5(a). The initial priorities of the four 

constraints, C1, C2, C3, and C4, are 4, 8, 8, and 3, respectively. Based on procedure 

LOPsolution3( ), either constraint C2 or C3 can be satisfied first, and their satisfaction 

order is irrelevant. After both of the constraints are satisfied by their LPO-CSM, all of 

their constrained variables have a priority “very high”, as shown in figure 5.5(b). 

After the satisfaction of constraints C2 and C3, the priorities of the two unsatisfied 

constraints, C1 and C4, become 7 and 5 respectively, as shown in figure 5.5(b), so that C1 

should be satisfied before C4. After C1 is satisfied by its LPO-CSM, all the constrained 

variables of C1 have a priority “very high”, as shown in figure 5.5(c). 

Then, C4 is satisfied by its LPO-CSM. After that all the constrained variables of C4 

have a priority “very high”, as shown in figure 5.5(d). Comparing figure 5.5 with 5.4, we 

know that procedures LOPsolution1(  ) and LOPsolution3(  ) generate the same LOP 

solution for the same set of constraints. 
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Figure 5.5. The LOP solution to a set of four constraints; the priority of a variable is shown above or 
below the variable 

5.2.5 The Priority of the Output of a Constraint 
 
In procedure LOPsolution3( ), a set of constraints are satisfied in priority descending 

order. When a constraint is satisfied, the priority of any one of its constrained variables is 

set to “very high” to prevent the satisfaction of any other constraint resulting in the re-

satisfaction of the satisfied constraint. Actually, if constraints are satisfied in priority 

descending order, to prevent any constrained variable of a satisfied constraint, C, from 

being the output of a constraint to be satisfied, we just need to set the priority of the 
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output of C as the priority of C, without changing the priority of any input of C, which is 

explained below: 

     Given that Ca is the constraint which is satisfied first among a set of constraints in 

procedure LOPsolution3( ). Let Ca.priority = a. Then, Ca has the highest priority among 

all the constraints on the initial document state. Accordingly, after Ca is satisfied by its 

LPO-CSM, instead of upgrading the priority of all the constrained variables of Ca, we 

change only the priority of the output of Ca as the priority of Ca. Thus, the prioirty of Ca’s 

output is a.  

     Because Ca has the highest priority among all the constraints on the initial document 

state, for any one of the other constraints, it has at least two constrained variables with a 

priority not higher than a on the initial document state. After Ca is satisfied, the priority 

of its output is upgraded to a. For any constraint where the output of Ca is also a 

constrained variable of it, at most its priority is upgraded to a. The priority of any other 

constraint is unchanged. Thus, no constraint has a priority higher than a, after the 

satisfaction of Ca. 

Suppose that Cb is the second satisfied constraint in LOPsolution3 ( ), and after Ca has 

been satisfied only one constrained variable of Cb has a priority that is not “very high”. In 

this condition, after Ca has been satisfied, and only its output is changed priority to a, 

there exists Cb.priority = a. If Cb.priority > a, Cb will be satisfied before Ca in procedure 

LOPsolution3( ), which is in contradiction to our assumption that Ca is the first satisfied 

constraint. Moreover, it is impossible that Cb.priority < a if only one of Cb’s variable has 

a priority that is not “very high” in procedure LOPsolution3( ) after Ca is satisfied.  

In this condition, the priority of Cb is the highest among all the unsatisfied constraints 

after Ca is satisfied. If constraints are satisfied in priority descending order, Cb is able to 

be satisfied just after Ca.  

As Cb.priority = a, when Cb is able to be satisfied by its LPO-CSM (i.e. satisfied the 

same way as it is satisfied in procedure LOPsolution3( )), there is a constrained variable 

of Cb with a priority lower than a, which will be the output of Cb. It is obvious that the 

output of Cb cannot be any constrained variable of the satisfied constraint Ca, as all the 

constrained variables of Ca have a priority not lower than a when Cb is satisfied. 
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If Cb has more than one constrained variables that have a priority that is not “very 

high” after Ca is satisfied in procedure LOPsolution3( ), then Cb.priority= b after Ca has 

been satisfied and only the output of Ca has changed priority to a. Here, b<a, and b is the 

priority of a constrained variable of Cb, which has the second lowest priority among all 

the constrained variables of Cb after the satisfaction of Ca. In this condition, Cb.priority is 

also the highest among all the unsatisfied constraints after the satisfaction of Ca. 

Otherwise, if there is a constraint C, while C.priority> Cb.priority after the satisfaction of 

Ca, C must be satisfied before Cb in procedure LOPsolution3( ), which contradicts our 

assumption that Cb is the second satisfied constraint in procedure LOPsolution3( ).  

Again, if constraints are satisfied in priority descending order, Cb is able to be satisfied 

just after Ca. After Cb is satisfied by its LPO-CSM, the output of Cb will have a priority b 

that is lower than a, so that the output of Cb will not be any constrained variable of Ca. 

Again, in this condition, Cb is also satisfied the same way as it is satisfied in procedure 

LOPsolution3( ).  

It is possible that some constraints have the same priority as Cb has after the 

satisfaction of Ca. Based on the discussion of procedure LOPsolution1( ) in previous 

subsection, we know that the satisfaction of these constraints will not interfere with each 

other, so that even if these constraints are satisfied before Cb, Cb will still be satisfied the 

same way as it is satisfied just after Ca in procedure LOPsolution3( ). 

Following the above analysis, we can deduce that the same is true for the third, 

fourth,…, and ith constraints satisfied in procedure LOPsolution3( ). Accordingly, 

procedure LOPsolution3(  ) can be revised as follows: 

Procedure LOPsolution4(C1, C2, …, Cn) 

/* C1, C2, …, Cn, a set of n unsatisfied constraints.*/ 

While not all the constraints are satisfied, do: 

  (1) Find an unsatisfied constraint C which has the highest priority among all the 

unsatisfied constraints, then 

(a) Satisfy C using the CSM whose output has the lowest priority among all the 

constrained variables of C; 

(b) Set the priority of the output of C as the priority of the input of C with the 

lowest priority among all the inputs of C; 
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      Procedure LOPsolution4( ) generates the same LOP solution for the same set of 

constraints as the other three procedures, LOPsolution1( ), LOPsolution2( ), and 

LOPsolution3( ), do,  which can be illustrated by the following example:   

     The initial constraint graph of four constraints and the initial priority of each 

constrained variable are shown in figure 5.6(a). The initial priorities of the four 

constraints, C1, C2, C3, and C4, are 4, 8, 8, and 3, respectively. Based on procedure 

LOPsolution4( ), either constraint C2 or C3 can be satisfied first, and their satisfaction 

order is irrelevant. After both of the constraints are satisfied by their LPO-CSM, the 

outputs of both constraints have changed their priorities according to the inputs of the 

constraints, as shown in figure 5.6(b). 

     After the satisfaction of constraints C2 and C3, the priorities of the two unsatisfied 

constraints, C1 and C4, become 7 and 5 respectively, as shown in figure 5.6(b), so that C1 

should be satisfied before C4. After C1 is satisfied by its LPO-CSM, the priority of its 

output becomes 7, which is the priority of the input with the lowest priority among all the 

inputs of C1, as shown in figure 5.6(c). 

Then, C4 is satisfied by its LPO-CSM, and the priority of its output is changed 

accordingly, as shown in figure 5.6(d). Comparing figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, we know that 

procedure LOPsolution1(  ), LOPsolution2(  ), LOPsolution3(  ), and LOPsolution4(  )  

generate the same LOP solution to the same set of constraints. 
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Figure 5.6. The LOP solution to a set of four constraints; the priority of a variable is shown above or 
below the variable 

5.2.6 The Power of a Constrained Variable 
 
In procedure LOPsolution4( ), once a constraint C is satisfied, its output has the same 

priority as one of its inputs. To distinguish between the output and the input of a 

constraint, which have the same priority, each variable is also associated with a level 

property, which is defined below: 

Definition of the Level of a Constrained Variable: any variable v is associated with 

a level property, denoted as v.level. v.level=0, if v is not the output of any constraint in a 
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system. Otherwise, if v is the output of constraint C, then v.level=w.level+1, where w is 

the variable with the lowest priority among all the inputs of C. 

Based on the definition of the level of a constrained variable, we know that the level of 

any variable is 0 on the initial document state, where no constraint has been satisfied.  

Accordingly, we define the power of a variable as follows:  

Definition of the Power of a Constrained Variable: the power of variable v is a 

tuple, (v.priority, v.level), denoted as v.power. For any two constrained variables v and w, 

the power of v is lower than the power of w, denoted as v.power<w.power, if and only if 

(1) v.priority<w.priority, or (2) v.priority=w.priority and v.level > w.level.  

Obviously, the output of a constraint has a power lower than the power of any input of 

the constraint.  

Consequently, we define the power of a constraint as follows: 

Definition of the Power of a Constraint: the power of C, denoted as C.power, is the 

power of the variable, which has the second-lowest power among all the constrained 

variables of C. 

Accordingly, we can revise procedure LOPsolution4( ) as follows: 

Procedure LOPsolution5(C1, C2, …, Cn) 

/* C1, C2, …, Cn, a set of n unsatisfied constraints.*/ 

While not all the constraints are satisfied, do: 

  (1) Find an unsatisfied constraint C which has the highest power among all the 

unsatisfied constraints, then 

(a) Satisfy C using the CSM whose output has the lowest power among all the 

constrained variables of C; 

(b) Set the priority of the output of C as the priority of w that is the input of C 

with the lowest power among all the inputs of C; 

(c) Set the level of the output of C as w.level+1; 

In procedure LOPsolution5( ), when n constraints should be satisfied, constraint C, the 

one with the highest power among all the n constraints, will be satisfied first by the CSM 

whose output has the lowest power among all the constrained variables of the constraint. 

Then, the power of the output of the satisfied constraint will be reset. After C is satisfied, 

an unsatisfied constraint with the highest power among all the unsatisfied constraints will 
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be satisfied secondly, and so on. Procedure LOPsolution5( ) generates the same LOP 

solution to a set of constraints as any one of the other four procedures introduced 

previously in this chapter does. 

5.2.7 Satisfying Constraints in Arbitrary Order 
 
In the above sections, we introduced methods to generate the LOP solution for a set of 

constraints. In these methods, constraints are satisfied in their priority/power descending 

order so that the satisfaction of one constraint will not result in the re-satisfaction of any 

other constraint. However, in a collaborative system, users may concurrently define 

constraints, so that we cannot guarantee that a set of constraints will be satisfied in the 

same order at all sites. For example, when two users concurrently define two constraints, 

C1 and C2, both constraints could be satisfied first at the sites they are originally defined 

and then be satisfied at the other sites. Thus, at the two users’ sites, the two constraints 

are satisfied in different orders.  

       If constraints are satisfied in arbitrary order, to achieve the LOP solution for a set of 

constraints, the satisfaction of one constraint may result in the re-satisfaction of some 

other constraints. For example, there are two constraints − Ca and Cb − where Ca defines 

X=Y and Cb confines Y=Z. Given X.priority > Z.priority > Y.priority on the initial 

document state, the LOP solution for the two constraints should be that Ca is satisfied by 

CSM: Y ←X and Cb is satisfied by Z ←Y.  If the two constraints are satisfied in the order 

Cb and Ca at one site, when Cb is satisfied by its LPO-CSM, its output is Y. When Ca is 

satisfied, Y becomes the output of Ca. To avoid conflicting constraint satisfaction results 

and achieve LOP solution, Cb should be re-satisfied by CSM: Z ←Y.  

     To achieve the LOP solution for a set of constraints which may be defined in arbitrary 

order, each site can keep a copy of the initial document. When a constraint is added into a 

site, the site can first add the constraint into a constraint set, and then reverse the 

document to its initial state. After that, all the constraints in the constraint set can be 

satisfied in their power descending order by using the methods introduced previously. 

Using this method, even if constraints are defined in different orders at different sites, all 
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sites will use the LOP solution to satisfy the set of constraints, so that convergence is 

guaranteed.  

      However, in the above method, each time a new constraint is defined, the document 

will be reversed to its initial state, so that all the satisfied constraints will be re-satisfied. 

The satisfaction of a constraint usually can affect only partial instead of all constraints 

satisfied in a system, so that this solution is undesirable.  

     The following procedures ensure both constraint satisfaction and convergence, even if 

a set of constraints is satisfied in different orders at different sites. The solution will not 

result in the re-satisfaction of all the satisfied constraints when a constraint is defined at a 

site.  

Procedure constraintCoAddition (constraint C, constraint Set Q)  
{  
add C into Q; 
} 

A constraint set is maintained at each site of a collaborative application. Once a 

constraint is enforced at a site, it is added into the constraint set, as illustrated by 

procedure constraintCoAddition( ). The inputs of the procedure are C, a multi-way 

constraint that should be satisfied at a site, and the constraint set Q that consists of all the 

constraints that should be maintained at the site but have not been satisfied. As long as 

there is any constraint, which should be satisfied, in Q,  the application running at the site 

will invoke the following procedure, which is based on procedure LOPsolution5( ), to 

satisfy the constraint(s): 

Procedure constraintSatisfaction (constraint Set Q) 
{ 

While Q is not empty, do: 

(1) Find a constraint, C, in Q, whose power is the highest among all the constraints in 

Q; 

(2) Suppose v is the constrained variable of C with the lowest power. Satisfy C by 

invoking the CSM whose output is v; 

(3) v.priority:=w.priority, where w is the input of C with the lowest power among all 

the inputs of C;  

(4) v.level:=w.level+1; 

(5) Delete C from Q; 
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(6) For any constraint Ci, where C≠Ci and v is a constrained variable of Ci do: 

    (a) If Ci has been satisfied previously, set it as an unsatisfied constraint; 

  (b) Add Ci into Q if Ci is not in Q; 

} 
The input parameter, Q, of procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) is the constraint set 

containing constraints that should be satisfied at a site. The system will first satisfy the 

constraint with the highest power in the constraint set. Once a constraint, C, is satisfied, 

its output, v, is determined by its inputs, so that both the power and value of v are updated. 

This will affect other satisfied constraints where v is a constrained variable. Accordingly, 

these constraints should be re-satisfied, as described in step (6) of the above procedure. 

The above procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) is able to generate the LOP solution for 

a set of constraints, even if these constraints are satisfied in different orders at different 

sites: 

Suppose for a set of n constraints, their power descending satisfaction order in 

procedure LOPsolution5( ), introduced in the previous subsection, is C1, C2, …, Cn, 

where C1 has the highest power on the initial document state, so that it is satisfied first. 

C2 has the highest power among all the n-1 unsatisfied constraints after C1 has been 

satisfied, and so on. Cn is the last satisfied constraint. 

Suppose at one site, all the n constraint-addition messages arrived at the same time, so 

that all the constraints are put into the constraint set before any one of the constraints is 

satisfied. In this case, it is obvious that procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) must generate 

the same LOP solution as procedure LOPsolution5( ) does. As the constraints are 

satisfied in power descending order, each constraint will only be satisfied once, so that 

the satisfaction of one constraint will not result in the re-satisfaction of any other satisfied 

constraint. Moreover, even if the n constraints are satisfied in different orders at different 

sites, all sites still generate the same LOP solution, as explained below: 

C1 is the first satisfied constraint in procedure LOPsolution5( ). However, in procedure 

constraintSatisfaction( ), when C1 should be satisfied at a site, it is possible that some of 

the other n-1 constraints have been satisfied. Suppose that when C1 is satisfied in 

procedure LOPsolution5( ), its output is vo and inputs are v1, v2, …, vm. When C1 should 
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be satisfied at the site in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), it is impossible that any vi, 

1≤i≤m, is the output of any constraints satisfied before C1: 

Any vi, 1≤i≤m, is an input of C1 in procedure LOPsolution5( ), so that vi.power ≥ 

C1.power on the initial document state. If the output of anyone of the satisfied constraint, 

Ca, 1<a≤n, points to vi in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), then any one of the inputs 

of Ca must have a power higher than the power of vi. If no input of Ca is the output of any 

other satisfied constraint when C1 is ready for satisfaction at the site, then all the inputs of 

Ca retain their powers on the initial document state. In this case, Ca.power > C1.power on 

the initial document state, which is in contradiction to that C1 has the highest power 

among all the n constraints on the initial document state.  

On the other hand, it is possible that some inputs of Ca are the outputs of some 

satisfied constraints when C1 is ready for satisfaction in procedure 

constraintSatisfaction( ). Suppose among all the inputs of Ca, which are the outputs of 

other constraints, va has the lowest power. Obviously, va.power > vi.power, as va is an 

input but vi is the output of Ca. Again, if va is the output of constraint Cb, 1<b≤n, and no 

input of Cb is the output of any satisfied constraint, then Cb.power > C1.power on the 

initial document state, which is impossible. If some inputs of Cb are the outputs of some 

other satisfied constraints, the above procedure continues. As there is no cycle in the 

undirected bipartite graph that represents the relationships of the n constraints and their 

variables, eventually a constraint, Ct, 1<t≤n, whose inputs are not the outputs of other 

constraints, will be reached. Accordingly, there exists Ct.power > C1.power on the initial 

document state, which is impossible.  

Thus, when C1 should be satisfied at a site, no matter what constraints have been 

satisfied there, it is impossible that any vi, 1≤i≤m, is the output of any satisfied constraint. 

Thus, when C1 should be satisfied in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), any vi, 1≤i≤m, 

retains its power and value on the initial document state. Moreover, even if vo, the output 

of C1 in procedure LOPsolution5( ), may be the output of a satisfied constraint, based on 

the above discussion, it must have vo.power < vi.power for any vi, 1≤i≤m, when C1 is 

ready for satisfaction at the site. Thus, when C1 is satisfied in procedure 

constraintSatisfaction( ), it is satisfied the same way as it is satisfied first on the initial 

document state in procedure LOPsolution5( ), where vo is its output and its inputs are v1, 
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v2, …vm. Moreover, for any vi, 1≤i≤m, it retains its power and value on the initial 

document state. 

The output of C1 may be the constrained variable of other satisfied constraints in 

procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), so that after C1 is satisfied, these constraints should 

be re-satisfied, as both the value and the power of the output of C1 are changed after the 

constraint is satisfied. It is worth noting that after C1 has been satisfied, the 

satisfaction/re-satisfaction of any other constraint that is satisfied/re-satisfied after C1 will 

not result in the re-satisfaction of C1. Otherwise, based on the above discussion, there is a 

constraint whose power is higher than the power of C1 on the initial document state. It is 

impossible.  

Constraint C2 is satisfied just after C1 in procedure LOPsolution5( ), so that C2 has the 

highest power among all the unsatisfied constraints after C1 is satisfied in procedure 

LOPsolution5( ). Suppose when C2 is satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ), its output is 

v’o and inputs are v’1, v’2, …, v’q. When C2 should be satisfied at a site in procedure 

constraintSatisfaction( ), some constraints may have been satisfied. However, after both 

C1 and C2 are satisfied in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), C2 must be satisfied the 

same way as it is satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ):  

After both C1 and C2 are satisfied in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), C1 must be 

satisfied the same way as it is satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ), as proven 

previously. Moreover, for any v’i, 1≤i≤q, which is an input of C2 after the constraint is 

satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ), v’i will not be the output of any constraint other 

than C1, after both C1 and C2 are satisfied in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), as 

explained below: 

C2 is satisfied just after C1 in procedure LOPsolution5( ). For any v’i, 1≤i≤q, which is 

an input of C2, but not the output of C1 when C2 is satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ), 

it must retain its power on the initial document state. As v'i.power ≥  C2.power and C2 has 

the highest power among all the unsatisfied constraints after C1 is satisfied, v’i.power is 

not lower than the power of any constraint except C1 on the initial document state.  

Based on the above discussion, if v’i is the output of a satisfied constraint after both C1 

and C2 are satisfied at a site in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), then there is a 

constraint Ct, 1≤t≤n, whose power is higher than the power of v’i on the initial document 
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state. The power of v’i is at most lower than the power of C1 on the initial document state, 

so that if the above condition exists, Ct = C1. As v’i is not the output of C1, there exists 

constraint(s) in the directed path from the output of C1 to v’i. Suppose constraint Ck, 

1<k≤n, is a constraint in the directed path, where one of its inputs, vk, is the output of C1. 

Obviously, vk.power > v’i.power. Here, if no input of Ck except vk is the output of any 

other constraint, then Ck.power > C2.power after C1 is satisfied in procedure 

LOPsolution5( ), which contradicts the condition that C2 has the highest power among all 

the unsatisfied constraints after C1 is satisfied.  

On the other hand, it is possible that some inputs of Ck besides vk are the outputs of 

some satisfied constraints. Suppose that among all the other inputs of Ck, which are the 

outputs of other constraints, vp has the lowest power. Then, vp.power > v’i.power. From 

the above discussion, there has a constraint whose power on the initial document state is 

higher than vp.power, and there is a directed path from the output of the constraint to vp 

on the solution graph after both C1 and C2 are satisfied in procedure 

constraintSatisfaction( ). It is obvious that this constraint can only be C1.  Thus, there are 

paths between Ck and vk, Ck and vp, C1 and vk, C1 and vp, so that there is a cycle in the 

undirected bipartite graph that represents the relationships of the n constraints and their 

variables, which is impossible. Accordingly, it is impossible that after both C1 and C2 are 

satisfied in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), v’i is the output of any satisfied constraint, 

so that v’i must retain its initial power and value in both procedures after the two 

constraints are satisfied.  

For the input of C2, v’j, which is the output of C1 in procedure LOPsolution5( ), as C1 

is satisfied the same way in both procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) and LOPsolution5( ), 

v’j must have identical power and value in both procedures after C1 is satisfied. For the 

same reason, we can prove that v’o, the output of C2 in procedure LOPsolution5( ), cannot 

be the output of any other constraint after the satisfaction of both C1 and C2. Thus, C2 

must also be satisfied the same way in both procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) and 

LOPsolution5( ) after both C1 and C2 are satisfied.  It is also worth noting that after C1 

and C2 have been satisfied, the satisfaction/re-satisfaction of any other constraint will not 

result in the re-satisfaction of C1 or C2, which can be proven based on the above 

discussion. 
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Suppose no matter constraints are satisfied in any order, after all the first i constraints, 

C1, C2, …, Ci,  are satisfied in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), any one of them is 

satisfied the same way as it is satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ). For constraint Ci+1, 

which should be satisfied after Ci in procedure LOPsolution5( ), suppose that its output is 

v’’o and inputs are v’’1, v’’2, …, v’’r  after all the i+1 constraints are satisfied in procedure 

LOPsolution5( ). As any Ck, 1≤k≤i, is satisfied the same way in the two procedures, after 

all the i+1 constraints are satisfied in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), for any v’’j, 

1≤j≤r, which is an input of Ci+1, and also the output of a constraint Ck, 1≤k≤i, v’’j must 

have the same value and power in the two procedures. 

On the other hand, for any v’’p, 1≤p≤r, which is an input of Ci+1 but not the output of 

any Ck, 1≤k≤i, when Ci+1 is satisfied after Ci in procedure LOPsolution5( ), v’’p must 

retain its power and value on the initial document state. As v’’p.power ≥  Ci+1.power and 

Ci+1 has the highest power among all the unsatisfied constraints after Ci is satisfied in 

procedure LOPsolution5( ), v’’p.power is not lower than the power of any constraint Cp, 

where p>i+1, on the initial document state. 

After all the constraints from C1 to Ci+1 have been satisfied (some other constraints, 

which should be satisfied after Ci+1 in procedure LOPsolution5( ), may have been 

satisfied before Ci+1 in procedure constraintSatisfaction( )), it is impossible that v’’p is the 

output of any constraint: any Ck, 1≤k≤i, is satisfied the same way as it is satisfied in 

procedure LOPsolution5( ), so that v’’p is not the output of any Ck, where 1≤k≤i. 

Accordingly, if v’’p is the output of a constraint Cp, then p>i+1. In this case, from the 

above discussion, we can prove that there is a constraint Cq, which is Cp, or another 

constraint, where q>i+1, and Cq.power > Ci+1.power after all the constraints from C1 to 

Ci are satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ). This is in contradiction to the condition that 

Ci+1 has the highest power among all the other n-i constraints, after all the constraints 

from C1 to Ci are satisfied. Thus, it is impossible that v’’p is the output of a constraint. For 

the same reason, we can prove that it is impossible that v’’o is the output of a constraint, 

Cp, where p>i+1, after the satisfaction of all the constraints from C1 to Ci+1. 

Thus, after all the constraints from C1 to Ci+1 have been satisfied (constraints may be 

satisfied in any order) in procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), all the constraints from C1 to 

Ci+1 are satisfied the same way as they are satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ). Based 
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on the above discussion, we can also prove that the satisfaction/re-satisfaction of any Cp, 

where p>i+1, will not result in the re-satisfaction of any constraint from C1 to Ci+1. 

In conclusion, after a set of n constraints has been satisfied in different orders at 

different sites, procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) guarantees that the set of constraints is 

satisfied with the LOP solution at all sites. Moreover, as a constraint with a low power 

will not result in the re-satisfaction of a high power constraint, cyclic re-satisfaction is 

prevented.  

The proposed procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) can be illustrated by the following 

example: 

The initial constraint graph of four constraints and the initial power of each 

constrained variable are shown in figure 5.7(a). The initial powers of the four constraints, 

C1, C2, C3, and C4, are (4, 0), (8, 0), (8, 0), and (3, 0), respectively.  

Suppose that all the four constraint-addition messages arrived at the same time at one 

site, so that all the constraints are put into the constraint set maintained at the site before 

any one of the constraints is satisfied. In this case, based on procedure 

constraintSatisfaction( ), after the four constraints are satisfied in power descending order 

(C2, C3, C1, C4, or C3, C2, C1, C4, ), we obtain a solution graph, shown in figure 5.7(b).  

Suppose at another site, the four constraints are satisfied in the order C4, C1, C2, and 

C3. C4 is the first satisfied constraint at the site. After it is satisfied, f, which has the 

lowest power among all the constrained variables of C4 on the initial document state, 

becomes the output of C4. Moreover, the power of f is changed to (3, 1), where (3, 0) is 

the power of g, which has the lowest power among all the inputs of C4. For the same 

reason, after C1 is satisfied, d becomes the output of C1, and the power of d is changed to 

(4, 1), as shown in figure 5.7(c). 

When C2 is satisfied by its LPO-CSM, d becomes its output, as d has a power lower 

than the power of the other constrained variable of C2. Accordingly, the power of d is set 

to (8, 1), where (8, 0) is the power of the only input of C2. As d is also a constrained 

variable of C1, after C2 is satisfied, C1 should be re-satisfied. For the same reason, after 

C3 is satisfied, C4 should be re-satisfied, as shown in figure 5.7(d). 
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Figure 5.7. The LOP solution to a set of four constraints; the power of a variable is shown above or 
below the variable 

Based on procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), C1 and C4 are first set to unsatisfied and 

then stored in the constraint set maintained at the site. As C1 has a power higher than C4 

after the satisfaction of C2 and C3, C1 will be satisfied before C4. After both C1 and C4 are 

re-satisfied, we obtain a solution graph, shown in figure 5.7 (b), which is the same as the 

solution graph where the four constraints are satisfied in their power descending order. 

Thus, both constraint satisfaction and convergence are maintained. 
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5.2.8 Constraint Deletion 
 
Users may delete constraints in a collaborative system with multi-way dataflow 

constraints. In this dissertation, deleting a constraint achieves the same effect as if the 

deleted constraint had never been maintained in the system.  

Suppose that after a set of n constraints is defined on document state S0 from different 

sites of a collaborative system, a user deletes one of the n constraints, Ci, 1≤i≤n. It is 

possible that at a site, Ci is deleted before it is satisfied. As the constraint has never been 

satisfied, it has no effect on any constrained variable. 

At another site, Ci has been satisfied when it is deleted. When a constraint is satisfied, 

its output is updated according to its inputs, but its inputs will change neither their values 

nor powers. Thus, the deletion of a constraint will not affect the power and value of any 

input of the deleted constraint. Accordingly, if Ci has been satisfied at a site when it is 

deleted, the application running at the site will change only the value and power of the 

output, v, of the deleted constraint. If v is not a constrained variable of any other 

constraint, to delete the constraint, a system needs only to roll back the value and power 

of v to their states on document state S0. Moreover, the deleted constraint will not be 

maintained any more.  

On the other hand, it is possible that v, the output of the deleted constraint Ci, is an 

input of some constraints. Thus, the satisfaction result of Ci may affect the satisfaction 

results of other constraints. In this condition, if Ci has never been defined, these 

constraints may be satisfied in other ways:  

Suppose a set of n constraints has been defined on the same document state S0 from 

different sites, and when constraint Ca is deleted all the n constraints have been satisfied. 

Based on the discussion of the previous sections, no matter which order these constraints 

are satisfied in, after procedure constraintSatisfaction( ) is invoked, all the constraints are 

satisfied the same way as they are satisfied in procedure LOPsolution5( ). Suppose that 

their satisfaction order in procedure LOPsolution5( ) is C1, C2, …, Cn, where C1 is the 

constraint with the highest power on document state S0. C2 is the constraint with the 

highest power among all the other n-1 constraints after C1 is satisfied, and so on.  
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From the previous discussions, we know that the satisfaction of Ca, 1≤a≤n, will not 

affect the final satisfaction result of any constraint Ci, while 1≤i<a. However, it may 

affect the satisfaction of Cb, while a<b≤n. Thus, when Ca is deleted, the constraints from 

Ca+1 to Cn should be re-satisfied to eliminate the constraint satisfaction effect of Ca. 

Accordingly, one simple method to delete Ca is to delete all the constraints from Ca to Cn 

in the order Cn, Cn-1,…, Ca, and then re-satisfy constraints from Ca+1 to Cn. As constraints 

are deleted in power ascending order, the deletion of one constraint has no effect on any 

other constraints. Deleting a constraint will change the current value and power of the 

output of the constraint to the value and power of the variable on document state S0.  

Actually, not all the constraints from Ca+1 to Cn are affected by the satisfaction of Ca. 

Suppose that the constraint solution graph is G after the n constraints are satisfied. For 

any Cb, a<b≤n., if there is not a directed path from Ca to Cb in G, the output of Ca has no 

effect on Cb. Thus, Ca can affect only the satisfaction results of its downstream 

constraints in G. Obviously, any downstream constraint of Ca in G is contained in the set 

[Ca+1, Ca+2, …, Cn]. Based on the above discussion, the following procedure can be 

invoked to delete a constraint C: 

Procedure constraintDeletion(constraint C, in and out constraint-set S[]={}) 
{ 

(1) For any constraint Ca, while the output of C is an input of Ca, do 

(a) S[]:=S[]+Ca; 

    (b) constraintDeletion(Ca, S[]);   

(2) Let V be the output of C do 

     (a) V.value:=V.initialValue; 

     (b) V.Power:=V.initialPower; 

(3) Delete C from the system; 

} 

The input parameter, C, of procedure constraintDeletion( ) is the constraint which 

should be deleted from a system. Given the solution graph to the set of constraints is G. 

The input and output parameter S[ ] of the procedure is a constraint set that is used to 

store all the downstream constraints of C in G. When the procedure is first invoked, S[ ] 

is empty. 
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The procedure will first recursively delete all the downstream constraints of C in G in 

power ascending order. When a constraint is deleted, the system changes the power and 

value of the output of the constraint to the initial power and value assigned to the output, 

as indicated in step (2).  

After all the downstream constraints of C have been deleted from the system, C itself 

is deleted. Then, all the downstream constraints of C in G should be added into the 

system again for re-satisfaction. This can be achieved by invoking procedure 

constraintCoAddition( ), introduced in the last subsection, for each constraint contained 

in S[ ]. Procedure constraintCoAddition( ) adds constraints into the constraint set 

maintained at a site. The constraint set stores all the constraints that should be maintained 

but have not been satisfied. As long as the constraint set is not empty, the system will 

satisfy constraints in the set automatically by invoking procedure constraintSatisfaction( ), 

as introduced in the last subsection.   

In conclusion, suppose that a set of n constraints is defined on the same document 

state S0. No matter that these constraints are satisfied in any order, after procedure 

constraintSatisfaction( ) is invoked, the set of constraints must be satisfied by the LOP 

solution at all sites. After constraint Ca, 1≤a≤n, is deleted, the other n-1 constraints are 

satisfied by the LOP solution to the n-1 constraints, where Ca is not defined. 

5.2.9 Achieving an Acyclic Constraint Graph 
 
Our previous discussion is based on the condition that all of the constraints defined in a 

system are satisfiable, so that they do not define conflicting relationships or conditions. 

Moreover, there is no cycle in the undirected bipartite graph that represents the 

relationship of the dataflow constraints and their variables in a system. 

All the schemes introduced in this chapter require that no cycle exists in the undirected 

bipartite graph that represents the relationship of all the dataflow constraints and their 

variables maintained in a system. When users concurrently define constraints in 

collaborative environments, however, it is likely that conflicting constraints are defined, 

or that there are cycles in the undirected bipartite graph that represents the relationships 

of the user defined dataflow constraints and their variables. Thus, before a constraint is 

enforced at a site, the application running at the site should check whether the constraint 
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defines a condition or requirement that conflicts with other constraints maintained in the 

system, and whether a cycle will be formed in the constraint graph. If the answer to any 

one of the above questions is yes, some constraints cannot be maintained. If a satisfied 

constraint should no longer be maintained to avoid conflicting with a newly defined 

constraint, it is just deleted from the system. On the other hand, if a newly defined 

constraint should not be maintained, to avoid conflicting with a satisfied constraint, the 

constraint will not be satisfied.  

When constraints are defined and satisfied in different orders at different sites, it is 

essential that all sites maintain the same set of satisfiable constraints, and there is no 

cycle in the undirected bipartite graph that represents the relationships of these 

constraints and their variables. Which constraints should be maintained at all sites can be 

determined by comparing the importance of the constraints, or the orders these 

constraints defined (here, some totally ordering relationship between these constraints 

should be defined). This issue will not be discussed in detail in this dissertation. In this 

scenario, we just require that all sites of a collaborative application maintain the same set 

of satisfiable constraints, and that there is no cycle in the undirected bipartite graph that 

represents the relationships of these constraints and their variables all the time. 

 

5.3 Updating Constrained Variables 
 

In the previous section, we discussed how to satisfy a set of constraints while maintaining 

system convergence at the same time. In a constraint interactive system, users may also 

update constrained variables, which may result in the violation of some satisfied 

constraints. This section introduces how to maintain both constraints and consistency in 

the face of concurrent user operations that update constrained variables in collaborative 

systems.          

5.3.1 Propagating the Effects of Update 
Operations 
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As a multi-way dataflow constraint can be satisfied in multiple directions, a graphic 

attribute is not defined by a specific formula in a collaborative graphic editing system 

with multi-way dataflow constraints. Accordingly, an Update operation is able to directly 

update the value of an attribute. The execution of Update operations may result in the 

violation of some satisfied constraints, as illustrated by the following scenario: 

Scenario 5.2: there is a line, L, on a drawing page. Initially, the y coordinates of the 

line’s two endpoints, left-endpoint, and right-endpoint, are different. A user defines a 

multi-way constraint, left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y, to change the line to a horizontal 

line. Suppose that the constraint system invokes CSM left-endpoint.y ← right-endpoint.y 

to satisfy the constraint, so that left-endpoint.y is changed according to right-endpoint.y. 

After that, the user updates left-endpoint.y by dragging the left-endpoint of the line to a 

new location. 

In scenario 5.2, after the second user operation, which is to change left-endpoint.y, is 

executed, the satisfied constraint is violated, as left-endpoint.y and right-endpoint.y are 

different again.  

To maintain constraints, a constraint system can block any user operation which 

targets a constrained variable of a satisfied constraint, so that in scenario 5.2, the second 

user operation should not be executed at all. However, this is not a desirable solution to 

an interactive system, as it degrades or even blocks the interaction between users and the 

system. 

Alternatively, a system can re-satisfy constraints after the execution of an Update 

operation that changes a constrained variable and results in the violation of some satisfied 

constraints. In scenario 5.2, after the second user operation that changes left-endpoint.y is 

executed, the satisfied constraint is violated. Accordingly, the constraint system can 

invoke CSM right-endpoint.y←left-endpoint.y to re-satisfy the constraint, which 

propagates the effects of the user operation to right-endpoint.y. Thus, the constraint is 

satisfied and the effect of the user operation is retained.  

In our proposed scheme, once a user updates a constrained variable v, resulting in the 

violation of a satisfied multi-way dataflow constraint C, the constraint system will invoke 

a CSM to re-satisfy C. Here, v must be an input of the CSM, so that the effects of the user 
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operation can be propagated to the output of C.  Moreover, if the output of C is also a 

constrained variable of another constraint, this constraint should be re-satisfied after C 

has been re-satisfied, and so on.   

In general each variable may be involved in many constraints. Consequently, the 

effects of an Update operation, which changes a constrained variable, v, will be first 

propagated to the variables that are the outputs of constraints associated with v. These 

propagations may cause further propagation in their turn, as those constrained variables 

may be involved in other constraints, and so on.  

5.3.2 The Priority of an Updated Variable 
 
If a user updates a constrained variable v, resulting in the violation of a satisfied multi-

way dataflow constraint C, the constraint system will invoke a CSM to re-satisfy C. As a 

multi-way constraint has more than one CSM, after the user operation has been executed 

at different sites of a collaborative application, different CSMs may be invoked to re-

satisfy the constraint, causing divergence.  

     As introduced previously, to satisfy constraints while maintaining convergence at the 

same time, a constraint could be satisfied by its LPO-CSM. The output of the LPO-CSM 

of a constraint has the lowest priority/power among all the constrained variables of the 

constraint. For instance, given C defines the relationships of n constrained variables and 

suppose that after v, one of the constrained variables of C, has been updated, w is the one 

with the lowest priority among all the n constrained variables of C. Then the CSM of C, 

whose output is w, will be invoked to re-satisfy the constraint so that the updated value of 

v is propagated to w.  

     To retain the effect of the Update operation updating v that is a constrained variable of 

C, v must be an input of the CSM to re-satisfy C. Otherwise, if v is the output of the CSM, 

the value of v is determined by the inputs of the CSM, rather than by the Update 

operation, so that the effect of the Update operation is overwritten. Apart from v, any 

constrained variable of C can be the output of the CSM re-satisfying C, so that after v is 

updated, its priority should be higher than the initial priority of any other constrained 

variable of C. Moreover, v may be a constrained variable of some other constraints, so 

that after v is updated, its priority should be higher than the initial priority of any other 
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constrained variable of these constraints. To achieve this aim, we can define the priority 

of a constrained variable as follows:  

Definition of the Priority of a Variable: for any variable v in a system: 

(1) Initially, v is associated with a unique priority that is lower than the priority of any 

Update operation.  

(2) If user operation O updates variable v (i.e. v is determined by O), the priority of v 

is the priority of O. 

In the previous discussion, we assume that when a set of constraints is defined in a 

system, no user operation has been executed. Based on the definition of the priority of a 

variable, even if some Update operations have been executed when a constraint is defined 

into a system, it is satisfied the same way. When a constraint C, associated with n 

constrained variables, is satisfied, the system always uses the LPO-CSM whose output 

has the lowest priority/power among all of the n constrained variables of C on the current 

document state to satisfy C.  

The above condition (1) is to associate a unique initial priority with any variable, so 

that if no user operation has been executed when a constraint is satisfied, the system can 

find a unique LPO-CSM to satisfy the constraint. Moreover, the initial priority of a 

variable is defined lower than the priority of any Update operation, so that if some 

variables of a constraint have been updated by user operations but the others are not when 

the constraint is satisfied, the system will use the CSM whose output has never been 

updated by any Update operation to satisfy the constraint. Thus, the CSM is able to 

satisfy the constraint without overwriting the effect of any Update operation. On the other 

hand, if all the constrained variables of a constraint have been updated when the 

constraint is satisfied, the system must satisfy it using the CSM whose output is the 

variable that has been updated by the operation with the lowest priority among all the 

operations that update the variables of the constraint. Accordingly, the operations with 

higher priorities retain their effects. 

     After a user updates a constrained variable, v, the value of v is changed accordingly, 

and the priority of v is set as the priority of the Update operation. Accordingly, all the 

constraints that define the relationship between v and other constrained variables should 

be re-satisfied. Here, v will be an input of the CSMs used to re-satisfy these constraints to 
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retain the effects of the Update operation. Moreover, the re-satisfaction of these 

constraints may result in the re-satisfaction of other constraints, and so on, which can be 

expressed by the following procedures: 

Procedure UpdateVariable(O, V)  

//O : the Update operation that updates constrained variable V. 

{ 

V.priority:=O.priority; 

V.level:=0; 

Call UpdatePropagation(V, null); 

} 

Procedure UpdatePropagation(V, Cd) 

// V: an updated constrained variable  

// Cd: a constraint that V is associated with and has been satisfied after the update of V 

{ 

For each constraint C where V is a constrained variable of C, and C≠Cd, do 

(1) Find the constrained variable Vo, which has the lowest power among all the constrained 

variable of C, then satisfy C with the CSM, whose output is Vo; 

(2) Vo.priority:= Vi.priority, where Vi is the one with the lowest power among all the 

inputs of C;  

(3) Vo.level:= Vi.level +1; 

(4) Call UpdatePropagation(Vo, C); 

} 

Procedure UpdateVariable( ) describes how to update a constrained variable v in a 

system with multi-way dataflow constraints. If v is updated by operation O, the priority of 

v will be set to the priority of O. To retain the effects of O, v should not be the output of 

any constraint. Thus, the level of v is set to 0 after it is updated. Moreover, as v may be 

associated with some constraints, after v is updated, these constraints should be re-

satisfied, which is described in procedure UpdatePropagation( ). After v is updated, the 

system will first re-satisfy the constraints where v is a constrained variable. Suppose that 

constraint C is one of such constraints. To re-satisfy C, a constrained variable w, with the 

lowest power among all the constrained variables of C, will be the new output of C. Then, 
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the value of w is re-evaluated according to the values of the inputs of C, and the power of 

w is reset accordingly. As w may be a constrained variable of some other constraints, 

once w has changed its value and power, these constraints should be re-satisfied as well, 

and so on.  

5.3.3 The Propagation Effect of an Update 
Operation 
 
As introduced previously, after operation O updates constrained variable v, both the value 

and power of v are changed. After that, procedure UpdatePropagation( ) will be invoked 

to propagate the value and power changes of v to other constraints. This section discusses 

the propagation effects of O. To simplify our discussion, here we presume that O is the 

first Update operation executed in the system, so that the priority of any variable is lower 

than the priority of O when O is ready for execution. 

It is possible that v is not a constrained variable of any constraint maintained in the 

system. In this condition, procedure UpdatePropagation( ) will not perform any 

operation. On the other hand, v could be associated with some satisfied constraints when 

O is ready for execution. As introduced previously, v can be an input of any number of 

constraints, but it is at most the output of one constraint when O is ready for execution. 

Otherwise, if v is the output of more than one constraint, the satisfactions of these 

constraints are conflicting.  

Given operation O updates constrained variable v on document state S0 where n 

constraints are maintained (i.e. there are n satisfied constraints in the system). Let G0 be 

the solution graph denoting the computation flow to satisfy all the constraints on S0. 

Suppose v is the output of a constraint and an input of some constraints in G0, as shown 

in figure 5.8(a). 

From procedure UpdatePropagation( ), a constraint, where v is its input or output, 

should be re-satisfied first after v is updated. Let C1 be the first re-satisfied constraint, and 

one of its inputs be v, as shown in figure 5.8(a). Suppose that vo is the output of C1 in G0, 

so that its power is lower than the power of any input of C1 in G0. 

After v is updated by O, its priority is set to the priority of O, so that it is impossible 

that the priority of v is lower than the priority of vo after the execution of O. Moreover, 
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the priority of any one of the other constrained variables of C1 is unchanged after O is 

executed. As LPO-CSM is used to re-satisfy C1, after the constraint is re-satisfied vo is 

still the output of C1. According to procedure UpdatePropagation( ), when vo is updated 

as a result of constraint propagation, the change of vo should be propagated to all the 

constraints, except C1, where vo is a constrained variable, by recursively invoking 

procedure UpdatePropagation(vo, C1). As vo is the output of C1 in G0, it can only be an 

input of these constraints in G0.  
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Figure 5.8. The graphic representations of constraint propagation 

Based on the above analysis, for any constraint, Ci, suppose that vo is an input of Ci 

and the output of Ci is vj in G0. After the constraint is re-satisfied, vo is still an input and vj 

is still the output of the constraint. Here, the change of vo is propagated to vj.  Following 

the same analysis, we can conclude that the change of v will be propagated to all the 

downstream variables of v in G0.  

v may be the output of a constraint when O is executed, so that after O updates v, the 

effect of O may also be propagated to some upstream constraints of v in G0. Suppose that 

v is the output of constraint C in G0, as shown in figure 5.8(a). Let v.power = (P, L), 

where L>0, on document state S0 where O is ready for execution. There must have a 

variable vi, where vi.power = (P, L-1), and vi is the one with the lowest power among all 

the inputs of C in G0.   

Based on procedure UpdatePropagation( ), after v is updated, C should be re-satisfied. 

As the priority of v is higher than the initial priority of any variable after the execution of 

O, vi becomes the output and v is an input of the re-satisfied constraint C. Again, when vi 
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is updated as a result of constraint propagation, the change of vi should be propagated to 

all the constraints, except C, where vi is a constrained variable, by recursively invoking 

procedure UpdatePropagation(vi, C). Based on the above discussion, the change of vi 

will be propagated to all of its downstream constraints, except C, in G0 (as C is an 

upstream constraint of vi after C is re-satisfied).  

Moreover, vi could be the output of another constraint in G0, and let the constraint be 

C4. Thus, there must exist a variable vr, where vr.power = (P, L-2), and vr is the one with 

the lowest power among all the inputs of C4 in G0. From the above discussion, when C4 is 

re-satisfied as a result of the change of vi, vi becomes an input and vr is the output of the 

re-satisfied constraint C4. Again, when vr is updated as a result of constraint propagation, 

the change of vr should be propagated to all the constraints, except C4, where vr is a 

constrained variable, by recursively invoking procedure UpdatePropagation(vr, C4). 

Again, if vr is the output of a constraint, Ci, in G0, when vr becomes the output of C4, it 

should be changed as an input of Ci. Consequently, one of the inputs of Ci, which has a 

power (P, L-3), will be changed as the new output of Ci. This procedure continues, until 

reaching a variable, vf, which has a power (P, 0). As vf.level=0, it is not the output of any 

constraint in G0, as shown in figure 5.8(b).  

It is obvious that after the invocation of procedure UpdatePropagation(v, null), the 

value and power changes of v are propagated to every one of the downstream variables of 

v in figure 5.8(b). The only difference between the solution graphs shown in figure 5.8(a) 

and figure 5.8(b) is that the directed path from vf to v in figure 5.8(a) is reversed in figure 

5.8(b).  

In conclusion, suppose that operation O updates v in an application with multi-way 

dataflow constraints, where the document state and solution graph are S0 and G0 

respectively. After O is executed and constraint propagation is performed, the new 

solution graph is Gn. Moreover, both value and power changes of v are propagated to all 

the downstream variables of v in Gn. Let v.power=(P, L) on S0. If L=0 (i.e. v is not the 

output of any constraint in G0), then G0 and Gn are the same. Otherwise, if L≠0 (i.e. v is 

the output of a constraint in G0), there must be a directed path from vi to v in G0, where 

vi.power = (P, 0). The only difference between G0 and Gn is that the directed path from vi 

to v in G0 is reversed in Gn. 
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5.3.4 The Concurrent Execution of Update 
Operations 
 
In a collaborative system adopting replicated architecture, users may concurrently update 

constrained variables, which may result in divergence, as illustrated by the following two 

scenarios: 

Scenario 5.3: a constraint defines left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y of a horizontal line. 

Two users concurrently move left-endpoint.y to Y1 and Y2, respectively, while Y1 ≠Y2. 

In scenario 5.3, users concurrently change the y coordinate of the same endpoint of a 

horizontal line. If the two operations are executed in the order user-1, and user-2’s 

operation, at a site, left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y= Y2 after the two operations have 

been executed and the constraint has been re-satisfied. On the other hand, if the two 

operations are executed in the order user-2, and user-1’s operation, at another site, left-

endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y=Y1. Thus, divergence occurs. 

In the above scenario, two users concurrently update the same attribute of the same 

object, so that they are conflicting with each other. The different execution orders of the 

two conflict operations result in divergence, which also happens in collaborative systems 

without constraint. However, the concurrent execution of the operations that do not target 

the same attribute of the same object may also result in divergence in a constraint system, 

as illustrated by the following example: 

Scenario 5.4: a constraint defines left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y of a horizontal line. 

Two users concurrently move left-endpoint.y and right-endpoint.y to Y1 and Y2, 

respectively, while Y1 ≠Y2.  

At the site of user-1, left-endpoint.y is first changed to Y1, resulting in the change of 

right-endpoint.y as well. Thus, after user-1’s operation and constraint propagation have 

been performed, left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y=Y1. Accordingly, after user-2’s 

operation has been executed at the site, and the constraint is re-satisfied, left-

endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y= Y2. 

For the same reason, if the two operations are executed in the order user-2, and user-

1’s operation at the site of user-2. After the two operations have been executed and 
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constraint propagation has been performed, left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y= Y1. Thus, 

divergence occurs. 

In both above scenarios, the effects of the two user operations cannot be shown at the 

same time if single-display approach is adopted. In scenario 5.3, the two operations are in 

conflict, so that only one operation’s effects can be shown on the user interface. In 

scenario 5.4, the constraint cannot be maintained if both user operations shown their 

effects on the user interface. As these operations are executed in different orders at 

different sites, the effects of different operations are shown at different sites on the final 

document states, resulting in divergence.  

In the following subsections, we discuss how to maintain both constraints and 

convergence in the face of concurrent execution of Update operations in collaborative 

systems.  

5.3.4.1 The Condition to Show the Effects of an Update Operation 
In chapter 2, a method that is able to maintain convergence in the presence of conflict 

Update operations in collaborative graphic editing systems is introduced. In the method, 

each operation is associated with a totally ordered priority. The priority relationship 

between operations is compatible with their causality relationship. When an Update 

operation is ready for execution at a remote site, it is put into an operation set containing 

all the Update operations that target the same attribute of the same object. The Update 

operation is able to show its effect on the user interface, only if it has the highest priority 

among all the Update operations in the operation set. Adopting this method, a system 

always shows on the user interface the effect of the operation with the highest priority 

among a set of conflict operations. 

The above method can be adopted in a collaborative system with multi-way dataflow 

constraints. For example, in scenario 5.3, a constraint defines left-endpoint.y=right-

endpoint.y of a horizontal line. Two users concurrently move left-endpoint.y to Y1 and Y2, 

respectively, while Y1≠Y2, from different sites. Suppose the priority of operation O1, 

which moves left-endpoint.y to Y1, is higher than the priority of the other operation, O2. 

At one site, the two operations are executed in the order O1 and O2. After the execution of 

O1, the constraint will be re-satisfied, so that left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y=Y1. When 

O2 is ready for execution, its priority will be compared with the priority of O1, as both of 
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them target the same constrained variable. Accordingly, as O1.priority>O2.priority, O2 

will not have any effect on the user interface. Thus, after the execution of both user 

operations, left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y=Y1. Following the same analysis, we know 

that if the two operations are executed in the order O2 and O1 at another site, after the 

execution of both user operations, left-endpoint.y=right-endpoint.y=Y1, so that 

convergence is maintained. 

The initial priority of a constrained variable, v, is lower than the priority of any Update 

operation. Suppose Oa is the first executed Update operation that updates v. After the 

execution of Oa, v.priority=Oa.priority. Suppose Ob is the second Update operation 

targeting v. From the above discussion, we know that Ob is able to update v if and only if 

Ob.priority>Oa.priority. If it is able to update v, after the execution of Ob, v.priority= 

Ob.priority. Thus, if v has been updated by some operations at a site, v.priority is set as 

the priority of the Update operation that has the highest priority among all the Update 

operations that target v and have been executed at the site. Accordingly, to determine 

whether an Update operation, O, targeting v, should have effect on the user interface, a 

constraint system just needs to compare v.priority with O.priority, and O is able to update 

v if and only if O.priority>v.priority.  

In the above discussion, we assume that v is determined by an Update operation, so 

that it will not be the output of any constraint. However, it is also possible that v is the 

output of a constraint when it is updated by an Update operation. Given that operation O 

updates constrained variable v on document state S0 where n constraints are satisfied. Let 

G0 be the solution graph denoting the computation flow to satisfy these constraints on S0. 

If v is the output of constraint C on S0, let v.power= (P, L), where L ≠0. Thus, there must 

be a variable w in G0, where (1) w.power= (P, 0), so that w is not the output of any 

constraint in G0, and (2) there is a directed path from w to v in G0. Along the directed 

path from w to v, only w is not the output of a constraint, so either w is determined by an 

Update operation, Oa, where Oa.priority=P, or w retains its initial priority on S0. If 

O.priority>P, based on the conclusion of the previous subsection, after the execution of 

O, the directed path from w to v in G0 is reversed, and then the updated value and power 

of v are propagated to all the downstream variables of v in the new solution graph. Here 
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the execution of O at most overwrites the effects of Oa, which has a priority lower than 

the priority of O.  

On the other hand, if O.priority<P, after the execution of O, the priority of v becomes 

even lower, so that after C, whose output is v on S0, is re-satisfied, v will still be the 

output of the constraint. Thus, the effect of O will be overwritten, so that O cannot show 

its effect on the user interface.  

In conclusion, when an Update operation, O, targeting v, is ready for execution, the 

constraint system will compare the priorities of O and v, and O is able to update v if and 

only if O.priority>v.priority.  

5.3.4.2 The Correctness of Procedure UpdatePropagation( ) 
As introduced in section 5.3.2, after an Update operation changes a constrained variable, 

procedure UpdatePropagation( ) will be invoked to re-satisfy constraints. The procedure 

is able to maintain both constraints and convergence in collaborative systems, 

independent of the execution orders of concurrent Update operations, as explained below:   

From the conclusion made in previous sections, suppose that operation O updates v in 

an application with multi-way dataflow constraints, where the document state and 

solution graph are S0 and G0 respectively. Suppose v.power=(P, L) on S0, O is able to 

update v if and only if O.priority>P. If O is able to update v, after O is executed and 

constraint propagation is performed, the new solution graph is Gn. Moreover, both value 

and power changes of v are propagated to all the downstream variables of v in Gn. Let 

v.power=(P, L) on S0. If L=0 (i.e. v is not the output of any constraint in G0), then G0 and 

Gn are the same. Otherwise, if L≠0 (i.e. v is the output of a constraint in G0), there must 

have a directed path from vi to v in G0, where vi.power = (P, 0). The only difference 

between G0 and Gn is that the directed path from vi to v in G0 is reversed in Gn.  

Suppose two concurrent operations − O1 and O2 − update constrained variables A and 

B respectively on document state S0, whose corresponding solution graph is G0. 

A.power=(pa, la), B.power=(pb, lb), O1.priority> pa, O2.priority> pb on S0.  

Condition 1. O1 ⊗O2  (i.e. A = B) 

Suppose O1 is executed first at one site. After the execution of O1, A.level=0 and 

A.priority=O1.prioirity. Let Gn be the solution graph that denotes the constraint 
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propagation path of O1. The change of A is propagated to all the downstream variables of 

A in Gn. When O2 arrives at the site, if O1.priority>O2.priority, O2 cannot update A. 

Otherwise, the new value and power of A, determined by O2, will be propagated to all the 

downstream variables of A in Gn. 

On the other hand, if O2 is executed first, let solution graph Gm indicate the 

propagation path of O2. Gm and Gn must be the same, as both of them are generated by 

updating v in G0. As described above, when O1 is executed at the site, if O1.priority> 

O2.priority, A.level=0 and A.priority=O1.priority. The change of A will be propagated to 

all the downstream variables of A in Gm. Otherwise, O1 cannot cause constraint 

propagation.  

After executing the two operations in different orders, we obtain the same results. 

Both constraints and consistency are maintained.  

Condition 2. O1 and O2 are not conflicting (i.e. A ≠ B)  

Sub-condition 1.  There is a directed path from A to B (or B to A) in G0, as shown in 

figure 5.9(a).  
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Figure 5.9. Constraint propagation in multi-constrained systems 

Let M.power=(pd, 0) on S0, where M is an upstream variable of B but not an upstream 

variable of A in G0. Moreover, M.power<N.power, for any N, which is an upstream 
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variable of B but not an upstream variable of A in G0, and N.level=0 on S0. Obviously, 

either B.priority=M.priority or B.priority= A.priority on S0. 

If O1 is executed first, let Gn be the solution graph after the execution of O1. If 

A.level≠0 on S0, there must be a variable D, which is an upstream variable of A in G0 and 

D.power=(pa, 0). The directed path from D to A in G0 is reversed in Gn. Otherwise, if 

A.level=0, the structures of Gn and G0 are the same. After O1 is executed, 

A.power=(O1.priority, 0) and the change of A is propagated to all the downstream 

variables of A in Gn, as shown in figure 5.9(b). B is a downstream variable of A in Gn, so 

that after the constraint propagation is conducted, B.priority=M.priority, if 

O1.priority>M.priority. Otherwise, B.priority=O1.priority.  

When O2 arrives at the site, (1) if O2.priority<B.priority (i.e. the priorities of both O1 

and M are higher than the priority of O2), O2 cannot cause constraint propagation; (2) if 

O2.priority>B.priority and B.priority= O1.priority (i.e. the priority of O1 is lower than the 

priorities of both O2 and M), after executing O2, we obtain a solution graph Gm, where the 

directed path from A to B in Gn is reversed, as shown in figure 5.9(c). Consequently, the 

change of B is propagated to all the downstream variables of B in Gm, so that the effect of 

O1 is overwritten; (3) if O2.priority>B.priority and B.priority=M.priority (i.e. M’s 

priority is lower than the priorities of both O1 and O2), after executing O2, we obtain a 

new solution graph, where the directed path from M to B in Gn is reversed, as shown in 

figure 5.9(d). 

If O2 is executed first, then after executing O2, we obtain a solution graph Gq where 

the directed path from P to B in G0 is reversed. P is an upstream variable of B in G0 and 

P.power=(pb, 0). 

Assumption 1. P.priority=A.priority, then either P=A (if A.level=0), or P=D (if 

A.level≠0) in G0. In both conditions, the directed path from A to B in G0 is reversed in Gq. 

Obviously, Gq=Gm, as shown in figure 5.9(c). A is a downstream variable of B in Gq, so 

that after the constraint propagation is conducted, A.priority= M.priority, if 

O2.priority>M.priority. Otherwise, A.priority=O2.priority. 

When O1 arrives at the site, (1) if O1.priority<A.priority (i.e. the priority of O1 is 

lower than the priorities of both O2 and M), O1 cannot cause constraint propagation; (2) if 

O1.priority>A.priority and A.priority=O2.priority (i.e. the priorities of both O1 and M are 
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higher than the priority of O2), after executing O1, we obtain a solution graph which is the 

same as Gn, as shown in figure 5.9(b), and the directed path from B to A in Gq is reversed; 

(3) if O1.priority>A.priority and A.priority=M.priority (i.e. M’s priority is lower than the 

priorities of both O1 and O2), after executing O1, we obtain a solution graph which is the 

same as the one shown in figure 5.9(d), and the directed path from M to A in Gq is 

reversed. 

Assumption 2. P.priority≠A.priority, then P must be M (i.e. M’s priority is lower than 

the priorities of both A and O2). In this condition, after executing O2, we obtain solution 

graph Gq, where the directed path from M to B in G0 is reversed. When O1 is executed, 

only the directed path from D to A in Gq is reversed, so that we obtain the solution graph 

shown in figure 5.9(d). 

Thus, in sub-condition 1, no matter in which order the two operations are executed, the 

final propagation results are identical.  

Sub-condition 2.  There is a path between A and B in the undirected constraint graph 

(there is at most one path between them, as our discussion is based on an acyclic 

constraint graph), but there is no directed path either from A to B or from B to A in G0.  

A.power=(pa, la) and B.power=(pb, lb) on S0. If neither la nor lb equals 0, there must 

have constrained variables D and P, where D.power=(pa, 0) and P.power=(pb, 0) on S0. 

Moreover, there are directed paths from D to A and P to B in G0. The executions of O1 

and O2 on S0 will reverse these directed paths respectively. 

Assumption 1. There is no intersection between the directed paths from D to A and P 

to B in G0. 

In this condition, the constraint propagations caused by the two operations will not 

interfere with each other, no matter in which order these operations are executed. It is 

obvious that if either A.level=0 or B.level=0, in sub-condition 2, the propagation paths of 

the two operations will not interfere with each other. 

Assumption 2. There is intersection between the directed paths from D to A and P to B 

in G0. 

Obviously, for any E, which is a constraint or a constrained variable in the overlapped 

path, there are directed paths from D to E and from P to E. Moreover, there are also 

directed paths from E to A and from E to B. Therefore, D and P are the upstream 
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variables of both A and B. As D has the lowest power among all the variables that are the 

upstream variables of A and are not the output of any constraint in G0, and P has the 

lowest power among B’s upstream variables which are not the output of any constraint in 

G0, D and P must be the same variable. Accordingly, after one operation is executed, 

there is a directed path either from A to B or from B to A. Following the analysis for sub-

condition 1, we know that the propagation results are independent of the execution orders 

of the concurrent operations. 

Sub-condition 3. There is no path between A and B in the undirected constraint graph 

describing the relationships between constraints and their constrained variables. 

Obviously, in this condition, the constraint propagations caused by the two operations 

will not interfere with each other. Therefore, the final constraint propagation result must 

be independent of the execution orders of the concurrent operations. 

According to the previous discussion, when three concurrent operations, O1, O2 and O3, 

are executed in the order O1, O2, and O3, the propagation effect must be the same as when 

they are executed in the order O2, O1, and O3 (by swapping the execution order of O1 and 

O2) and O1, O3, O2 (by swapping the execution order of O2 and O3). According to the 

above analysis, we can easily prove that regardless of which order the three operations 

are executed, the final propagation results must be identical. For the same reason, the 

method can generate consistent propagation results for any n concurrent operations.  

In conclusion, procedure UpdatePropagation( ) ensures convergence when users 

concurrently update constrained variables in a collaborative system. The convergence 

maintenance result is independent of the execution orders of concurrent operations. 

The execution effect of procedure UpdatePropagation( ) can be demonstrated by the 

following example:  

Suppose that the initial solution graph of three constraints and the power of each 

constrained variable are shown in figure 5.10(a). Two users concurrently execute 

operations O1 and O2, which change V and W, respectively. The priorities of O1 and O2 are 

6 and 7, respectively. 

At user-1’s site, the two operations are executed in the order O1 and O2: 

When O1 is executed, V becomes an input of C, because it is determined by O1 rather 

than by C. Thus the power of V is set to (6, 0), as O1.priority=6. Then, Y is selected as the 
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new output of C, because its power is the lowest among all the constrained variables of C. 

After Y is set to the output of C, the power of Y is reset and the value of Y is recalculated, 

triggering the re-satisfaction of Ci, and resulting in E becoming the new output of Ci. The 

change of the computation flow of Ci triggers the re-satisfaction of Cj, and W is selected 

as the new output of Cj. Thus, after the execution of O1, the solution graph is shown in 

figure 5.10(b), 
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Figure 5.10. The solution graphs of three constraints; the power of a variable is shown above the 
variable 

After O2 is executed, Cj is re-satisfied. M becomes the output and W is changed to an 

input of Cj, as shown in figure 5.10(c). As M is not associated with any other constraint, 

constraint propagation stops automatically. 
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At the site of user-2, the two operations are executed in the order O2 and O1: 

When O2 changes W in the solution graph shown in figure 5.10(a), the outputs of all 

the downstream constraints of W should recalculate their values and reset their powers. 

Because W is not the output of any constraint in the initial solution graph, the execution 

of O2 will not change the satisfaction method for any satisfied constraint in figure 5.10(a), 

as shown in figure 5.10(d). 

When O1 is executed in the solution graph shown in figure 5.10(d), Y, E, and M,  the 

inputs with the lowest powers of C, Ci, and Cj, will be selected as the new outputs of the 

three constraints. After the execution of O1, the new solution graph is shown in figure 

5.10(c). 

After executing the two operations in different orders at different sites, we obtain the 

identical solution graphs to satisfy the three constraints. The value and power of any 

variable are identical at both users’ sites, so that convergence is achieved. 

5.3.5 Optimization 
 
In the above discussions, constraint propagation is performed immediately after each user 

operation that updates a constrained variable. Suppose m operations update constrained 

variables in a system with n constraints. In the worst case, each operation may cause 

constraint propagation for n constraints. To satisfy these constraints, we should perform 

m×n times constraint propagations. Thus, the time complexity is O(n2). 

Performing constraint propagation each time a constrained variable is updated is 

unnecessary. For instance, when two users concurrently update the positions of left-point 

and right-point, to satisfy a constraint defining middle-point=(left-point + right-point)/2, 

we can perform constraint propagation only once, which changes the position of middle-

point by taking into account the effects of both user operations.  

To improve system-responsiveness, if any user operation is waiting for execution, 

constraint propagation will not be performed. Each site maintains a constraint set, CS, 

which is to record constraints whose constrained variables have been updated, and 

constraint propagations should be performed to satisfy them. Each time a constrained 

variable of C is updated at a site, constraint C will be recorded in the CS of the site. If CS 
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is not empty and no user operation is waiting for execution, the constraint system will 

select a constraint in CS to re-satisfy. 

In the best case, constraint propagation is performed after all the m operations have 

been executed. Obviously, at most, all the n constraints are recorded in CS after the m 

operations have been executed. Based on the LOP solution to a set of constraints 

introduced in the previous sections, if the n constraints are satisfied in their power 

descending order, each constraint will be re-satisfied only once. Thus, the time 

complexity of constraint propagation is O(n) in the best case. 

Based on the above discussion, the structure of a collaborative system with multi-way 

dataflow constraints is shown in figure 5.11.   
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Figure 5.11. The structure of a constraint system 

Any user operation can be executed immediately at the site it was generated, even if 

there are remote user operations waiting for execution. Each site maintains a procedure, 

userLocalOperationExecution( ), which is invoked to execute local Update operations, as 

described below: 

Procedure userLocalOperationExecution(O) 
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{// O is a local user operation updating V 

 Execute O; 

 V.level:=0; 

 V.priority:=O.priority;   

 for each constraint C associated with V  

     Save C into CS if C is not in CS; 

} 

When an Update operation, targeting v, is executed at the site where it was generated 

from, it is dependent on all the operations that have been executed at the site, so that it 

has a priority higher than any executed operation at the site9

To execute remote Update operations, each site maintains a procedure, 

userRemoteOperationExecution( ), which is described below: 

. Accordingly, it is able to 

update both the value and power of v. Then, the level of v is set to 0, as the variable is not 

the output of any constraint after the execution of the Update operation. Moreover, all the 

constraints associated with v should be re-satisfied, after v has changed its value and 

power. Thus, these constraints will be saved in CS. 

Procedure userRemoteOperationExecution(O) 

{// O is a causally ready remote user operation updating constrained variable V 

If V.priority < O.priority 

   { execute O; 

     V.level:=0; 

     V.priority:=O.priority; 

     for each constraint C associated with V  

       Save C into CS if C is not in CS; } 

} 

When user operation O updating v is ready for execution at a remote site, O is able to 

update v if and only if O.priority > v.priority. If O updates v, after the execution of O, 

v.power=(O.priority, 0). Again, after v has been changed its value and power, all the 

constraints associated with v will be saved in CS. 

                                                 
9 The priority relation between operations is compatible with their causality relation. 
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Procedure constraintPropagationInvoking( ) will be invoked at each site when the 

system starts up. The procedure keeps running in the background. If no user operation is 

waiting for execution at that site, this procedure will fetch constraints from the local CS 

and send them in sequence to procedure constraintPropagation( ) to perform constraint 

propagation. 

Procedure constraintPropagationInvoking( ) 

{ 

 while (true) 

  if no user operation is waiting for execution and CS is not empty, then 

    { fetch constraint C, which has the highest power among all the constraints in CS 

     call constraintPropagation(C);   

     delete C from CS; } 

} 

Procedure constraintPropagation( ) is maintained at each collaborating site, as 

sketched below: 

Procedure constraintPropagation (C) 

{// C: a constraint should be satisfied 

Vo=C.getLowestPowerVariable(); 

Call CSM: Vo←f(V1, V2, ..Vn); 

Vi=getLowestPowerVariable(f().getInputs()); 

Vo.priority=Vi.prirority; 

Vo.level=Vi.level+1; 

for each constraint Ca associated with V where Ca≠C 

       Save Ca into CS if Ca is not in CS; 

} 

The input parameter, C, of procedure constraintPropagation( ) is a constraint needing 

to be satisfied. Method C.getLowestPowerVariable( ) returns a constrained variable vo, 

which has the lowest power among all the constrained variables of C. vo←f(v1, v2, …, vn) 

denotes the CSM associated with C, whose output is vo and whose inputs are the other 

constrained variables of C. Method getLowestPowerVariable(f.getInputs()) returns 

constrained variable vi which has the lowest power among all the inputs of the CSM. 
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Accordingly, vo.priority=vi.prirority and vo.level=vi.level+1. If vo is also associated with 

other constraints, constraint propagations should be performed for these constraints after 

vo is updated. Therefore, these constraints should be recorded in CS. 

The optimized system can be illustrated by the following example: 

Suppose that points a and b are two end-points of line La, and points d and e are two 

end-points of line Lb. Two constraints are maintained in a system, where C1 defines c= (a 

+b)/2 (i.e. point c should be the middle-point of La) and C2 defines c= (d +e)/2 (i.e. point 

c should also be the middle-point of Lb). The initial solutions to the two constraints and 

the power of each constrained variable are shown in figure 5.12(a). 

Suppose that after the two constraints have been satisfied, the coordinates of the five 

points, a, b, c, d, and e, are (1, 0), (5, 0), (3, 0), (2, -1), and (4, 1) respectively. Two users 

concurrently move points, a and e, respectively, from different sites. User-1 executes 

operation O1, which moves a to position (2, 0) and user-2 executes operation O2, which 

moves e to position (3, 1), where O1.priority=8 and O2.priority=9.  

O1 is a local operation at the site of user-1. After the operation is generated, procedure 

userLocalOperationExecution(O1) will be invoked, which executes O1 to change the 

position of a to (2, 0)  and set a.priority=O1.priority. Moreover, as a is a constrained 

variable of constraint C1, after the execution of O1, C1 should be re-satisfied, so that it is 

saved in CS, as shown in figure  5.12(b). 

Suppose after the execution of O1 at the site of user-1, O2 does not arrive.  As no user 

operation is waiting for execution at the site and CS is not empty, procedure 

constraintPropagationInvoking( ) will fetch the constraint from the CS and send it to 

procedure constraintPropagation( ). Accordingly, procedure constraintPropagation( ) 

will satisfy C1.  After that, c is the output of the constraint and its power becomes (5, 1). 

Moreover, the coordinate of c is (3.5, 0). As the satisfaction of C1 changes the value and 

power of c, and c is also a constrained variable of C2, C2 is saved in CS for re-satisfaction, 

as shown in figure 5.12(c).  
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Figure 5.12. The solution of two constraints; the power of a variable is shown above the variable 

Suppose after the satisfaction of C1 at the site of user-1, O2 still has not arrived.  Again, 

as no user operation is waiting for execution at the site and CS is not empty, procedure 

constraintPropagationInvoking( ) will fetch constraint C2 from the CS and send it to 

procedure constraintPropagation( ). Accordingly, procedure constraintPropagation( ) 
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will satisfy C2.  After that, e is the output of the constraint and its power is still (2, 1), but 

the coordinate of e becomes (5, 1), as shown in figure 5.12(d).  

When O2 arrives at the site of user-1, no local operation is waiting for execution, so 

procedure userRemoteOperationExecution( ) will be invoked to execute O2, which moves 

e to (3, 1) and sets e.priority=O2.priority. As e is a constrained variable of constraint C2, 

after the execution of O2, C2 should be re-satisfied, so that it is saved in CS, as shown in 

figure 5.12(e).  

After the execution of O2, no user operation is waiting for execution and CS is not 

empty. Thus, procedure constraintPropagationInvoking( ) will fetch constraint C2 from 

the CS and send it to procedure constraintPropagation( ). Accordingly, procedure 

constraintPropagation( ) satisfies C2. After that, d is the output of the constraint. Its 

power is (5, 2), and its coordinate becomes (4, -1), as shown in figure 5.12(f). As d is not 

associated with any other constraint, after the satisfaction of C2, no constraint will be 

added into CS, so that the constraint propagation will stop automatically.  

Thus, after the execution of the two user operations at the site of user-1, C1 is re-

satisfied once while C2 is re-satisfied twice. After both constraints are satisfied, the 

coordinates of the five points, a, b, c, d, and e, are (2, 0), (5, 0), (3.5, 0), (4, -1), and (3, 1), 

respectively. 

At user-2’s site, O2 is a local operation. After the operation is generated, procedure 

userLocalOperationExecution(O2) will be invoked, which executes O2 to change the 

position of e to (3, 1) and set e.priority=O2.priority. Moreover, as e is a constrained 

variable of constraint C2, after the execution of O2, C2 should be re-satisfied, so that it is 

saved in CS, as shown in figure 5.13(b). 

Suppose that just after the execution of O2, O1 arrives at the site of user-2. As no local 

operation is waiting for execution, procedure userRemoteOperationExecution( ) will be 

invoked to execute O1, which moves a to position (2, 0)  and sets a.priority=O1.priority. 

As a is a constrained variable of constraint C1, after the execution of O1, C1 should be re-

satisfied, so that it is saved in CS, as shown in figure 5.12(c). 

At this point, as no user operation is waiting for execution at the site and CS is not 

empty, procedure constraintPropagationInvoking( ) will fetch constraints from the CS 

and send them to procedure constraintPropagation( ). Because C1.power=(5, 0) and 
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C2.power=(3, 1), as shown in figure 5.12(c), based on procedure constraintPropagation-

Invoking( ), C1 and C2 will be sent to procedure constraintPropagation( ) in sequence to 

be satisfied. 
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Figure 5.13. The solution of two constraints; the power of a variable is shown above the variable 

After C1 is satisfied, variable c becomes the output of the constraint, and the power of 

c is (5, 1). Moreover, the coordinate of c is (3.5, 0). As the satisfaction of C1 changes the 

value and power of c, and c is also a constrained variable of C2, C2 should be saved in CS 
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for re-satisfaction. However, as C2 has already been saved in CS, it will not be sent to CS 

again, as shown in figure 5.13(d).  

Then, procedure constraintPropagation( ) will satisfy C2.  After that, d is the output of 

the constraint. Its power is (5, 2), and its coordinate becomes (4, -1), as shown in figure 

5.13(e). As d is not associated with any other constraint, after the satisfaction of C2, no 

constraint will be added into CS, so that the constraint propagation will stop 

automatically. 

Thus, after the execution of the two user operations at the site of user-2, C1 is re-

satisfied once while C2 is also re-satisfied once. After both constraints are satisfied, the 

coordinates of the five points, a, b, c, d, and e, are (2, 0), (5, 0), (3.5, 0), (4, -1), and (3, 1), 

respectively.  

In the above example, both the constraints and convergence are maintained. 

 

5.4 Concurrently Defining Constraints 
and Updating Constrained Variables 
 

In the previous sections, two approaches are introduced for convergence maintenance in 

collaborative graphic editing systems with multi-way dataflow constraints. The first 

approach addresses how to achieve convergence when users concurrently define 

constraints (while no user updates any constrained variable at the same time). The second 

approach tackles how to maintain convergence in the presence of concurrent user 

operations that update constrained variables (while no user defines any new constraint at 

the same time). However, users may concurrently define constraints and update 

constrained variables. This section discusses how to achieve convergence in this case. 

Based on the previous discussion, each constrained variable of a constraint is 

associated with a unique power. The CSM adopted to satisfy or re-satisfy a constraint is 

always the one whose output has the lowest power among all the constrained variables of 

the constraint. Once a constraint is satisfied, the output of the constraint will change its 

value and power according to the inputs of the constraint.  
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To support users concurrently defining constraints and updating constrained variables, 

each site maintains a procedure, userLocalOperationExecution( ), as introduced in the 

previous section, which will be invoked to execute a local Update operation. Any local 

operation can be executed immediately at the site it is generated. Once a local operation 

updates a constrained variable, all the constraints that associate with the variable will be 

put into the constraint set CS for re-satisfaction. 

Each site also maintains a procedure, userRemoteOperationExecution( ), as introduced 

in the previous section, which will be invoked to execute a remote Update operation. 

When user operation O updating v is ready for execution at a remote site, O is able to 

update v if and only if O.priority > v.priority. If O updates v, all the constraints 

associated with v will be recorded in CS. 

To support concurrently defining constraints and updating constrained variables, when 

a constraint is defined at a site, it is also put into the CS maintained at the site. 

As long as the CS maintained at a site is not empty, and no user operation is waiting 

for execution, procedure constraintPropagationInvoking( ) will fetch constraints from CS 

and send them in power descending order to procedure constraintPropagation( ) to 

perform constraint satisfaction: 

Procedure constraintPropagation (C) 

{// C: a constraint should be satisfied 

Vo=C.getLowestPowerVariable(); 

Call CSM: Vo←f(V1, V2, ..Vn); 

Vi:=getLowestPowerVariable(f().getInputs()); 

Vo.priority:=Vi.prirority; 

Vo.level:=Vi.level+1; 

for each constraint Ca associated with V while Ca≠C 

       Save Ca into CS if Ca is not in CS; 

} 

When users concurrently define constraints and update constrained variables, the 

above procedures ensure both constraint satisfaction and convergence, which is explained 

below: 
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Suppose that all sites maintain the same document state initially. After the same set of 

constraints is defined and the same set of Update operations is executed at all sites, the 

undirected bipartite graphs that represent the relationships of these constraints and their 

variables at all sites must be identical. Update operations will neither delete nor create 

any constrained variable, so that after the same set of Update operations has been 

executed, all sites still maintain the same set of constrained variables. Moreover, as 

indicated in section 5.1, our discussion is based on the condition that all constraints 

defined in a system are satisfiable, so that these constraints will not define conflict 

condition or requirement, and there is no cycle in the undirected bipartite graph that 

represents the relationships of these constraints and their variables. Thus, after the same 

set of constraints is defined and the same set of Update operations is executed at all sites, 

all sites maintain the same set of constraints and the same set of constrained variables. 

Suppose that, after all the Update operations have been executed, and all the 

constraints have been satisfied, the solution graph to satisfy all the constraints at a site is 

Gn. Moreover, v is the variable that has the highest power in Gn. It is obvious that v is 

determined by an Update operation, so that it is not the output of any constraint. 

Otherwise, suppose that v is the output of a constraint and vm is an input of the constraint. 

As the power of the output of a constraint is lower than the power of any input of the 

constraint, vm has a power higher than v, which is in contradiction to our predefined 

condition that v is the variable that has the highest power in Gn. Accordingly, v is 

determined by the operation that has the highest priority among all the Update operations. 

As the same set of operations is executed at all sites, the value and power of v must be the 

same at all sites.   

Suppose that va is the variable that has the second-highest power in Gn. Then va could 

be determined by an Update operation. In this condition, no constraint that defines the 

relationship only between v and a constrained variable, vb, is maintained at the site. 

Otherwise, v will be the input and vb is the output of the constraint, and v.priority = 

vb.priority. As the operation targeting v has the highest priority among all the Update 

operations, the power of vb is higher than the power of any variable that is determined by 

an Update operation, except v, so that vb has a power lower than v but higher than va, 
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which contradicts our assumption that va is determined by an Update operation and has 

the second-highest power in Gn. 

Thus, if va is determined by an Update operation, no constraint that defines the 

relationship only between v and another constrained variable is maintained at the site. As 

the same set of constraints is maintained at all sites, no such type of constraints is defined 

at the other sites as well. In this case, as va is determined by an Update operation, it is 

determined by the operation that has the highest priority among all the Update operations 

targeting va.  As the same set of operations is executed at all sites, the value and power of 

va must be the same at all sites under this circumstance.  

va is the variable that has the second-highest power in Gn. It is also possible that va is 

the output of a constraint, which defines the relationship between v and va. As the same 

set of constraints are maintained at all sites, the constraint defining the relationship 

between v and va is maintained at all sites. Moreover, as the constraint contains only two 

constrained variables, where v is determined by the operation that has the highest power 

among all the Update operations at all sites. The constraint must be satisfied the same 

way at all sites. Accordingly, the powers and values of both v and va must be identical at 

all sites. Moreover, the constraint defining the relationship between v and va must be 

satisfied the same way at all sites.  

It is worth noting that many constraints may define the relationships between v and a 

constrained variable. In this case, many variables may have the same power, which is the 

second-highest power in Gn. Again, as the same set of constraints is defined at all sites, 

the same set of constraints that defining the relationship between v and a constrained 

variable are satisfied at all sites. Based on the above discussion, for any one of these 

constrained variables, its powers and values must be identical at all sites. Moreover, any 

constraint that defines the relationship between v and a constrained variable must be 

satisfied the same way at all sites. 

Based on the above discussion, we know that variables with the first and second 

highest powers in Gn have the same powers and values at all sites. Moreover, all the 

constraints defining the relationships among these variables are satisfied the same way at 

all sites. 
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Suppose for all the constrained variables with the 1st, 2nd, …, ith highest powers in Gn, 

they have the same power and value at all sites. Moreover, all the constraints defining the 

relationship among variables with the 1st, 2nd, …, ith highest powers in Gn are satisfied the 

same way at all sites.  

For vj, which is a constrained variable with the (i+1)th highest power in Gn, if vj is 

determined by an Update operation, there is no constraint that defines the relationship 

between vj and any number of other constrained variables which have powers higher than 

vj in Gn. In this condition, as the same set of constraints is maintained at all sites, no such 

types of constraints are defined at the other sites as well. Again, if vj is determined by an 

Update operation, it is determined by the operation that has the highest priority among all 

the Update operations targeting vj.  As the same set of operations is executed at all sites, 

the value and power of vj must be the same at all sites under this circumstance.  

On the other hand, if vj is the output of a constraint, then the constraint must define the 

relationship between vj and some of variables with powers higher than vj in Gn. As the 

same set of constraints is defined at all sites, the constraint that defines the relationship 

between vj and other variables is maintained at all sites. Moreover, as all the constrained 

variables with the 1st, 2nd, …, ith highest powers in Gn have the same powers and values at 

all sites, the constraint defining the relationship between vj and variables with powers 

higher than vj in Gn must be satisfied the same way at all sites. Thus, the power and value 

of vj must be identical at all sites.  

It is also possible that under this condition, many constrained variables may have the 

same power as vj has. These variables are the outputs of some constraints, and any input 

of any one of these constraints has identical value and power at all sites. Based on the 

above analysis, any one of the variables with the (i+1)th highest power in Gn must have 

identical value and power at all sites, and any constraint, defining the relationship 

between a constrained variable, v, with (i+1)th highest power, and other variables with 

powers higher than v in Gn, must be satisfied the same way at all sites. 

In conclusion, any constrained variable in Gn has the same power and value at all sites. 

Moreover, any defined constraint is satisfied the same way at all sites. Thus, convergence 

is achieved. 

The above discussion can be illustrated by the following example: 
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Initially, there is no constraint maintained in a system. Suppose that points a and b are 

two end-points of line La, and points d and e are two end-points of line Lb. c is the 

intersection-point of the two lines. Initially, the coordinates of the five points, a, b, c, d, 

and e are (1, 0), (5, 0), (2, 0), (2, -1), and (2, 1) respectively, and the powers of the five 

variables are  (3, 0), (5, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), and (0, 0) respectively. Four users concurrently 

execute four operations: O1 moves a to position (2, 0); O2 moves e to position (3, 1); O3 

defines constraint C1: c= (a +b) /2 (i.e. point c should be the middle-point of La), and O4 

defines constraint C2: c= (d +e) /2 (i.e. point c should also be the middle-point of Lb). 

Moreover, O1.priority=8 and O2.priority=9. 

Suppose at one site, the four operations are executed in the order O1, O2, O4, and O3. 

After the execution of O1, the coordinate of a is (2, 0) and a.priority=O1.priority. As no 

constraint is maintained, no constraint propagation will be performed. For the same 

reason, after the execution of O2, the coordinate of e is (3, 1) and e.priority=O2.priority. 

When O4 is executed at the site, C2 is added into CS for satisfaction. Suppose O3 

arrives at the site just after O4. Then before the satisfaction of C2, C1 will be added into 

CS maintained at the site, as shown in figure 5.14(a). 

Then, the two constraints in CS will be satisfied in their priority descending order. 

After the satisfaction of C1, c becomes the output of the constraint. Its coordinate is (3.5, 

0), and power is (5, 1), as shown in figure 5.14(b). For the same reason, after the 

satisfaction of C2, d becomes the output of the constraint. Its coordinate is (4, -1), and 

power is (5, 2), as shown in figure 5.14(c). 

Thus, after the constraints are satisfied, the coordinates of the five points, a, b, c, d, 

and e, are (2, 0), (5, 0), (3.5, 0), (4, -1), and (3, 1), respectively.  

At another site, the four operations are executed in the order O3, O4, O1, and O2. When 

O3 is executed at the site, C1 is added into CS for satisfaction. Suppose O4 arrives at the 

site just after O3. Then before the satisfaction of C1, C2 will be added into CS maintained 

at the site, as shown in figure 5.14(d). 

Suppose that after C2 is added into CS, neither O1 nor O2 arrives at the site. Then, the 

two constraints in CS will be satisfied in their priority descending order. After the 

satisfaction of C1, c becomes the output of the constraint. Its coordinate is (3, 0), and 
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power is (3, 1). For the same reason, after the satisfaction of C2, e becomes the output of 

the constraint. Its coordinate is (4, 1), and power is (2, 1), as shown in figure 5.14(e). 
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Figure 5.14. The solution of two constraints; the power of a variable is shown above the variable 
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Following the analysis in the previous subsection, as shown in figures 5.12 and 5.13, 

we know that after the execution of O1 and O2, the two constraints will be satisfied 

according to a solution graph shown in figure 5.14(b).  

Again, after the constraints are satisfied, the coordinates of the five points, a, b, c, d, 

and e, are (2, 0), (5, 0), (3.5, 0), (4, -1), and (3, 1), respectively.  

Thus, both constraints and convergence are maintained. Based on the above discussion, 

we can try to analyze any other possible execution order of the four operations. No matter 

in which order they are executed, the proposed method ensures constraint satisfaction 

while achieving convergence at the same time. 

 

5.5 Summary 
 

In this chapter, schemes are introduced for multi-way dataflow constraint satisfaction and 

convergence maintenance in collaborative systems. These schemes enable users to 

concurrently define constraints and update constrained variables.  

A multi-way constraint has a method for calculating a value for each of the variables it 

constrains, in terms of the values of the other variables [111]. Multi-way dataflow 

constraints are more flexible and powerful than one-way constraints, as they can be 

satisfied in multi-direction [16], [111], [112], [142]. They are very useful in the 

development of sophisticated graphic applications, such as in implementing collaborative 

CAD, CASE, and Artificial Intelligence in computer games.  

On the other hand, as there are multiple options to satisfy a multi-way constraint, 

maintaining consistency in collaborative systems with multi-way constraints is much 

more complex than in systems with one-way constraints. 

To ensure that when a constraint is defined in a collaborative system all sites will use 

the same CSM to satisfy the constraint, each constrained variable is associated with a 

unique initial priority. Accordingly, when a constraint is satisfied, the system uses the 

Lowest Priority Output CSM (LPO-CSM) of the constraint to satisfy it. The output of the 

LPO-CSM of constraint C is the one with the lowest priority among all the constrained 

variables of C.   
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The outputs of LPO-CSMs of different constraints may be the same constrained 

variable, so that if these constraints are satisfied by their LPO-CSMs, their constraint 

satisfaction results conflict with each other. To solve this problem, the Lowest Output-

Priority (LOP) solution to a set of constraints is defined: among all the possible solutions 

to a set of n constraints, solution S is the LOP solution if and only if S ↗Si, for any Si, 

while S ≠Si, and Si is a solution to the n constraints. For a set of constraints, their LOP 

solution is unique, which is proven in this chapter. Thus, if all sites of a collaborative 

application maintain the same initial document state, after the same set of constraints are 

satisfied by their LOP solution at all sites, all the constraints must be satisfied the same 

way at all sites, so that both constraint satisfaction and convergence are maintained. 

Some methods to obtain the LOP solution to a set of constraints are introduced in this 

chapter. Among them, a method, as illustrated in procedure LOPsolution4( ), satisfies a 

set of constraints in their priority descending order. Constraints are always satisfied by 

their LPO-CSMs. After a constraint is satisfied, the priority of its output is set as the 

priority of the input with the lowest priority among all the inputs of the constraint, to 

prevent any constrained variable of a satisfied constraint from being the output of any 

constraint to be satisfied. Thus, the satisfaction of a constraint will not result in the re-

satisfaction of any satisfied constraint.  

A solution, which generates the LOP solution to a set of constraints, even if these 

constraints are satisfied in different orders at different sites, is also proposed. The 

solution ensures both constraint satisfaction and convergence. Moreover, it will not result 

in the re-satisfaction of all the satisfied constraints each time a constraint is defined at a 

site. Methods are also presented to delete constraints in a collaborative system, and to 

achieve an acyclic constraint graph when users concurrently define constraints in a 

collaborative system. 

In a constraint interactive system, users may update constrained variables, resulting in 

the violation of some satisfied constraints. To ensure the constraint satisfaction and retain 

the effects of user operations, once a user updates a constrained variable v, resulting in 

the violation of a satisfied multi-way dataflow constraint C, the constraint system will 

invoke a CSM to re-satisfy C. Here, v is an input of the CSM, so that the effects of the 
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user operation can be propagated to the output of C.  Moreover, if the output of C is also 

a constrained variable of another constraint, this constraint should be re-satisfied after C 

has been re-satisfied, and so on.   

The propagation effect of an Update operation targeting a constrained variable is 

described as follows: suppose that operation O updates v in an application with multi-way 

dataflow constraints, where the document state and solution graph are S0 and G0 

respectively. Let v.power=(P, L) on S0, O is able to update v if and only if O.priority>P. 

If O is able to update v, after O is executed and constraint propagation is performed, the 

new solution graph is Gn. Moreover, both value and power changes of v are propagated to 

all the downstream variables of v in Gn. Let v.power=(P, L) on S0. If L=0 (i.e. v is not the 

output of any constraint in G0), then G0 and Gn are the same. Otherwise, if L≠0 (i.e. v is 

the output of a constraint in G0), there must have a directed path from vi to v in G0, where 

vi.power = (P, 0). The only difference between G0 and Gn is that the directed path from vi 

to v in G0 is reversed in Gn. We have proven that based on the above approach, after a set 

of concurrent Update operations has been executed, the constraint propagation results are 

independent of the execution orders of these operations. 

To enable users to concurrently define constraints and update constrained variables, 

each site maintains a constraint set, CS, in which constraints to be satisfied/re-satisfied 

are saved. Accordingly, each time a constraint is defined in the system it will be first 

saved into CS. Moreover, if a constrained variable of a satisfied constraint C is updated, 

C will be saved in CS for re-satisfaction. To improve system-responsiveness, if any user 

operation is waiting for execution, constraint satisfaction/re-satisfaction will not be 

performed. On the other hand, if no user operation is waiting for execution and CS is not 

empty, the constraint system will satisfy constraints in CS in power descending order. 

When users concurrently define constraints and update constrained variables, the above 

scheme ensures both constraint satisfaction and system convergence. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Work 
 

 

A constraint specifies a relationship or condition that should be maintained in a system. 

Constraint-based applications are able to simplify users’ jobs by allowing users to 

concentrate on saying what should be true, leaving it to the constraint systems to worry 

about when and how to make these things true [58], [59]. Constraints have been shown to 

be useful in simplifying and automating user tasks in a wide variety of single-user 

applications, such as graphic editing, CASE, CAD, spreadsheet, and user interface 

applications. To leverage these single-user applications for multi-user collaborations, 

constraints must be maintained in concurrent environments.  

Moreover, maintaining constraints automatically is even more advantageous in 

collaborative systems, which can confine and coordinate concurrent operations. It is 

extremely effective to deal with complicated tasks in collaboration scenarios. For 

example, when people work collaboratively to design a project using Java Class notation, 

many conflicts may arise if a system relies only on individuals to maintain the Java single 

inheritance constraint. A task that demands people to work collaboratively is often 

complex and may contain many requirements and constraints. Thus, it is very practical 

and powerful for collaborative systems to maintain constraints automatically on behalf of 

users. 

On the other hand, maintaining constraints in collaborative systems is difficult. For 

example, users may concurrently define conflicting constraints in a collaborative system; 

the satisfaction methods of different constraints may interfere with each other. Moreover, 

maintaining both constraints and consistency in replicated collaborative systems is a 
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challenge. Because of the complexity and difficulty of satisfying constraints in concurrent 

environments, most of the existing collaborative techniques are unable to maintain 

constraints automatically. 

This thesis concentrates on a frequently used type of constraint, dataflow constraint, 

which is capable of expressing relationships over multiple data types and is conceptually 

simple [41]. Any requirement that can be expressed as an equation can be represented as 

a dataflow constraint.  

This research contributes several novel techniques to address the issues of maintaining 

both dataflow constraints and system consistency in real-time collaborative graphic 

editing systems. These techniques enable users to define dataflow constraints and update 

graphic objects concurrently. This chapter summarizes the main contributions of this 

research and discusses directions of future work. 
 

6.1 Summary of Contributions 
 

6.1.1 A Simple Consistency Maintenance Scheme 
 
A constraint collaborative system faces all the three inconsistence problems − divergence, 

causality violation, and intention violation − which a collaborative application without 

constraint encounters. Thus, an in-depth understanding of consistency maintenance in 

collaborative systems without constraint is essential for consistency maintenance in 

constraint collaborative systems. 

     In chapter 2, methods are proposed for maintaining consistency in collaborative 

graphic editing systems where graphic objects are independent of each other. These 

methods are based on existing OT schemes originally designed for collaborative plain-

text editors. The proposed methods ensure consistency in the face of concurrent user 

operations that create/delete or update graphic objects in real-time collaborative graphic 

editing systems. Compared with other schemes which support Update operations in 

concurrent environments, the proposed schemes are simpler and more efficient, as no 

operation will be transformed against concurrent Update operations for intention 
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interpretation in the proposed schemes. Moreover, undoing Update operations in arbitrary 

order is very easy to achieve in the proposed methods.  

6.1.2 A Consistency Maintenance Scheme for 
One-way Dataflow Constraints 

 
One-way dataflow constraints have been applied in a wide variety of single-user 

interactive systems, including spreadsheet [96], user interface [11], [13], and graphic 

editing systems [92], because of their simplicity, efficiency and manageability. In this 

thesis, a one-way dataflow constraint is expressed by a formula, an expression that may 

contain constants, operators, and object-attributes.  

In chapter 3, schemes are developed for consistency maintenance in real-time 

collaborative graphic editing systems where one-way dataflow constraints are adopted to 

define and maintain the relationships between object-attributes. The proposed schemes 

tackle three significant issues: how to maintain both one-way dataflow constraints and 

system consistency in the face of concurrent user operations that define/delete constraints, 

or create/delete/update graphic objects; how to prevent cyclic constraint propagation in 

the presence of concurrent user operations, while maintaining consistency at the same 

time; and how to efficiently perform constraint satisfaction and consistency maintenance 

actions to improve system responsiveness. 

Accordingly, a consistency maintenance scheme which enables users to concurrently 

create/delete graphic objects and update formulas defining graphic attributes in formula-

based collaborative systems is proposed. The scheme maintains document convergence 

by achieving formula-convergence and preventing cyclic value-propagation at the same 

time. 

To prevent cyclic constraint propagation without breaching the consistency 

maintenance requirements in formula-based collaborative systems, a masking scheme is 

proposed. The scheme, which achieves a convergent masking effect based on VDRG, 

allows concurrent operations to be executed in arbitrary order without performing any 

undo/redo action on the user interface.  
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Methods are also proposed to perform value-propagation incrementally and efficiently. 

Moreover, to improve system-responsiveness, constraint propagation is performed only 

when no user operation is waiting for execution. 

The proposed solutions for consistency maintenance, one-way dataflow constraint 

satisfaction and cyclic propagation prevention are generic. They are able to be applied to 

construct many different types of collaborative systems with one-way dataflow 

constraints.  

6.1.3 A Consistency Maintenance Scheme for 
Multi-way Dataflow Constraints 
 
Multi-way dataflow constraints are more flexible and powerful than one-way constraints, 

as they can be satisfied in multi-direction. They are very useful in the development of 

sophisticated graphic applications, such as in implementing collaborative CAD, CASE, 

and Artificial Intelligence in computer games. As there are multiple options to satisfy a 

multi-way constraint, maintaining consistency in collaborative systems with multi-way 

constraints is much more complex than in systems with one-way constraints. 

To ensure that after the same set of constraints is satisfied, each constraint will be 

satisfied by the same method at all sites, the unique Lowest Output-Priority (LOP) 

solution to a set of constraints is defined. This thesis introduces several methods for 

obtaining the LOP solution to a set of constraints. All of these methods satisfy constraints 

in priority descending order, so that the satisfaction of a constraint will not result in the 

re-satisfaction of any satisfied constraint.  

Based on these methods, a solution is proposed to generate the LOP solution for a set 

of constraints which are enforced in different orders at different sites. The solution 

ensures both constraint satisfaction and convergence. Moreover, it will not re-satisfy all 

the constraints each time a constraint is defined at a site. Methods are also presented to 

delete constraints in collaborative systems, and to prevent cyclic constraint propagation 

when users concurrently define constraints in a collaborative system. 

In a constraint interactive system, users may update constrained variables, resulting in 

the violation of some satisfied constraints. Accordingly, schemes are devised to maintain 
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both constraint and convergence in the face of concurrent user operations that update 

constrained variables.  

To improve system responsiveness, if any user operation is waiting for execution, 

constraint satisfaction/re-satisfaction will not be performed. On the other hand, if no user 

operation is waiting for execution when some constraints should be satisfied, the 

constraint system will satisfy these constraints in power descending order. When users 

concurrently define constraints and update constrained variables, the above scheme 

ensures both constraint satisfaction and system consistency. 

6.1.4 The CoVisio Prototype System 
 
CoVisio is used to develop and verify the correctness, feasibility and effectiveness of the 

proposed constraint maintenance schemes in collaborative environments. Moreover, it is 

also a useful groupware system on its own. 

CoVisio that leverages single-user Microsoft Visio for multi-user collaboration 

enables a group of users to view and edit the same Microsoft Visio documents at the 

same time from different collaborating sites. One feature that distinguishes CoVisio from 

other collaborative graphic editing systems is that CoVisio is able to maintain one-way 

dataflow constraints in collaborative environments. CoVisio adopts the TA-based system 

architecture. It relies on the API provided by Microsoft Visio to convert single-user 

Microsoft Visio into a real-time collaborative application without accessing the source 

code of the single-user application.  

6.1.5 API Design Recommendations 
 
From the exercise of converting Microsoft Visio into real-time collaborative Visio 

(CoVisio), and with our group’s previous experience in building CoWord and 

CoPowerPoint, this thesis presents some issues that should be considered when 

developers extend a single-user application for multi-user collaboration based on the API 

provided by the single-user application, which are the API design recommendations for 

facilitating conversion of single-user applications into collaborative applications.  
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The proposed recommendations are helpful to both API designers and collaborative 

system designers. API designers can apply these recommendations in API designs to 

support collaboration. On the other hand, based on these recommendations, a 

collaborative system designer knows whether a single-user commercial system can be 

transparently and efficiently extended for collaboration based on its API functions.  

These API design recommendations are not limited to leverage single-user 

commercial systems for multi-user collaborations. Even for system developers building 

collaborative systems from scratch, it would be a good approach to separate the single-

user/editor part from the collaborative/network parts. Therefore, the API design 

recommendations can be used as guidelines for defining the interactions between the 

single-user part and the collaborative parts of a concurrent system. 

 

6.2 Future Work  
 

This thesis presents dataflow constraint maintenance strategies in real-time collaborative 

graphic editing systems. Constraint maintenance in concurrent environments is a research 

area with many challenging issues that need to be solved. There are a number of research 

issues worth exploring in the future: 

This thesis focuses on dataflow constraint that has been applied in a wide variety of 

single-user applications. There are other types of constraints that have been widely 

adopted, such as inequality constraints [15], linear arithmetic constraints [14], geometric 

constraints [43], and application specific constraints, [79], [83]. How to maintain these 

constraints in concurrent environments is in need of investigation.  

In this work, constraints represent the relationships between the attributes of graphic 

objects. There are many other applications of constraints in concurrent environments. For 

example, constraints can be used to represent the relationships between different user 

actions in a collaborative application [67], [115]; constraints can be adopted to support 

user-defined semantic relationships [78]; constraints can be applied to maintain 

consistency between application data and the graphic object used to display this data in 
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graphical interface application [58], [59]. Exploring different applications of constraints 

in concurrent environments is an interesting research topic. 

CoVisio, which leverages single-user Microsoft Visio for multi-user collaboration, 

adopts the TA-based system architecture. There are other single-user commercial systems 

that have been extended with multi-user collaborative functions based on TA architecture 

[127], [128], [140]. However, as existing GCE component focuses on consistency 

maintenance in collaborative systems without constraint, its support for constraint 

maintenance is limited. How to extend GCE component to efficiently leverage single-

user commercial systems with constraints, such as AutoCAD, for multi-user collaboration, 

has yet to be fully investigated.   

CoVisio has not extended all the single-user Microsoft Visio functions for multi-user 

collaboration. For example, CoVisio users cannot execute self-designed programs, add-in, 

to perform complicated graphic manipulation functions. How to enrich CoVisio with 

sophisticated graphic manipulation functions has been investigated. This work will lay a 

foundation for constructing other sophisticated constraint-based collaborative 

applications. 

Over the last fifteen years, real-time collaborative systems have moved from being 

prototypes in laboratories to becoming usable commercial systems and also freeware. 

With the investigation of constraint maintenance in collaborative systems, I hope to make 

real-time collaboration even easier and more efficient to use. 
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